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FOREWORD

The basic text of iSaiva-siddhinta is Meykanda’s S’/va-

jMnabodham which consists of twelve aphorisms {sutra) with

a short explanatory commentary (vartika). As this work is all

too brief, the need for a detailed systematic exposition was felt

quite early, and -this was fulfilled by Meykanda’s family-preceptor

turned pupil, Arulnandi-^ivacarya, who wrote the Sfivajndna-

siddhiyar at the command of his youthful master. The Siddhiyar

is in two parts, parapakkam (skt. parapaksa) and supakkam (skt,

svapaksa), the former criticizing the other views and the latter

expounding the Siddhanta. The method here followed is the

standard one in Indian Philosophy, viz. that of establishing one’s

metaphysical standpoint through a criticism of the rival views

arranged in their order of progressive satisfactoriness. For those

who wish to acquaint themselves with merely the doctrines of

^aiva-siddhanta, however, the second part of the Siddhiyar is

enough. The present work seeks to expound this part in the light

of six old commentaries thereon.

Dr. V. A. Devasenapathi undertook this study as a research

student of this Department in the year 1935 under the guidance

of the late Professor S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri. Subsequently

in the year 1946 he was awarded a Fellowship by the University,

and this enabled him to complete his work and submit it for the

award of the Ph.D. Degree. It is the thesis as approved for the

Degree that is now being issued as a publication of the Department
of Philosophy.

Dr. Devasenapathi sets forth in these pages the leading

concepts of ^aiva-siddhanta in a clear and consecutive manner.
Following the maxim that the establishment of the objects of
knowledge depends on the means of knowledge (minadhina
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meya— siddhi^), the pramdpas (Tamil: alavai) are first explained.

Then follow in sequence the exposition of the three padarthas

(categories) recognized in all the ^aiva schools viz., pati (God),

pdsa (bonds), and paiu (soul). Having expounded the theoretic

doctrines, the author turns to the practical teaching relating to

the means to release and the conception of release itself. An inte-

resting point that deserves to be noted is that the commentaries

on the Siddhiyar differ among themselves in regard to certain

aspects of the doctrine of ^aivism, which only shows that in

matters spiritual, there are bound to be doctrinal differences, and

that these instead of importing any defect into a tradition, indi-

cate its strength and vitality.

It is hoped that the present study will add to the interest

that is now increasingly being shown by scholars in the compara-

tively virgin field of ^aiva-siddhinta.

Madras,
September 19, 1960.

T. M. P. MAHADEVAN



PREFACE

The exposition of !§aiva Siddhanta attempted in the following

pages is based on a study of the ^ivajnana Siddhiyar in the light

of six commentaries. The only complete edition available con-

tains many mistakes, thus making the study more than usually

arduous. Recently two of the six commentaries, those of

Maraijnana Des'ikar and Nirambavalagiar, were published by the

Tiruvavaduturai math. It is expected that two other commen-

taries, those of Sivagra Yogin and Jnanapraka^ar also would be

soon published by them. These two commentaries have distinc-

tive features and so a good edition of these will be of great help

in appreciating their contribution to the richness of the Siddhanta.

Especially in regard to Epistemology (Alavai), the need for an

edition free from mistakes, is keenly felt.

This study of the ^ivajhana Siddhiyar was undertaken in 1935

when I joined the Department of Philosophy, University of

Madras as a research student. Under the guidance of the late

Professor S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, M. A., B. Sc., Bar-at-Law,

I completed a study of the Siddhiyar and gathered material for an

exposition in English. But for the skill and sympathy with which

he guided my work, the work could hardly have been carried out.

Particularly where transliteration of Sanskrit words into Tamil
has led to many puzzling mistakes, the Professor’s guidance was
invaluable. Subsequently, I had the privilege of working under
the guidance of Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, M.A.,Ph.D. to prepare

my thesis for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Madras
University. I remember with gratitude the lectures on Indian

Philosophy delivered by Professor P. N. Srinivasachari, M. A.,
whose handling of the subject led me to take it up for further

study. I express my gratitude to all these scholars. I am grate-

ful to Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan for the Foreword he has written.
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I am thankful to the Vice-Chancellor and the other authori-

ties of the University for publishing this book under their auspices.

It is a pleasure to record my grateful thanks to Mr. P. N.

Shanmugasundaram, M. A., M.Litt., for valuable assistance given

at the time the thesis was submitted to the University for the

Ph.D. degree.

I thank Mr. A. Sivaramalingam M.A., and Mr. C. V. Nadana-

sabapathi, M.A., for preparing the Index. My thanks are also due

to the G. S. Press for their neat execution of the work.

I am painfully aware of the many imperfections in this work.

I shall be grateful to scholars interested in the Siddhanta if they

are pleased to draw my attention to inaccuracies in the exposition.

Madras,
September 19, 1960.

V. A. DEVASENAPATHI
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The ^aiva religion is one of the most ancient — if not the

most ancient — of the several religions in India. Its glory has not

ceased with the past but continues even today. It is the religion of

vast numbers of people throughout the length and breadth of India.

In fact it ‘ stretches out across the sea to Farther India and the

Archipelago and beyond the mountain to Central Asia While

it is difficult to trace the origins of ;§aivism, scholars are of the

view that two sources can be said to have contributed to the

growth of this religion— one Aryan or Vedic and the other pre-

Aryan. “ Such has been the vitality of this religion that it has

given rise to numerous sects, differing from each other in matters

of detail but agreeing in the fundamental belief regarding God,
soul and the bonds (pati, pas'u and pa^a) and the thirty six tattvas.

Thus we find all shades of difference in the exposition of the ;§aiva

philosophy, ranging from the idealistic monism of the Kashmir

school to the pluralistic realism* of the 6aiva Siddhanta. The
philosophy of ^aivism, in this respect, has been said to be typical

of the entire range of Hindu thought.*

;§aiva Siddhanta claims to be, not just one system among
other systems, but the system par excellence. It claims to be the Sid-

dhanta, the accomplished end.® Opinion is divided as to the origin

of this school of ^aivism. Some scholars claim that ^aiva Sid-

dhanta is of entirely Tamil origin and that the basic text of this

1. A Historical Sketch of ^aivism by Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri

Cultural Heritage of India, Vol 11, p. 18.

2. Ibid.

3. It will be pointed out elsewhere in the pages of this book that terms
like pluralism are not used here in the same sense in which they are used in
Western Philosophy.

4. The Philosophy of ^aivism by Prof. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri—
Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. H, p. 35.

5. While the other iSastras are the parts and the purvapakga, the Sid-
dhanta ^astras are the whole and, thus the title Saiva Siddhanta, bears a yoga
rudhi significance, not merely that it just happens to be called the final position
but it is really the final position, the other systems preparing the way for this -

this is how the ^aiva Siddhanta Paribha^a (p. 6) explains this title, '•f, also
pp. 128-9 and pp. 518-19 of Mapddiyam.
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school, Meykandar’s S’ivajndna Bodham, is an original Tamil work,

not a translation.* Though this work, giving the first systematic

exposition of the Siddhanta belongs to the thirteenth century,

Siddhanta concepts and doctrines are found in earlier philosophical

works like Tiruvmdiyar and the Tirukkalirruppadiydr and Tiru-

mandiram as well as in the devotional utterances of the ^aiva

saints, like the Tevdram and the Tiruvacagam.’’ In fact, references

to Saivism are found in the classical Sangam literature, belonging

to the early centuries of the Christian era, like the AinkurunUru.

Nakkirar, a poet of the 1st century A.D. is reputed to be a

i^aivite. The Tolkdppiyam, the earliest extant Tamil work speaks

of the Arivars or the seers. Whether the Siddhanta is an original

Tamil system or borrowed from other sources, this much is con-

ceded by scholars that it bears the distinctive marks of the Tamil

genius.

Literature :

The Vedas and the Agamas are generally accepted as authori-

tative Scriptures. While some times the Agamas are claimed as the

only authority for the Siddhanta, and an opposition is set up
between the Vedas and the Agamas, the generally accepted view

is that of Tirumular who says that both are divinely inspired and
that the difference between them amounts only to this—that the

Vedas are general and the Agamas are special.

Twent>'-eight Agamas are recognised by the Siddhantin. The
chief among these is the Kdmika. Among the Tamil sources, the

devotional utterances of the Dianne saints collectively known as

the Pannirutirumurai* and the doctrinal exposition in the fourteen

6. Saiva Siddhanta Unmai Varalaru by K. Subramania Pillai.

7. ‘ It must not be forgotten that Tamil ^aivism had a long religious

and literary development before the appearance of the schools of Kashmir and
much common terminology may be traced for centuries before MeykanJa wrote.

iSankara argued against Saivism with which he must have been acquainted in

South India ; and his visit to Kashmir, if tradition may be trusted, apparendy
coincides with the first beginnings of the northern scholastic philosophy’.

Carpenter, N.—Theism in Mediaeval India, p. 360.

8. Pannirutirumurai as follows; Sambandhar’s Tevsram (three) Tiru-

murai 1 to 3 ; Appar’s Tevaram (three) Tirumurai 4 to 6 ; Sundarar’s Tevaram
Tirumurai 7; Msnikkavacagar’s Tiruvacagam and Tirukkovaiyar Tirumufai 8;
Tirumaligai Devar & others - Tiruvisaippa Tirumurai 9; Tirumandiram, Tiru-

murai 10; Work* of saints like Pattinattar, 11 ; Sekkilaj’s Periyapurapam Tiru-
murai 12.
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works entitled Meykxi^da Sfastras^ are considered most authorita-

tive.

The chief among the Meyka^tda Nostras is the SivajSana

Bodham. It is the basic text book of the Siddhanta. This impor-

tant work is so terse that its author, Meykandar, is said to have

commanded his disciple to write a commentary on it so that

people could easily understand it. That commentary is the S'ivajnsna

Siddhiyar.

The author of the ^ivajhana Siddhiyar is Arulnandi iSivacarya

who lived in the thirteenth century A.D. in Tirutturaiyur on the

north bank of the River Pennaiyar. He belonged to a respectable

Adisaiva family. His original name appears to have been Sadi^iva

Acarya.*® The profound knowledge of the Scriptures that he had

acquired gained for him the honorific title, Sakaldgamapandita. It

is said’’ that he went about from place to place, visting Cidam-

barara, Tiruvannamalai, Kasi, Nepal and other centres and estab-

lished Saivism by overcoming his adversaries in philosophical con-

tests.

Sakalagamapaijdita was originally the preceptor of Meykapdar’s

father. According to the traditional story, Meykapdar, when he

was little more than a child, received instruction in ^aiva Sid-

dhanta from Paranjoti munivar and became a teacher at a very

tender age. Sakaldgamapandita expected his pupil’s son, Meykan-
ddr to go to him for instruction but was disappointed. He decided

to go to Meykandar’s place in the hope that at least then the boy

would make amends and accept him as his teacher. But this hope

was also frustrated. It is said that one day when Meykandar was

discoursing to his pupils on anava (egoism, the root evil), Sakala-

gamapa^dita w'ent to him and, filled with bis own selft-importance,

asked him to indicate the form of an iva. In reply, Meykandar
pointed his finger at Sakalagamapandita himself. This reply opened

9. 1. Tiruvundiyar
; 2. Tirukkalirruppadiyar; 3. Sivajnana Bodham;

4. ^ivajiiana Siddhiyar; 5. Irupavirupatu ; 6, Unmai vijakkam ; 7. 6iva»

prakasam ; 8. Tiruvarutpayan ; 9. Vinavenba ; 10. Porripahrodai

;

11. Kodikkavi ; 12. Nenjuvidu tutu; 13. Unmainerivilakkam
; 14. Sankar-

panirakaranam.

10. Vide the biographical sketch in the dimjndna Siddhiyar, Iruvarurai—
South Indian Saiva Siddhanta Publishing Works (p. 5). In the commentary
on Sivaprakdsam, the author of the Siddhiyar is referred to as ffsirOTLiuir

Siddhanta Sastiram Padininku, p. 744.

11. Muthia Pillai’s edition of the Siddhiyar. This statement is interest-

ing but no authority is cited therefor.
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the eyes of the family preceptor to his ignorant condition and
the need to learn first before he could teach others. He fell at

the feet of Meykandar and begged him to take him as his pupil.

Meykandar accepted him*“ as his chief pupil and conferred the

name Arulnandi on him.

The ^ivajSana Siddhiyar, written by Aru{nandi at the bidding

of his master consists of two parts—parapakkam and supakkam.

The former takes up the views of other schools of philosophy,

examines and refutes them from the standpoint of the Siddhanta;

the latter sets forth in detail in 328 verses, the fundamentals of

the Siddhanta with incidental references to the views of other

schools. Exposition of the Siddhanta attempted in these pages is

based on the Supakkam.

The Siddhiyar (supakkam) consists of 328 verses as under :

Invocatory verse ... 1

Prefatory verses ... 5

Alavai ... 14

Sutra I ... 70

„ II ... 96

„ III ... 4

„ IV ... 40

„ V ... 9

„ VI ... 9

„ VII ... 4

„ VIII ... 39

„ IX ... 12

„ X ... 6

„ XI ... 12

„ XII ... 7

328

The sutras are classified as under

:

Pramana lyal

IJakkana lyal

Sadana lyal

Payan lyal

Sutras I to III

„ rV to VI

„ vn to IX

„ X to xn

32. cf- “ (rrsarSfear uSuuai^^jr} (39iftT6iisii)ai OiuQ^O^ar
^eirSssr aasu^^(r^sffi(Q)Qso ^srfl&ow ^SxQmji) gjilQib

iBssrsifruicr QaisthfQi^iu (sicaSnjiripGtfluj

fa<W5Ti_fr«jr

QaarasBuS/t Q&irakfrQ ^ Q^iflasig^joQpii”
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It will be seen that of the 328 verses, Alavai and Sntras I

-^d II together consist of 180 verses—more than half the total

number.

Maraijnana De^ikar, one of the commentators on the Sid-

dhiyar'* says that Arulnandi based his parapakkam on the following

works

:

(i) Sankaracarya’s Sarva Dar^ana*^ Sangraha.

(ii) iSarvamatopanyasa.

(iii) Ramanadacarya’s Paramatanirakarana,

(iv) Sarvanma ;§ambhu’s Siddhanta Dipika.

(v) Aghora^ivacSrya’s Siddhantartha Samuccaya
and his supakkam on

(i) the ivajUSna Bodha

(ii) its derivative (evidently the Tamil Bodham) consisting

of Sutras, curni and vepba

and (iii) The ^ivagamas.

Maraijnana De^ikar says*® that the author writes his work in

Tamil, when there are the dilferent dialects of l^anskrit like Prakrt,

PaisSci, etc., because Tamil is the language of the region between

Vengadam in the north and Kumari in the South. {Tirupati Hills

and Cape Camorin).

The Siddhiyar is written for the benefit of the Vainayikas, the

classification of souls here being into Samsiddhas, Vainayikas, and
Prdkrtas^^ Samsiddhas are granted salvation by Siva directly

without their seeking it through the Scriptures. Prakrtas have neither

the required intelligence nor love. Thus the Vainayikas alone need

enlightenment through a written work. Nirambavalagiar, another

commentator, says that the author has written for the madhyamas
not for the uttamas or the adhamas. Realising the magnitude of

his task, Arulnandi says that his attempt to indicate the nature

13. Pp. 20-21 Siddfaiyir Aruvarurai.

14. ‘ The full name of this work, as may be made out from colophon
given at the end of the chapters and also from the last stanza of the last

chapter in it, is Sarvadarsana Siddhanta Sangraha. Nevertheless, it appears

to have been known by the comparatively shorter title of Sarva Siddhanta

Sangraha also, as it is, for instance, found mentioned in the PramSijathirattu

of Manavala mamuni, a well-known religious teacher of the Sn Vai;pavas of
South India’.

Preface to Sarva Siddhanta Sangraha Ed. by M. Rangacharya,

15. Aruvarurai, pp, 61-62.

16. Ibid., p. 71.
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of God whom the Scriptures, Brahma, Vigpu and the human facul

ties all fail to reach, will call forth the ridicule of the wise ones-

However, he adds, an attempt must be made to know of God.
through the instruction of a preceptor well-versed in the Agamas.
This instruction may be reinforced by the appropriate means of
valid knowledge and, God’s nature may be intuited in one’s own
intelligence with the help of SivajSana.

Arulnandi’s Sivajnana Siddhiyar has come to rank as a stand-

ard exposition ;Saiva Siddhanta and as a great literary classic in

Tamil. It has won the esteem of saints’^ and scholars alike ever

since its composition. Its verses have a fine, flowing quality. It

combines loftiness of thought with lucidity of expression and is a

model for alt philosophical compositions.

There are six old commentaries on the Siddhiyar and two

modern ones.'® It is possible that there might have been some
others also, lost through the course of centuries. The six old com-
mentators are Nirambavalagiar, Maraijnana Des'ikar, ^ivagra yogin,

Jnanaprakasar, ^ivajnana yogin, and Subrahmapya Delikar. Of
these, the last does not attempt any original interpretation but

merely follows ^ivajnana yogin closely, giving the word meaning

(pada urai) of verses whose general sense (pojippurai) is given by

^ivajnana yogin.

The earliest of the commentators seems to have been Niramba-

vajagiar. The editor of Siddhiyar Aruvarurai, K. Shanmukha-

sundara Mudaliar'® says that, in the opinion of some, Niramba-

valagiar was the earliest commentator. He explains that he has

given the fifth place to this commentator in his edition so that

the difference between his commentary and those of others could

be clearly seen. But Nirambavalagiar’s commentary does not differ

markedly from the orthodox exposition of the Siddhanta. The
only peculiarity of this commentary consists in fixing a particular

purva-paksin for a number of consecutive verses when other

commentaries have changed to other purva-paksins. Maraijnana

De^ikar who is considered to be one of the early commentators

17. 'ur0 sS'^^^^9,Ts&uunnf *_5!R>Tirwu)
’

—St. Tayumanavar

(jT7<n?/f;^S ^jQevsvev^ib utrnr^^n^iu^

siS(T)^stli unr0' Qun —SivabhogasSram

IS. Muthiah Pillai and Tiruvijansam.

19. Siddhiyar Aruvarurai, Vol. Ill, p*
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refers^® to Nirambavalagiar’s commentary on the Tiruvarutpayan.

Nirambavalagiar was the pupil of Kamalai Jnanaprakaiar and was

himself the teacher of Sambandha Munivar who composed the

Tiruvarur purajiam and brought it for recognition before learned

men in A.D. 1592.®* It is reasonable to assume that Niramba-

vajagiar might therefore have flourished in the first half of the

sixteenth century.

Now for a few biographical details. Nirambavajagiar was born

in Tirumaraikkadu in a ^aiva vejala family. He studied Tamil

and Sanskrit and received instruction in the principles of ^aiva

Siddhanta from Kamalai Jnanapraka^ar. Besides his commentaries

on the Siddhiyar and Tiruvarutpayan, Nirambavalagiar has also

other works to his credit. Mention may be made of the Tiriu

parangiri purajiam, Sethu purSnam and Guru JHanasambandhar

mdlai. Of these the Sethu pura^am is held in great esteem by
Tamil scholars.

Nirambavalagiar’s commentary is simple and clear in language.

Quotations from other Siddhanta works in Tamil, like the ^ankar-
panirdkarapam are given to show their agreement with the parti-

cular verses commented on. Sometimes, relevant verses from the
^ivajndtia Bodham are cited as authority. As an old commentary
on the Siddhiyar, Nirambavalagiar’s is not without interest although
there is little that is striking in it.

Maraijnana De^ikar: The editor of Aruvarurai says that this

commentator was a Brahmin. S. Somasuiidara De^ikar points out
that no authority is cited in support of this statement and he
traces Maraijnana Desikar’s lineage to Ananda VaHal who was
a disciple of Tirujnana Sambandhar.®® Maraijnana De^ikar was
born in Sirkali. In his comments on the first verse of the eleventh
Sutra of the Siddhiyar, Maraijnana De^ikar refers to the author
of Paramopadeia, as his preceptor. Maraijnanasambandhar is known
to be the author of Paramopadeia. He is the author of ^aiva-
samayaneri also, from which Maraijnana De^ikar quotes couplets
328 & 329 while commeming on verse 13 of the Alavai in

20. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 20.

21. Dates & other details re : Nirambavalagiar, Maraijnana Deiikar and
Sivagra yogin are taken from S. Sotnasundara Desikat’s Sixteenth Century
Tamil Poets.

22.

Sixteenth Century Tamil Poets, p. 84.
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the Siddhiyir. Two other works of the same author are known**

to have been written in A.D. 1548 & 1555 respectively. Maraijnana

De^ikar, then, could be taken to have flourished about this time.

Maraijnana De^ikar appears to have written two commentaries

on the Siddhiyar, but only one of these is now available.**

He classifies commentaries into three types—urai vakai, vrtti vakai

and kandigai vakai. The extant commentary of this author is of

the third type.*® He is also said*® to have commented on works

like PatipaSu paiappanmal and to have written Paramata timira-

bhdnu, etc. These works have evidently not survived for, Soma-
sundara Desikar says that nothing is known about his other

works.*''

This commentator is well versed in Tamil and Sanskrit. His

commentary contain references to the Tolkdppiyam and the Agamas.

At the end of each verse he mentions the Agamas which sanction

the view expressed. Maraijnana Desikar is invariably clear in his

comments and keeps mainly to the orthodox Siddhanta standpoint.

A significant variation, however, is to be noticed in respect of his

espousal of Anmananda vada, a doctrine set forth by his preceptor

Maraijnana Sambandhar in his work Mutti Nilai. This doctrine

was refuted by Jnanasambandhar, the founder of Dharmai Adhina

Mujti, in his Mutti Nicchaya.*® Anmananda vada maintains that

the soul is inherently blissful. This bliss is thwarted by mala on
the removal of which the soul is restored to its original condition

of bliss.

We have an indication of Maraijnana Desikar’s allegiance to

this doctrine in his comments on the first verse of the 11th sutra.

He says. “When the soul attains the feet of Siva it will be

immersed in the bliss of its own Energy (which is svanandanubhuti),

inseparably existent in the soul ”. He protests against rendering

svanubhava as Sivanubhava and refers to Sivajnana Bodham
which speaks of ‘ svanubhutiman ’ and also to the Agamas and

Puranas. For further elucidation, he refers the reader to his preceptor’s

23. Sixteenth Century Tamil Poets, p. 83.

24. Aruvarurai, Vol. Ill, p. 5.

25. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 85.

26. Ibid, Vol. Ill, p. 5.

27. Sixteenth Century Tamil Poets, p. 73.

28. Ibid., p. 73.
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work Paramopadeia. However, wo cannot help wishing that we
had a more detailed statement from him on this matter.

iSivSgra yogin was born in a Brahmin family in To^dai nsdu.

He was known as Sivakolundu desikar also. He was a scholar in

Tamil and Sanskrit. His religious fervour enabled him to transcend

caste distinctions and so he came to be called ativar^a^rami.

He belonged to the ^uryanar Koil Adhinam.

Sevappa Nayakkar who ruled Tanjore for the Vijayanagar

king, heard of Sivagra yogin’s greatness and called him to Tanjore.

According to an oral tradition there was a philosphical contest

between 6ivagra yogin and Maniavala mamuni who was a champion
of Vaisijavism. The story is that, being defeated consecutively

for seventeen days, the Vaisnavites set fire to l§ivagra yogin’s

residence on the seventeenth day. The ruler who rushed to the

place the next day on hearing this news found ^ivagra yogin

sitting unhurt in the midst of fire. From an investigation of
^ivSgra yogin’s date, S. Anavarata Vinayakam Pillai concludes**

that if we accept the date given for Mapavaja mamuni as 1370—
1444, these two could not have been contemporaries.

^ivagra yogin has referred to the Tanjore ruler in ^lokas five

and six in his S'aivo sannydsa paddhati. These ^lokas indicate that

the work was presented to the scholars of the day for the first

time in 1564 A.D.'® Anavarata Vinayakam Pillai quoting Jnana-
praka^ar’s words, ‘ Since the commentaries of Maraijnana Des'ikar

and Sivakolundacariar are elaborate’ argues®' from the order of
mention of the names that Jnanaprakas'ar should have considered

Maraijnana Des'ikar as the earlier of the two. This is not a
conclusive proof as in ^ivajnana yogin’s order of mention ^ivagra
yogin comes first. It is clear that all the three commentators
Nirambavalagiar, Maraijnana Desikar and ^ivagra yogin, lived in
the sixteenth century. The exact period of their lives not being
known, speculation regarding priority will have but doubtful
value. The Tanjore ruler, at the request of Sivagra yogin, built a
mutt for him in Tiruvilimilalai.

29. Sivanenprakaiam, Introduction, p. 8,

30. Ibid., p. 8.

31.

Ibid., p. 12.

H-2
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A list of ^iyagra yogin’s works t

In Sanskrit.

1. iSaiva sannyasa paddhati. It was written to maintain the

thesis, in a dispute regarding eligibility to sannyasa, that ^aivites,

like the Smartas are eligible for sannyasa. It sets forth the duties

of iSaiva sannyasins.

2. iSivajnSna Bodha Sahgraha vyakhyana.

3. Sivagra Bhasya—an elaborate commentary in 12,000 ^lokas

on the Sivajnana Bodha. In this work he has refuted iSivasamvada

advocated by Aghora ^ivacarya in his commentary on Sarvajffa-

nottara.

4. KriyS dipika.

5. Saiva paribhajs.

In Tamil

:

1. ^arvajnanottara—Tamil commentary.

2. Devikalottara „

3. Srutisuktimala „ (The original text is by

Haradattacarya).

4. Sivajnana Siddhiyar—parapakkam (not printed).

5. Sivajnana Siddhiyar—supakkam (in ma^ipravala style).

6. ^livaneripraka^am. This book was written at the request

of a lady disciple of ^ivagra yogin. It consists of 215 verses and

is a clear exposition of the Siddhanta.

The commentator’s vast learning is evident on every page of

his commentary. In style and thought, the commentary bears deep

impress of his knowledge of Sanskrit. He says®“ that it was at

the bidding of his preceptor that he wrote the commentary. In

the introductory verses he has given an account of the principles

of the Siddhanta. He says that Nandi approached Srlka9tha,

seated on Mount Mahameru, with a request that his doubts be

cleared, as the Vedas and Agamas give rise to different and con-

32. cf. (8 O<?<fi*Q(aissrO;r)/Bj(g0<y7*BBr(r0«fr Ljifl^sir

ffio-g^(ipsaitr ^^i<3ui6aT(Sai Qs/rfirrcuir

(BsiXoCoa’ir’

and eflsugjffssr ^^lijQu/r^Sar*

(a50<nj0(asir«r njSsoQutjoQaireimSt-."
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flicting systems. He submitted a series of questions and had his

doubts cleared.®* Thus ^aiva Siddhanta is traced to a divine

origin.

JBanapraka^ar : The editor of Siddhiyar Aruvarurai says®* that

‘ Jnanapraka^ar lived about three hundred years ago Aruvarurai

Vol. Ill, in which this mention occurs was published in 1889 and

three hundred years from that date would take us to the closing

decades of the sixteenth century. No authority is given for assign*

ing this date. However this much could be said that Jnanaprakaiar

must have been, at most, a younger contemporary of Maraijnana

De^ikar and !§ivagra yogin to whose commentaries he makes an

explicit reference.

Jnanapraka^ar was born®® in Salivadi^vara nagar, Vinaganu-

puram, in JaflFna, in the family of Paijdi ma^avas. He belonged

to the ‘Muditotta velalas’ among Karkatta velajas. Jnanapraka^ar

went to Tirupugalur where he received diksa from Periya Anna-

sami GurukkaJ who was an Adiiaiva. From Tirupugalur he went

to Cidambaram and thence to Gauda De^a. It was here that

according to a story, he learned ^astras in a rather unusual way.

A Brahmin scholar was teaching Tarka (Logic), Mimamsa and

Vedanta to his pupils. Jnanapraka^ar attended the lectures every

day from a distance. The teacher asked him if he had learnt

anything by watching the classes, and tested him. Jnanapraka^ar

acquitted himself so very creditably that the large-hearted teacher

was pleased to take him as a regular pupil. In a year’s time,

JSanapraka^ar became highly proficient and, with his preceptor’s

permission, came down to Tiruvannamalai. The head of the

Tiruva^inamalai adhinam conferred sannyasa and taught him the

iSivagamas.

Jnanapraka^ar is credited with the authorship of Pauskara vrtti,

Prama;ja Dipika, Prasada Dipika, Ajnana vivecana, Siddhanta

Sikhamani, ^ivayoga sara, Sivayoga Ratna and ^iva Samadhi

Mahatmya Sangraha—all in Sanskrit. A tank, dug at his instance

at Cidambaram, is named after him. He built a mutt also near

the tank.

33. Questions like the following, “ Does the Universe have atoms for its

cause or mays alone or msya controlled by Siva?”.

34. Aruvarurai, VoL III, p. 5.

35. Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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JSanapraka^ar says that his commentary is a short one for the

benefit of those of dull understanding who cannot profit by the

commentaries of Maraijnana Dc^ikar and Sivagra yogin which are

elaborate and not easily understood and other commentaries (pre-

sumably, there were other commentaries besides Nirambavajagiar’s

available in his day) are far-fetched and inappropriate.®®

JSanapraka^ar is called a ^ivasamavadin and his commentary
is an attempt to read ^ivasamavada into the Siddhiyar. Jnanapra-

ka^ar, however, repudiates the charge that he is a iSivasamavadin,

and calls himself Suddhadvaita Saiva Siddhantin. A study of his

commentary makes it clear that his interpretation sometimes makes
a wide departure from the orthodox Siddhanta. He holds that

souls at release are equal to 6iva in every respect, a view which
is interesting and ably argued but totally at variance with the

Siddhanta.

Sivasamavada is of two kinds—rupa Sivasamavada and arupa

6ivasamavada. Aghora ^ivacarya was the founder of the latter.

Jnanaprakasar follows this doctrine and claims®’ support for his

views in the Kail pura^am and Tiruvadavurar purapam, both Tamil
works.

Jnanapraka^ar’s commentary called forth a short and sharp
refutation from ^ivajnana yogin in a work called ^ivasamavada
urai maruppu. The book is in the style traditional to controversial

works. ^ivajSana yogin treats Jnanaprakasar and his commentary
with undisguised contempt and says in the preface to his refutation

that ‘ looking for mistakes in JnanaprakaSar’s commentary is like

trying to pick stones from cooked sand ’.

Though JnanaprakaSar attempts to read Sivasamavada into the
Siddhiyar, he deserves credit for following an unusual line of
thought. It is unfortunate that far too many mistakes should have
crept into the printed text of this interesting commentary. The
commentator’s style of writing is also not conducive to easy
understanding.

^ivajnana yogin or Mukkaialingar, as he was originally called,
was born in Vikramasihgapuram near Papanasam. His parents

36. Aruvarurai. Vol. Ill, pp. 5-6.

.
Aruvarurai, pp. 1800-01. According to the first of these works men-

tioned, the released souls, though not the creators of the Univei». have resolves
eumlar to the Lord’s, and enjoy the perfection of lasting Mi—
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were Anandakkutta Pillai and Mayilammaiyar. There is as oral

tradition that the forbears of iSivajSana yogin had obtained a

boon from Saint Agastya to have for seven generations only such

sons as would be blessed with divine knowledge and that i§ivajnlna

yogin belonged to the seventh generation.

^ivajnana yogin, as a boy, had the good fortune to invite

some ascetics to his home and earn their blessings by bis hospitality.

Taking his father’s '.permission, SivajSana yogin went with theta

to Tiruvavaduturai. Velappa Deiikar was favourably impressed

with him, and he performed ^ivadlksa and granted sannyasa to

him. He taught ^ivajnana yogin the Meyka^da ^astras and

Pandara Sastras. Sivajnana yogin became very proficient in Tamil

and Sanskrit. He had a number of disciples of whom Kachiappa-

munivar is the best known.

SivajSana yogin has enriched Tamil by his contribution in

the spheres of philosophy, grammar and literature. He has written

two commentaries on the ;Sivajnana Bodham—one elaborate called

the Mapadiyam and the other concise, called the Cirrurai. He
has written a brief commentary on the Siddhiyar. This commen-

tary gives the general sense of the verses commented on together

with such remarks as may be necessary for a proper understanding

of the verse. Among the philosophical works he has translated

from Sanskrit, mention must be made of his translation of Amam-
bhatta’s Tarka Sangraha, Sarvdtmadambhu S' ivdcdrya’s Siddhanta

Prakddikd, Appayya Diksitar’s ^ivatattvaviveka and Haradatta-

caryar's Sfloka Paficaka.^^

Besides his ^ivasamavada urai maruppu to which reference has

already been made, iSivajfiana yogin has written a short work,

criticising JSanapraka^ar’s interpretation of the word ‘e^uttu’

which occurs in one of the invocatory stanzas of the Siddhiyar.

in thej course of his remarks, he refers to ^ivagra De^ikar, Marai

Jnana De^ikar and others as ‘ old commentators well-versed in

Tamil and Sanskrit’ and says that JSanapraka^ar’s interpretation

fails to square with their interpretation. It is strange that there

is no explicit reference to Nirambavalagiar.

38. For an exhaustive list of the works of Sivajnana yogin, refer to the

Mapadiyam, pp. 27-8. The account of his life given here is based on the

introduction to this work, in Iruvarurai, published by the ^aiva Siddhanta works
publishing society.
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Dedicating his life at a very early age to the pursuit and

propagation of spiritual learning, ^ivajnana yogin left a record of

invaluable service to 6aiva Siddhanta and Tamil, at the time of

his death in 1785 A.D.

Subrahmanya Deiikar was^ bom in Melagaram near Kuffalam

in the South in the year 1833 A.D. He came of a very old

iSalva Velaja family. His father, Subrahmanya kavirayar was a

descendent of the famous Tirakudappa kavirayar. Subrahmanya

Deiikar’s original name was Kurrala lingar. He began his studies

in his fifth year and, according to the custom of his time, learnt

Tamil, Sanskrit and Telugu. In his twelfth year, his father took

him to Kallidaikurichi tajikai mutt which was the abode of the

junior head of the Tiruvavaduturai mutt, and left him under the

care of Ilakkanam Ambalavana Tambiran. Besides teaching him

himself, the Tambiran arranged for his pupil’s instruction in

Sanskrit under Vedanta Sastri who was the Sanskrit Vidvan of the

mutt.

The senior head of the Tiruvavaduturai mutt, during a visit

to Kallidaikurichi, found Subrahmanya De^ikar eligible for initia-

tion, performed jS3na dik§a and installed him as junior head of

the mutt at the young age of fourteen. Having received sound

instruction in the ^astras,|’he began to 'teach the pupils of the

mutt.

It was during the time of Subrahmanya Desikar that the

famous Tamil scholar, Minaksisundaram Pillai was honoured with

appointment as Mahavidvan of the mutt. At the request of his

pupils, Subrahmanya Desikar wrote word-meaning for the verses

of the Siddhiyar, following closely i^ivajnana yogin’s commentary.

In course of time, he became senior head of the mutt.

In recognition of ^ivajnana yogin’s signal services to Sid-

dhanta and Tamil, Subrahmanya Desikar acquired the house of

the former, installed his image and arranged for daily worship.

When he was on a visit to Sucindram mutt, Ayilyam Tirunal

Maharaja of Travancore invited him to Trivandrum. Desikar

stayed as a state guest for some days and when he started back

for his place, received several tokens of royal esteem. The Maharaja

accompanied him for some distance before bidding him farewell.

The respect shown by this ruler did not cease with him. His

successor, Vilagam Tirunal Maharaja visited Subrahmanya Desikar,

-on his way back from Benares and presented him with the holy

water of the Ganges, elephants, etc.
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Subrahma^ya De^ikar was a patron of learning. He was always

surrounded by Tamil and Sanskrit scholars. They received besides

his ready appreciation of their scholarship, many gifts from him.

Before we close this account, a reference may be made to two

modern commentaries on the Siddhiyar, one by Tiruvilaigam and
another by Muthia Pillai. These commentators have had the benefit

of studying all the old commentaries and have given us easily

readable commentaries of their own.



CHAPTER n

ALAVAI (Epistemology)

Referring to the age of the systems of Indian Philosophy,

Professor Hiriyanna says, “In fact, the several systems which deve-

lop now do not set about investigating their proper subject until

they have given us what may be described as a critique of know-

ledge and considered how we come by truth. In other words,

Indian Philosophy becomes self-conscious at this stage; and Logic

emerges as an explicit branch of it.”^ iSaiva Siddhanta also, like

the other systems of Indian Philosophy, gives a critique of know-

ledge before it proceeds to study the objects of valid knowledge.

The basic text on Saiva Siddhanta, the S^ivajMna Bodham has

no chapter on Epistemology. This omission is understandable in

a work which is a brief exposition of the Siddhanta in cryptic

language and which presupposes a teacher. In the ^ivajMna
Siddhiyar which was written by Arulnandi in obedience to the com-

mand of his preceptor MeykaodSr that the principles set forth in

the Bodham should be explained in detail, we have an elaborate

treatment of all the important subjects connected with the Siddhanta,

and the first among them is the Siddhanta’s account of the means

of valid knowledge.

The epistemological section of the Siddhiyar is known as

Alavai,—literally that which is known by measurement.® We
measure and know the several material things by counting them

or weighing them or by finding their volume or determining their

length. So also, we must find out by what means we can get

valid knowledge of the three eternal categories, pati, pas'u and

pa^a. Besides, as Sivagra yogin says,® to interpret the verses

1. Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 177.

2. .siaraisu (iotoj) jii«iii^ji5!iijuu®u)g). Alavai is the Tamil equivalent
for pramapa.

3. Sivigra yogin quotes the following verse to show the need for episte-
mological enquiry.

^!r/r*tc^UJ(T(T ^'ssys^uuiueir ^rrmnShufrir

^iXir^tjwnSliurriT ffjs^rrrfluJUijrSlujrTiT

@(r/T(T ^srremeu nSSiuirir

^grinjuih^arremsu QsstrsifS^.
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of the Siddhiyar properly, we have lo depend on rules and laws

acceptable to reason and logic as set forth in the Alavai.

How can it be said that God may be known by Logic* also

when in one of the prefatory verses of the Siddhiyar, it was said

that He is beyond everything, the Scriptures no less than Logic?®

The contradiction here is only apparent. What the Siddhantin

means is that while without God’s grace neither the Scriptures

nor Logic can help us to find God, illumined by His Grace we

come to know Him from the Scriptures and also by Logic. The

Siddhantin feels the need for Logic in addition to Revelation in

the case of dull pupils who are likely to be confused by works

of other faiths and who fail to grasp the fundamentals of the

Siddhanta. Reasoning is necessary not only to support one’s own
conclusion but also to examine and refute the conclusions of

other schools of philosophy. The author of the Siddhiyar, before

beginning the exposition of the Siddhanta in the Supakkam, has

devoted two hundred and ninety six verses in the Parapakkam to

the statement and refutation of fourteen systems ranging from

the Carvaka to the Pancaratra. Besides, mere listening to Scrip-

tural truths does not bring about religious experience. One has to

listen first to the truths set forth in the Scriptures, reflect on

them, get a clear grasp of them, and practise meditation. Thus it

will be seen that epistemological enquiry plays a prominent part

in this discipline.®

MaraijSana De^ikar quotes another verse m the same strain from a work

entitled Alavai Vilakkam.

usirsTcissfl'SViTfl)disvsor^ uiLLuf-Jj uiuihlursir mih

atamstssflsorrfl) d!ev<svfr» siS^mQuiTisifT jpiih—sTJosTissflcusuff

Oiy(5T)Q<?/Tsusir5jS)s!jr AIjijulj.

The verses quoted from this work in other contexts are in the same simple

and clear language. This work is evidently lost now, for it is not tj be found
either in print or in manuscript.

prefatory verse 4.

s5/3TrsiS,5a)g2/ib

iAwsou.Tfiih prefatory verse 5.

6. cf Mapadiyam, p. 303 also

‘ ^esypysuSssTiLiih ^s!n;osn^sttliuibLj ^T^ih TsssrLstrjqm

^i^srr Qo’iTsveViSisuiTW.”

Siddhiyar parapakkam, verse 1

H-3
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What arc the means of valid knowledge (prama^ias)? Some

recognise six—pratyaksa, anumana, ^abda, upamana, arthapatti and

abhava. Some add four more to these—parilesa, sambhava,

aitihya, and sahaja or svabhava lihga. All these, according to the

Siddhantin may be reduced to the first three viz., pratyakga,

anumana and ^abda. iSivagra yogin is the only commentator who

gives a detailed account of the way in which these ten pramaijas^

can be reduced to three. He argues that upon a final analysis,

even these three can be reduced to one viz., cit-^akti (Intelligence

Energy).®

Quoting the Pauskara Agama, ^ivagra yogin says that cit-

s'akti which is free from doubt, error and remembrance is the sole

pramaija. Pratyak§a, anumana and ^abda are auxiliaries which

help to illumine things and so are derivately called prama^as.

The general nature of cit-^akti consists in attending to such of

the things presented as it likes; ignoring those it does not like,

and being indifferent to those others which it neither likes nor

dislikes.

The Naiyayikas say that that is a pramaoa which while, being

either an instrument or a locus of valid knowledge is pervaded

by valid knowledge. This view is not sound because this will

7. Pramanas recognised by the followers of the several systems

:

i. Lokayata ... Pratyaksa

ii. Bauddba & Vai^esika

ill. Ssnkhya

iv, Naiyayikas

V, Arhata & Prabhakara

vi. Bhatja & Vedantin

vii. PaurSnika

& anumana

& „ & sabda

& „ & upamana

& „ & arthapatti

& „ & abhava

& „ & sambhava &
aitihya

This is the classification according to Maraijnana De^ikar. ^ivagra yogin

adds parisesa & svabhavalinga to the eight praraaijas recognised by the

Pauranikas.

8. There is no mention of cit-sakti as pramapa in the other commentaries.

We have a reference to cit-^akti in the Mapadiyam (p. 414) where iSivajnana

yogin says ;
“ The soul is the pramata (knower), its intelligence which is

Intelligence Energy is the pramapa and the knowledge gained is pramiti.

While it (the soul) is under the influence of ‘asat’, it has pratyakga, anumana
and agama {which are all pa^a jnana and which are difierent from it), as its

manifestor. When it comes under the influence of sat, Sivajnana which exists

non-different from it is its manifestor. Hence pratyaksa, anumana and sabda

as well as Sivajnana are figuratively said to be the pramana.
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involve aeoeptanee of the s«ase of sight and the lamp also as

prama^as. The usage “ I see with my eyes ” is current because

the sense of sight is an auxiliary. Only that in the absence of

which there is no valid knowledge can be prama^a. The sense

of sight cannot make such a claim. Each sense performs a distinc-

tive function and it cannot perform the functions of the other

senses. The eyes, for example, cannot hear. Since senses do not

have the capacity to apprehend anything other than their own
respective objects, some thing capable of apprehending everything

should be recognised. Such is cit-^akti and hence that alone is

pramana.

It may be said that buddhi (intellect) could be taken as

pramaua since it synthesises all cognitions. But this is to forget

that buddhi, being material, is not different from the several

senses. Further, buddhi is known as an object because of its

forms of happiness and misery. What is an object of knowledge

cannot be the means of valid knowledge too.

A claim may be made ion behalf of the causal aggregate,

beginning with pramsta (knower) including internal and external

organs and ending with prameya (what is known). If this claim

is admitted, then the empirical usage of knower, known, etc.

treating them as distinct, loses its meaning. So, the causal aggre-

gate cannot be the pramana.

But, it may be asked, does not the Siddhantin himself

obliterate the distinction between pramana, pramata and prameya ?

If, as he says, the self is of the form of intelligence, then pramana,
pramata and prameya are all none other than the self. The Sid-

dhantin replies : cit-^akti turned towards objects and defined by
vidya and raga (tattvas) is only pramana

; it is not pramata.
When, freed from defilement, cit-^akti turns on the Lord, it is

pramata, not pramana.

Sivagra yogin proceeds to say that in the last resort, even
jiva cit ^akti (the Intelligence Energy of the finite self) cannot be
the pramana. As jiva cit-sakti cannot know Siva and Sivajsana
alone illumines both objects and Siva, there is the defect of
non-pervasion (avyapti) for jiva cit-^akti. Again, SivajSina alone
illumines both objects and Siva; hence Siva is not a prameya
for jiva cit-^akti. On the principle that the mana is that which
is not meya, Siva too would be mana; hence there is the defect

of over-pervasion (ativyipti). As, jiva cit-iakti by itself cannot
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know i§iva, there is the defect of inapplicability (asambhava). The
defect of inapplicability arises in another way also. Though the

soul is eternal, pervasive and of the nature of intelligence, even

after the removal of its impurity, it cannot know itself, the Lord

and the pasa (bonds), unless it is informed by ^ivajnana. As jiva

cit-sakti is subject to the defects of non-pervasion, over-perva-

sion and inapplicability, v/e have to consider 6iva cit-s'akti alone

to be the sole pramana for the soul, alike in its bound and free

states, ^ivagra yogin quotes the Pauskara to the effect that informed

by ^iva cit-sakti, which illuminates like the sun, the soul knows

:§iva, His Energy, itself and the bonds.

The Siddhantin’s position may be stated thus
:

pramana may
be viewed under two aspects

;
pramana that is helped and pramana

that helps; pramana that is helped has removable defilement.

Therefore it is jiva cit-sakti which is favomed with the grace of

Siva. The pramana that helps is 6iva cit-sakti. which is engaged

in removing the defilement that veils the soul’s cit-^akti.

Having established cit-^akti* as the sole pramana, ^ivagra

yogin proceeds to show that as its auxiliaries, three pramanas are

required. He examines the contention of the Bauddhas that ^abda

is not necessary and only two pramanas, pratyaksa and anumana
should be accepted. The Bauddhas say that that cognition is valid,

the objective content of which gives rise to fruitful and not futile

9. Cit-iSakti admits of comparison up to a point with the Advaitin’s
sak;in. Cf. the following ;

“ The sak;in which is the psychical element is

alwa>s present like an ever-Iuminous lamp, the enduring and changeless element
in experience which does not cease to be even in deep sleep. It is individual
and determinate, being determined by reference to the particular internal organ
with which for the time being it is associated. It is accordingly termed jiva
saksin ”. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 360. A cosmic saksin
or absolute conciousness (Is'vara-Saksin) which sustains everything that is, is
also postulated. But the final position of the Advaitin is that jiva and I^vara
are non-different from Brahman and, he has no sympathy with a system like
the Siddhanta (or the Sankhya) which recognises a plurality of purusas. His
position is summed up thus ; The difference of bodies cannot be the ground
for assuming a difference in selves. The bodies ate products of nescience

;
and

because of being conditioned by them there appear to be many jivas. But in
reality, there is only one self which is not different from Brahman. See
T. M. P. Mahadevan. The Philosophy of Advaita, pp. 184.

Cf. the following: “The word (Sak?in) means “witness” or a disinterested
Iwker-on. TTie conception is thus relative; and the sik»in os such is no
therefore Brahman” Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p 342
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activity. Valid knowledge is the cognition that does not fail to

accord. Hence they say s'abda cannot be considered as pramana.

^ivagra yogin points out that the standard of valid knowledge set

up by the Bauddhas is unsound as it is vitiated by the defect of

non-pervasion in respect of inferences whose contents are in the

past and future. In the case of the past and future, there is at

no time the awareness of practical efficiency, e.g. “This river is

in floods because of previous rainfall’. Here we see the floods

but not the previous rainfall. There is the defect of over-pervasion

also since in smrti-jnana (memory cognition) and savikalpaka

jnana (determinate perception) rejected by them, there is practical

efficiency. He gives another reason also. He says that as the

Agamas gives us knowledge of the existence of words below and

beyond this one, not available through the other pramanas, they

must be treated as an independent pramana.

The Lokayata says that pratyaksa alone should be accepted

as pramapa. ;§ivagra yogin says that in the Parapakkam of the

Siddhiyar, It was shown that the statements of Lokayata like ‘ The

soul is compounded of four elements’ are all based on inference

and not perception. Besides, New Moon Day and Eclipses are

known only by means of verbal testimony. So, he concludes that

we must accept, besides perception, inference and verbal testimony

also.

Having shown the necessity for three pramanas, ^ivagra yogin

proceeds to show how the other seven may be subsumed under

these. The Naiyayika says that upamana also must be considered

as an independent pramana. A town-dweller, desirous of knowing

what gavaya is, is told that that it is like a cow. When he sees later

an animal in a forest resembling a cow, he knows it is a gavaya.*®

10. This is the Naiyayiyika's view of upamana. The Advaitin’s objection
to it is that finding the denotation of the word gavaya in objects resembling a
cow may be treated either as a case of inference or as a case of verbal
testimony. According to the Advaitin there is in upamana, the following
proceess. The town dweller who is told that a gavaya resembles a cow goes to
a forest, finds a gavaya resembling a cow. And then he compares the cow with
the gavaya and knows that the former resembles the latter. This knowledge
results from upamana. The Advaitin’s position is stated thus: it is only the
knowledge of the similarity to the gavaya that is present in the cow through
th^nstrumentality of the knowledge of the similarity to the cow which is
present in the gavaya that constitutea upamiti prama, The Philosophy of Advaita
p, 40,
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This knowledge cannot be had by the other three pramagas.

Hence upamana must be accepted in addition to them. The Sid-

dhantin argues that this could be reduced to pratyaksa and anu-

mana. When he says ‘This (gavaya) is similar to a cow’, it is

pratyaksa because it is made possible by it. Again, when we say

‘That is similar to this’, it is anumana and can be represented

thus :
‘ That is similar to this, since it is the counter-correlate of

similarity present in this : that which is the counter-correlate of

similarity present in something is similar to that, like what is

admitted (by both of us) Or if it be the ascertainment of a

thing denoted by words, because of the recognition of that thing

after hearing words about it (e.g., from the forest-dweller), it is

really subsumable under verbal testimony. Thus, upamana is not

an independent pramana.

The Prabhakaras say arthapatti must be recognised as an in-

dependent pramana. Arthapatti is the assumption we make to

render intelligible that which by perception alone is unintelligible*®

Some one does not take food during day
;
yet we see him fat. This

is not intelligible unless we assume that the man eats in the night.

The Siddhantin does not accept this argument.*® He says that

arthapatti can be included under vyatireki anumana (inference

from negative concomitance).

Devadatta eats in the night

because he is fat though he does not eat in the day.

He who does not eat at all either in the day or the night

cannot be fat

like the man who fasts a whole month.

11. Saiva-Bhasa (translation by S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri. Unpublished

MS.),

12. Arthapatti is of two kinds, drstartbapatti (presumption from what is

seen) and ^rutarthapatti (presumption from what is heard). What is explained

above is a case of the former. As for the latter, the advaitin gives the following

example “The knower of self crosses sorrow”. The host of bondage which is

indicated by the word ‘sorrow’ is determind to be illusory, since nothing which

is real is removable by knowledge’. The Philosophy of Advaita, p. 41.

13. The Pduskara Bhajya is for recognising arthapatti as an independent
pramana.

Another example of arthapatti is the following. If we say of some people

in a village that they are charitable, it can be presumed that there are others

who are not charitably disposed.
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This man is fat

Therefore this man is not one who does not eat at all

i.e., he is one who eats in the night.

And again.

He who eats must do so either by day or night

He does not eat by day

Therefore, he eats by night.

The Bhattas (and also the Vedantins) say that in addition to

five prama^as recognised by the Prabhakaras, abhava or anupa-
labdhi (negation or non-apprehension) must also be recognised as

a separate pramana. Negation is knowledge got from the absence

of the object. Absence or non-existence is of four kinds,’"*

i. Praghabhava (antecedent non-existence or prior negation)

Before the pot is made, when clay alone exists.

This negation is beginningless but comes to an end when the

pot is made.

ii. Dhvamsabhava (subsequent non-existence or posterior nega-

tion)

This negationrhas a beginning but is endless as the same jar

will never come into existence again.

iii. Atyantabhava (absolute non-existence or total negation)

When there is the bare ground with no jar on it.

Though temporal, for certain technical reasons, this is

considered eternal.

iv. Anyonyabhava (mutual negation).

The pot is not cloth. A is not B.

This is really a matter of difference (bheda) between two
objects. It is eternal, as per the Law of Identity.

14. Maraijnana Des'ikar mentions the following five kinds :

(i) The hare has no horDs-atyantabha\a.

(ii) No lies are to be found in the utterances of great men—negation of the
non-existent

(^sbeo^eir ^u^tsuud).

(iii) The jar is not cloth) „
The cloth is not jar/

an>'*^nyabhava

(iv) The elephant is not to be seen in the shed—negation of the existent.

(a-GrrsTT^fflir ^urrauih).

(v) When the jar is broken, it ceases to exist-dhvamsabhava. The first two
may be treated as one. If we mean by the second that great people never utter
lies, it is the same as the first. We do not find Praghabhava in this list.
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Abhava is a specific pramacia by which negation, not nothing

is known, e.g., the absence of a jar or atoms somewhere. Like the

Naiyayikas, the Bhattas admit negative facts. But unlike the

Naiyayikas, they claim that there is need for an independent

prama^a to know them. Abhava means only the negation of

something somewhere, not absolute nothing.

Anupalabdhi means ‘ absence of apprehension ’. As knowledge

obtained by the other pramanas points to the existence (bhava) of

objects, absence of knowledge indicates their non-existence (abhava),

other conditions being the same. Absence to be taken as indicative

of non-existence must be aided by the mental presentation of the

relevant object and also the knowledge that the object, if present,

should be cognised, tho other conditions being favourable.’®

Non-existence cannot be apprehended by pratyaksa which

stands in need of sense-contact with the object. It cannot be ap-

prehended by any other prama^a. Hence anupalabdhi or abhava

must be recognised as an independent pramana.

The Siddhantin does not agree with this view. He says

anupalabdhi can be brought under pratyaksa. By the contact of

the eyes with space we say that this place has the absence of a

pot, thus predicating a distinguishing attribute. Seeing the place

so characterised we say there is no pot here. Absence of pot is

the attribute predicated; the place as devoid of the pot is the

thing of which the attribute is predicated. Thus, by perceiving

the place alone we have a knowledge of the absence of the pot.

So, there is no necessity for abhava as a separate pramana as it

could be included under pratyaksa.

One commentator’® says that anupalabdhi can be included

either under pratyaksa or anumana. He classifies negation as (i)

of what is .perceivable by the senses and (ii) of what is not
perceivable by the senses. To the first class belongs the non-
existence of objects like the pot. To the second class belongs the

negation of things not present to the senses, like the atoms. This

can be brought under anumana. Either way, there is no need for

a separate pramana.

15. Outlines of Indian Philosophy, pp. 321-2.

16. Maraijfiana Desikar.
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The Paura^ikas say that pariiesa, sambhava and svabhava

lifiga are also independent pratnanas. The Siddhantin examines

each one of them and shows how they too could be brought under

the three recognised by him.

Pari^esa (elimination) is but anumana. When we say that

Bhima killed Kicaka, it is because we know that Bhima, Kicaka,

6alya and Jarasandha are men of equal might and because we
know that neither Salya nor Jarasandha was present, Bhima alone

could be responsible for Kicaka’s death. This can be represented

inferentially thus:*^

Kicaka, having the might of a thousand elephants, can be
killed only by men of equal might.

Bhima, ^alya and Jarasandha are the only three equal in might

to him.

Therefore, Kicaka can be killed only by one of these three.

Again,

Bhima or ^alya or Jarasandha could have killed Kicaka.

^alya and Jarasandha were not present.

Therefore, Bhima alone could have killed Kicaka.

Sambhava (subsumption) is cognising a part from a whole of

which it is a member.^* It is the certitude of the existence of

a hundred in a thousand since a hundred is included in a thou-

17. Maraijnana De^ikar gives an example bearing on the Siddhanta. The
cause of the Universe is neither maya nor karma nor atman. If so much is

known, then by elimination, we can say that Siva is the cause of the Universe.

But this knowledge can be got by inference also by adducing the reason that

maya and karma, being material (jada) and atman, being incapable of knowing
by itself, Siva alone is the cause. Cf. the following also

:

QffuuuuGisu at

(SuTiTfTi^iileiT mi GuT(r^fi!rifl(^svrr^ib (SuiTns>3iGtT^^u

uTij-iTtfl rfrTS><rassT

sUiiQbf (olc^trsbcvT

18. Sambhava is also taken to be the indication of things or of the way
in which things function : It is the nature of wind to blow, of fire to burn, of
water to wet or coo! and of earth to be firm.

SijsssTSiauiQ.uJstST m rsusvitmair ^stsisflihs^sinijuu

0lujii)stD3iu QuT(^srfl§ssr uSjbQjJ'Psrsot

S

tT^issiir/k^sUr

«frsb<yaS)«(g(B ii{r^ @5Tfl0ib

siiuj3,(^jr)jD wsmrsxjsSI Qoisirjpiuili—iTitijQ

H-4
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sand. As this certitude is generated by the inseparable connection

between a thousand and a hundred, it is but (deductive) inference.

It is strictly numerical inclusion. So, there is no need to make
this a separate prama^ia.

Aitifaya‘® (tradition) may be said to be a separate prama^a.

Knowledge got from tradition is said to be unattainable through

the other means of knowledge, e.g., ‘There is a ghost on this

banian tree’. 6ivagra yogin says that though this knowledge can

be got neither by pratyaksa nor by anumana, yet since it is what

is heard, it can be brought under ^abda. Dividing tradition into

valid and invalid, Maraijnana Desikar says that if it comes from
reliable elders, it is really ^abda. If it is not provable by pratyaksa

or anumana or ^abda, it is invalid. Thus, if invalid, it is no
pramana at all

;
and if valid, it is subsumable under ^abda.

Svabhavalinga is the natural meaning of words. What is

natural in the context will constitute the meaning of a word rather

than those other meanings which the word in question is capable

of bearing. If, for example, a horse-rider, sitting on the back of

a horse wants a stick (Cosifruu) he means not an ordinaty stick

but a horse-whip.'^” ^ivagra yogin says that svabhavalinga is a case

of inference of the positively and negatively concomitant type. The
word ‘tema’ (S^iot) usually means a mango tree. When it is not

used of a tree, it cannot be taken to denote a mango-tree— like a

stone. Maraijnana Desikar says that because knowledge in the

case of svabhavalinga is brought about by determining the meaning
of words (presumably with reference to objects), it is to be brought

under pratyaksa.

Thus, the Siddhantin shows how the ten prama^as can be

reduced to three. White no strong case for independence is made
out in the case of pari^esa, sambhava, aitihya and svabhavalinga,

two influential schools, Bhattas and Vedantins argue for the

acceptance of upamana, arthapatti and abhava. While the author

19. QaiTssruoSIsi) <SsuSeuAai—m iqs!»L_^(ipn5j (gsusuoJtsS^ir/r

^sSrqL_£sr ^cvetfhxiLjiPxsTGlL-siTuifasiT eresru^<njih

L£!e6TuuSsb <aSi_ns(r» (ifsifSTQi^airuQij-fiTu^ajih

20. u)(r(Sujffl5)0(BQ^i0 (SaurMfiirQatesflji} <9rsfrfiifl«Co«/rsu^!rg2/ib

^(5iDsS(!^ihQ^!r(^ (SATW^frQsussRjD guswflQemQQiFsirju
^Qicsif aaiaf Stggrng^inu Qa/rfijlgiai giiifl

lejnrSwaSuJtuQusirjpi aim, jptsu/r ^a3iSt^iTsiT^ftueu(3(r.
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of the Siddhiyar is ready to concede that there are some who
recognise even more than ten pramanas/* his contention is tha

the ten could be reduced to three, without any violent distortion

in the process, as has been shown in the foregoing pages. After

all, even these three are only auxiliaries to the single pramatja

that could be accepted upon a final analysis, viz., cit-s'akti.

The Siddhantin proceeds to indicate briefly the nature of the

three prama^as he accepts, before taking them up for detailed

consideration. Pratyaksa is the cognitive faculty of the soul which

starting with indeterminate preception arrives at a knowledge of
things directly—a knowledge which is free from doubt and error.

Anumana is the cognitive faculty of the soul which by observing

the invariable concomitance of two things concludes from the

knowledge of the presence of (only) one of them that the other

also is there, though not present to the senses. All the objects

of the material universe can thus be known either by pratyksa or

anumana. But how are we to know what lies beyond the confines

of the material universe? The Siddhantin says that we know of
such things from the aptas (trustworthy persons). The greatest of

the aptas is Lord ^iva Who has given us Agamas to enlighten

us about what lies beyond the ken of pratyaksa and anumana.

6ivajnana yogin remarks that cognising through the Agamas what
can be had by pratyaksa or anumana is pointless.

We shall now take up these pramanas for a detailed considera-

tion. Pratyaksa is diSerentiated by its nature into valid percep-

tion and invalid perception.“^ Valid perception is twofold

—

(i) indeterminate (nirvikalpa) and (ii) determinate (savikalpa).

Indeterminate perception is, perhaps, a little above the state of
awareness which a new born child has. It arises, says Sivagra

yogin, when cognition takes place without the aid of buddhi but

with the aid of vidya tattva. When we know the bare existence

of a thing without noticing its features, we have indeterminate

perception. But we must be careful to understand by indetermi-

21. .s|®6»ig3jbjSl«»' Suigiu)«»jDQjir Siddhiyar, AJavai, 1.

22. Invalid perception may be due either to doubt or error in cognition.
Due to some common quality in two things, we may be led into taking one
of them for the other (see section on error).

Sivsgra yogin says that cognition by remembrance also must be included
under invalid perception. He gives as an example the presence (by remem-
brance) of the beloved to the eyes of the lover when she is really not there.
But fiivajnina yogin says that as memory cognition, does not occur in per-
ceptive cognition it should not be included thereunder.
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nate perception not something which is totally devoid of features

present in determinate perception. Here, the perception of features

noticed explicitly in determinate perception is in a nascent state.

If this fact is forgotten, not only is the Siddhantin guilty of

believing in the psychological myth of bare perception but also

guilty, as Jnanaprakas'ar points out, of giving up his adherence

to satkaryavada. Determinate perception consists in determining the

name of the thing we perceive, the class to which it belongs,

its property, its function and its worth.^® Thus, determinate per-

ception analyses and explicates instead of adding to indeterminate

perception.

We have four types^* of valid perception, (i) Indriya pratyakga

(sense-perception), (ii) manasa pratyaksa (mental perception), (iii) self

conciousness (svavedana pratyaksa) and (iv) yoga pratyaksa (super-

normal intuition). Prameya (objects of knowledge) may be viewed

under two aspects : asadharapa laksapa (special nature) and

sadharapa laksana (general natine).

Proceeding on the principle that the less elaborate of two

things may be explained first, the Siddhantin considers objects of

knowledge before taking up the four types of pratyaksa.

The special nature of a thing consists in a thing persisting

in its own unique essence without so much as sharing in the

nature of the class of objects to which it belongs.®® It is judged

by itself, not with reference to anything else. A cow of a certain

colour, say brown, not only differs from animals like buffaloes,

horses, etc., but also from cows which are of its class but are

of other colours. This difference of an object, both from objects

of other classes and from objects of its own class, constitutes its

special nature. When we speak of the general nature of a brown

23. Sivagra yogin gives the following example : mango tree ; name-mango
tree ; it belongs to the class, ‘ tree ’

; its properties are its colour, shape etc ;

its function is the swaying of branches in a gust of wind, giving forth fruits,

flowers etc. Its worth is what it will fetch when sold.

24. The Agamas speak of three tyiws only. Svavedana pratyaksa can be

brought under manasa pratyaksa and thus four could be reduced to three.

25. ^ivagra yogin characterises the special nature of a thing as that which

is free from non-pervasion (property not pervading a part of the substance),

from over-pervasion (property overreaching the substance) and from total in-

a^licability (property not beii% applicable to the substance at all).
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cow, we refer to certain essential features it shares with other

cows, features distinguishing cows as a class from other animals.

SivajSana yogin insists that this distinction should be borne in

mind, for any classification not based on it will be invalid.

Indriya pratyaksa—Starting from the self which is turned

towards itself, cit-^akti which is directed towards objects cognise

them without doubt, error and qualifications such as name, class,

etc.^® This indeterminate perception is sense-perception.®'^ In this

process, cit-^akti acts as the substrate of the senses like the eye,

of the elements like fire which are the support of the sense and

of the tanmatras like rupa which are indispensable to the elements.

Because of differences among the objects of cognition the

relation of sense to objects is of six kinds :®®

i. Samyoga (conjunction)—the cognition of an object as pot

etc., is from mere contact of the sense of sight with

object—it is the conjunction of two separate objects. It

is direct.

ii. Samyukta-samavaya (Inherence in the conjoined). From
inherence in the conjoined there is the cognition of its

generality or its quality, e.g., ‘blue’ in the pot. The ‘blue’

is inherent as the colour of the pot which is conjoined

with the eye. The relation here is indirect.

iii. Samyukta-samaveta-samavaya (Inherence in what is in-

herent in the conjoined). There is the cognition of qua-

lity-ness (blueness of the blue pot). Here there is rela-

26. Reading the relevant line of Siddhiyar as QffuSiflarjS

instead of Qffu9Q(rir® sfltBjbuiflsiriiS, Sivagra yogin says that sense-perception

consists in cit-^akti acting with its auxiliaries, cognising objects as free from

doubt, error and remembrance but as qualified by name, class etc. _

27. Maraijnana De^ikar classifies sense-perception into general (samanya)

and particular (viseja). In the former, the sense-datum is taken in its continuum

and as an aggregate; in the latter it is analysed into discrete particulan. This

seems to be merely another way of phrasing differently the distinctitm into

inderminate and determinate,

28. Timvijangam say that though the Siddhantins are not in favour of

this classification, this finds a place in the commentaries of MaraijSsna Dedikar

and Sivagra yogin because it is espoused by some other schools. Maraijnsna

De^ikar after quoting verses in Tamil from the Pati Paku Paiappaauval refers

the reader to the Pau?kara Agama.
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tion between the eye and the qualityness. The relation

here is still more indirect.

iv. Samavaya (Inherence) The cognition of sound is through

inherence in the sense of hearing—here there is relation

between the ear and the sound.

V. Samaveta-Samavaya (Inherence in what is inherent). The
‘ soundness ’ of sound is cognised through an indirect

relation between the sense of hearing and the quality of
‘ soundness ’.

vi. Vi^esana—vi^esyabhava or vises anata (qualification and

the qualified) non-existence of a particular object in a

particular locus is perceived through the relation of the

sense with what is adjectival to the locus, with which the

senses have direct conjunction. Non-existence then is known

as adjectival to the locus.®®

The Siddhantin does not accept this classification as it is

based on the view that perception is generated solely by the contact

of the sense with object. He holds that without the presence of

cit-^akti, mere contact between sense and object is futile. Being

enveloped by mala, cit-^akti abides in itself alone. When kala,

etc
,
remove the obscuration partially, in conjunction with vidya,

raga and buddhi, it turns towards objects and through the channel

of the senses, enters into commerce with objects. This, according

to the Siddhantin, is the proper explanation.

Manasa pratyaksa arises when cit-iakti, with the aid of bud-

dhi, reflects upon objects presented by faultless senses and establish

ed beyond the possibility of forgetting. Now the objects are cog-

nised with their properties, etc., Manasa pratyaksa is determinate.

Svavedana pratyaksa : When, directed by the five tattvas (viz.,

raga, vidya, niyati, kala and kala), experienceable pleasure and

pain become objects of knowledge to the intelligence of the self,

then, svavedana pratyaksa (self-consciousness) arises. The determi-

nate knowledge obtained through manasa pratyaksa becomes

pleasure when it unites with sattva and pain when it unites with

tamas. Thes; experiences lead us to say, “I enjoy”, “I suffer”,

etc. We have therein a case of self-consciousness. Neither sense

nor internal organs are required for this cognition. Vidya tattva

29. Datta—Six ways of Knowing, p. 105.
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is the instrument which helps cit-sakti in cognising this experience

which occurs in buddhi.®"

Yoga pratyaksa: When, subjecting ourselves to the eightfold

yogic discipline, we succeed in removing the impurities that cover

the intelligence of our souls, though we exist in a particular place

and time, we can know things existing everywhere and events

of the past and the future no less than those of the present.

This experience, unlimited by conditions of space and time, is

yogic perception. The cit-^akti of the self is, by its nature and

in its essence all knowing ; but because of the bonds limiting and

obscuring its intelligence, its range of knowledge is very limited.

When diva’s ^lakti land tattvas like kala remove partially the

obscurity enveloping the soul, it has indriya, manasa and svavedana

pratyaksa. The real nature of the self and the range of its

intelligence are known only in yoga pratyaksa whereby it becomes

a spectator of all time and a dweller in all space.

Pratyaksa then stands not merely for the perception of exter-

nal objects but also for super-normal experiences possible to

human beings. The Siddhantin thus makes pratyaksa very com-
prehensive in its scope.

Ammana

:

Anumana is the cognition of a mediate object through the

ascertainment of concomitance. It is the ascertainment of the

pervasion (vyapti) of the paksa by the sadhya (probandum). Hetu
IS of three types—iyalpu hetu, karya hetu and anupalabdhi hetu.

30. Mapadiyatn, p. 189.

31. Sivagra yogin distinguishes yoga pratyaksa also as indeterminate and
determinate. The former is of the nature of the experience of blissful wisdom.
The latter consists in knowing the entire pattern of things spread out in the
regions above and below ours, as well as our own ; in knowing the events of
the past, present and the future. He reminds us once again in this connection
that cit-^akti alone can be the pramapa.

Jnanaprakasar mentions the five psychic states (jsgrata etc.) especially with
reference to Sivayoga. In the final state of turiyatita, attained after arduous
discipline. That which is not open to the ordinary means of cognition is

intuited in an intimate way. Mataijnana De^ikar points out that as intuition
of the form of the self (svasamvedana) and of the Lord (svasamvedya which is

3ivanubhuti which though Intensely felt by the experiencer cannot be explained
to others) are matters of immediate perception to the self they are included
under pratyakja.
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The sadhya (probandum) is proved (in the pakfa) if it also

pervades the hetu (probans).

Anumana is of two types ; svarthanumana (inference for

oneself) and pararthanumana (inference for another).®^ Svarthanu-

mana is the ascertainment, of concomitance between the hetu and
the sadhya, by the agent himself without being told so by others

and the application of this concomitance to the paksa when he
sees the hetu there, thus inferring that the paksa has the sadhya.

Demonstrating to oneself the existence of l§iva, e.g., is svarthanu-

mana. Pararthanumana is the explicit statement of the paksa,

hetu etc., so that others may come to the same conclusion as

oneself. The preceptor may impart to his pupils the knowledge

that l§iva, souls and pa^a exist, through this type of anumana,

Pararthanumana is stated as a five-membered syllogism and is of

two types—anvaya-vyapti anumana (positive concomitance inference)

and vyatireka-vyapti anumana (negative concomitance inference).

While the Siddhantin has the highest respect for reasoning

(Logic), it is worthy of note that he realises its limitations as

well as its legitimate functions. It is used to examine for oneself

the truths set forth in the Agamas, so that one may be convinced

about them and, enable others to reach certainty. The Siddhantin

is confident that reasoning will not conflict with revelation. Where
scriptural declarations appear to contradict one another, reasoning

must be used to resolve the contradictions, by reference to the

context and other considerations relevant to the situation.**

That in which the presence of the sadhya is in question but

is ascertained finally is the paksa. That in which the sadhya has

been ascertained is sapaksa; and that wherein the non-existence

of the sadhya has been ascertained is vipaksa. Thus ‘mountain’
is the paksa in the example ‘ This mountain has fire ’. The example
that we give to support the concomitance applied in arriving at

the conclusion is the sapaksa—‘the kitchen’. That where in the non-

32. Anumana is the knowledge of the practicant who has listened to the
Siddhanta ^astras.

Anumana literally means after proof or subsequent knowledge. It is after-
proof in the sense that it makes use of prior knowledge derived from perception
or verbal testimony and helps the mind to march to further knowledge.
Anvikja is another name for anumana.

33. See Mapadiyam, pp. 152-3.
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existence of the sadhya has been ascertained is the vipaksa, e.g.,

the lake where the sadhya ‘fire* is non-existent. To know the

invariable concomitance between two things, so that when we see

one of them we may infer the presence of the other which is

not present to the senses, we must ascertain co-presence of things

as well as their co-absence. ‘Hence the need for sapaksa and

vipaksa. That which is without the vipaksa is the barely co-pre-

sent ; that which is without the sapaksa is the barely co-absent*

So to test our conclusion by ascertaining co-presence and co-absence

is like using the Joint Method of Agreement and Difference. To
sum up, paksa and sapaksa have the sadhya sought to be estab-

lished of the paksa while vipakja does not have it.

The three kinds of hetu^* are (i) iyalpu hetu (or svabhiva

hetu—this is only another name for dharma) ; (li) karya hetu and
(iii) anupalabdhi hetu. We have therefore dharmadharmi anumana
(as when dharmi is inferred from dharma), karyat-karananumana

(and conversely karariat-karyanumana) and anupalabdhi anumana-

Iyalpu hetu is the particular connotation a word, which can
signify many things, has according to the context in which it

occurs. E.g., the; word ‘ ma, (m) can signify any one of a

number of things, tree, horse, etc. But from the context in

which it occurs, we can infer what it means. In the sentence

‘lOiT ‘m.T* can only mean a tree, a mango tree. S vagra

yogin says that this is a case of svabhava linganumana. Of this

type is the inference that because the universe has been created

and exists, it has the Lord (Pati) soul (pas'u) and pas'a (bonds).

Karya hetu is the probans which, because of a previous
knowledge of two things concomitant as cause and effect, helps
us to infer the cause when only the effect is present. Wnen we
see Smoke, we infer fire at once because we know that smoke
is the effect of fire and that the effect cannot be unless there is

a cause for it. ^ivagra yogin says the following are inferences
of this type. The universe is an effect. It cannot be without its

causal agent. Therefore the universe points to its cause viz., God.

34. The Paujkara says, “The probans is twofold, as what is seen in ordinary

experience and what is seen in its generic nature. Of these, the first is what
causes inferenee of a thing capable of being perceived, the other causes infer-

ence of a thing which though existent is unseen ” (Pramana patala verses 43-44)
H-5
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Because the body is unconscious, we infer that there must be some
intelligent consciousness to pervade and direct it. There can be
no effect without a cause. So the universe which is an effect

points to its cause—maya.

By anupalabdhi hetu we are to understand that in the absence

of the cause for a certain effect there cannot be that effect.

Because there is no dew (cause) we know that it is not cold

(effect) ; or conversely, because it is not cold we know there has

been no dew. If there is no Creator, there cannot be the universe

either
;

if there is no soul, there cannot be a body ; if there is

no maya (the cause of the universe), there cannot be the tattvas and
their derivatives. The quality of the cause is manifest in its effect.

By probans such as these ^ivagra yogin says, we can infer the

objects of knowledge in the Siddhanta philosophy viz., pa^a, pa^u
and Pati.®®

Concomitance is twofold, anvaya (positive) and vyatireka

(negative). According as positive or negative concomitance is

applied, the resulting inference is called auvayanumana or vyatire-

kanumana. When we say ‘There is fire here because there is

smoke, as in the kitchen’, our inference is based on the positive

concomitance between smoke and fire (between the hetu and the

sadhya). When we argue, ‘ where there is no fire, there is no
smoke, as in the lake ’ we are using negative concomitance.®*

35. He says that this order of mentioa is adopted because pasa is to be
known and removed first, then pasu (soul) is to be intuited before Pati can
become the object of perception.

36. As a matter of fact, the Indian logician classifies inferences according

to the kinds of probans, as purely positive (probans merely co-present), purely

negative (probans merely co-absent) ‘and positive and negative (i.e., -probans

being co-present and co-absent). The examples given by the Siddhantin may be

combined to illustrate positive-negative inference (anvaya vyatireka-anumana)

.

For the purely positive cf. the following

:

Whatever is knowable, is namable, as a cloth

Pot is knowable

Pot is namable.

For the purely negative : cf. the following :

Whatever is not different from the rest (elements othei than earth) has
no smell - as for example water.

Earth has smell

.'. Earth is different from the rest.

We cannot say ‘ whatever has smell has difference from non-earth for all

he varieties of earth are to be considered as the pakja in this syllogism.
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This anumana has three members, (pratijna, hetu and dfsanta).

The author of the Siddhiyar says that there are others*^ who use

two more members (upanaya and nigamana),

Let us consider the following examples:

This mountain has fire (pratijna)

Because it has smoke (hetu)

Where there is smoke, there is fire as in the kitchen (uda-

hara^a or drstanta).

This is so (upanaya).

Therefore it is so (nigamana).

Here the concomitance between the hetu and sadhya is posi-

tive. So, it is anvayanumana.

This mountain has no smoke (pratijna).

Because it has no fire (hetu).

Where there is no fire, there is no smoke, as in the lake

(udaharatja).

This mountain has no fire just as the lake has no
fire (upanaya).

Therefore this mountain has no smoke (nigamana).

Here the concomitance between the hetu and the sadhya is

negative. Hence this is vyatirekanumana.

The Paujkara Bhdsya explains the need for five members
thus ; We cannot begin with the udaharana for where the pro-

bandum and the probans have not been designated, there is no
expectancy of the concomitance and the statement thereof would
be a statement of what is not required. If, however, fire is first

premised and then there is a question as to why it is premised

and smoke is mentioned as the reason, there is need to know the

concomitance between fire and smoke. The statement of the con-
comitance is therefore justified. Nor is it possible to stop with

37. Sivajnana yogin says those who use the five mcmbercd syllogism are
the Naiysyikas and others. He does not specify who the others are. Niram-
bavalagiar and Jnanapraka^ar do not specify any school at all. Maraijnina
Defikar and Sivagra yogin.say that the Naiyayikas and Saivas use the five

embered syllogism. Maraijnana Defikar points out that the Bhattas use three
lembers whereas the Bauddhas recognise only two members (udaharana and
upanaya). Those who use only three members to construct a syllogism argue
that upanaya and nigamana are really contained in the other three members.
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the udaharana for we do not know that in the subject there exists

the probans as qualified by the pervasion. Since the person who
is instructed is ignorant of the existence of the probans as so

qualified, it will not be possible for him to make the necessary

inference. Even the nigamana, the statement of the conclusion as

established, is of service in that it indicates the absence of badha
(sublation) satpratipaksa (counter-probans).

^ivagra yogin says that the kevala vyatireki anumana clinches

the conclusion arrived at by the kevalanvayi. He says that the

conclusion ‘The universe is false, because it has been made’
reached by the anvayanumana (whatever has been created as the

result of somebody’s activity is false, like the pot) is strengthened
by the vyatireki (whatever has not been created or originated is

not false, like Pati, pasu and .pa^a).

Both the anvayl and vyatireki^have five characteristics, (i) paksa-
dharmatva, (ii) sapek§asattva, (iii) vipaksadvyavrtti, (iv) abadhi-

tavisayatva, and (v) asatpratipaksatva. The first is the presence
of the hetu in the paksa, e.g., the mountain having a continuous
column of smoke. Sapeksasattva is the association of the hetu,

with an instance where existence of sadhya is ascertained. Vipaksad-
vyavrtti is the non-existence of the hetu in a place where it ought
not to exist i.e., where sadhya is known not to exist. Abadhi-
tavisayatva is the absense of obstruction to an inference by the

origination of another sublating cognition. Asatpratipaksatva is

the absence of obstruction to the sadhya by a counter-probans

which establishes a conclusion contrary to the original' sadhya. If

an inference lacks any one of these characteristics we| have fallacies

of the probans.

There are three®* varieties of anumana; (i) pratyaksanumana,
(ii) anumananumana and (iii) agamanumana. When we infer from

38. Prof. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri was kind enough to Translate this

from the original, Pau^kara Bha^ya p. 538.

39 Maraijnana DeiSikar, Jnanaprakaiar and Nirambavalagiar treat these

as based on pratyak;a, anumana and ^abda. Sivagra yogin and iSivajSana

yogin say that these are mentioned to show that pramarias, in addition to the

ten examined accepted by some can be brought under anumana. The addi-

tional pramanas suggested are purva dar^ana pramaoa. vacanalidga pramaQa
and anubhava pramana. Purvadariana pramatia is the means by which «•
congnise what has once been already congised. Vacanalidga pramana is that

means of valid knowledge which -has got for its probans verbal testimony.

Anubhava pramai^a is the means of valid knowledge based on experience.
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a certain smell that it is the smell of a certain flower even when

we do not see that flower, guided in our inference by our cognition

on a previous occasion, we have pratyaksanumana (This is also

called dharma-dharmi-anumana).

The intelligence of a person is not something that can be

directly seen. But from his speech we can infer whether or not

he is intelligent. If he does not speak sense, we know him for a

shallow preson. This is anumananumana.

The Scriptures tell us many things. Sometimes, we make
inferences on the analogy of what is said in the Scriptures, e.g.

the Scriptures tell us that the pleasure and pain we experince in

this life are the effect of the good and evil we did in our previous

life. On the basis of this statement and analogously we infer that

what we do in this life will bear fruit in a future life.

Agamas

:

Agamas*® satisfy certain essenial requisites of significant

utterance. The requisites are akank§a (expectancy), yogyata

(compatibility), asatti (juxtaposition) and tatparya (knowledge of

the intention of the speaker by which alone one could distinguish

between different senses of the word). They fall into three

divisions: tantra, mantra" and upade^a.

The tantra part of the Agamas consists in understanding the

primary and secondary signification of words (6abda samarthya

and artha samarthya) and the existence of things (vastu satta)

dealt with in the karma kaada by formulating in a single sentence

the essence of the text. Care should be taken to see that contra-

dictions of previous by latter statements are avoided
; also, what

is said in the middle should not be explained in such a way as

to run counter to statements in the beginning and the end. Follow-

ing this law of interpretation (which is known as upakramopasam-
hara nyaya) the tantric utterances are to be understood. These tantric

utterences teach Vedic ritual like agnistoma sacrifices and Agamic
ritual like iSivapuja. This procedure comprises the carya and kriya

stages of worship.

40. So called because a means SivajSana, ga - mok^a-sadbana and ma
mala na^a.

41. Sivagra yogin explains this word thus: mis— .Sirajj suriogiasu

Again Veda is thus explained: croru^
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The mantra part of the Agamas relates to the yoga-stage af

worship. Prior to yogic intuition, the soul is to be tuned to the

proper condition by the withdrawal of the activity of the internal

organs. The stages of asana (posture), pranayama (breath control)

etc., must be successively attained before the final stage. Sivagra

yogin says that in the contemplation of the self as the Lord

Whom it worships, the devotee can understand from the mantra

part of the -Agamas, the meditation (nyasa), the seer of the

hymn (rsi), the metre (chandas), the presiding deity (adhidevata),

the seed-letter of the hymn (bija) and the application of the

hymn (^akti) relative to the worship. He says that the mantra

part of the Agamas helps the devotee by instructing him in these

ways to practise . contemplation of his self asj the resplendent God
he worships.

The upade^a part of the Agamas deals with the existence and

nature of the three verities—Pati, pasu and pasa. In dealing with

Pati, the Agamas say that He is beginningless and endless, that

He is non-diflferent from his eight qualities and that He has

besides Himself, pa^u and pl^a which are different from Him.

Sivagra yogin says that the upade^a kala instructs the devotee

about ^iva who is of the form of Intelligence and Who is above

birth and death
;
about the soul which has a body subject to birth

and death ; and about paia responsible for the birth and death

of the body. He says that upade^a kala speaks about the real

form of these verities, their pervasiveness and the principle by

which they are pervasive.**

Sivajnana yogin takes up for consideration the contention of

the Naiyayikas that understanding by words like pot, cloth, etc.,

the respective objects that they denote is also to be brought under

42. 6ivagra yogin points out that in the line of the text .sjnir^Siu

.9(u)s3®iu .sijilaiar 6ir, the word —

,

5|,iliu signifying activity

is used with a specific purpose. There is the possibility of Siva’s nature

being defiled by His contact and inseparable connection with the mala-

fettered souls. The author’s aim in usiag the word denoting activity, is to

show that in spite of such inseparable connection with the mala-fettered souls,

Siva is eternally free from mala. He justifies further "the use of the word
“ intelligence ” by pointing out that thus alone could the material

“ Buddha mays ;which is also free from mala, be excluded. Both Suddha mays

and the Lord are free from mala but it is only the Lord Who is intelligent as

well as pure.
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verbal testimony. He says that as they are not words which refer

to objects not open to sense ^perception and inference the conten-

tion of the Naiyayikas is not valid. Even as the word, ‘to/r’

denotes a mango-tree by its iyalpu hetu, the understanding of the

words is to be classed as a variety of inference. So such words

cannot come under Agama. Again, experience is had by hearing

about the existence of things. This experience (from hearsay)

constitutes, claim some, a separate prama^a and therefore cannot

be brought under inference. But if we accept this argument, we

shall be unable to subsume anupalabdhi under one of the three

pramanas already recognised. The knowledge that there is no

cold because there is no snow fall will have to be treated as

knowledge got by a prama^ia ’'independent of the three recognised

by the Siddhantin,

What is the Siddhantin’s view regarding the authority of the

Vedas and Agamas? This is a controversial matter. In interpreting

the line, ^wso(^uj c5//!5)«U(>sr^§/rsi)c^»in/6^Tsir Sivagra

yogin and iSivajnana yogin mention the four Vedas along with

twenty eight Agamas. ^ivagra yogin justifies inclusion of the Vedas

on the ground that both are the utterances of the Lord, ^ivajnana

yogin refers the reader to ^rikanfha’s Bhasya where it is maintain-

ed that Vedas also may be called Agamas. The other commen-
tators do not specifically mention the Vedas at all. The view

generally accepted by the Siddhantin is that Vedas, equally with

the Agamas are authoritative, the only dilference between them

being that while the Vedas are general, the Agamas are special.

^ivagra yogin examines the claim of the Mimamsakas that

Vedas alone are valid pramana and not the Agamas. The Mimam-
sakas give the following reasons : Vedas are not of human origin.

In fact, no author is mentioned to have written them. The smrtis

which mention the eternality of the Vedas do not speak about

any author for -.these. They are accepted by the majority of
worthy people.*®

The objections to the validity of the Agamas are
; (i) that

they have an author and therefore are not eternal and free from
faults

;
(ii) that they are not based on the Vedas and are not

accepted by the majority of worthy people in the way in which

43. The Siddhantin says that since the Agamas are based on the Vedas
of the aforesaid nature, they are also valid.
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the Vedas and smrtis are accepted, (iii) The summum bonum
of life referred to in works like the Bharata depends upon the

Vedas for its elucidation and validity. But no such basis is in

evidence for the Agamic sayings, (iv) There are contradictory

statements in the Agamas. (v) The puranas frown upon the pur-

suit of tantric observances. Again, what is the position of the

Agamas in the light of the following story? It is said that a

number of Brahmins cursed by Durvasa, Dadici, Gautama, Kanva,
Bhrgu and Upamanyu approached l§iva and Visniu for redemption

from their curse. ^iva and Visnu brought the Agamas into

existence as a means of livelihood for these Brahmins and for

deluding the ‘asuras. It is also said that the Dravidian kings

6andilya and Citramana were hurled down into hell because they

practised tantric observances. In view of all these objections the

Agamas cannot be said to be valid.**

Sivagra yogin examines first the claim that the Vedas are

valid because they are eternal and free from faults and that the

Agamas have no validity because they have an author. He pro-

ceeds to show how this statement is unacceptable.

We know that the Vedas are eternal. But by what means

do we know it ? Is their etemality of their own nature or like

that of a stream ? Not the first, because sounds are non-eternal

and the Vedas have the form of sounds. Sound is known to be

non-eternal, even by perception. The ‘ga’, I pronounced yester-

day was destroyed immediately after it was pronounced and was

succeeded by another ‘ga’. When a noise is heard, though the

separate voices constituting that din are not distinguishable, it is

perceived as having come to an end when it stops. Thus, even

by perception, sounds are known to be non-eternal. The Vedas

are not eternal because the sentences of which they are composed

are the grouping of words, the words are the combination of

letters and the letters are reducible to sounds.

It may be argued that by rememberance cognition the “ga”

heard today is recognised as the “ ga ” heard yesterday and that

therefore sounds are eternal. The Siddhantin does not accept this

argument. When we say that the rice we ate in Coja de^a was

the same as the rice we had eaten in Benares, what is referred

44. 6ivagra yogin says that the purvapaksa and Siddhanta of this pro-

blem have been dealt with by him in his Siddhanta Dipika also.
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to as the same in both cases, is the quality of rice-ness (vrihitva),

not the several grains of rice. Even so, when we congnise the

“ ga ” heard today as the same as the “ ga ” heard yesterday,

what is recognised as the same is the quality of the letter “ ga ”,

not the particular letter itself. Thus the letters are non-eternal.

Moreover, the ‘ ga ’ that is pronounced aloud is different from the

“ga” pronounced softly. This difference is known by perception.

Thus, the Vedas as composed of sounds, are not eternal.

If it is said that the Vedas are eternal in the sense in which
a continuously flowing stream is said to be eternal, the Siddhantin’s

reply is that even this is a poor justification. It may be argued

that the Vedas are eternal because they are passed on from teacher

to taught successively and without interruption, in the manner of
a perpetually flowing stream. The Siddhantin retorts that the

deluge of the past and the deluge of the future are known by
pramanas and so, when the world is subject to destruction, the
Vedas which are included in the world are also liable to

destruction.

Finally, it may be contended that the Vedas themselves

declare their eternality. The Siddhantin replies that tne Vedas
are eternal because they are the work of Siva and because they

persist up to the deluge. Tney have originated from something
which is eternal and so are^ themselves only figuratively called

eternal.*®

Does not the Siddhantin himself admit the validity of the
Vedas? What are his grounds therefor? The Mimansafca’s posi-

tion is that the Vedas are valid because they are eternal by bemg
continuous in the form of sapeksa uccarana. The ^aiva Siddha-
ntin finds the break between one aeon and another a difficulty

in the way of accepting the continuity (and therewith the validity)

of the Vedas- That which is pronounced differently from the text

of the previous aeon is impermanent for the reason that there
is a break between one aeon and another. So the Siddhantin
says that the Vedas are eternal in the sense that they have for
their author, iSiva the highest reality. His work does not depend
upon similarity or continuity for its permanence, ^iva is self-

45. Tadutpannatvat tadvyapade^ah—It is called so because it has come
out of that ; e.g., Padma is a name for the Goddess Lakjmi because of her
birth from a lotus.

H-6
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knowing and other-knowing. His work does not depend for its

pernjanence upon anything but Himself.

Sivagra yogin says that even as moon-rise is the reason for

the moon-stone secreting water and the water in the Ganjes rising,

the etemality of the Lord is the reason for the eternality of the

Vedas.

He is a reliable person (apta) who is not himself deluded

or who is not out to deceive others. The words that such a person

utters convey sense. The supremely trustworthy person is the

Lord ^iva. Who is beginningless and pure. Who is of the form

of transcendental happiness. Who is all-knowing and Who creates

all. Since the Vedas and Agamas are His utterances, they are

valid.*'

Are we to accept Agamas like the Varna and Kalamukha and
Bauddha liter-:ture as valid ? The question arises because 6iva

Himself brought these into existence to help those who are pro-

hibited forms Vedic studies and to delude the asuras. But it must

be remembered, says the Siddhantin, that the same Lord has said

in the Agamas like the Kamika that these works being external

to the letter and spirit of the Vedas are not meant to be studied

by those who are eligible to study the Vedas. Being thus set

aside by the Lord Himself, they are not valid.

It will be worth while to indicate the view of Sivajnana yogin
in this matter.*'^ Though all the dars'anas have been brought into

existence by 6tva and are therefore valid, an important considera-
tion IS that each one of the dar^anas has been designed so as to
be understood by people of a certain capacity only. The Car\ aka’s
dull intelligence cannot grasp subtle truths. Hence he is told that
the gross body is the soul and the dissolution of this body is the
death of the soul. A low pleasure creed goes hand in hand with

-f. Sivajnana yogin raises the question whether there is not reciprocal
dependence if we say that Agamas are pramana because they are the work
of the ommiscient Lord Whose existence in turn is established by them. He
replies : The Lord and His utteiance (viz. the Vedas and Agamas) are k’araka
hetu and jnapaka hetu (as obtain between a person and his utterance when
ne sacs, i, who am so and so have come’). Besides, the validity of Vedaiand Agamas is first taken for granted as they have been accepted by our

.1 ‘he Lord hasproduced them (cf. Mapadiyam, p, 19),

47. Mapadiyam, p. 21,
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this doctrine. When these dull people thus led by the Grace of
the Lord Who takes pity on them have their mala partially

removed by pursuing this path, they doubt the statements that

the body is the soul and that its death is the soul’s death. For

their edification, the Lord has brought into existence the Bauddha

literature. By learning the Bauddha doctrine these people feel

that the body is not the soul. The several darsanas have been

arranged like a flight of steps as it were, each lower one to be
discarded as each higher one is reached.

Thus, there is no contradiction between the several darsanas,

if we bear in mind, the people for whom they have been created.

Each dar^ana has a validity limited by the existence of higher

darsanas and limiting the validity of lower darsanas. Thus also

are the Taittiriya statements to be understood. The statements

are : annamaya ko^a is Brahman ; pranamaya ko^a is Brahman

;

manomaya kos'a is Brahman
;

vijnanamaya ko^a is Brahman

;

inandamaya ko^a is Brahman. The agent’s capacity is the condi-
tion for each of these statements. Subtlety increases as we go
from one statement to another. Each earlier statement is meant
to be discarded as we understand the succeeding statement. Thus
we go up to the final stage.

Agamas are of two kinds : ^rauta and a^rauta. The ^rauta

Agamas are dependent upon the Vedas and are full of their

essence
; not so the a^rauta. The former Agam is are accepted

but not the latter. The as'rauta Agamas have been -declared by the

Lord in order to delude some people. These Agamas are Vama,
Pisupata, Lakula, Bhairava, etc. Thus when the smftis, like the

Manusmrti forbid taiUric practices, we are to understand the pro-

hibition only with regard to the Agamas like the Vama which
are in conflict with the Vedas.

The reliability of sentences varies as the sentences range from
those of men to those of the Lord. (In the last resort, Siva

alone is the absolutely trustworthy person). The statements of
f§is cannot be sublated by the statements of ordinary persons for

the rsis are greater aptas than ordinary people. Likewise the state-

ments of the deities are superior to those of r?is. The statements
of Brahma stand higher than those of other deities, and those
of Vis^u sublate the statements of Brahma. In this hierarchy,

Rudra and Siva come next. Siva is the highest and He is the

most trustworthy. The trustworthiness and pervasiveness increase

as we go higher and diminish as we come down. All those
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iastras which do not conflict with the l^ivagamas are valid
;

and

all those that conflict with them are invalid. The ^astras are

valid to the extent to which they have been pervaded by the

^ivagamas.

The Bharata is quoted to support the statement that iSiva

is the author of the Agamas. It says, “ Even as Mahesvara is

the author of the Agamas like the Kamika, the son of Satyavati

is the author of the eighteen puranas

We are told that the jnana marga has been set forth by the

Lord, in the form of sound (nadatmaka). We are told also that

the Lord is without parts. How does the pronunciation of words

and sentences come about, if the Lord is without parts and there-

fore without the organ of speech? This is not a matter for

surprise or doubt because the Lord whose cit-^akti is all pervasive,

can produce sounds even without the organ of speech. It is only

in the case of mala-fettered souls, the pervasiveness of whose

cit-Sdkti is limited that there is need for organs of speech etc.

When diva’s cit-^akti, intent on creation, turns towards bindu

i.e., ^uddna maya, (sound) is produced. Nada is the source of

origin for the words, pa^-antl, madhyama and vaikharl. The

sounds, according to the different faces'*® of the Lord from which

they proceed and according to the succession of teachers to whom
they were imparted assume the form of Vedas and Agamas. The
Vedas and Agamas teach about the way of activity (karma marga)

and the way of knowledge (jnana marga). At this stage, certain

questions may naturally arise. How did the sounds, thus spoken

of originate? How did mantras and tantras arise? What are

their differences? What are the means for realising what is

taught ? Are there diflerences in the attainment of what is taught ?

When t!te gracious Lord whose activity is unmotivated agitates

bindu through His cit-^akti, Brahma-like a {^) is born. Cit-^akti

which exists inseparably with the Lord and which agitates Buddha

maya is known as yoga-maya, because it is the controller of maya.

48. The reference here to the ‘faces of the Lord’ is not to the Supreme
Lord. What Sivagra yogin says elsewhere may help us to understand the

position. T.iose who are united to body etc. are only directed creators.

Because of the union of the Energy with the partially perfect Anantesvara
and others, these are able to discharge their respective functions. Siva’s form
is of the nature of pure intelligence ; it is neither gross nor subtle nor is

it a void.’
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From bindu which is the cause of names, forms and the

world when agitated by the cit-^akti of the Lord, the ^astras arise

in the form of sounds. Then, like the untainted brightness of the

winter moon, the lower bindu arises, assuming a coiled form. From

that bindu begins a process of expansion by which suksma,

palyanti, madhyama and vaikhari emerge, each previous one causing

its successor.

In the lower part of bindu sakti agitated by the Lord’s desire,

there arises a ^akti known as Ambika. From Ambika emerge, like

the moon’s light, three ^aktis. They are Vama, Jyesta and Raudri.

Vama is coiled up like a sleeping serpent, Jyesta is straight as a

stick, Raudri is like a bifurcated horn.

Ma>a taking on a lower form becomes Jaya, Vijaya, AjitS

and Parajita. Besides these, there are twelve other iSaktis—from

Nivftti to Ana^rita, aggregating to sixteen ^aktis.

The entire universe from the ^iva tattva to the prithvi tattva is

pervaded by these ^aktis. From these ^aktis' the fifty letters com-
mencing from a are produced, ^ivagra yogin reserves the details

to recount them later. The way in which the letter a took shape

is this. Raudri is the head, Vama is the face, Ambika is the

arm. Jyesta is the straight primal body—

a

has been thus described,

diva’s ^akti, of the form of a, is differentiated into fifty letters

ranging from a to ksa.

Without the 6akti, which is of the form of letters, which is

gracious and which is of the form of sounds and meanings, there

is neither the world of names nor the world of forms. Thus,

these letters are necessary for all attainments. The Lord’s cit-<akti

is the womb for these; the Lord is the instrument (nimitta) and
bindu is the material. Effects must follow from their causes in

accordance with the activity of the souls. Hence, the karma of

the souls is the accessory cause.

Letters, being many and inert, do not exist apart from bindu.

They are created from bindu by the Lord. Whatever has been

created is subject to destruction. But, because these letters persist

up to the deluge, we say the Vedic utterances are eternal. Letters

are of the form of audible sounds, words are the result of letters

being grouped together ; and the sentences are the results of

words being put together.
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Vedas are said to be self-originated because they arise as

sounds from bindu by the activity of the Lord’s Energy rather

than by the use of palate, teeth, tongue etc. These sentences give

rise to meaning helpful for scriptural and worldly business. These

letters are the originators of the world and so are in the place of

a mother to the world. The letters themselves arise out of the

activity of the Lord’s Energy ; and thus they have iSiva for their

originator.

The presiding deity for the sixteen letters beginning from a

is Siva ; and His Consort is the presiding deity for the letters

ranging from k to ksa. If we divide these letters into eight classes

the presiding deity for the sixteen letters from a is Vinayaka, and

the seven mothers, Brahmi etc are the deities for the sentences,

having the sounds of the letters from k to ksa.

The letters are the instruments of the gracious Lord and
therefore are themselves sometimes called the Lord. These letters

which are the originators of the world are known as jhanaiakti.

From the jnSnaiakti words of the form of sounds and objects

(objects that move and objects that are stationary) and words of

the form of meaning gradually arise in a regular order, ^iva

bf^ ngs into existence, the Vedas and Agamas. The material used

is the Energy which is of the form of letters.

But, it was previously said that 6iva is without form, that

He is without the organ of speech. How, then, can He be said

to be the cause of these ^astras? If we say that He had a form
to bring about these, shall we not be attributing parts and form
to Him? No, He need not have parts and form. Even as by
the fiat of His Will He causes the letters to be born from bindu,

H; causes ^astras to come into existence without having an organ
of speech. In the minds of the wise vijnanakalas whose mala is

ripe for removal. He causes jnana to arise. Unembodied, He
causes intuitions to arise in their minds. He does not need a

form in order to impart wisdom to them.

How, then did the succession of teachers start in the matter
of scriptural teaching, if 6iva has no form?

Commencement of all activity for Siva is for the sake of the
souls. So, He Who by His own desire, has the perfect form,
comes to have a form constituted by the five mantras. I^ana
mantra constitutes the head of the Lord

; Tatpuru^a is the face

;
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Aghora is the heart
;
Vamadeva is the navel and Sadhyojata is

the form. His six qualities like omniscience, contentment, beginning-

less conciousness, undiminishing Energy etc., are embodied in the

six parts, heart eyes etc.

Does the Lord also have parts even as souls associated with

kalas come to have parts ? No, because His body is not constituted

of skin, bones etc., as the human body is. He is without parts.

He takes on a form constituted by the five mantras, so that

souls may worship Him by contemplating this form and so that

^aastras may be originated. Though He is without parts, parts

are figuratively attributed to Him.

He originates the Vedas and Agamas like the Kamika in

many million chapters and in particular metres. Having thug

brought the iastras into existence. He causes the cognitive and

conative faculties of those vijfianakalas whose mala is ripe for

removal, to shine, by removing their mala. Among them, to the

ten ;§ivas, like Prapava ^iva and to eighteen others, like Ekaru-

dra. He gives to each, one Agama through all His five faces.

Thus we come to have the twenty eight Sivagamas, ranging

from the Kamika to the Vatuja. Thus Vedas and ^ivagamas which

have bee declared by the supermely trustworthy Siva are valid.

Validity has been conceded to the ^astras declared be Siva.

Does not one gain wisdom and release by studying the sastras

written by great sages like Kapila and Sandilya? All these sages

have written about twenty four tattvas only from prakriti down-
wards. They have not dealt with the welve tattvas above prakrti;

and they have not spoken about Siva who is above the thirty

six tattvas. Hence wisdom and release supreme are to be gained

only by hearing and contemplating the Agamas declared by Siva.

Eligibility : Who are the people entitled to study the Siva-

gamas ? Is it only the Sudras and women and those who are

called twice-born merely because of their birth, as in the case

of the puranas and itihasas ? Or is it people of all four castes?

The answer is the people of the first three castes and Sudras
and women who satisfy the following conditions. They must be
pure—th y must not take prohibited food and drinks. Their

parentage must be pure both on the paternal side and the mater-

nal side. They must have received Siva diksa and must show a

genuine desire for gaining release. Sivajnana yogin distinguishes

between [good Sudras and bad Sudras. What was 'said about
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‘those who are twice-born merely by birth’, is enough indication

that not only Sudras and women but the people of the other

three castes also are eligible for the study of the Agamas only

in so far as they are pure.

Validity, Error and Truth

:

Is validity for the pramanas

intrinsic or extrinsic-given to them by something different from

them? What is valid knowledge?

The Bauddhas say that that cognition gives valid knowledge,

the objective content of which gives rise to fruitful and not

futile activity. Valid knowledge is the cognition that does not fail

to accord. But this insistence on awareness of practical effici-

ency is not sound because it is vitiated by the defect of non-

pervasion in respect of inferences whose content are in the past

and the future.** Moreover, there is practical efficiency in

memory cognition (smrti jnana) and determinate cognition (savi-

kalpa jnana), neither of which is a pramaija for them.

The Prabhakaras say that experience (anubhuti) is valid

knowledge—experience that is other than remembrance. Remem-
brance is said to be the cognition generated by the impressions

of previous cognition. This contention is not valid. There is

contradiction between the earlier and later statements made by

the Prabhakaras. They establish first the intrinsic validity of the

cognition of the sense of the Vedic texts, which cognition results

from the remembrance of the word-senses. Forgetting this later

they straight away declare validity for such experience alone as

excludes remembrance. Moreover, there would not result what

is here considered validity for memory cognitions even in respect

of their own existence. In memory cognition, there being no
exclusion of the nature of remembrance, there is not the nature

ot experience. Thus the Prabhakaras contradict their own thesis

that there is validity for Vedic texts. Their contention that ex-

perience other than remembrance is valid knowledge is untenable.

iSivajhana yogin rejects the contention of the Naiyayikas that

validity is extrinsic. He says that when a cognition is invalid,

this defect itself is known through another cognition. Thus the

contention that validity is extrinsic is unsound. Validity is intrin-

sic and it is invalidity which is not so.

49. See pp. 20-21 of this book.
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The Siddhantin’s position is that since cit-sakti abides in the

(three) prama^as and is necessary for all knowledge, validity is

intrinsic.

Doubt and Error; In dealing with invalid perception, "the

Siddhantin considers the case of doubt and error. Due to the

existence of some common quality in two things, we may not feel

sure about one of them being the thing it really is and not that

to which it bears resemblance. Thus we may doubt whether a

thing we see is a post or a man because uprightness is common
to both. The usual example for error is a piece of shell being

mistaken for silver. Here again, the shiny part which is common
to both is perceived, whereas the underlying black triangular part

of the shell is not perceived. Likewise rope is mistaken for

snake because the one appears coiled like the other.

The siddhantin’s position is similar to the Naiyayika’s

(anyatha-khyati).°® The important point is that ‘what serves as

the subject of an erroneous judgment (‘this’) is actually given

;

the predicate also is, though elsewhere and not here’.®* The

Siddhantin, thus diiferes from the Midhyamika who says that the

non-existent is perceived (asat-khyati).

It is obvious that the Siddhantin’s theory of error differs from

the Advaitin’s also. The Advaitin’s theory is known as anirva-

caniya-khyati. Briefly, it may be stated thus : The content of

error cannot be unreal because it is cognised. It cannot be real

because it is sublated. And it cannot be both real and unreal,

because there would then be violation of the law of contradiction.

Since there is no other alternative left,, it is said to be indetermi-

nable, anirvacaniya. The Siddhantin’s position is that in shell-

silver perception or rope—snake perception, the difficulty is re-

moved when the two are independently perceived. He points out

that the rope is similar to the snake and shell similar to silver, and

that one cannot be said to be wholly real and the other wholly

unreal. The substrate (shell or rope) and the super-imposed

(silver or snake) can be cognised independently as they are. In

fact, it is because they have been so perceived that on occasions,

one of them is taken for the other.

50. ‘ a tcnn which indicates that the discrepancy found in error is

in regard to the predicative element ’. Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 253.

51. Ibid.

H-7
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Truth

:

What is the test of truth adopted by the SiddhSntin?

It is clear that he has no sympathy with the Naiyayikas’s corres-

podence theory, as seen in his rejection of the latter’s claim that

validity is extrinsic. He repudiates the ‘fruitful activity’ test also,

as was seen in his criticism of the Bauddha doctrine. The sugges-

tion has been put forward^^ that inclusiveness and harmony may
be said to be the Siddhantin’s test for truth since he concedes

that even the Carvaka system has a measure of truth in that it

recognises at least the four elements. Indeed, the several systems

can be arranged in a hierarchy, each system being suberseded by

one higher than itself and thus at one end, we have the works

of human beings and at the other, the ^ivagamas. But the author

of this suggestion observes :
‘ It is not possible to say that the

Siddhantin has neglected the aspect of harmony, since that neces-

sarily forms part of any intelligible conception of inclusiveness

;

but he does not appear to have placed that in the foreground of

his critical consciousness as much as he ought to have’.®’

It is necessary, therefore, to invite attention to certain points

which indicate the Siddhantin’s attempt to achieve harmony equally

with inclusiveness. The account given of the origin of Saiva

Siddhanta as a definite system is interesting. Nandi Devar
approached ^rika^itha Parames'vara with the request that his doubts

might be cleared and the truth briefly revealed to him. His plea was
that as the Vedas and Agamas were very elaborate, the authors

of the several Sastras took only so much as they could understand,

jast as out of the vast waters of the oceans only as much as a

vessel can contain can be taken out in each vessel, with the

result that there resulted contradictions. Srikaijtha was thereupon

pleased to set forth briefly in Saiva Siddhanta the truth of the

Vedas and Agamas. ^aiva Siddhanta, then, is an attempt to

resolve the contradictions and present truth as a systematic whole,

[f the parts alone are viewed, error and contradiction are bound
to occur.

^.vajnana yogin refers to the story of the blind men and the
elephant in evpLiiing verse 13 of the Eighth Sutra. He says:
Blind men vho feel with their hands the several parts of an

elephant maint.dn in th;ir igm ranee of the other parts that the

52. Professor S. S. Suryanar.ryana Sastri in an article entitled Truth in

^aiva SiddhSDta.

53. Ibid.
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elephant is the part they feel. One who is able to see well knows
that the several parts the blind men have felt are but parts of

the whole, which is the elephant. Hence the characterisation of
the elephant by each blind man is also true to a certain extent.

It requires to be supplemented by the vision of one who is able

to see the whole elephant. Likewise, the several philosophical

systems conflict with one another because out of the wealth of
the Vedas and Agamas, they are able to take only a part, mistak-

ing it for the whole, in their ignorance, ^aiva Siddhanta attempts

to bring together in harmony the truth contained in the different

systems.

Another point for consideration is the spiritual eligibility of

persons.®* In so far as the Lord Himself is taken as the author

of all systems and works, their differences can be accounted for

in terms of the grades of spiritual eligibility of the persons for

whom they are intended. Persons are gradually led up from the

lower to the higher, the less inclusive to the more inclusive, e.g.,

the declarations in the Taittiriya “Annamaya ko^a is Brahman”,
“ PrSpamaya ko^a is Brahman ”, etc. It is “ like holding grass

before cows to catch them” as the Suta Samhita has it. A per-

son’s interest is arrested by something he can understand and

then he is led forward. These considerations, involved in claiming

the Siddhanta as the highest truth, show that not mere inclusiveness

but harmony also is in the foreground of the Siddhantin’s cons-

ciousness. Inclusiveness and harmony are the essential features of

coherence and so we can sum up the Siddhantin’s theory of truth

in one word as Coherence.

Fallacies: (fBurrsSI) Fallacies relating to the subject are four

(paksabhasa) ; fallacies of the probans (hetvabhasa) come under

three heads and by further sub-division, we have twentyone fallacies

in all ; fallacies of example (drstantabhasa) are eighteen in number
;

and Occassions for Reproof (nigrahasthana) are enumerated as

twenty-two. Altogether there are sixty-five fallacies.*®

54. See Mapadiyam, p. 21.

55. Maraijnana Des'ikar and §ivagra yogin alone explain and illustrate

the fallacies in some detail. Nirambavajagiar illustrates fallacies of the subjeet

and Occasions for Reproof, leaving the fallacies of the probans and fallacies

of example with a bare mention. Stvajasna yogin and Jaanaprakasar explain

the fallacies and say that to illustrate them would be to swell the commen-
tary, Jnanapraka^ar refers the reader to Maraijnana Delikar’s commentary for
examples. As for the commentaries of Maraijnana Deiikar and yaa«n.
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It is worth while to refer briefly, to the other schools of

Indian Philosophy before we explain and illustrate the fallacies.

Dr. Keith says that the treatment of fallacies in both the Nyaya-
Sutra and the Vai^e?ika-Sutra is brief and simple, standing in

curious contrast to the elaboration of this topic by the later

text.''®

The Nyaya-Sutra runs ;

Savyabhicara-viruddha-prakaranasama - sadhyasama - kalatata

hetvabhasah.

Savyabhicara (discrepant) is reason which leads to more than one
conclusion (anaikantika). Viruddha (contrary)—is reason which
leads to a conclusion opposed to the established one.

Prakarapasama : (‘ equal to the question ’) reason which raises

the very question to be answered—later considered equivalent to

satpratipak§a—counter-balanced reason for which there is as much
or as little justilication as there is for considering it equivalent

to badhita—contradicted reason.

Sadhyasama : (equal to the conclusion) reason which itself

requires proof like the conclusion— later classed with asiddha

—

unreal reason. Kalatita is that for which the time has gone by.

The Vais'esika recognises only three types of fallacy : aprasid-

dha (the unproved), asat (the unreal) and samdigdha (the doubt-

ful). Asat and samdigdha correspond to the later asiddha and
savyabhicara.®'

their lists are not wholly in harmony and explanation of identical fallacies

is marked bv differerccs.

Eg. Bhagasiddha, is for Maraijnana Desikar, the fallacy of lack of full
pervasion in the probans; for §ivagra yogin, it is lack of pervasion of the
subject by the probans.

Thv explanation of the fallacies here is based on ^ivajnana yogin’s
conimentarx and the examples are taken from Muthiah Piiiai commentary,

56. Indian Logic and Atomism.

57, This is according to the Vaisejika Sutra translation. Dr. Keith
seems to make out only two it states a definition of a fallacious reason
or non-reason fanapadesa in his terminology, in which apadesa replaces hetu)
as that which is unproved (aprasiddha) that is, which is not shown to be in
mvanable concomitance with the consequence. Of the fallacious reason two
vpecies are mentioned—the unreal (asat) and the doubtful (samdigdha) which
correspond accurately enough to the later asiddha and savyabhiesra Cf
Indian Logic and Atomism, p, 137.
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Gautama recognises Occasions for Reproof also and enume-

rates them as twenty-two.

We see then, that paksabhasa and drstantabhasa recognised by

the Siddhantin are not recognised by the Naiyayikas and Vai-

^esikas.®^ The Buddhists characterise a train of reasoning as fal-

lacious not only if its middle term is defective but also if the

subject matter or thesis cannot be sustained, that is, if it is refuted

in advance by the proof of the opposite, or if the examples which

serve to show the correctness of the middle term are not valid,

being badly chosen. The Jainas also recognise paksabhasa and

drstantabhasa. The objection of the Naiyayikas is that if the

thesis is in itself true or false there is little use in recourse to the

middle term. Dr. Keith says that an examination of the fallacies

adduced in the Buddhist school shows useless repetition. Vatsyayana

and the schools after him accept clearly the doctrine that the

thesis is neither true nor false in advance ; it is a subject of

doubt which is resolved by the use of the middle term, or as

Annam bhatta has it, the subject (pak§a) is that which possesses

the conclusion in a doubtful form (saifadigdha sadhyavan).

Fallacies of the Subject : ^ivajnana yogin says that fallacy of

the subject is the partial resemblance to the subject leading it to

appear like the subject. But it lacks the characteristics of the

subject which possesses the conclusion sought to be established

and is one of the requisites for inference. Fallacies of the subject

are of four kinds.’®

(i) Non-existence of the subject: (^(raafla/ih

The sky-lotus is fragrant

since it has the quality of flower

like the lotus in the tank.

58. To the contention of ttie NUyayikas thu the fallacies of the subject

and the fallacies of the example can be subsumed under the fallacies of the

probans, Sivajnana yogin replies that a consideration of the characteristics of
the subject and example shows the necessity for recognising fallacies of each
as distinct from the fallacies of the probans.

59. Maraijaana Desikar and N:ramba'..ilagiar classify them under the

following names (i) paksabhasa (pratyakjabhasa) fii) anuminabhasa (in) p a-

tijfiabhasa (svanumanabhasa) and (iv) wicanaohasa. MaraijndQi Des'ikar says

that these are also characterised as aprasiddha-vises'ani, aprasiddha vis'esva,

aprasiddnobhaya and aprasiddha-asamhandha.
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Here there is no subject (sky-lotus being non-existent), to

possess the probandutn.

(//) Partial non-existence of the subject: Qu,t(5lL@

Sound is non-eternal

since it is visible

like a pot.

Here sound is the subject which possesses the probandutn i.e.,

non-eternality but it does not have the probans ‘ being visible
’

(Hi) Being the subject of a thing already established as existing :

(3u/T0LLifL_(S7)ai_^j).

The kitchen has tire

because it has smoke
like the places where smoke is seen.

Here the fire in the kiichen is what is already known to be

present. The subject is that where the presence of the probandura

is doubted (samdigdhasadhyavan) ; it is not that which possesses

an already established probandum.

(iv) Being partially the subject of a thing that is established:

This liquor has been drunk by A
because it is a liquid

like’ .milk.

Here the subject (liquor) cannot possess the probandum be-

cause what was drunk cannot be shown ;
we know only that

some thing was drunk. It possesses the probans, liquid nature.

Hence this is a fallacy of the subject which possesses the pro-

bans but not the probandum.

Fallacy of the probans: ^ivajnlna yogin says that the falla-

cious probans lacks the characteristic of being present in the

subject while it pervades the probandum : and, agreeing with the

probans partially, it appears as the probans. Fallacies of the

probans are of three kinds.'®

60. MaraijSaoa Deiikar attempts a reconciliation of the author’s state-

ment with the Pauskara which recognises five kinds of fallacies of the probans.
Satpratipaksa is the counter balanced reason i.e., one for which there exists
another reason which proves the contrary of the consequence. As it is
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(i) that which has not been established (asiddha), because it

is unreal

;

(ii) that which is the contrary (viruddha) because it leads to

the opposite conclusion.

(iii) that which is discrepant or not one pointed (savyabhi-

cara) because it leads to more than one conclusion.

This classification is somewhat like the Vais'esika classification

into aprasiddha (the unproved), asat (the unreal) and samdigdha

(the doubtful).

We have to note that hetu or the reason adduceed for a

conclusion plays an important part in determining the validity

thereof. If the reason is incorrect, the conclusion also will be

wrong. In such cases, there will naturally be only a semblance

of reasoning.

(/) Probans not having the subject: (ot/tlSsvso^).

The sky-lotus is fragrant

because it has the quality of being a flower

like the lotus in the tank.

Here, the probans, quality of being a flower, does not exist

in the subject, because the subject (sky-lotus) is non-existent.

(ii) Existence in the subject not ascertained:

(oirnLfss’sremui

Pot etc., are of the form of primal atoms

because they are eternal

like the atman, in the P§ncaratra system.

The probans, eternality, is not ascertained in the pot etc.,

(iii) That which does not exist: (Q^Jc^uiEAicvg^).

Sound is non-eternal

because of being seen

like visible form.

Probans does not exist in the subject.

equally weighted on both sides, there is no inference at all one way or the

other for either is equally rpossible. Hence it is no fallacy. In badhita
(kslstita) the conclusion flies in the face of truth and this contradiction may
be proved not merely by argunaent but by direct perception or other recog-

nised means of proof. Maraijnana Desikar says that it can be subsumed
under viruddha (contrary). Sivagra yogin says that kalstyspadista and pra-

karanasama are only slightly different from the three others.
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(/v) Existence of the probans not being ascertained

:

(Qa^rr^UQfssaTstntn ^iSuJUui—tT^^),

When there is doubt as to whether it is smoke or dew,
taking it for smoke and arguing

This mountain has fire

because it has smoke

Here the existence of the probans, ‘ having smoke ’ is not

ascertained.

(v) Not having the qualification of the probans :

Sound is non-eternal

because it is a visible quality

The qualification of the quality visible is not found in

sound.

(vi) The qualification of the probans not being ascertained:

(G'<?(r0U®^(OT s£Qffi—«ssTQpGmss>uj ^ifiujuui—iT^^).

Kapila is subject to likes and dislikes

because he is a person without philosophic wisdom.

The qualification without philosophic wisdom is a matter for

doubt
;
hence the qualification is not ascertained.

(vii) Qualified probans where the qualified is absent

;

(Qffir (nSKBoLfUJiEIevsv^).

Sound is non-eternal

being a substance cognisible by the intelligence like a
pot.

Here the qualified, substance-ness is absent from sound.

{viii) Qualified probans where the qualified is not ascertained

:

(rS(Saiq.tu.rtfiesmm)ici ^jfiujuuL^rT^^’).

Kapila is subject to likes and dislikes

because he is without philosophic wisdom associated
with the quality of being a person.

Here, the qualified without philosophic wisdom is a matter for
doubt. Hence it is not ascertained.

{ix) Partial non-existence of probans:

(Q<?<T0utb

The self and body are non-eternal

being products

like the pot.
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Here the probans, products, is non-existent in one part of

the subject (i.e., the self).

(x) Partial non-ascertainment of the existence the probans

:

(Q^rr(ryju> sp0 uasiih ^nSlu-iuuL-ir^^).

The self and body are eternal

because of not being created

Here the body being not created is a matter for doubt. Hence

the existence in one part of the subject is not ascertained.

(xi) Probans not acceptable to the other

:

(0<9/r0Lub u/ri^suso^).

Sound is non-etemal

because of being created

like the pot.

Sound being created is not acceptable to the Mimamsaka.

(xii) Pervasion of the probandum not being ascertained :

Everything is momentary

because non-existent

like water-bubbles.

There is no means of ascertaining the co-occurrence of momen-
tariness and non-existence. Hence the pervasion of the probans

by the probandum is not ascertained.

(xiii) Pervasion brought about by artificial means ;

(^aujji}6S)^u/bji9 aSojiTfifiiLjsiat—iu a/ j.

Mango-fruit is tasty

because of being soft

like a plantain.

Here the co-occurrence of (sweet) taste and softness is brought
about by artificial ripening of the fruit.

(xiv) Establishing the opposite of what is sought to be established:

(wgp^Ssvu QurT(^srr ffrT0uu^).

Sound is eternal

being an effect.

The probans being an effect establishes non-etemality which is

just the opposite of what is to be estabhshed.

H-8
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{xv) Being the subject of a counter probans which leads to the

opposite conclusion :

(wjrti ^Ssvu QLj.T0sir o^nr^uu^auju iSInSICo^G^^eiasu fi_i_sir

Qt>iTsmi(^ suq^su^).

Sound is eternal

being audible

The previous argument is to be taken along with this. (The

result is to establish the non-etemality of sound when its etemality

was proposed to be established).

(xvi) That which is contradicted by sense-perception :

(aniLAI ^stTssisuiutTSV tn njiAAuuLLt^AQaiTamtTi (aj0m £ri).

Fire is not hot

because it is a substance

like water.

We know, as a matter of fact, that there is heat in fire. Hence

the probans cannot establish the absence of heat in fire. Direct

perception contradicts this fallacious argument.

(:!CV!j) That which is refuted by inference

(dS0^()i; ^erreiBGiiujrrev wmi^^uuiLGia^aiTsmT(pi 6V(r^eiJ^).

Karma is eternal

because it is beginningless

like the soul.

This inference can be refuted by another e.g.,

Karma "is non-eternal

because of being the result of the activities of the

mind, speech, etc.,

like the pot.

The probans ‘ beginningless ’ is thus rendered ineffective.

(xviii) That which is refuted by verbal testimony :

(a_(OT)/7 ^sTramauujiTsv u)^»«L/i-/Ll(5a0«(Tow® surj^su ai)-

All effects are without a first cause

because they arise in the middle

61. In re; to this and the following cf. the following : “Thus the con-
tradicted reason (badhita) figures in Prasastapada as part of the contrary
(viruddha) in the shape of the reason contradicted by the text of the school
(Sgamabadhita) and this can be traced further back to the antinomic reason
(viruddhavyabhicarin of the Buddhist logic) ”.
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But we have heard it said in the sacred works that effects

have a first cause. Hence the probans they arise in the middle is

rendered ineffective, by verbal testimony, to establish the non-

existence of a first cause.

ixix) Being found not only in the subject and the example but also

in the counter-example :

(uA^ou<^wfT^0smixu31<!aTsirnS^ (ag iTj syi(nnt_uj gij.

This mountain has fire

because it is ascertainable by the means of valid

knowledge.

Here we can see that being ascertainable by means of valid

knowledge applies not only to the subject and example where we
find fire but also to the lake (the counter-example) where we do
not find fire.

(xx) Being found in the subject alone without being found in the

example :

QagiC&dsT iSu uaAWr aie^asirTujImiarrsrr£.1).

Sound is eternal

because it has the quality of soundness.

Here the probans quality of soundness pervades the subject

alone without pervading any eternal thing that can be given as

an example.

{xxi) Last comes that for which there is no example or counter-

'.example : (<?Ucsab(nSJua*iiiJ<»iir

Everything is non-eternal

because of being cognisable by the means of

knowledge.

Here everything is the subject, so much so, that there is

nothing left to be the example or the counter-example.

Fallacies of the example Example is the place for the
ascertainment of the co-occurrence of the probans and the pro-

62. Sivagra yogin classifies fallacies of example under two heads : sadhya-
vikala and sadhana-vikala and says that in all we have eighteen fallacies in
relation to positive inferences and negative inferences. Sadhya-vikala is the
absence of the thing sought to be established and sadhana vikala is the absence
of the probans for the thing sought to be established.

Also cf. the following in the Saiva Bha^a. “ These fallacies of the exam-
ple are discussed in the science of logic; why then are they not discussed
here? They are not mentioned at first, since thiy can be included in falla-

cies of the probans, like asiddha. But since they are mentioned in the SivSgama,
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bandum. If, then, an example occurs in which the characteristic

of the examples, i.e., the pervasion of the probandum by the

probans is lacking, we have a fallacious and not a correct example.

Such fallacies are nine in positive inferences and nine in negative

inferences, thus aggregating to eighteen in .all.

Nine fallacies which arise in positive inferences are:

(i) That which has not got the probandum ;

(<?/T ^ 3f}).

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

like the primal atom.

In the example, we do not have the probandum i.e., the

primal atom is not non-eternal. According to the Naiyayikas, the

primal atom is eternal.

(ii) That wherein the existence of the probandum is not ascertained:

(<fiT^^(U(ipas>L.siDUi f€)<ycfuJ*a5tjui_/r_(S^_).

He will become a king

because he belongs to the lunar dynasty

like the prince who is the heir apparent to the

throne.

In the example, the probandum becoming a king, is a matter

for doubt and hence is not ascertained.

(Hi) That which has not got the probans: (’sj^dsi/swi—^^rrasir^^).

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

like karma.

In the example (karma), there is no probans (having colour).

(iv) That wherein the existence of the probans has not been

ascertained: (er_^sijas>L^aa>iD rSlaaa9i^uuL—rr^^).

Devadatta is devoid of perfect knowledge,

because he has likes and dislikes

like the man in the street.

they are treated here separately. That is thus said in the sacred Pau§kara
“The fallaciousoess of the drjtanta which was indicated is now stated in detail.

When it is said that sound is eternal, since it is pervasive, like ether, the
example is devoid of the probandum : similarly there would be failure of the
probaos and so on ”.
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Here the presence or absence of likes and dislikes in the

man in the street is doubtful and has not been ascertained.

(v) That which has neither the probans nor the probandum :

(^srr^0iUQpik srajsijib

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

like akaia.

In the example aka^a, the probandum (non-eternality) and the

probans (having colour) are non-existent. According to the

Naiyayikas, aka^a is eternal.

(vi) That wherein the presence of the probandum and the probans

have not been ascertained :

(&iT^^'tU(ipa!ni—etni£tiLiih Gx^eifcsu—ssiunnih lilaauSIsaiUL it—iroi a;j.

This man will go to heaven

because of virtue gained in a previous life

like Devadatta

In the example, the presence of the probandum (going to

heaven) and the probans (having virtue gained in a previous life)

are to be ascertained, they are not certain.

(v/i) That which has no existence: (Qarr^uiSldiso^).

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

like the sky-flower

The sky flower being non-existent, we really do not have an
example here.

(vUi) That the existence of which is not acceptable to another :

(Q^.TiQUQpsisisraniD uir^^c^i—sir Lj.Ti_frafi'a ai).

He is devoid of perfect knowledge

because there is doubt about the possibility of

perfect knowldge

as in the case of Devadatta who is to come.

Here, Devadatta’s coming and there being doubt about his

perfect knowledge have not been ascertained and so are not

acceptable to another.

{ix) Pervasion being brought about artificially

:

(Q3^iujriss)^uji-(Q)dluj <n9uj/rai<^iL/sa>uuJ^jj.

This fruit is tasty

because it is soft

like the plantain
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But the taste and softness of the plantain have been brough

about by the artificial ripening of the fruit.

Nine fallacies in relation to negative inference :

(i) That which has not got the non-existence of the probandum :

(ffir^^iuLSssTssiiri a a;).

The soul is eternal

because it is pervasive

What is not eternal is also not pervasive, like aka^a. Since

for the Naiyayikas, akas'a is eternal, there is not the non-existence

of probandum in the negative example.

(ii) That wherein the non-existence of the probandum has not been

ascertained

:

{oiT^^uJLQsirssnn tSlAo’uSAaiUuujT^^).

He will be a great king

because he belongs to the lunar dynasty.

Whoever has not been a great king has not been a descen-

dent of the lunar dynasty, like another prince.

It has not been ascertained here that another prince has not

been a great king.

(in) That which has not got the non-existence af the probans

:

(s7^<nS!<ms!nui

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

What is not non-eternal has not colour

like the primal atom

The primal atom has colour and so we do not have the

non-existence of the probans in the5 example.

(iv) That wherein the non-existence of the probans has not been

ascertained :

(s7^(nSffijrsa5ix> u3IAmuuL-.fr

He is without perfect knowledge

because he has likes and dislikes

He who has perfect knowledge has no likes and dislikes

like the scholar well-versed in scriptural learning.

Here, the non-existence of likes and dislikes in the scholar

well-versed in scriptural learning, has not been ascertained.
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(v) That which does not have the non-existence of the probans and

the probandum :

(arr^0ujL£lisires)Ln sx^dSssresitD Qiussr^iih Qpsan—^

atrafraai).

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

What is not non-eternal has no colour

like the pot.

In the example, pot, we have non-eternality and colour; hence

the non-existence of the prodandum and the non-existence of the

probans are not found in the example.

(vi) That wherein the non-existence of the probans and the pro-

bandum have not been ascertained :

(
^cr<S5ori9.£rir(j»tfliL/(y3£!®L_^Qssdru^
Mind is eternal

because it has no colour

What is non-eternal, is not without colour like akaila.

In the example, the prodandum (non-eternality) and the probans

(absence of colour) are not found. (The Naiyayikas consider

aka^a as eternal.)

(vii) that which has no existence'.

Mind is non-eternal

because it has colour

What is not non-eternal is without colour

like the sky-flower.

As the sky-flower is non-existent we do not have the example

at all.

(viii) that whose existence is not acceptable to another :

{Qair^uopabsTssnD uj^arv,u.6ST u!Ti_rTa,rTf,^i).

He has perfect knowledge

because he has no likes and dishkes

He who has not perfect knowledge is not without likes

and dislikes

like the Devadatta who is to be born.

Here Devadatta’s birth etc., are not acceptable to another
because they are doubtful and uncertain.
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(ix) That wherein negative concomitance is brought about arti-

ficially'. (Qev^CSixa sSiuiT^^ QiTiujbssiaiuiT^ssii—iu^).

Water is that which does not undergo change of taste

because it is not cooked

What is subject to change of taste is cooked like a fruit.

Here the concomitance of the change of taste in the fruit and

its being artificially ripened is brought about by the effect of heat

on the fruit.

Occasions for Reproof : If anywhere in the course of the

comments on Fallacies, it is here that we find a substantial measure
of agreement among the commentators. The twenty two occasions

are named in the same way by Maraijnana Desikar, ^ivagra yogin

and Nirambavalagiar. iSivajnana yogin leaves out hetvabhasa

given by the others as the twenty second but substitutes the

repetition of meaning also where the others recognise only repeti-

tion of the words. According to Keith, the fallacies proper

(meaning thereby fallacies of the probans) are naturally included
as a specially appropriate occasion for reproof.®®

In logical disputations, the Occasions for Reproof arising from
incompetence to talk are twenty two and fall under two heads

(i) Confused reasoning (iDiur^au (Suor^sb) and (ii) keeping
silent (njiTsrriTsal0^^Gu).

(i) A man may be guilty of giving away in the example his

own proposition (pratijfiahani)

(SiDjbQourSeiTo^ a=nr^!»«u)/rLlt_fru)su

Co*®<nj(rLj

Sound is non-eternal

because it is cognisable by the senses, like the pot.

But, just as the pot is cognisable by the senses, the (class of)
potness is also cognisable by the senses. When the opponent
points out that (the class of) potness is not non-eternal, the
person who stated the proposition comes to agree that pot is also
eternal because it is cognisable by the senses, thus affecting his
own original argument.

(ii) departing from the proposition stated (pratijSantaram)

:

(lS1^QjST0 (SiDrfjGsfr&rrA am- mi giso).

Sound is non-eternal

because it is cognisable by the ear.

63. Indian Logic and Atomism, p. 156.
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The opponent may point out that because the sound in the

conch is cognisable by the ear, it is certain that sound is non-

etemal and therefore the proposition need not be established.

Here the proposer states another proposition “ that sound of the

form of letters is non-etemal

(in) opposing one's own proposition (pratijM-virodham

to mi 3iSsVUUt—U Sudr^si?).

Substance is different from quality

because it is not cognisable as other than its colour

etc.

Here the probans ‘not cognisable as other than colour* goes

directly against the proposition that substance is different from
quality.

(ivj renouncing the proposition (pratijnd-sannyasam

Gm^GanrSerr si3LLQaSI(£i^di).

Sound is non-eternal

because it is cognisable by the senses.

When the opponent argues that soundness is also cognisable

by the senses and that soundness is not non-eternal, the proposer

recants his statement.

(v) shifting the reason {hetvantaram

sT^iQSl(r):s^&ji>JO'^ euih^fl (o<su3(27(r,Tfr}(ffjSi<5r^»

an-OT/giSU).
*

Sound is non-eternal

because it is cognisable by the senses.

As the eternality of soundness is also cognisable by the senses,

the opponent says that the probans is faulty. The proposer
changes the reason and gives another in its place

—
‘cognisable by

the senses in relation to the common class inhering in every
substance ’. This fresh probans is suggested by way of a qualifica-

tion of the previous one.

(v/) shifting the topic {arthantaram

6XJ(r^rh3^7evaS(tS>uju iSn^Qmrr sar ppi ££iiS5)/D®^su).

Sound is non-eternal

because it is cognisable by the senses, like the pot.

When the opponent points out the faultiness of the probans
on the groimd that the class potness ^siresiiD is also

H-9
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cognisable by the senses, the proposer says something else to cover

up his defeat. He may say

Sound is the quality of aka^a

' because it exists in the relation of inherence in

aka^a.

And because that relation is non-etemal, sound is non-

etemal.

iyii) making remarks which are meaningless (nirarthakam

LjiLi(o'(«3)®ui_rr^6Br Guor^ev),

Sound is non-eternal

because it is of the form of letters.

As the form of the letter is itself sound, adducing it as the

reason is meaningless.

(viii) being unintelligible (avijndtdrtham

Gurr(r^srr s^snihjarr^ G'.fffr;r)®&yr (ST®^^aQflSfrfiobT®

Guor^sv).

Speaking in such a way that only with diflSiculty can the sub-

ject and predicate be found out; talking quickly; and using words

which are largely out of use—these are all fallacies of avijna-

tSrtha.

(ix) being incoherent {apdrthakam

cSjsufniJ ^(ssmemw ^GUSwsffrsuTUJij Guar^eb).

Cow—horse—man—elephant.

Here the words do not enter into meaningful relation with

one another. In ‘ quench with fire ’ we see that fire has not got

the capacity to put itself out. ’ Bring the cow ’ when uttered

letter by letter does not yield meaning.

(x) improper sequence {aprdptakdlam

GiDjb^anrerr Qp^eSiu giih^Sstfru-jib qpop/dlSjd^u Guor^ev).

Because it is an effect

Sound is non-etemal

So is this

like a pot

Therefore it is non-eternal.

(xi) Saying too little {nyunam
(Buirf)(S«(T5fr Qp^eS,ujsujr)<&do <^6U (j^ssijDUJu Guor^A).

This mountain has fire

because it has smoke

like the kitchen.
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Here only tliree members of the syllogism are used whereas

all the five are necessary for correct inference

{xii) Saying too much (adhikam

This moimtain has fire

because it has smoke and brightness

like the kitchen and the blacksmith’s forge.

Here we have more probans and examples than are absolutely

necessary.

ixiii) repeating oneself (punaruktam

QffrrdiSso ©.y/rsususu).

Sound is non-eternal, sound is non-eternal.

(xfv) repeating the meaning (Qurr(^Ssn Q<?frsbsusu).

This is iSivajnana yogin’s substitute. Neither the other com-

mentators nor the Naiyayikas speak of it.

Sound is non-eternal, is liable to destruction

Here non-eternality and liability to destruction mean the same

thing. It is unnecessary to use both.

(xv) being reduced to silence {anubhasaitam

LSnjdr 0u'T(f5&Tr

The inability of the person to refute what the opponent said

and was understood by the assembly is an occasion for reproof.

Normally it would be expected of him to state his opponent s

position and point out its untenability.

(xvi) displaying ignorance when an argument has thrice been repea-

ted before him under the eyes of the assembly {ajhanam

dljDssT a«i_^uj Oi_i/r0§ijrr ^ ^p^iiurrairQuiTeiT^ si9](S3)^5i)).

When the opponent has explained a thing thrice and when

it has been understood by the assembly, the person declares that

the meaning is not clear to him and asks for an explanation.

(xvii) showing lack of ingenuity {apratibha

<aS)j3>i_ Q^ifliuir^ (3siiQ(nr}(^ «0^^sini_iiJ.TS3r(oUfT55r

The person may pretend to be praying even when the argu-

ment has been thrice explained by his opponent and understood

by the assembly.

{xviii) evading discussion on the plea of business etc. (yiksepa

aSiLQu dl^Q^nesTjDSsarA Q<frrevs&u(3uT(iff^

(3u(r**fiu).
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When the discussion has already begun, the person may,

wishing to while away the time, put off discussion by saying

that the judges have not come, that the president of the assembly

viz., the king has not come, and so on.

{xix) admitting a defect on his own side while criticising another

{matdnujha <5rLjaa^^<»(g,# QsTdteSiu (^jbjD^esi^u uiflaiftiurr^

a. L_ii)ijLL®ij utru3>3i^^A(g)S, (^d)/Dib Guor^ev).

When a defect has been pointed out in one’s argument the

procedure is to prove that it is not a defect and then prove the

opponent’s argument to be defective. But the person may give

room for reproof by admitting his defect and then criticising hfs

opponent’s argument.

(xx) When the opponent merits reproof failing to avail oneself of

the opportunity to point this out. {paryanuyojyopeksa^am.

G^nsvaS^^iresriii sTiij0Q(^Sstsr^ S^rreviaSl^^frafrih 5ruj^{g)

©uj<OT^ abx (2f^(5S^6o).

(xxi) Censuring what is correct {niranuyojyanuyogam

sroj^ir^aSm srulidOi-smQiijggr mi an-^^si)).

(xxii) Departing from a tenet which forms the basis of reasoning

{apasiddhanta

•^etandj&rr Qa/T5U5i9a

3-!T0

The Sankhya argues :

Modifications like mahat etc. arise from one cause, viz.

prakrti because they are seen to be of the same nature

as prakrti just as pot which is made of clay is a

modification of clay (i.e. having the same nature).

The Sankhya is asked, “ What is prakrti ? What is its modifi-

cation?” If he replies, ‘That from which modifications which
are asat appear is prakrti. Whatever is subject to origination and
destruction is a modification’ he is guilty of espousing asatkarya-

vada which is opposed to his own view.®*

64. This is the example given by Sivagra yogin for apasiddhsnta.



CHAPTER HI

PATI—THE LORD

Of the three means of valid knowledge accepted by the Sid-

dhantin, perception (in the sense of sensory perception) cannot

establish the existence of Pati, pa^u and pa^a/ Though there is

scriptural warrant for the existence of these, verbal testimony

itself is not accepted by all. So, it iis sought to establish the

existence of these declared in the scriptures by means of inference.

Doubts may arise, Jnanaprakasar reminds us, in our study of the

scriptures. If we test by reason our beliefs gained through the

scriptures, they will become firm convictions.

The first sutra of the Siddhiyar sets forth the reasoning thus.’

“ Since the Universe constituted of parts like ‘ he ’
‘ she-’ and ‘ it ’ is

subject to the states of emergence, stay and absorption in a regular

order, there must be someone who thus causes it to come into

existence. So, the Universe must have the Destroyer, into whom
it was taken up when it went out of existence, for its efficient

cause when it comes back into existence. The Destroyer who is

eternally free and intelligent, causes the world to come into exist-

ence ”.

The Universe constituted of things classed as ‘ he ’, ‘ she ’ and
‘ it ’ (i.e., things denoted in the masculine, feminine and neuter

genders) and, as being thus diverse and finite, requires a Creator.

1. 6ivagra yogin gives the meaning of these terms. Pati stands for

Pa^upati, the whole name being apprehended through a part thereof, even as

Indra means Devendra. Pa^upati means Lord of the souls (Pa^unam Patih

Pa^upatih).

Pa^u-The soul is so-called because it is beginninglessly associated with
apava (Pa^ui pa^utva samyogat).

Pa^a is so-called because it beginninglessly binds and limits the pervasive
intelligence of souls. Pa^a is the common name for apava, karma and mays
(bbandanat pa^am ucyate).

Referring to three, instead of one bondage is not a figurative assumption.
Because apava obstructs the omniscience of the sonl, it is Pratibandha. Karma
ceaselessly follows the soul, directing it towards enjoyment rather than attain-

ment of release. Hence it is anubandha. Mays limits the pervasiveness of the

soul making it partial, it is therefore sambandha.
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Further, because the Universe is constituted of parts, we can infer

its being subject to the three states of emergence, stay and

absorption. To manifest it, maintain it and withdraw it, an

intelligent being is required. This being is none other then the

Destroyer, for a thing can come only out of that into which

it had .previously gone. If the Destroyer had withdrawn the

Universe into Himself, it is from Him that it can re-emerge.

MaraijaSa Deiikar, iSivagra yogin and Jnanapraka^ar state the

argument in syllogistic form. We shall give the syllogism as stated

by ^ivagra yogin who examines its validity also.® He taker phrases

from other verses also so as to state the reasoning in the author’s

own words

:

“ The must be someone to cause the Universe to come into

being—pratijSa (^(jususar (Qq^eusir (SsiKmrQih).

Because the Universe comes into existence, stays any goes out

of existence—hetu (sv(rr)(Lps!njd iQssrjDQunsu^nii ^^scitCBsc),

(whatever comes into existence etc., must have a cause as for

instance the following)

It is due to the potter that there is the production of pot»

etc., from clay—dr§tanta

(icawraraflsofl/b s>i—fr^3uJ6VsvrTib @50(tsu(2)(o5u).

He creates all the forms He wants to create—upanaya

(ffT soarsaafluj a_(f5sij9u3su5uird) ^.lu^i^susiT).

He brings about all the effects He comtemplates from their

respective causes—nigamana

(ttiom asmi sirTifuj!^s>Q<>rrevsoiTcb airahrufreir).

^ivagra yogin proceeds to examine the validity of the syllogism.

Hetu (probans) must have five merits and must be free from five

defects.

1. Paksadharmatva (existence of the probans in the subject).

Because the Universe is an effect, the probans is in the

subject. The fallacy of asiddha (the absence of the probans from

the subject) is avoided.

2. Maraijnana De^ikar and Jnsnaprakasar state the probans differently.

The former states it as ‘because it is constituted of parts like 'he', ‘she’ and
‘it’. The latter says the probans is implied and states it thus—‘because of
being an effect.’
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The Universes is established to be an effect because it is

diverse and finite as constituted of parts like ‘ he ‘ she ’ and ‘ it

2. Sapaksesattva (existence of the probans in the positive exam-
ple).

Because it is seen in effects like the pot.

The fallacy of viruddha (reason leading to an opposite con-

clusion) is avoided.

3. VipaksadvyavTtti (absence of the probans from negative example).

There is no ‘ effectness ’ in the soul.

The fallacy of anaikantika (reason leading to more than one

conclusion) is avoided.

4. Abadhita visayatva (the absence of obstruction to an inference

by the origination of another sublating cognition).

Because of being subject to origination and destruction, the

Universe cannot but have a Creator.

The fallacy of kSlatyayapadista (that for which the time has

gone by) is avoided.

5. Asatpratipaksatva (absence of obstruction to the probandum
by a counter-probans which establishes a conclusion contrary

to the original probandum).

Because the material cause, maya and, auxiliary cause, karma
are inert, because the intelligence and activity of the souls are

clouded and limited by anava and because Hiranyagarbha, Nara-
yana and others come to possess bodies, etc., created by the Lord
after creation of the Universe, there is no obstruction to the

establishment of the Creatorship of 6iva.

There is the avoidance of prakaranasama (i.e., the fallacy of
satpratipaksa).

Of the four types of anumana (inference), we can use the
dharmadharmy-anumana (inference of the substrate from the at-

tribute) to show that Siva is the Creator of the world.

Because the Universe is a product, there is (a cognitive and
conative) Energy to envisage and bring into existence this product.
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There must be someone to possess this Energy.

Though there may be clay, wheel, stick, the person who wants

a pot and the potter, a pot comes into existence, only if there is

activity on the part of the potter. If he does not work, there is

no pot although all the other conditions for the making of a pot

are there. Even so, by positive and negative inference, we can

argue thus; though maya, karma, souls and I^vara are eternally

present, if there is activity on the part of the Energy inherent in

iSiva, the Universe comes into existence ;
if not, the Universe does

not come into evistence.

Does not the example of the potter go against the proposition

that iSiva is the Creator of everything? No. Creatorship can be

distinguished into two types as (i) directing creatorship (prayo-

jaka kartrttvam) Jand (ii) directed creatorship (prayojya kartrt-

tvam. ;Siva is everywhere the directing Creator whereas potters

and others are everywhere directed creators. Therefore, the ori-

ginal proposition is not affected; neither does the example contra-

dict the proposition to be established.

l^ivagra yogin says that the mode of causation is also suggested

by the word ‘he’ ‘she’, and ‘it’ used in the singular number.

The incomparable Lord is the efficient cause (nimitta); the Energy

inherent in 6iva is the womb; and the karma of the souls is the

auxiliary cause. Bindu is the material cause. He goes on to point

out the significance of the words of the Text. The words ‘because

the Universe comes into existence, stays and goes out of existence

in an order’ refute the views of the Carvakas and the Purva

Mimamsakas that the Universe is eternal and needs no Creator.

‘There must be some one to produce the Universe’, refutes the

view of the atheists while ‘some one' refutes the view of the poly-

theists. ‘He is the beginning and end’ (of all things) indicates

that He is eternal. The word maruvidum (‘mosiSOui’) means that

He is all pervasive. By ‘the eternally free One’ Siva is distinguish-

ed from Anante^vara and others whose release can be dated back

to a beginning. Siva’s autonomy is also thereby indicated.

Having set forth his position, the Siddhantin proceeds to exa-

mine criticism thereof by the followers of other schools. In the

Parapakkam, Arulnandi stated the views of other schools and
refuted them from his standpoint. Here, the procedure is different.

He states his position and meets objections brought against it.
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Thus, the charge that the Supakkam repeats what was said in the

Parapakkam is untenable.®

We may start with the objection that the Siddhantin uses

reality of the world as the basis of his proof for God’s existence

and that this basis is an unproved assumption.

If the Siddhantin bases his proof for the existence of God on

the reality of the world, what is his warrant therefor? Sivagra

yogin says that the reality of the world is given in direct percep-

tion. The objector questions the validity of perception on the

ground that sometimes we see things wrongly. Error in percep-

tion is a fact of experience and such being the case, how can vali-

dity be claimed for perception? When thus perception is at fault

and has no validity, inference which is based on perception cannot

be valid either. Nor can verbal testimony, opposed to perception

and inference, be valid.

The Siddhanta questions the correctness of this argument He
argues for the validity of perception (see Mapadiyam, pp. 161-2).

In a perception giving rise to two alternatives as for example,

whether a thing perceived is a post or a man or when one is

wrongly perceived for the other, the difficulty is removed when
the post aud man are both independently perceived, or when there

is clear perception of it as the one and not the other. Erroneous

perception occurs in regard to some objects and some times, as

when a rope is mistaken for a snake. But in clear perception, a

pot for example, is seen to be a pot by all persons and at all

times. Similarly the reality of the world is given in direct per-

ception of it. Inference, based on valid perception and, verbal

testimony consistent with both these, are valid.

The Siddhantin does not accept the view that the world is

super-imposed on Brahman and that the latter is mistaken for

the former. His objection is that there is no similarity between

the world and Brahman as there is between the rope and snake

(both apperaring coiled up, etc.). The world is acit and Brahman
is cit. How, then, can there be super-imposition of the world on
Brahman ?

3. ^ivajfiana yogin says that what is said in the 2nd and 1st padas of

the Vedanta sutras is also thus understood.

H-10
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Again, what is the pramana for taking the world to be non-

real ? Is it valid or invalid ? If it is valid, since it is part of

the world (which it tries to establish as non-existent) by accepting

it we are forced to accept the world : i.e.. It cannot be argued

that the world, containing something real, is wholly non-real. If

it is invalid, we cannot establish the non-reality of the world

through an invalid pramana.

The Lokayata recognises nothing as valid which is not sanc-

tioned by sense perception. So he naturally objects to the state-

ment that the world has a beginning and end when all that we
see is its continuous existence*. According to him the world is

beginningless. But the Siddhantin meets the Lokayata on the

latter’s own ground. He says he will not make use of inference,

etc., to enforce his argument, as origination and destruction of

things (constituted by the elements) are as much facts of perce-

ptual experience (as seen in the origin and destruction of bodies,

etc., constituted by the elements) as their present existence.

The Lokayata says that it is natural for the elements them-

selves to come into existence and go out of it. Tne SiddhSntin

replies that it is not natural for a thing by itself to undergo the

many changes it does. If it undergoes changes perpetually, then

there is nothing that can be called its nature, if the changes

are excluded. It may be said that the elements themselves cause

these changes. But, as Maraijnana Des'ikar points out, if the

elements themselves, by their functioning cause these changes, how
does it happen that earthquakes occur, that water is warm in

some places, that fire does not burn in some places and wind

does not blow ? There is a breach in all these instances of the

law of uniformity of Nature. As these exceptional conditions are

seen and as the elements are inert, an intelligent director of the

Universe must be assumed to cause the elements to function.

Jnanapraka^ar examines the Lokayata’s position in more detail.

The essence of a thing does not consist in its undergoing perpetual

changes, for nothing would be left thereby. But the Lokayata

may say that if change does not constitute the nature of a thing,

even the omnipotent God cannot bring about the production and

4. Jnanaprakasar says that the Lokayata objects to treating the world

as an effect on the ground that it consists of parts and that it is subject to

the three states and thence proceeding to look for its cause.
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destruction of things whose nature is so "static as not to admit

of these changes. Therefore, he argues, that a thing has two

phases, i.e., of being subject to creation] and destruction. The
Siddhantin asks why destruction is not seen during creation and
creation during destruction, if a thing is subject to both. The
Lokayata says that he admits changes in the thing but that he
denies their simultaneity. It is the Bauddha who says that changes

are simultaneous. To the Bauddha, a thing is simultaneously in

and out of existence. The Lokayata says that changes like creation

and destruction are seen in things; and things acted upon require

an agent to act upon them. Although mutability resides in things

constituting their essence, changes are latent when they are in a
certain condition. The changes are dependent upon the causal

aggregate, like the agent, and they do not arise from their first

cause. Therefore, it is natural for things to be dependent upon
an agent for the changes they undergo.

Having agreed to the need for an agent to cause the change,
if the Lokayata maintains that the elements themselves are the

agent, the Siddhantin points out that the elements being inert and
passive, require some agent other than themselves to cause the

changes that they undergo. The elements being themselves what
undergo the changes, they require some one to cause the chahges.
They cannot cause their own origination and destruction. The
causal agent and the thing acted upon are not to be identified.

^ivajSana yogin points out when we say some one stabbed
himself, that which stabbed is his hand and that which was stabbed
is some other part of his body.

Jnanaprakasar says existence refers beyond itself to creation

and destruction. Existence of the world refers back to creation

and forward to destruction. In the light of the connection that

obtains in the mind between creation, maintenance and destruc-

tion, viewing the Universe as caused, the Universe is seen to require

an agent who is above these changes and who is perfect.

One sect of the Lokayatas will accept the three states of
emergence, etc., for the world. But they argue thus : Of the four

elements, air maintains the other elements and exists in their

company
; fire destroys the other three elements and is destroyed

with them
; water causes the other three elements to appear and

appears with them ; and earth cause the fructification of the

results to be experienced from the other elements and in their
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presence it itself fructifies. So of what avail is it to invoke some

one else when the elements themselves are thus seen to cause all

the changes ? The Siddhantin’s reply is substantially the same to

this question also. The elements being inert cannot come into

existence by themselves or bring one another into existence.

The Sautrantikas now enter the field. They say that every,

thing arises in a chain of succession, caused by the existent of the

previous moment and causing the existent of the following moment.

If everything is caused by its predecessor and causes its successor

there is no need for a being other than the events to cause them.

Why should a God, who is great by virtue of being above origin

and destruction, be invoked to explain what can quite naturally

be explained without Him ? There is the seed ; out of the seed

arises the sprout. The seed as such has disappeared giving place

to the sprout. Surely, the sprout depends for its existence on the

seed of the previous moment ? The Siddhantin asks a counter-

question : What is it that appears ? What is not, cannot appear,

while what is, need not appear. Hare’s horns being non-existent

cannot appear
;

while a pot being existent, need not appear. So

are we to take it, like the Madhyamika, that what is neither

existent :tor non-existent but indeterminable appears ?®

When we ask, if what is said to be neither existent nor non-

existent bat indeterminable does not exist, those wuo hold this

view Will have to say either that it exists or that it does not.

If the former, why not say so? If the latter, how can it appear?

In any case, it cannot be called the indeterminable because it will

have to come under existence or non-existence. An indetermi-

nable thing is really a void and as such it cannot appear. Thus,

neither ine non-existent things of the Sautrantika nor the inde-

terminable things of the Madhyamika can be said to appear. So

we have to conclude that both cause and effect exist and that the

latter is manifested from the former through the instrumentality

of God. This is positively and negatively known thus. When the

5. Jnanaprakasar reminds us that to the Buddhas, the Buddha is oniy

a preceptor, not the Lord of the Universe. Jnanaprakas'ar says that waiving

thedquestion of the existence or otherwise of God, the Bauddha has to make

clear what it is that appears. Nirambavalagiar states the Sautrantika posi-

tion thus :
‘ In the inherence of the five skandhas, everything classifiable

under what has form or is without it arises in a chain of dependence upon

its immediate predecessor. So, there is no need for God ’.
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potter works on clay which is the first cause with the wheel,

stick, etc., which are the auxiliary causes, we know the result will

be a pot or a jar and not a cloth.®

When the objection of the Madhayamikas is shown to be

groundless, the Jainas may take up the question trying to answer

it in their own way. They may contend thus : Why not say that

a thing in the form of an effect or as produced, has the double

nature of existing and not existing and thus stands in no need

of God to cause it ? If it is its nature to come into existence

and go out of it, it is superfluous to invoke God to explain acti-

vities carried on automatically. The Siddhantin objects to this

view on the ground that a thing cannot have the double and

opposed nature of existing and not existing. If it exists, it cannot

be non-existent at the same time
;

if it is non-existent, it can

never come into existence or be said to exist. These are contra-

dictories ; they oppose each other and between themselves, they

cannot constitute the nature of a thing. On the other hand, if

it is said that by existence and non-existence, existence in the form

of cause and non-existence in the form of effect are meant, the

Siddhantin replies that cause and effect are non -different and that

because the cause exists, its effect is latent in it and will be mani-

fested through the intervention of some agent.

So far, the objections of the heterodox schools were consi-

dered. Now the objections of some of the orthodox schools are

taken up. The Mimarasakas say that we see the origin and decay

only of bodies classifiable as ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘it’. We do not see

the origin and decay of the material universe as a whole. In other

words, it would result in the fallacy of composition®'* if we pre-

dicate of the whole material universe changes affecting only parts

of it. The Siddhantin says that the material universe which thus

deludes the objector is not a simple unit but is constituted of

6. Maraijiiana Desikar treats the matter here as an exposition of
Satkaryavada. He quotes a verse which means. ‘ Those who know the

Agamas are free from the delusion that the non-existent comes into existence

and that the existent is annihilated’.

6a. In a brief review in the New Indian Antiquary, (Vol. II, No. 2,

May 1939) of ‘ The Critical Examination of the Philosophy of Religion,’ in

2 volumes by Sadhu Santinatha and of MayaVada or the non-daulistic Philosophy
(Vedanta), by the same author. Prof. S. S. S. says :

' Nor is it very sound
to convict the theist of the fallacy of composition, in the face of the determined

attempts of systems like the Saiva Siddhanta to avoid just this fallacy”.
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earth, water, fire, air and akasa7 Therefore (as constituted of

parts) it comes into existence and goes out of it, just as the

bodies constituted of the various elements do.

^ivagra yogin quote a maxim of the Bhattas : ‘Na kadacida-

nidr^am jagat’ which means—‘The world was never unlike this’.

He says that the Bhattas contend that only bodies, pots, etc.,

which are effects are created and destroyed and not the material

universe which is of the form of the five elements which are not

effects but causes. The Siddhantin replies thus, ‘Because the

Vedas say that earth, water, etc., are evolved one from another

commencing with aka^a, the Mimamsakas who abide by the state,

ments of the Vedas cannot but accept the origin and destruction

of the Universe’.®

The objector contends that we never witness the destruction

of the entire world. When one part of the Universe is destroyed,

another persists. To say that the entire Universe is destroyed is

to contradict verbal testimony to the effect that the world is

eternal. Morever, if everything is summarily destroyed, there will

be nothing from which re-origination of the world can take

place. Why not say that one part of the Universe is destroyed

when another persists ? The Siddhantin says that this is not so.

We find that various things belonging to the same genus exist at

a particular time and are destroyed wholesale at another time.

Seeds, e.g., manifest their sprout during the spring; the sprouts

which develop into plants are destroyed about the beginning of

autumn. So, also the world, being material, is subject to similar

origination and destruction. When the time comes for it, the

world is manifested; again, when the time is ripe for it, the world
is destroyed. May be, the intervals are prodigiously long. But
the process is analogous.

We noticed earlier the objection that to say of the whole
what can be said of the parts only is to commit the fallacy of compo-

7. Sivajnana yogin says that in the foregoing the objections of the
Sautrantikas and others have been met, Satkaryavada has been maintained
and the necessity for a Creator established.

8. ^ivajilana yogin, however, says that it is wrong to argue that
because the Mimamsakas accept the validity of the Vedas they have to
accept also the evolution and involution of the elements declared by the
Vedas: The Mimamsakas say that all passages which do not set forth
prescription etc., are only figurative.
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sition. But the Siddhantin has been, from the outset, treating the

world as an effect on the ground that it is diverse and finite. He
is basing his argument on an analysis of the instances studied.

Their nature reveals that they are effects. Hence, the argument

need not be considered fallacious in so far as it is based on the

essential nature of things. We can justify his procedure on

another ground also. The Siddhantin is arguing from analogy

that the world also is subject to creation and destruction by giving

an instance where objects a whole class are seen to undergo

these changes.

If origin and destruction of the world are said to come about

with the passage of time, why not take time to be God?® The
Siddhantin replies that time is unintelligent and inert. No doubt,

time does play a part in these changes. But it is only as an

auxiliary cause.

The Naiyayikas'® say that after the destruction of the Uni-

verse, the primal atoms come together to constitute the Universe,

9. Maraijnana De^iker quotes Tolkappiyata.

LO0(Bj.*'sy Q^rflih^sJSTiT a-sssTT'u

QLjiT0irfr rQa>^Lf<mijuu^i s>ieviDir(&)ib,

(Roughly, it means that Time is what records the history of things as belon-

ging to its three phases, past, present and future). He adds that no eternity

is predicated of this time as is done by the Jaina, Kanada and Aksapada.

Maraijnana Desikar and Sivagra yogin take the objector here to be the

Kalesvaravadin, while others take him to be the Mimamsaka. Maraijnana

Desikar explains the objector’s view thus : Though time may be inert, it

causes the changes from childhood to youth and youth to old age in the

lives of human beings and blossoming, yielding fruits etc., in their due
seasons, in plant life. Sivagra yogin mentions two more considerations

urged by the objector. They are (i) Time exists eternally; and (ii) no one
can rise about it.

Jnanaprakasar explains the view that time is inert by saying that it does
not know what is the cause or effect or instrument or purpose of any given
thing.

10. ^ivajfiana yogin says that though the atomic theory is espoused by
the Sautrantikas, Vaibhajikas and the Jainas also, its refutation is directed

against its prominent exponent viz., the Naiyayikas. Taking the objector to
be the Arhata, ^ivagra yogin states his point of view thus : primal atoms
(and not maya) constitute the universe even as grass, plants and trees con-
stitute a forest; Creation and destruction can be accounted for by the atoms
and the karma of souls. No God is necessary. Jnanaprakasar says that for

the Arhatas, Arhesvara is the Lord only in matters of instruction. He is

not considered the Lord of the Universe.
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stay for a time and then get resolved again. Like karma and

kala, the desire of the Lord is also one of the causes and nothing

more. Why should primacy be given to the Lord ? The Siddhantin

replies that atoms, like karma and kala, are inert. They cannot,

by their joint activity, bring about creation, etc., without an intel-

ligent agent. Besides, when the Universe is destroyed, the atoms

are not spared their fate. Whence then can their re-grouping

arise?

The Naiyayikas may retort ; Atoms are the cause of the uni-

verse. If they are destroyed, the Universe which is the result of

their aggregation is also destroyed. How can the Universe re-

emerge from the pralaya state? The Siddhantin says that maya

which is eternal and is filled with the presence of the Divine

Energy is the first cause of the Universe. Hence though the

primal atoms may be destroyed, there is no difficulty for the

re-emergeoce of the Universe. The Naiyayikas may ask why we

should take maya to be the cause when we can stop with atoms.

The Siddhantin’s reply is that since the atoms are known to be

effects, maya which is without parts, must be their cause.

But why should atoms be taken as effects? The Siddhantin

says that we judge a thing to be effect if it is multiple and has

parts, like a pot. Atoms must have parts. Otherwise, there can

be no relation between two or more atoms enabling them to come

together and consitute objects as they do. As all effects are thus

destructible as having parts, maya which has no parts and there-

fore is indestructible is the cause of the Universe.”

11. ^ivagra yogin states the doctrine of the Naiyayikas thus
;
As a result

of the Lord’s desire and the potency arising for the e.vperience of the souls,

there begins activity in primal atoms in combination of twos. When primal

atoms of the same class come together dyads result. When the dyads in

groups of three form the triads we see them in the sunbeam. Mahaprthivi

and other things arise in combinations of triads through parts. Thus, water,

fire, air etc. arise though their respective paramanus. Dissolution begins

when there is the Lord’s desire to destroy and there is no potency for the

e.xperience of souls. There is activity in the primal atoms constituting the four

primal elements; and this activity leads to separation and destruction. Akas'a,

kala, dik and atman are pervasive and eternal, whereas mind is non-eternal.

In refuting this position, Sivagra yogin says that since aka^a, kala, dik, etc.,

have been declared by the Vedas and Agamas to have an origin, they cannot

be eternal.
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Both in the Vedas and in empirical usage, there is sanction

for the view that maya is responsible for the creation, sustenance

and destruction of the Universe. The Vedas declare maya to be

the primal cause.*® In empirical usage, we find it said that if

the leaves, etc., exist in a latent condition in the seed, they will

be manifested later and that if they are not so present in a subtle

form in their cause, they can never be manifested. Thus, both

positively and negatively, the pre-existence of the elfect in the

cause is ascertained. It will be seen, therefore, that maya is taken

to be the cause not only because it is said to be without parts

but also because of Vedic declarations and ideas current in empi-
rical usage, calling attention to the general principle of the pre-

existence of the effect in the cause.*®

The Universe which resides in maya is subject to creation and
destruction. If it is not admitted that the elfect is pre-existent in

its cause, then we should grant the possibility of a hare growing
horns. An objection may be raised. Do the leaves that a tree

sheds go back to that tree to re-apper as leaves once again? If

not, why should we say that the effect pre-exists in its cause and
is manitcsied later? The Siddhantin finds no difficulty here.

Because the leaves that have droped off from the tree have a
potential causal, existence, other factors such as time, karma, etc.,

being present, they can manifest themselves later on.**

12. Know maya is prakrti, says the Svets^vatara, 4, 10.

13. ^ivagra again gives the following illustration. Even as from the

minute seed of the banian tree, leaves, flowers and fruits spring forth, the

seen Uni\eise emerges from the unseen maya. Maya reconciles wnat is not
otherwise reconcilable. If the aggregation of the primal atoms were the

Universe, then we should say that what stands as branch, twig etc., is only an
aggregation of the primal atoms. This is not so. Neither can the Universe
be an aggregation of tne primal atoms. To be reduced to this position is to

have invited the reproof called apratibha. The only course left, says this com-
mentator, is to accept maya as the cause.

Jnanaprakasar says that enquiring along the lines of Satkaryavada, we are
led to accept maya as the primal cause.

14. cf. Carlyle’s remark : There is power in the rotting leaf ; how else

could it rot?’ -quoted in the Philosophy of Advaita, p. 219. N.

Jnanaprakasar says that leaves which fall from the tree (which is the cause)
are absorbed into the earth which with other conditions brings forth the tree.
Though the identical leaves do not go back, when the tree which contains
the energy to cause an infimte number of leaves, is there, many diSerent
leaves appear in it.

H-11
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It may be said that those who hold the doctrine of the pre-

existence of the effect in the cause, cannot consistently speak of

the destruction of the world.’ ** The Siddhantin replies that because

what is considered to be the cause is an existent, what comes

from it, viz., the effect is also an existent. Therefore the world

is beginniogless and eternal. But we speak of the world as having

a beginning and as non-eternal because God manifests this world

from maya and because it is subject to changes. Without regard

to the changes it undergoes, the world may be called eternal.’®

But even maya by itself cannot account for the world and

its changes. God is necessary. Just as pot is an effect produced

from clay by the potter, the Universe constituted by the elements

is an eifect produced from maya by God. For the production of

an effect, e.g., pot, three causes are required—the first cause

(clay), me auxiliary cause (waeel, stick, etc.) and the efiicient

cause (tne potter). Likewise, to account for the world we require

maya, 8dkti and God. Cannot the finite soul which is intelligent

produce the world ? No ; the finite soul can know only when the

physical (and psjcnical) apparatus is supplied to it by maya.

Maya cannot be the ultimate (and efficient) cause,’® because as

the cause of the inert Universe, it is not itself conscious. So, by

elimination of the finite soul (pasu) and maya (pas'u), we find

that what remains, viz., Pati (God) is the Creator of the Universe.’’’

14a. Sivagra yogm takes the objector here as the Nihilist who presses hi's

view that ihe void is thecause, when the Siddhantins and the atomists are criti-

cising each other. The Siddhanta is that just as in the ocean (cause), waves,

foam, buoolea etc., arise by the play of wind on the waters ana are absorbed

again, the Eacrgy of the Lord agitates maya and from the agitated sphere,

four kinds of bodies, world, etc,, come forth - they are (i) udbbijja. (soil-born),

(ii) svedaja (sweat-born), (iii) andaja (egg-born) and (i) jarayuja (placenta-born).

15. Jaanaprakasar says that the Siddhanta is that the world is eternal

even as a ceaselessly flowing river is. Maya, the cause, iSj ever-existent. So,

the world its effect, is also ever-existent—whether in a latent or a patent

form. Because the worlds come into existence one after another, they are com-

pared to a .,tieam.

16. Maraijfiana Desikar’s definition of cause is interesting. He says

that cause is that which precedes the effect, is indispensable for the production

of the effect and produces none other than that effect,

17. Sivagra yogin says that the creator spoken of here is Anante^vara

who carries out the mandate of SadaHva, Creation here refers to amddha
maya.
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A difficulty is noticed. The Lord is said to create the Uni-

verse, as the potter makes the pot. The potter occupies some
place on the earth while he makes pots. But, where can the Lord
be, if He is to create the Universe? The Universe has not yet

come into existence: that it may, the Lord has to create it.

Where can the Lord stand to create the world if space itself has

not been brought into existence?

This appears to be a crude objection to the first view. But
on examination it is found to be based on genuinely felt difficulties.

Though the concepts of space and time are indispensable to our

thinking, they are, by no means, easily intelligible. As a matter

of fact, dialectics makes short work of them, pointing out contra-

dictions and condemning them as non-real. But with all that, by
their persistence in our thinking, they show themselves necessary

and useful. Normally it is difficult to think of an object except

as existing somewhere and somewhen. If, therefore, we are asked

to think of Reality without these first and then bring them in as

later creations, we are sorely perplexed.

The Lord must station Himself somewhere if He is to set

about His work—in which case space exists prior to creation. If

it is said that the Lord exists everywhere, we find that what is

characterised as everywhere has itself been brought into existence

by Him. We begin to argue in a circle. The Lord cannot create

if there is no place for Him to take His stand first; but there

can be no place unless He creates it!

The 'Siddhantin recognises the difficulties and attempts an
answer. The Lord, unlike the world, is beyond the ken of speech

and thought. It is hard to understand what form He assumes.

Yet, with the help of an example, we may try to understand the

position. The Universe is brought into e.xistence, maintained and
destroyed by the lapse of time. White thus causing all occurrences,

time supports them all without itself being supported by anything.

In the same way, we may understand God’s activity.

We should remember in this connection that though the
Siddhantin recognises the importance of time, time is for him
only an auxiliary cause. Besides, he frankly admits the difficulty

and, without attempting an implausible explanation, suggests an
analogy.

Is the Lord affected by His activity? Because the Siddhantin
recognises the existence of division of time into past, present and
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future according to the activities of creation, maintenance and

destruction, the objector asks if God will not become subject to

changes of state by reason of His activity.

The Siddhantin’s reply shows that he recognises the transcendent

as well as the immanent aspect of the Lord,

The states of wakefulness, sleep, etc., arise and subside in

the soul
; thereby the soul becomes subject to them and is bound

by them. Likewise, the Lord in Whom all the worlds merge and

from Whom they re-appear becomes subject to the states of

involution, enjoyment and authority (laya, bhoga and adhikara).

But e\en as the words studied from books and their meanings

remain in the buddhi tattva, merge and re-appear in the intelli-

gence of the self without affecting it thereby, the Lord is not

bound by being subject to different states.'® Jnanaprakas'ar says

that the Lord is related to the world only by His presence and

His resolve which brings about creation, etc.,—not otherwise.

Why should the Universe and all souls which were absorbed

in Hara be made manifest again? It is because maturation of

the impurity of souls is to be brought about, prior to the

removal of the impurity. The objector may say : If this is His

object, tlie Uni\erse could very well have continued to exist.

Why sh. uld is be destroyed and then re-created?'® The Siddhantin

replies that the Lord destroys the Universe to give rest to the souls

overcome by weariness. The products of mays are destroyed in

]!5. MsrijHana De^ikar is for taking both instances as showing that

the soul is noi affected by the change of states and the remembering or

forgeting of things read. Sivagra yogin says that what we read in the iSastras

remains latent in the mind until recall 'and likewise, if the Lord does not

will, there is no creation and when He wills, we have the manifestation of

the Universe. Even as the five states arise and Jsubside in the soul, the

energies of the Lord, are manifested and withdrawn on the occasions when
He is ^akta, Udyuka and Pravrtta.

19. Sivagra yogin raises the question whether the destruction of anna,

prana ard mano-maya-kos'as at the time of pralaya does not mean the release

of souls. He replies that so long as anava remains, the souls have no
experience of Siva, though the products of maya with which they were
associated are destroyed. As maya persists even after destruction of its

products, there is the possibility of recreation to enable souls to get rid of

their anava.

Jnanaprakaiar says that for the Siddhantin, absorption and manifestation
of souls do not mean as they do for the Vedantins and Pancaritras, absorp-
tion in and manifestation from Brahman and Narayana Prakrti respectively.

The illumination and help caused by maya’s products and the obscuratiM
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their state as effects but are latent in their cause. The products

of maya are maifested by the Lord Who sees to it that the

karma of souls is also made manifest without break in continuity

with the past.

The Siddhantin gives an illustration to show that the Lord

is not affected by His activities. When the sun shines, the lotus

blossoms forth, the burning-glass emits fire and the water in the

earth dries up. While the sun is responsible for these changes,

it itself does not undergo any change. So, it is with the Lord

also.

;§ivagra yogin says that the creation of the Universe is com-
parable to the blossoming of the lotus, the fructification of karma
during the state of maintenance to the burning-glass emitting fire

and the destruction of the Universe to water drying up.^®

Schomerus is inclined to think that the Siddhantin’s expla-

nation, of how God Who is immutable can be the author of
changes, by means of analogies is unsatisfactory.^* In addition

to the sun-lotus analogy, Schomerus mentions the crystal analogy.

It is not proper to compare ^iva Who is intimately connected

with things with the crystal which is only loosely connected with

the things whose colours it reflicts. He finds the sun-lotus analogy

also unsatisfactory likewise. He says that the problem is not

whether things outside ^iva affect Him as whether things in Him
affect Him.

It is good to remember in the first place that all comparisons,

as ;Sivajfiana yogin points out,^* are partial only—they can never

and thwarting caused by anava to the soul’s intelligence and activity are

spoken of by the Siddhantin as the ’oirth and death of the soul. Since the

cause of these is 6iva (for ultimately nothing can take place without Him),
these are figuratively ascribed to Him.

20. Jnanaprakasar explains diva’s five activities thus : Srsti is the mani-
festation, by the will of the Creator of the effect from its first cause through
the preponderance of the sattva element.

Sthit i is the stay of the effect in dependence on its first cause through
the preponderance of the rajas element.

Samhara is the cessation of their duties by things and their disappearance
into their first cause.

Tirobhaya is the power of obscuration which causes attachment in the
soul for enjoying that which is condemned most, all the while believing it

to be good.

Anugraha is the removal of pa^a and manifestation of ^ivatva.

21. Der Caiva Siddhanta, p. 97.

22. MapaJiyam, p. 158.
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be complete. Again the propriety of talking about things outside

:§iva and things inside Siva is highly questionable. JSanaprakas'ar’s

comments help us to understand the whole position. He meets

the objection that the effects attributed to the sun in the example

may not be due to the sun by affirming that they take place only

in the presence of the sun. As for the objection that since the

potter and God are both intelligent entities, there is no point in

exempting God from being affected His activity when the potter

is not exempt, the following reply is given. In the case of the

potter, the modification of his gross body is brought about by the

modification of his subtle body which again is brought about by

the resolve of the unmodified, unmoved Cit-i§akti. To seek a

further cause is to be launched on an infinite regress. We say

that the potter is affected only in so far as his psychological orga-

nism is concerned; as for the 6akti part of the potter, there is

no modification. When we go thus far in our analysis we find

that there is some part of the potter, initiating but unaffected by

his activity. This being so, there is no impropriety in saying that

the Lord is not affected by His activity.

It may be asked why ;§iva should be said to be responsible

for all the activities, when it is usual to speak of Brahma, Vii^u

and ^iva as responsible for them. The Siddhantin replies that

Brahma and Visnu, on account of their merit, have been given

the high authority of ^iva to carry out His mandate.^®

23. ^ivajfiana yogin quotes the following line from Porrippahrodai

rssv<nSI8ssr3iffaxsreijv^^srFeir lorrooiruj

and claims that the Caturvedatatparya Sangraha shows this to be the view of

the Vedas, Puranas and Itihasas.

iSivagra yogin expresses a different view. He quotes the Siddhiyar line

“ rB5urB^0iL Qusii> S7»'BiT8,(35!jr (Bt^uussr ”

in his support. He says that the Conative 'Energy of the Lord settles in

Brahma, causing the predominance of activity. Conative and Cognitive activity

settle equally in Visnu causing a condition where inteiligence and activity are

equal to one another. In Kala Rudra. the Cognitive Energy ^one settles and
thus intelligence predominates. 6iva (the Lord) transcends may a. As for the

Trinity, Vi^pu governs the Universe created by Brahma and Kala Rudra
destroys it. As the Trinity have these three qualities, they control the three

gunas of prakrti and remain in the Universe. These deities come under the
category of Pati. They are responsible for the creation, maintenance and
destruction of the gross products. Just as when the red-hot iron-ball is seen,
what emits the glow is fire and not the ball, the Trinity appear to function
by themselves, while in reality, they are controlled by Siva.
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If, even after destruction, Brahma and Visnu continue to exist

with all their powers, complete destruction cannot be said to have

taken place. Besides, the Destroyer does not spare anything.®*

while there is none to destroy Him. Because He alone remains

after destruction, it is from Him, all things absorbed previously,

must re-emerge. He is their support during the state of prajaya.

Hence, He alone can cause them to come out.

What is the Lord’s purpose in performing His several activi-

ties ? Some say, following the Tiruvacagam lines,
“ In sport Thou

guardest, formest, dost enshroud”, that the Lord wishes to play at

being the Creator, Protector and Destroyer. Others, following the

lines, “O Guru, make us Thine in grace. In this Your sport,

what those wtio would be saved perform, we have done, as they ”,

say that sport indicates the ease,^^ with which the Lord performs

these activities and that the purpose of these activities is to grant

to the souls the pleasures of svarga and graded release during the

state of bondage and when the time for release comes, to grant

them complete release. These two views do not really conflict

and so we can say that the reason for creation is diva’s love for

the souls. Love of souls actuates all His activities.

How can His activities be said to be actuated by love, when
except the manifestation of grace, the rest merely plunge souls into

births and deaths? The Siddhantin indicates the purpose of each

one of the Lord’s activities. Destruction is carried out by Him with

a view to give rest to souls ;
creation is to enable the souls (by

giving them body, etc.) to work out their karma ; maintenance is to

Sivajnana yogin says that the supremacy of ^iva is established by reason

as well as verbal testimony. He quotes from Haradattacarya who gives twenty

two reasons for the supremacy of Siva. See Mapadiyam, p. 85.

24. Maraijnana De^ikar says that Siva causes three kinds of destruction

in the first of which, the products of prakrti alone, in the second of which,

the products of mays alone, and in the third of which the products of nada
alone are destroyed. It is 6iva Who carries out these kinds of destruction.

Sivagra yogin answers the question whether the Universe will not
become a void if the Creator and Protector also are destroyed. He replies

that the eternal iSiva destroys everything and because we hear of re-creation,

we can understand, by elimination, that Hara causes subtle creation and for

furtherance of His work in its grosser aspects. He creates the Trinity.

25. cf. the usage "It is mere play to so and so to lift a huge weight’.

See Mipadiyam, p, 120.
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make the souls experience the fruits of their action ;
obscuration

is to veil the nature of souls as cit and bring about indifference

to fruits of actions, good and bad by first making them engage

in action (or as ^ivagra yogin puts it, to avoid the avoidance of

karma) ;
Grace is the grant of release. All these activities are

thus indicative of His Grace and there is no ground for attri-

buting cruelty to Him.“®

Having given what is analogous to the cosmolo^al proof for

the existence of God and defended it against objections, the Sid-

dhantin proceeds to give what may be called the moral argu-

ment for the existence of God. He states first that the moral law

requires a judge who will administer it, and defends his view

against objections.^®

The fruits of karma are brought about by the Will of the

Lord Who is, in this respect like the king and the physician. The

body and the fruits of karma are both inert and so they cannot

attach themselves to the soul in its next birth.

In reply to the objection that karma or maya will do and no

agent need be accepted, ^ivagra yogin says that karma is destroyed

as soon as it is done (i.e., the act is here and now and its con-

sequences hereafter). So, an unseen potency has to be generated

26. ^ivajiiana yogin says that thus the Siddhantio meets the objection

of the Nastikas that if God engaged in these activities, it would only show
that He lacks virtue, of the Mayavaiin that it is for no purpose, and of the

Parinamavadin that it is for His own purpose.

J3an.iprakasar includes, along with the grant of rest to the weary souls,

the imparting of efficacy to Siva’s maya sakti. Anugraha is causing purification

(dik;3). It consists in the removal of mala and in the illumination of ^ivatva.

^ivagra yogin does not accept the view of the Pancaratra that destruction

is due to tamas’ and obscuration is due to deceitfulness on the part of the Lord.

The view regarding obscuration (tirobhava) is that as the soul is intelli-

gence, it will not engage in action, to work out its karma and attain release, if

its nature is not veiled so as to make it engage in action. Thus, tirobhava

defeats its own purpose. Obscuration is for removing obscuration once for all.

So it is for the ultimate good of souls.

According to Maraijnana Destkar, tirobhava does not hinder the soul, it

hinders the hindrance to ihe soul. This way he tries to show that God is not
to be thought of as first bringing about obscuration and then removing it.

27. The matter is taken from the Siddhiyar, Sutra II, 2nd adhikaracia.
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for each act and new element interposed in the chain of acts

and consequences. So karma itself cannot yield fruits. If an

unseen potency is accepted, why not God ? Therefore, I^vara is

said to bring about the fruits of karma. He grants to souls

pleasures and pains according to their deeds.

Illustrating the position, Jnanaprakasar says that as the owner

of the land gives to each tiller, a share of the produce that is

proportionate to the labour put forth, 6iva, united with maya

grants to each soul pleasure^* etc. appropriate to its activities.

Without the earth which is the first cause, the owner cannot bring

about the produce. But because the earth is non-intelligent, it

cannot yield its produce, without the owner (i.e., without the

intelligent agency of the owner).

The Lord’s love is the reason for His taking the deeds done

by the soul and granting it the fruits of the deeds. Even punish-

ing the souls is due to the Lord’s love for them. The question

may arise : Out of His love. He may grant grace to them ; but

can He be said to punish them because He loves them? The Sid-

dhantin replies that when the souls commit sins, the Lord punishes

them and causes them to realise the sinfulness of their ways. He
makes them feel the necessity for doing good deeds and con-

ducting themselves in the proper way. His punishment is refor-

matory and is due to His love for them. All ;His acts, including

the act of obscuring the intelligence of souls so as to make them

engage in activity and get rid of their karma and the act of

destruction whereby their physical body is removed, are acts of

Grace. Whatever He does and whenever He does anything, it is

all because of His love.“®

Parents thrash their children for disobedience and handcuff

them—punishing them, not because they hate their children but

because they love them though it may not appear to be so. So also,

the Lord punishes the souls because He loves them.^* ^ivagra

yogin says that parents punish their children because they desire

28. Nirambavaiagiar takes the statement here to be a reply to the

Bhatta who says that the Siddhantin’s God likes virtuous people and dislikes

sinners and so cannot be Anugrahamurti.

29. cf. the striking similarity to the Epistle to the Hebrews, Ch. XII.

“ My son, despise not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou

art rebuked of him.

For whom the Lord loveth. He chasteneth, and scourgeth every son
whom He rcceiveth.

H-12
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their children’s pleasure here as also hereafter. This can be achieved

only through righteousness.

The objector (the Mimamsaka) says that deeds themselves can

yield their fruits, that no God is required to discharge this function

and to assume one is superfluous. The Siddhantin replies that deeds

(karma, being what is done with thought, word and deed) perish

as soon as they are done and so cannot yield their own fruits, to

do which they must continue to exist. The objector gives an exam-
ple to support his contention. The herbs used for fertilising fields

and medicines taken by people are first destroyed and then their

effects are felt. The Siddhantin retorts; Very well
;

if the food,

medicines etc., first decay in the stomach, the result is certainly

excreta !'°

If ye endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons ; for what
son is he whom the father chasteneth not ”

“Furthermore we have had fathers of our flesh which corrected us, and
we gave them reverence. Shall we not much rather be in subjection unto the

Father of spirits and live?”

Pointing out that fatherhood of God means not only love but stern

discipline as God is also described as a ‘consuming fire’, C. S. Lewis puts the

popular view thus :
“ We want, in fact, not so much a father in heaven as

a grandfather in heaven-a senile benevolence who, as they say, ‘liked to
see young people enjoying themselves', and whose plan for the Universe was
simply that it might be truly said at the end of each day, ‘a good time was
had by ail.” - The Problem of Pain.

The following verse in Appar’s Tevsram also shows how love and disci-
pline go together.

fP^cnSJ^^fTuj (rpsir ^rosijs^nij «iTlLi^uj iDsuurQiTTrGt—

<*T ^tnSl^^iruj <*L.i_(3mTijj LSesiffl^ir^^mu asuffe^^crflu

CouT^jffiSl^^mu (^Isarujusf) iS'.sts)ipgi<^jr) Ljstflujtb euGrriTi^rreb

(StcT_^<aSuu.Tuj e^»uurTiu QpsisP.Gumu 3>ffs.(Su.i anhuQssr.

30. The example is not very happy. Sivagra yogin says that the gross
form of manure and medicine decays while ihe subtle form continues to exist
and make its results felt,

JnanaprakaSar says: If you take feeding another person as your religious
duty and feed him sumptuously, the food is digested by him and the essence
riches his system. But excreta is the result. Do you get the pleasures
of hea\en or the pain of hell from what is left of the food digested by the other
man? Nirambavajagiar says that the visible effect of the food given to
another man is excreta and nothing else. Since this is dr^tanta virodha,
saying that karma perishes first and then yields its fruits is’ unintelligible.
Jnanaprakasar explains how it is dr^tanta virodha. Good and evil are quali-
ties. Herbs and medicines are things possessing qualities. So. the example is
not sound.
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It may be said that because somethings atleast manifest their

fruits where they decay, these things can serve as an example for

deeds fructifying after they perish. The objector, therefore, argues

that deeds reside in the finite consciousness of the agent and bear

fruit subsequently—in the manner of manure yielding its result

where it decays. The Siddhantin meets this objection. The results

of one’s deeds are experiences in the various places classified as

heaven, earth and hell. These results must then have resided in

the finite consiousness as the produce of field remains there. To
be reduced to this position is to make experience in heaven, earth

and hell similar to the conjuror’s tricks. Experience in these places

will mean nothing; they will be mere words.

“Can you say that heaven, hell and earth you visited existed

merely in your finite consciousness ” is the question put by i^ivagra

yogin. He continues :
“ Since you do not know, your statement

that you experienced the results of your deeds which existed in

your finite consciousness lacks reality as much as the conjuror’s

performance.”

It was argued that deeds cannot reside in the consciousness

of the agent in order to fructify. Can deeds be said to be resident

in the objects with which ,they are done and fructify subsequently ?

The thing given in charity, those who receive charity, the deed of

giving itself are all impermanent and they are destroyed. So it is

only the eternal Lord that can know all these and cause the

deeds to bear fruits. Why should the Lord cause the fructification

of fruits? What relation has He to the whole process? All efforts

to experience the fruits of one’s past deeds are really due to the

Lord’s will. But we put forth efforts with the consciousness that

we are responsible for them. So to remove this egoistic conscious-

ness, the Lord takes the responsibility of knowing the merit and
de-merit of our deeds. He causes them to bear fruit, by experienc-

ing which souls get rid of their karma.

It is acceptable to all that the soul which puts forth efforts,

performs deeds and experiences the consequences thereof with the

31. Sivagra yogin says that charity has three aspects, (i) mantra,
(ii) kriya and (iii) dravya. Charity will be defective if these three are less

or more than they ought to be. So the Lord looks into superfluities or defici-

encies and causes souls to get rid of their karma by experiencing the fruits

thereof.
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help of the body wherein it resides, organs in the body which serve

as instruments, time suitable for the performance of deeds, deed,

order (niyati) which regulates the fruits to their appropriate deeds,

purpose, and the result. These auxiliaries are inert and incapable

of autonomous action. So they cannot themselves bring about their

association with the soul. The soul is incapable of mental activities

without these auxiliaries ; and so it cannot think with the aim of

bringing these auxiliaries to itself. Soul and the auxiliaries thus

excluded, by elimination, we have the Lord Who has immeasurable

and autonomous intelligence and Who causes souls to be associated

with these auxiliaries. He does so because He loves the souls.

So all the deeds done by the souls, in conjunction with these

auxiliaries are to be regarded as the carrying out of His mandate.®*

The Lord who performs the five functions must have a form.

Can we say that He is with form or without form or with and

without form ? He Who is eternally free and Who is of the form

of intelligence has a form which can at once be said to be all the

three. This is the definition per accidens of the Lord’s form.

Certain objections are considered. If we say the Lord is

corporeal, then all corporeality being alike, there must have been

someb'td' to give Him His body, just as there has been somenone

to give us ours. If it is said that He can assume any form He
likes, the s^me must be the case with us also. In other words,

either the Lord must be controlled by some external agency as

?2. ^.vae'a yogin gives different details: If sOuls are to carry out the

many s ic'ed observances in holy piaees like Benares, at sacred hours like

the time of the solar eclipse with activitv of the motor organs Mike speech,

and of the sensory and internal organs, the place, time etc., referred to here,

being inert, they cannot attach themselves to the souls which have limited

intelligence, and which cannot find out for themselves the deeds of their

past ii\e.' and the fruits appropriate to them. They cannot create for them-
selves body ete

, from , maya, suitable for experiencing their karma. The
Conative Energy of the omniscient Lo’-d grants pleasures and pains to the

souls in the manner of a mother who gives her child bitter draughts when
it is ill and sweet things like milk when it is healthy.

Maraijnsna De^ikar quotes the following sutra from the ToIkSppiyam:

siSffmGuj Qarujsu^ Qo^iuuuSl Qut^Gstt

fSoXoOT mrrsoih «0<n51 srcor nj/

^SSrSST UlUOTT STSST^im

sir ffltrtccrLSl sir ^.ixas'sTQi—nQih

.^QujlLQ gtsstu Qp,ir^.d> (y]_®GU rSSsvQuJ.
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we are if He is given a body** or we must have the same indepen-

dence that He has to assume any form He likes. As for the second

alternative, we know that we cannot take any form we like.

But if we say that the Lord can take any form He likes, just

as the yogins and the siddhas do, does He not become one like

them, ceasing to be the Supreme? The Siddhantin replies that the

yogins and the siddhas take different form only by His Grace.

Besides, the bodies that they take are the products of maya. Again

even as there is great difference between ourselves and the yogins,

the difference between ourselves (yogin’s included) and the Lord

is also great.

It may be objected that all forms are products of maya and

that therefore where forms are concerned there is no point in

distinguishing between the Lord’s forms and the forms of others.

The Siddhantin replies that because of the differences between

the wholes, there are differences between the parts also. The parts

are not equal to one another. The differences may be viewed

thus ; we, the yogins included are souls (pa^u) fettered by mala.

Besides, our knowledge and activity are limited to minor things.

The Lord is the Lord of all souls (Pa^upati) Who informs the

mala-freed intelligence of the souls. He knows all, does all, is

the Master of all. Thus there are differences between the parts

(souls) and the whole (the Lord). The mala-fettered souls have

forms which are the products of maya which maya is akin to mala

and which causes partial illumination. But Pa^upati Who is

eternally free and intelligent has for His form the Energy which

grants pervasive intelligence to mala-freed souls. It is thus seen to

be untenable to hold that the soul's desire also can generate the

desired forms and that if the material of one form is maya, all

forms are evolved from maya.

The soul which has partial knowledge has a form given by

mava whose products are subject to limitation. The Lord Whose

intelligence is pervasive has for His form. His Energy which can

never be subject to limitations.**

33. Maraijnana Dedikar says that the Lord creates our bodies and if

we say that likewise His body also must be created by some one else, we
shall be launched on an infinite regress. Therefore, we must realise that

He Himself assumes any form He pleases, out of His Grace, in order to

gave the souls.

34. Jnanapraka^ar raises the question how Srikaptha Parameivara and

others can have bodies caused by maya when there is no mala for them. He
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Even if Energy is His form, says the objector, it will evolve

and be destroyed, all forms being conditioned things. But change

and destruction are not consistent with diva’s Energy. Therefore,

it is proper to speak of 5iva only as incorporeal. The Siddhantin

does not accept this view. The Lord is beyond the six adhvas.

To say that He is incorporeal is to subject Him to the limitations

of objects within the six adhvas. The Siddhantin proceeds to

explain this.

All things found in the Universe are either with form or with-

out form or with and without form. One thing cannot assume

the nature of another. Formless things like akala cannot have

form. Things having a form like the earth cannot be formless.

Those things which, are 'with and without a form like the moon
cannot be ’exclusively characterised as having or not having a

form. Thus no one thing within the six adhvas can have the form
of another. So, if we say that ;Siva is formless. He also becomes
limited like them and therefore one of them. The point is, to pre-

dicate any one quality or* even a host of qualities of a thing is to

exclude the possibility of a different quality being predicated of
that thing and thus limit it. When we are attempting to understand
the nature of God, we must take care to see that our attempt at

characterisation does not in any way limit the highest reality.

The Lord who is eternally free and intelligent is not of the
nature of pa^a. Nor is He of the nature of pa^u which seeks release

from bondage. He has neither beginning nor end. Hence we can-
not say that He is of this, that or the other nature.®® Being such.

says that because of the residual impressions of mala, Ananta and otheis get

a very pure body caused by mays (like the body caused by mahamsya) in

order that they might exercise their authority. 5iva, being eternally free,

has no mala of authority born of the residual impressions of efiects. His
form is not of maya. He has form which is the product of His inherent Energy.

35. Maraijnana De^ikar and Nirambavaiagiar quote the words

:

(^Liuiq-iuesT ^ir&jrj^^siT ^siisu<iwsissm^^eir ^.sussflanirjeiisir

STsiTQ;r)Q£i0!a aiiriLGi—ri

which are relevant in this context, from Appar’s Tevaram beginning with the
words ss)wuuiq.m^ 3ieissT(^(Gf^ib

Nirambavaiagiar sums up the position thus : The Lord pervades both
matter and intelligence causing them to appear as themselves and, exists
untainted by them. Therefore, He can be known only if He instructs the souls
to know and not independently by the soul’s intelligence.
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His nature cannot be ascertained by the means of valid knowledge.

Being neither incorporeal, nor corporeal nor incorporeal and

corporeal. He is not subject to the modifications as vrtti (one type

of evolution), or parinama or vivarta.

The Lord is not deficient in respect of the capacity to become

what He pleases. He is autonomous. Therefore, He is free from

changes. He is omniscient and omnipotent unlike the souls whose

range of activity and knowledge is limited. He has no likes and

dislikes such as bind the soul. He who is eternally pure can as-

sume any form®® He pleases out of His Grace.

The soul does not require any form other [than itself to direct

its body : So also, the eternally free, intelligent Lord ineed not

become corporeal to control the body which is His body. Still,

if He does not, out of His Grace assume a form to bring the

Vedas and Agamas into existence, it will become impossible for the

Prajayakalas and Sakalas to understand the nature of things and

attain salvation. Moreover, the inauguration of the line of pre-

ceptors also cannot take place unless He takes a form and initiates

the process.

Some may say that when the eternally-free intelligent One
comes to have a form. He must have the functions attendent on

having a body, organs etc., and thus become determinable like any

one of us. But this is against the Vedic declaration that He
transcends thought, words and mind. What is the way out of this

difficulty ?

Because diva’s form is a form of Grace, His hands, feet, eyes,

nose and the other parts of His body (which are all knowm as

pratyanga) are also forms of Grace. The activities and the quali-

ties like truth (these are Sanga) arising from that form in order

36, 6ivagra yogin raises the question : How is it that the Agamas declare

Siva to be corporeal ? He proceeds to say that though Siva destroys in anger
or saves in grace. He does not come to have sin or merit thereby. He carries

out His activities, out of Grace, through the body of the jivanmuktas who
contemplate themselves as the pure Lord. Through Anantesvara and others,

whom He supports. He attends to creation etc.. He grants grace to the soul,

through the preceptors whom He supports.

Jnanapraka^ar says that the Lord is the directing agent supporting others
like Anusadas'iva, Anantesvara and Srikantba, the Trinity and Arhata, Kapila.
Kanida who are preceptors. He makes their body His, but He is none of
these.
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to grant knowledge to the souls are also of the form of Grace.

These qualities are represented by His weapons. The worlds and

enjoyment are also of the form of Grace. (These are represented

by upanga like the cloth, garland, ornament, seat etc.). All these

forms are assumed by Him not for His own sake but for the sake

of the souls. Hence though He can be '.thought of in these -ways.

He is really not within the ken of human apprehension.®^

Ignorant people do not consider the statement that the form

of the Lord transcends the Universe (that He is Vi^vadhika):

they do not consider the fact that the Universe evolves from and

involves into the form of the Lord (that therefore He is Vi^va-

karana). They do not understand that He is the Inner Ruler of

the Universe (Antaryamin). They do not understand that He
manifests Himself as the world (Vi^varupa). Those who do not

know the nature of His form say that He is one of the gods ac-

cepted by the people of this world.*®

Those who say that He is one of the gods do not understand

the puraijic statement that He is of a form which is not knowable

even to Hari and Brahma (He is Visvadhika). They do not under-

stand the statement that the Trinity arises out of Him (He is

Vi^vakarana). They do not understand the statement that the

Universe originates from Him and that its existence can be under-

stood only as origination from Him (He is Antaryamin). They

do not understand the statement that ;He manifests Himself as,

and is of the form of, the Universe which is what is meant when

He is said to be half-feminine. They say that He is one of the

37. Maraijnana Des'ikar says that the Lord.assumes sixteen forms, five as

Creator, five as Protector and six as Destroyer

Sivagra yogin emphasises that Siva’s form is the manifestation of His
Intelligence Energy and that it is not evolved from may a. Out of His Grace,
He assumes a form so that souls may contemplate Him and gain their objects

of desire.

38. SivajSana yogin says that just as we say that the lotus is mud-born
whereas it is born of its own seed, we say that the Universe which evolves
from and involves into maya is bom out of and taken back into the Lord#
Who is the support of maya.

Sivagra yogin says that when mays is impressed by; the Lord’s Energy,
it evolves ; when the Energy turns away, involution takes place. Because He
pervades the Universe, He is immanent in it and is its Life. Because of
non-attachment. He transcends the Universe.
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gods because they are not able to know the truth even with the

help of the Puranas.®*

Of the many forms that the Lord assumes (for the benefit

of the souls), some are symbolic of enjoyment and have been

assumed so as to enable the souls to have enjoyment (this is the

Umamahe^vara form) ; some others symbolising anger (Kamari

form) have been assumed so that the activities of the souls may
be destroyed ; and some others symbolising yogic meditation

(Daksiijamurti form) have been assumed so that souls may gain

release through yoga. Those who miss the significance of these

forms—such ignorant persons are only too many—say that iSiva

is one among the other gods.

‘ If you must make me weep, you must weep yourself ’ is a
maxim in art. Example here, as elsewhere, is better than precept.

So also, the Lord appears to cany on certain vital functions in

order that mortals may follow His lead. Besides, to trace the

origin of these vital urges to Godhead is to sanctify them. If

mortals are to enjoy the pleasures of life or engage in meditation

in the right way, the Lord Himself must set them an example.^®

li is because of His Grace that He assumes such different

forms symbolising enjoyment, cruelty and yogic meditation.

Destruction is caused so that good may result from it, in the form

of the destruction of the consequences of activity. We may under-

39. Nirambavalagiar puts the matter briefly thus : Those who do not

know the truth say that Siva is like Brahma and Visnu, not knowing that

Siva’s form is of intelligence whereas the form of the others is of maya, He
says iSiva is not one among the other gods because (1) His form is of Intelli-

gence, (ii) He grants enjoyment and release to souls existing as iSaktl aad
iSiva for that purpose and (iii) He is not knowable to Brahma and Visnu.

40. Regarding the purpose of the Kamari form, we have the following

explanations

;

MaraijSana De^ikar : The Lord Who is free from desires and aversions,

like an angry person causes the evil-doers to be placed in a sorry plight so

that they may, by their experience realise the need to be delivered from their

bad karma.

Sivagra yogin : The Lord, tike an angry person punishes the souls and
destroys their evil actions so that their sins may not accumulate.

Nirambavalagiar says nigraha is also anugraha. He says the Lord des-

troys the world so as to give rest to the souls.

H-13
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stand from His assuming such different forms that He transcends

the Universe/

‘

When Uma, playfully closed the eyes of the Lord with her

hands, the whole world was plunged in darkness. The Lord, in

His concern for the residents of the world, caused light to shine

forth by opening the eye on His forehead. From this we can

understand that all the light in the world is but the effulgence of

His form.^^ But people do not understand this.

When the Lord was in yogic meditation, the celestials began

to pine for sexual pleasures, although Manmatha was present.

Vi§iju, desiring to alleviate their distress, sent his son, Manmatha,

to influence Siva. Enraged by his interference with His medita-

tion, Siva .burnt Manmatha to ashes. However, taking pity on the

souls, Siva wedded the daughter of the King of the Himalayas

and thereby caused great happiness to souls.

These stories are 'narrated to the refrain that those who say

Siva is formless do not know that He is the Life of the Universe.

Unless activities are inspired by Him they are of no avail. Though

Manmatha was present, he was unable to stimulate the sexual

urge. It has to be sanctified by the Lord’s personal example, so

to speak. We find here a healthy attitude to the problem of sex.

The play and gratification of the sexual instinct are not frowned

upon. Nor is there any over-emphasis on sex, because release

through meditation becomes equally obligatory for mankind when
the Lord assumes the Daksinamurti form.**

The Lord assumes a form to bring the Vedas and Agamas into

existence. Besides, as said in the Vatula, the stationary and mov-

41. Maraijiiana De^ikar says that there are twenty-five different forms
assumed by the Lord. Each form has its own weapons, and each form
differs from the others.

42. !' Not there the sun shines, nor the moon or the stars, not these
lightnings either. Where then could this fire be? Everything shines only after

the shining spirit ; through its light all this shines,” Ka{ha Upani^ad II, ii, 15.

cf. also Slokas 21 to 24 in the 3rd chapter of the Gits, beginning “yadyada
carati.”

43. The Vayu Samhita says that the forms, names and activities of 4ri-
kaijtha apply to the Lord also.

^ivagra yogin says that the Lord's forms of enjoyment and yogic medita-
tion are for the sake of the souls, not for Himself. He reminds us of the
story that when Uma performed penance, Siva was pleased to wed her.
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ing worlds have to be produced from particular parts of the Lord’s

body. In order ‘to grant Grace, on the achievement of an attitude

of indifference to the fruits of karma. He has first to cause

obscuration (causing obscuration is alien to His nature which is

Grace; so He is assumed to cause obscuration). For this. He
performs the dance known as Ona natana. He unites on His left

side with Uma so as to sustain the souls and give them happiness.

He has to show the souls by personal example that Grace can be

obtained through meditation. In order to remove pa^a. He has to

destroy the various products by withdrawing them into those parts

of His body whence they came. Thus He requires a corporeal

form.**

All forms that have a gross manifestation must, on grounds

of the doctrine of the pre-existence of the effect in the cause,

have a subtle state when they are formless. Therefore when we
say that the Lord assumed a form we can see that there is a
formless state in which His form is latent. In passing from the

formless to form we can infer a middle stage when it had some-
thing in common with both, characterised by the presence and
absence of form. All His manifestations, as characterised by

corporeality, incorporeality and both together, are for the sake of
freeing the souls from the grip of the maya-produced body.

Sivajfiana yogin explains the position further. The Lord is

corporeal—incorporeal, when from being incorporeal. He comes
to assume a form. A corporeal—incorporeal form is like the

image in a mirror—not tangible but visible.

So for it was said that the Lord’s form is of Grace, not
of maya. How are we to reconcile this statement with the Scriptural

does not accept the view of some that without inter-
posing Srikantha, ^iva Himself directly causes the origination, maintenance
and destruction of the products of Suddba mays and the subsequent creation

other products. The King Emperor has intimate and mediate
activities; so is it with Siva. He carries on His intimate activities directly by
Himself, while His mediate activities are done by others. He gives the follow-
ing details:

In the primal creation, Siva brought about the five Sivatattvas inter
existence

; then, as the dweller in the body of Anante^vara, He evolved from
aSuddha maya the tattvas from kala to prithivi. He created Rudra from His
heart, Vijpu and Brahma from the sides, sun and moon from the right and
left eyes, VigneSvara and Subrahmaoya from throat and heart. He created the
devas, jjis, vedas etc., from other organs. In the subsequent creations. He
dwells in the body of Srikanjha.
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declaration that the six adhvas, mantra, pada, varpa, bhuvana,

tattva and kala constitute His form?*® The Lord pervades all these

adhvas and becomes all these adhvas. He is eternal and therefore

exists as dilferent from them. He directs intelligent beings and

inert things and thus exists in them all. Because of similarity

of His Tirodhana ^akti to these adhvas, the adhvas are figuratively

said to constitute His form.

Even of the adhvas, mantra adhva alone is specially mentioned

as constituting the form of the Lord. The Universe has three

material causes. Bindu, mohini and mahat (Suddha, a^uddha and

prakrti maya). Siva Sakti is associated with Buddha maya, the

highest of the three material causes.*® Mantras arise from Buddha

45. Maraijnana De^ikar gives the following details : kala adhva. - San^
tyatita kala is His Head; ^antikala. Face, vidya. Chest, pratijhba - Navel and
nivftti - Knees and Feet, bhuvana adhva constitutes His Hair, vorpa-skin,

mantra - blood, pada, nerve, and tattva, bones and flesh. Prapa element is

Paramafiva.

Jiianaprakas'ar says that the Lord comes to be invested with two forms
for the sake of the souls - acala and cala. Acala form is a Cit-iakti form,

constituted by intelligence and activity. The Lord in this form brings about
production of effects like pot, by the sheer fiat of His Will. This form is

His real and true form. Cala form is of the five pranava kalas. It has the
fi\e ^iva tattvas and their derivatives for its superior body ; the seven vidya
tattvas with their derivatives and the twenty-four atma tattvas with their deri-

vatives for its subtle body ; and the universe for its gross body. In other
words. His superior, subtle and gross bodies are constituted respectively by
Suddha, 6uddhasuddha and asuddha adhvas respectively. Because of His
activity and because He is worshipped as manifested in a lihga, form is figu-

ratively ascribed to Him. Really He is not bound by form.

46. Sivagra yogin says that though material causes are said to be three,

they are the result of ^iva ^akti agitating mahamaya, which alone is the first

cause. The agitated portion becomes threefold. These three are also called pra-
kasa, moha and ajnaka. Suddhadhva prapafica arising from bindu is known as
^antatmaka, misradhva prapanca arising from mohini as ghoratmaka and the
asuddha prapanca arising from mahat as mudhatmaka. From Kundalini (also
c.-died mahamayi, the supreme material cause) apara bindu, mohini and mahat
are derived.

Saying that ^i\a is of the form of intelligence and has no body either
of mantras or of maya, ^ivagra yogin argues that the ascription of a form
constituted by mantras is for purposes of worshipful contemplation. The five
maniras are Isana, Tatpuru§a, Aghora, Vamadeva and Sadyojata - for purposes
of anugraha, tirodhana, samhara, sthiti and sr^ti. As transcending the Universe.
He is called Isana. As the substrate of souls and gods who are conditioned
by the possession of bodies. He is called Tatpurusa. He is Vama as luring
souls by dliarma, artha and kama and plunging them in the lower maya.
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fliaya. ;§iva 6akti leads aspirants for release to contemplate these

mantras. When they have contemplated these mantras, 6iva Sakti

grants them enjoyment and release, using the mantras as a channel

therefor. Thus mantras have a double significance, as arising

form the highest of the three material causes and as conferring

enjoyment and release on souls. Judged by their fruits, no less

than by their roots, mantras are charged with high importance.

Hence the Scriptures declare the Lord’s form to be constituted

by mantras.

Even of the mantras, the five (nivrtti etc.) are specially men-

tioned as constituting the Lord’s form because they arise prior

to all other mantras. They are figuratively said to be of the form

of the eternal Tirodhana ^akti which leads them into activity.

Thus we have Adhvamurti, Mantramurti and Pancamantramurti.

Though the Vedas and Agamas speak of the contemplation of

the beautiful forms of Brahma and others in connection with the

examination of adhvas etc., they are not to be taken as absolute

like Siva. Because energies of Siva like Jananl impress agents

like Brahma, Vedas and Agamas figuratively ascribe equality with

Siva to Brahma and Vij^iu.

To the objection that Siva will become a supernumerary if

Brahma and others can carry on their work independently, the

Siddhantin replies with an illustration. Even as ministers and

other state officials cannot function without the authority of the

king, Brahma, Visnu and others cannot do anything without the

grace of Siva. He assigns functions, one to each of these deities.

Why should there be two agents, Siva and the direct agents

for each action? This question is raised to show that without

Siva, the deities cannot function. Besides, not one of the fi'.e

functions can stand by itself. Hence an absolute agent in respect

Because of His luminous nature. He is called Deva (Hence Vamadeva). These

five mantras along with Hariiji, JanaQi and Rodhayitri are called the eight

saktis. The last three are called Parigraha Sakti. Harioi destroys bodies etc.,

of the soul thus making them lapse into maya. It helps souls ready for

salvation to attain the Feet of the Lord. Destruction and grace are its

activities. Janani has the nature of creating the Universe. Rodhayitri helps

to bring enjoyment for the souls in the state of maintenance. In the pralaya

state, it enables Sakalas, Prajayakalas and Vijaanakalas to reside in the lower,

middle and upper mays .respectively. Maintenance and obscuration are its

functions.
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of all the five is necessary. Each one of the ministers has his

own port folio but he acts in the name of and on the authority of

the king. In the last resort, it is the king who is responsible for

the entire government.^’'

Is the Energy of the Lord manifold then?‘® Just as the power
of the king is availed by the several members of the govern-

ment for the discharge of their respective duties, that power being

differentiated according to the different activities for which it is

requisitioned, the One Energy of the Lord is differentiated into

JananI etc. according to the differences in the activities for carry-

ing out which it is required. This can be understood if we realise

that without His will there cannot be enjoyment or release.

The sacrifice of Daksa, the span of Marka^da’s life, the

emergence of poison when nectar was expected-all these illustrate

the truth that without Siva’s Will, nothing desired by others will

come to pass.

The svarupa of Siva’s Energy is intelligence. With a view to

grant grace to souls, this intelligence knows in a general way and
informs the souls in a general way, (without knowing or inform-

ing in a special way). It is one only. It is called Para^akti. With
a view to bring about .the maturation of souls, it functions as Tiro-

dhana Sakti. Tirodhana Sakti is differentiated as affective, conative

and cognitive. One may question the propriety of deriving cona-

tion and affection from intelligence.*® Because affection and cona-

tion function as intelligence does, they are particular modes of

47. ^ivagra yogin says that Siva performs the subtle activities and brings
about the ;ross activities through Sadasiva, Mahes'vara, Rudra, Visnu and
B:ahma. These five deities are responsible for grace, obscuration, destruction,
maintenance and creation respectively. Each one is responsible for his own
activity primarily and the other four only incidentally and in a subsidiary
way.

48. Maraijfiana Desikar says that the Energy which exists in the Lord
in a samavaya relation like heat in fire is one only. Sivagra yogin formulates
the objections thus : If the Energy ii many, the owners of the Energy must
a*i!0 be many. This is Anekesvaravada. Or, if the Owner is one, while Energy
is many, changes occur, affecting the One in which the mutually opposed
many inhere.

49. Maraijnsna Delikar reminds us that wherever there is intelligence,
there affection and conation also appear and function.

Affection ;dcchi) is the quality and conation (kriya) is the activity
(vyapara) of cognition. The ^astras have established that there are as much
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the activity of intelligence and not different from it. Energies like

Janani which become many on account of differences in functions

come from that one Paraiakti which does not cloud the souls.

Obscuring Energy is Tirodhana 6akti and illuminating Energy is

Parasakti.

The general way in which Paras'akti is informing and inform-

ed is in regard to the grant of Grace alone. The special way is

with regard to the carrying out of creation etc. These are com-

parable to the general desire to help and the particular way in

which that help is rendered.

Parasakti is one,®" viewed in a general way as the unclouded

intelligence. According to differences in activity it becomes

differentiated into three, affective energy, cognitive energy and
conative energy. These, again, are differentiated into many ac-

cording to the differences among their respective activities. Affec-

tive energy is the Lord’s grace involved in removing the mala of

the souls and granting them the attainment of Salvation. Cogni-

tive energy is His knowledge of the ways by which He can do
what He desires to do; and conative energy is what He wills to

do and does accordingly.

Thus it is shown that although the form of Brahma and others

are also used for contemplation and though Sakti gets differentiat-

ed, iSiva alone is the Absolute First.

The ^ivasamavadin might say that the soul is equal to God
in as much as both have cognition and conation and affection. But
this is not acceptable to the Siddhantin. In the kevala state, souls

are enveloped in mala. In the sakala state, souls experience what
ever is meted out to them according to their karma by God. Their
experience is limited to one thing at a time. The release they
experience in the Buddha state is granted to them by the Lord

affection and conation (which are the quality and activity of intelligence) as
there is cognition. What is known is desired and what is desired is done.
Knowledge, desire and activity reside in the same substrate and are directed
to the same object. The statement that what is known is desired and what
is desired is done applies only to the souls - not to ^ Iva.

^ivagra yogin says ; The Lord finds out by His cognitive energy
the sins and merits of souls and gives the souls bodies, organs etc., accordingly*
Conative energy is said to be such because the Lord causes activity in bindu
by His mere touch and not because the Energy itself is able to act. Thus
the Energy is one only.
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even as their experience in the sakala state was regulated by Him
according to their karma. Thus the cognition, conation and

affection of the souls are different in their nature and characteris-

tics from those of the lord.®*

Of the Energy described as threefold, affective energy func-

tions ever the same without undergoing any change of its nature.

Cognitive and conative energy function in live different ways.

When the Lord functions through the cognitive energy. He is

called 6iva
;
when He functions through the conative energy, He

is called ^lakti ; when He functions equally through the cognitive

and conative energy. He is called sadasiva. When cognitive

aspect decreases while the conative aspect increases. He is called

Mahe^vara. When cognition is more prominent than conation.

He is called Suddha vidya. Besides, He is the substrate for the

three states of absorption, enjoyment and authority, l^iva and

others being substrate for these states. Thus 6iva is the Absolute

though -Agamas speak of a plurality—Laya 6iva, Bhoga 6iva and
Adhikara ^iva.®®

51. Sivagra yogin takes the idea here to be an indication of the relation

between the Lord and soul as being like the relation which obtains between
master and servant. The functioning of the servant has its origin in the will

of the Lord. By servant is meant one who receives wages for work turned
out. Here, karma is the work done by the souls and the effects of karma
are the wages given by the Lord. Siva who is the Protector (sBirojeosw-. Sid-

dhiyar) causes intelligence to shine forth according to the karma of the soul

:

by this intelligence the soul cognises objects. Jnan.ipraka^ar says in his intro-

ductory remarks that the objection of the Mimamsaka is stated here. The
p. sition of the Mimamsaka is that since the finite soul has cognition, conation
and affection, it is unnecessary to go in for a god who is not seen. He takes
the verse to refer not to the three states but the three kinds of souls.

Vijfianakalas and pralayakalas are under the dominance of anava. Sakalas
have their faculties of cognition, conation and affection partly manifested
through kala. So none of these can be the Lord.

Jnanaprakaiar refers at the end to Sivasamavadins and Anekeivaravadins
who say that the soul can perform the five activities because it has cognition,

conation and affection like the Lord. Jnanaprakasar says this is due to ignor-

ance. The released soul can carry on the five activities only through the
Grace of Siva. It is not the Lord of the Universe. Siva is.

52. When Siva is called the Absorber (layi) Sivatattva and Sakti tattva
are included therein. When He is called the Enjoyer (bhogi), Sadasiva tattva
is included therein. When He is called the person in authority (adhikari)
Suddha vidya and Isvara tattv^as are included therein. The Agamas refer to
Siva in these states as Sattar, Udyuktar and Pravrttar; i^ar, Sada^ivar and
Santar.
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The products of Buddha maya, viz,, iSuddha vidya, I^vara.

Sadakhya, Sakti and iSiva are the centres of the Lord’s activities.

They constitute the natural form of the Lord. The order of men-

tion of these tattvas follows the earlier and later activities of the

cognitive and conative energy. It is not based on time which arises

after these tattvas have come existence and so cannot be their

cause. Besides, these tattvas are beyond time hmits. Therefore they

are called the eternal -abodes of Siva. These tattvas are called the

natural forms because they are directly controlled through Ananta

and others. The abode is figuratively referred to as form.

The changeful tattvas are said to constitute the natural form
of the Lord because they are eternal. They are eternal, because

they are above time. Though they are a-temporal, they are classed

as earlier and later in respect of their functional difference. Siva-

jSana yogin says that since Siva Sakti under the name of Kala-
yitri is the abode of time, there is no contradiction when we take

it to be the cause of these activities.®*

Just as the person who acts many parts remains essentially

himself inspite of assuming all these parts, the Lord does not change
though He assumes all the different forms in order to fulfil His

five functions. All the forms that He assumes are the forms of
His Energy. The Lord and His Energy are like the tree and its

hard core. The relation between the Lord and His Energy is like

that which obtains between the quality and the substrate.

How can what appears in his Energy be said to appear in

Him? Because the Lord does not appear except through His all-

pervasive Energy, He appears as the different forms figured in His

Energy without seeming different from them, even as the crystal

reflecting various hues, golden, blue, etc,, does not appear as other

than the hues reflected.

Sivagra yogin says that the Lord performs His activities controUing para-

nsda, sadakhya and mahesvara which are the seats of absorption, enjoyment

and authority.

53. Jnanapraka^ar speaks of Sfjja ^ivatattvas as the special form of Siva’s

inherent Energy and srjya sivatattvas as the form of His jassumptive Energy

(general form). No temporal distinctions apply to the Sfjja sivatattva because

they are beyond time Jlimits and are eternal. When, however, temporal distin-

ctions are applied to them it is on the analogy of these distinctions applying

to the Sfjya Sivatattvas.

H-14
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Because the Lord has in ?Him the dual nature of 5akti and

^iva, the bodies of souls which otherwise are the same, come to

have the distinctive organs and qualities of the male and female

sex. Thus enjoyment becomes possible. Life itself becomes pos-

sible only because of iSakti. The ignorant do not know that iSiva

and ^akti take two forms so that souls may have bodies charac-

terised by differences in regard to sex. They do not know the

nature of linga and pitha.®*

The Siddhantin gives other details of the variations in the

forms assumed by the Lord. Nine are mentioned. JSanapraka^ar

says that iSiva Who is a single substance manifests nine variations

because of the differences in the substrates which He occupies.

The nine variations are ^iva, ^akti, Nada, Bindu, Sada^iva, Mahe-

svara, Rudra, Visnu and Brahma. :§akti comes from ^iva, Nada

from 6akti and so on. The Lord exists in these and inspires the

respective functions. The first four are incorporeal forms, the fifth

is corporeal-incorporeal and the last four corporeal,®®

54. Maraijnana Desikar says that linga is of the form of cognitive energy

and pi {ha is of the form of conative energy.

Sivagra yogin says that ^iva is the .substrate and His 6akti is the attri-

bute. Likewise, He has ordained all things as substrate and attribute. The

pratykjavaOin might say that there is no warrant for assuming an unswn
iSiva and Sakti as agents for procreation and that procreation is explicable

by the piesenee of male and female mortals, not realising that the attraction

between these is made possible only because the Lord and His 6akti, unite.

6i\a and Sakti assume the form of nada and bindu which are symbolised by

linga and pitha.

Jnanaprakasar : The bases for Sakti and 6iva as attribute and substrate,

like female and male, rotundity and elongation are assumed in the inert

substances like pitha and linga, while bases for them as intelligent attribute

and substrate are: found in the other-knowing intelligence and self-knowing
intelligence.

55. Maraijnana Desikar ; The forms are for meditation. Can one object
be said to h.i\e tv\o natures? No ; sakala is like the tree

; niskala is like shade;
the flower t ike sakala) and its smell (like ni;kala) also help us to understanp
the position. Will not sakala-niskala suffice? Should there be sakala also?
There must be sakala to enable souls to make images in metals and wood,
worship the Lord through them, and obtain His Grace. Since -sakala-niskala
is unique in having the advantages of both sakala and nijkala, .the celekials
set up tne linga form and worship it. ^ivagra yogin: The sole Lord of the
Universe Who is without forms manifests Himself differently in accordance
With tne three kinds of souls (vijiianakalas, .pralayakalas and sakalas), the
three kinds of adhvas (^uddfaa-suddha) and the three kinds of material (bindu,
mohini and mahat). To the question how there can be four varieties when
the incorporeal is one, Sivagra yogin replies that kala, dik and aka^a also
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Corresponding to the variations in the form of the Lord, Sakti

which is one like §iva also has various forms because of difference

in the functions. Siva, has Sakti ;
Nada-Bindu

;
Sada^iva—Manon-

ma^i, Mahe^a—Mahe^vari
; Rudra—Uma ;

Visnu-Mahalaksmi and
Brahma—Sarasvati. In whatever way the Lord residing in these

variations of His form acts, in the same way, Para Sakti, residing

in the variations of Sakti also acts. Thus Sakti helps Siva.

It was said earlier that the forms of Siva are the forms of

Sakti. Here variations of Siva and variations of Sakti are kept

apart. How are the two statements to be reconciled? Parasakti

unites itself with the variations of Siva like Nada. Likewise Sud-
dha Siva manifests Himself through the variations of Sakti.

Because Siva and Sakti exist together, like a tree and its hard

core, all the forms assumed by Sakti are common alike to Siva

and Sakti. Though Sakti remains so inseparably united to Siva,

it is the incomparable consort of the Lord, becoming all that He
wants it to become. Hence the differences of the form and quality

of Sakti and Siva.

Though fire is one as substance, it is treated separately, as

red in its colour and hot in its quality. So also, though the Lord
is one, as the expanse transcending everything. He is Siva ; as

uniting with everything and as having the quality to attract every-

thing, He is Sakti. The idea of man and wife is applied to Siva

and Sakti. To emphasise this the author says :
“ Sakti becomes

all that Sakta wants it to become.”

Sivagra yogin says that Sakti controls all the tattvas from
Nada to prthivi

; and Siva controls everything including Sakti.

All things created by them are of the form of Siva and Sakti.

Sakti is the strength of Siva Who possessess .it
;

it is also His
cognition, conation and affection.

Where Siva and Sakti unite we have Sada^iva tattva. They
both unite joyfully and cause the origination of the intelligent and
inert Universe.®®^ Nevertheless Siva is a celibate and Sakti a

which are incorporeal are different because of their effects. The incorporeal
one is said to be different in view of dfferences in function.

55a. How can souls and mays charcterised as beginningless, be said
to arise from Sadi^iva tattva? Since re-manifestation of souls and maya from
the prajaya state is meant, there is no contradiction.
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virgin. Those who have knowledge now as the result of the

merits of their former lives know that all the deeds done by liakti

and ;§iva are like unto a drama.

Tattvas are the cause of bodies, organs, worlds, enjoyment,

bondage, release, the differences in bondage and release. These

tattvas go together with the souls and not with the Lord. He who
knows these things from the Scriptures and by reasoning deduce
tattvas in the proper order of deduction and who realises without

doubt or error. That which transcends these tattvas, knows the

truth of the saying that 6iva is a celibate and 6akti a virgin.

:§iva neither has a form nor is without form. He is neither

intelligent nor non-intelligent. He does not engage in the five

activities. He does not assume forms symbolising meditation or

cnjoNment. Though He is defined per accidens has having these

attributes, etc., His essential nature cannot be defined by them.

When the Lord recreates the Universe, He exists as one with
the souls by reason of His contact with them in the manner of
the soul and the body. Because of difference in substance. He is

different from the souls even as the sun and the eye are different.

Because He is the Life of their lives. He is one with them like eye
signt and tinite consciousness. As the Agamas declare. He is 6akti,
i.e., He is of the form of 6akti which transcends the souls. He
is tiie Lord in as much as He directs the souls to pass through the
five states of creation, etc., in accordance with karma which iSiva

3a!;ti enables to fructify.

We have elaborate comments on this matter from iSivagra
>ogin. He says that the relation of non-difference between l§iva
and souls is set forth.

6iva and souls are different because, while 6iva is pure, souls
are mala-ridden. But they are non-different in respect of perva-

Desika-
Siddhiyar, II. 1. Maraijaaoa

thougb\iifferent''f ^

/°rth the characteristics of advaita. The Lord

Stafbeefr H. r non-different from

and non-d,fferen 'a'Tr'''^f
different attributes, like difference

do 'se sav Te is "the ff 1

same substance, as the Jainas

bT^ause i-'is HVlon-t
«« « the cause of all activities

in accordance with karma 'su^the
activities af numerous souls

pains that the souls ex^tenr
''
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sion and intelligence. In accordance with the karma of countless

souls, the Lord agitates maya through His inherent Energy and

creates bodies, organs, etc., wherein the inherent Energy is conti-

nuously present. He causes these things to remain in the Universe

during the state of sustentation, and to be absorbed at involution.

For all these. He is the remote agent. He exists inseparable from

the Universe ; but He does not have the activities and enjoyments

of souls, the contractions and expansions of maya and the states

of origination, sustentation and destruction of the products. Thus

He is the naturally beautiful, pure, self-luminous One Who is not

de-limited by space, time and things.

He becomes the whole world through His [Energy. The souls

have de-limiting adjuncts but 6iva has none. He is eternally pure

whereas Anantedvara and others were made pure by l^liva. He
is self-luminous and enables others to be luminous. Thus they

are different from ^iva.

Th Lord is identified with the creation, maintenance and

destruction of the Universe because He is the remote agent for

these together with His Energy which is turned towards activity.

His Energy is continuously and noa-dififerently present in the

Universe. Thus though ^iva is the efficient cause. He is said to

be the material cause of the Universe because He is non-different

from His Energy. Are we not going against our earlier statement

that Buddha and a^uddha maya are the material cause? No; the

material for the child’s flesh comes from the mother and that for

the bones from the father. It is even so in regard to the Universe.

Because conscious Energy and inert maya combine, the Uni-

verse is constituted of conscious and non-conscious things.

If l^iva and souls are different in substance and yet non-different

because of pervasion, what is the relation between them ? Is it

one of inherence or inherence in what is conjoined? The relation

is neither of these but the Intelligence-Energy, i.e., consciousness.

If the relation is one of conjunction, is it generated or non-

generated? If generated, is it generated by the activity of either

or both or by by another conjunction? Because both the things

related are conscious and pervasive, the generation of relation by

the activity of either or both cannot be the cause. Conjunction

generated by another conjunction cannot have an origin and will
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only lead to an infiinite regress. Thus the relation can only be

non-generated. Change does not result if it is non-generated con-

junction.

Pervasion is of two kinds, external (vaisayika) and intimate

(aupa^lesika). External pervasion is like ether pervading all things

having form, like pot. Intimate pervasion is hke that of ghee in

milk, sweetness in fruit, oil in the seasame seeds and fire in wood.

Because iSiva and souls are intelligent and pervasive, the relation

of pervader and pervaded obtaining between them is intimate. This

relation is one of identity-in-difference because there is difference

between Siva and souls and yet they are inseparable.®''

Jnanapraka^ar has his own way of stating the SiddhSntin’s

position. The Siddhantin says that the Lord becomes the intelli-

gent and inert Universe. But he differs from the Vivartavada-

57. (3L6o2i««oiruiir«B) (Siva becomes all the world). This refutes the

Vivartavadins who say that the world is an illusory transfiguration and not

something which has an origin.

Gai(Qiu

a_L.giiiiiiriLi

^ofliuirSiuiriii^

^soeBioir S-gSirSOT

(is different) refutes the Sivadvaitin.

(is ond with) refutes the Naiyayikas and

the Vaisejikas who say that the Lord and

souls are absolutely different.

(is self-luminous) refutes the Pancaratras

and the Bhagavatas who say that God has

qualities and parts.

(countless souls) refutes Ekatmavada.

.^8ssarii9<or

9&oai(g)iu

(in accordance with karma) refutes the

Lokayatas and meets the alleged defects

of cruelty and partiality.

(through His Energy) refutes the Bhattas
and Bhaskaras who affirm a maya—Energy
but deny Siva’s inherent Energy.

(stays) refutes the Bauddha who says that
the world has origin but no sustentation
because it is momentary.

(being the Destroyer in Whom it is ab-

sorbed) refutes the Mimamsakas who say

that the .universe is not destroyed. The
Mimamsakas deny the need for God,
arguing that bodies and sense organs arise

because of the karma of souls.
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Vedantin who says that Brahman appears as the Universe because

of intelligence being sullied by ignorance. On the Vivartavadin’s

view. Brahman remains in its own nature on discrimination. The

Siddhantin differs also from the Pari^amavada Vedantin who says

that Brahman is modified as the Universe and remains as itself

too. JSanaprakas'ar introduces a discussion bearing on the nature

of consciousness and incidentally brings in the Advaita veiw for

criticism- The nature of the released soul or l§iva is not that

which has consciousness for its cause nor is it what is characterised

as indeterminable, for either way it will become inert as it does

for the Naiyayikas and others. If we say that which is caused

by consiousness or that which is indeterminable is consciousness,

we shall be landed in an infinite regress. No doubt it is of the

form of consiousness but it is not pure consciousness (conscious-

ness alone) as it is for the Vedantins. If it is not the indeter-

minable something-we-know-not-what, but consciousness, the words

of the ^ivagama, “There is something established as the denota-

tion of the word ‘ that
’ ” will apply. The Parakhya and the

Mrgendra convey gradually the idea that drk (knower) is

different from objects that are known (dr^ya) and unknown
(adr^ya). The Advaitin speaks of bare consiousness as devoid of

the distinctions of knower and known and as dependent on
(i) itself, (ii) other consciousnesses and (iii) objects of knowledge.

For the Advaitin, consciousness is pure, independent, non-relative

and supra-relational
; for the Siddantin it is never pure alone, it

is dependent, relative and relational. The Advaitin stresses pure

identity alone
; the other, identity in difference.

Though consciousness is alike in respect of the omniscient,

omnipotent 6iva and the souls, freed from delimiting adjuncts, the

characteristics of consciousness are natural and not adventitious,

just as the natural characteristic of the lamp is to burn and illu-

minate. These characteristics are not found in the unintelligent

inert material pasa or in the souls which, limited by pasa, know,
do and enjoy little. Capacity to know and do little is due to an
adventitious cause. Partial knowledge, partial activity and partial

enjoyment and non-knowledge, and non-activity are due to limita-

tions. It is wrong to hold as some do that omnipotence and omni-
science are also due to an adventitious cause. These are natural

characteristics.
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According to the Advaitin, pure consciousness alone is the

natural characteristic. As we have seen, the Siddhantin says that

the natural characteristic is pure ^consciousness but as qualified by

its relation to (i) itself, (ii) other consciousnesses and (iii) objects

of cognition. Omniscience and omnipotence constitute for the

Advaitin, the definition per accidens of Brahman’s nature.

Jnanaprakaiar rejects the view of those who hold the rela-

tion between the Lord and the souls—the pervader and the per-

vaded—to be one of beginningless conjunction brought about by

intimate relationship as obtains in the case of sesame and oil, fruit

and its juice. Such a relation constitutes release also for them.

This is untenable. As non-corporeal objects like ether and abso-

lutely non-corporeal objects like the isoul do not conflict with one
another, as rays from the two eyes reach the moon simultaneously

without conflict, the consciousness of the Lord and the conscious-

ness of the released souls are found together in all objects without

clashing with one another. There is no relation between them
as external and internal nor is there conflict between them. So
no relation can be predicated of the released souls and the Lord
either as one of conjunction or as inherence ; nor does the same
relation as obtains betweeen the pervader and the pervaded apply.

All that can be said of the released souls and the Lord is that

they are similar. This view, he claims, has the support of the

commentator on the Raurava.

The difference between Sivagrayogin and Jnanaprakasar is

significant. While to the former, the relation is one of intimate

relationship as between the pervader and the pervaded (both of
which are according to him intelligent and pervasive) as obtains
in the case of ghee and milk, fruit and its sweetness, oil and
sesame seeds, the latter, who must have read the commentary of
the former rejects this view also. Both are agreed on rejecting a
relationship based on conjunction. Jnanaprakas'ar speaks of relea-
sed souls only whereas Sivagra yogin speaks of souls in general.
But the difference is significant.

The Vedas declare the existence of one soul only. How could
The Siddhantin speak of a plurality of souls? The Siddhantin
replies that the Vedas declare the Lord of souls to be one—not
that there is only one soul. Just as the sound a is found in all
other letters, the one Superme Soul pervades the plurality of finite
souls. This way the oneness of souls with the Lord is kept
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up while the difference between Him and the souls is not lost

sight of.®*

iSivagra yogin takes the above as a reply to the objection of
the Advaitin who takes the Vedic declaration to mean the existence

of only one soul. There is the further objection of the Advaitin

that Vedic declaration regarding non-difference (Advaita) is also

overlooked if the Siddhantin says that the Lord of the souls is one,

thereby affirming difference between God and soul.

As for non-difference, ^ivagra yogin says that there can be no
negation except of that of which there is 'the possibility. Therefore

non-difference is declared in the sense that the finite souls and
the Infinite are non-different in respect of prevasion though they

are different in respect of substance. The finite souls are pervaded

by the Infinite. Just as the letter a animates the other letters and

remains as their life, ^iva animates the souls existing inseparable

from them. The vowel a animates the consonants. But how can

a be the life of the vowels themselves? While a is the archetype,

the fifteen letters similar to a are its modifications (Refer to Ajavai

for further details). Because souls are different from 6iva they are

known by Him as objects of knowledge. Hence we are faced with

a dilemma. If souls are objects of knowledge, they become
conditioned and destructible. If we say that. Siva does not know
these souls, in order that we may escape this untenable position.

His omniscience is jeopardised. How can we meet this dilemma?
Sivagra yogin replies that the truth of the position which does

not belittle the souls any more than it detracts from the Lord’s

omniscience can be known through the preceptor,

Jnanapraka^ar says that like that which is related to another

as similar, Siva is related to the released souls in as much as the

58. Maraijnana De^ikar quotes the following rules in support of the

illustration that vowels give life to the consonants ‘ a-L-wSms) a-u9if suisgi

giufijSu’ and 'Qiriu ^ssfl^^ujsjir ' and says further that vowels

cannot be consonants any more than consonants can be vowels but both must

combine to produce any result. Souls have no activity of their own.

Nirambavajagiar quotes the following verse from the iSivajnana Bodham.

rrj Q^!Tem(Sjr}S,rTewsi u^usktu t

Quureir^jDi^jD tS tjrr.?^3^fr®&Tr»T-3^S3)!!STp!is4r(r)j

661agSirmAQgtsarOT>i

H-15
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Intelligence-energy of the latter is manifested in its entirety in

accordance with ^iva^akti. But the manifestation of the bound

souls is partly without accordance with ^ivas'akti. So the relation

between ^i\a and bound souls is like the relation between him

who shows and him who receives Grace. The objector asks why
the Siddhantin should maintain the relater and the related as

pervader and pervaded to be in the relation of that which manifests

and that which is manifested. The Vedas declare the existence

of a Lord who is beginninglessly so (i.e., has been the Lord begin-

ninglessly), an infinite number of lords whose attainment of their

position has a beginning and an infinite number of souls also.

If so, is the Lord in a place other than the one where the lords

and souls are? The relationship is illustrated by an analogy which

applies in part only. The several letters are related to a which is

inherent in them. There is identity in difference. But the Lord

and the lords are related as similars. The Lord and souls are

related as pervader and pervaded.

The Siddhantin gives the body-soul analogy to illustrate the

relation between the Lord and the souls. The soul resides in

the body made up of nerves, etc., and has sense organs, etc., for

its instruments. Yet the soul and body remain distinct without

eitlier of them becoming the other. Likewise, the Lord exists

ncn-different from the souls. But at the same time. He does not

become the soul anymore than the soul can become the Lord.

Thus, like the soul and the body, the Lord exists as different and
non-different from the soul.

The soul-body analogy may be criticised on the ground that

while no satisfactory explanation of the relation between the soul

and body is avaliable or even possible, it is used to illustrate the

relation between God and soul. The critic may proceed to deny
the ultimate reality of God as such and soul as such. If dialectics

sets up intelligibility in terms of ratiocination as the test of reality,

we find not merely that the relation of God and soul, of soul and
body cannot be accounted for but also that God, soul, and body
—all these have to be treated as appearances ! Strangely enough
these appearances are admitted to be facts of experience. But,

if they are admitted as facts of experience, then is it not proper
to try to understand them as best as we can—by means of
analogies wLicii in the very nature of the case cannot be complete
but still can be helpful for our purpose, and thus enable us to
verify the truth in religious experience? The experience of the
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i^aivite saints is ample proof, if we do not ]mean by proof what

is given by ratiocinative processes, that God is the informing

spirit of the soul just as the soul is the informing spirit of the

body.

Differences not withstanding, it is worthwhile considering what
the Vi^istadvaitin has to say on the matter. ‘In the highest

sense of the term, the l§ri Bhasya conculdes with the very signifi-

cant note of the Sariraka Mimamsa “ sarvamsamanjasam ” (every-

thing is satisfactorily explained). This includes philosophical satis-

factoriness as well as spiritual satisfyingness which is traceable

to the infinite suggestiveness of the synthetic Insight afforded by the

iSarira-Sariri bhava’ Again, ‘ The truth of Brahman as the

^aririn of all beings is clearly intuited by the Alvars and summed
up in the Tamil Veda “ udalmisai uyir.” Ramanuja thus shows

that the foundational truth of Brahman as the ^aririn furnishes

the key to the understanding of all philosophical problems’.^®

To show that even the soul-body relation is a fact of experience,

Nirambavalagiar quotes a verse from the iSivajSana Bodham which

says that though different from the body, organs etc., the soul

answers when the name of its body is called—because it identifies

itself with the body.

The sense organs and internal organs cognise their objects,

as informed by the soul
; but they [do not know themselves or

the soul which informs them. Even so, souls cognise, as informed

by the. Lord’s Intelligence-energy which resides in all souls and

which is all-pervasive ; but they do not know themselves (as

the agents who know and experience the fruits of their deeds)

or the Lord’s grace actuating them. ;§iva Who, in the end imparts

real knowledge to the souls, knows them, informs them and
exists together with them.®”

59. The Philosophy of Visi§tadvaita, p. 246fT.

There is an explicit reference to Sarira-sariri bhava in Mapadiyam.

Cf.

“ (ip^svauGssT umurrs^Qweir nji (Sen mi

usrurra^iB (SsuQ^sstu Su^nsj sxevirasiiDUj.sir Qp^d)

<aj@/A(^th ij<3ru/r<?/^®Ll@ib uireu^^reir ^(Su^rdi

aiji-^5suSsiism(5u)

—p. 448

60. The nature of Tirodhana is figuratively ascribed here to the Lord.
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^ivagra yogin answers a few questions : To the questions how

sense organs etc., which are declared to be inert can be said to

cognise, he replies that the statement should not be taken in its

primary sense but in its implied sence, as a figurative usage based

on the relation of cause and effect. The sense organs etc., are

auxiliary to the soul’s intelligence in cognising objects when it

is turned towards them ; but they do not know the soul or that they

are auxiliary causes only by reason of their contact with the soul.

Is it not inappropriate to mention the sense organs etc., which are

inert in order to illustrate a point involving the soul which is

intelligent? No; since the subject is all souls, there is nothing

to compare with them (i.e., no sapaksa). So it is not improper to

illustrate the point with a negative example. It may be conceded

that the inert has no activity except as controlled by the intelligent.

But would it not lead to an infinite regress if the intelligent itself

be said to require another intelligence (viz., 6iva) to inform and

impel it ? No
;

3iva Who informs souls does not require another

intelligence. He is self-luminous, knows everything-informs souls

and exists non-different from them. Souls, which are also intelli-

gences, cannot know for themselves (but have to be informed

by SiVd) and cannot teach others. How can there be this difi’erence

between intelligences while the nature of intelligence is the same?

The eye is luminous
;

so is the sun. But the eye cannot see

without sun-light nor cause other eyes to see. The sun can, by

its light, see all things by itself and show them to the eyes

also. It is even so in the case of souls and iSiva.

If God is required to inform souls, how is it that all the souls

are not alike as intelligences? If karma is responsible for the grades

in human intelligence, God is rendered superfluous. To such

questions, the Siddhantin replies thus : for the blossoming of the

lotus, the sun is neccessary as also for cultivating land. So, God
is indispensable for the ripening and fructification of karma.

The soul that cognises things knows a particular thing through

particular sense-organs, forgets things it has known once, remen-

bers them when reminded by others, and does not know itself as

knowing things. Hence it does not know independently but only

as taught by the Lord.

The soul cannot be said to cognise without the help of other
things. It requires the atmatattva (which it impels), the deriva-
tives (the internal organs), kalas etc. (which manifest the cogni-
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tion, conation and affection of the soul), kala (which assigns karma
to a definite period), niyati which maintains karma without in-

crease or decrease), body, the means of knowledge, the modes of

speech (which are the cause of the writings), and an intelligence

to inform it. Otherwise it would remain incorporeal and be

ignorant of its own existence. That it may have all these, there

must be an intelligence (viz., God) which out of Grace, gives it

these things. Such an intelligence is indispensable.

The Lord is without the accessories aforesaid for His cognition.

It cannot, therefore, be said that He requires some one else to

give Him these, for that would lead to an infinite regress. He
cognises everything by Himself. He peforms the five subtle

functions in the kevala, the five gross and the very subtle func-

tions in the sakala state.

There is verbal testimony, in addition to reasoning, using the

principle of elimination, to show that the souls do not function

except in the presence of the Lord. In the presence of the all-

pervasive Lord, the souls come to have the fruits of knowledge

according to their karma. He is not affected, as the inert world

cannot stand over against Him. So, though the Lord informs the

souls. He is not thereby affected.®'

Jnanaprakas'ar, explains the position thus : Change (and

inertness) would result for Siva if He were to exist in a samyoga
relation with inert things like maya. Neither do maya etc. exist

in a samavaya relation to Him, for that way He would become
inert. He does not exist in either of these relations to the souls.

For, if He did. He would become subject to changes. By His
presence which consists in having contact with objects through the

resolve of His Energy, He produces changes in the intelligent and
the non-intelligent.

Just as the soul cognises with the help of the body etc., the

Lord is a play-actor, doing the five-fold functions. For this. He
has the two hundred and twenty-four worlds as His body, the

eighty four hundred thousand species of living beings as the mem-
bers of His body, the luminous cognition, conation and affection

as internal organs and the function of informing the souls, existing

61. Muthiah Pillai says that presence does not mean being directly

opposite to something. It means the inseparable Grace of the Lord.
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as the intelligence of their intelligences, as His duty. Unlike the

souls which function through organs and instrumets, the Lord

functions by His resolve. That is why He is said to be a play-

actor.

Grace which thus helps the soul is the Energy of the Lord

—

His natural quality. As quality and substance cannot exist apart,

;§iva and Grace do not exist apart from each other. As the sun

dispels physical darkness and causes light to shine forth, so does

^iva remove the spiritual darkness of the souls by means of His

Grace and grant them release. 5akti is ;§iva's efficiency. As the

light is not other than the power of the light, so is ^iva not other

than ;Sakti (the relation here is one of identity-in-difference).

The analogy of the sun-light dispelling darkness has only a

partial application to the point that the Lord removes a^ava ;
for

in the former there is mainfesting operation. So, a more appro-

priate analogy would be the following : Cataract prevents the

perception of object. On the application of collyrium, the cataract

is removed and the eye is enabled to see. In addition to the removal

of mala, the residual impressions of mala have to be removed and

Sivatva made manifest. The removal of the residual impressions

of mala and the manifestation of ^ivatva are not separated much
in respect of time. The transition is as immediate as the sequence

in the snake throwing off its skin and appearing in a new one.

Having set forth the nature per accidens of 6iva, the Siddhantin

proceeds to state His essential nature.

If Siva can be known by being pointed out in the manner

in which material objects can be pointed out. He would become

inert and liable to destruction. If He cannot be known in any

way at all (since what cannot at all be known is non-existent),

He would be a void. Palajnana cannot exist in the presence of

Siva Who can be known (only) by Sivajnana. Siva Who is all

pervasive is neither inert nor void but the intelligent real (citsat).

Sivagra yogin interprets asat as ‘ anitya,’ an interpretation

Jnanaprakasar discountenances. While Siva Who is all-pervasive

is not knowable by the instruments of maya. He is not unknowable
by the souls. He is of the nature of sat and cit. In Jnanapraka^ar’s

commentary, the word ‘asat’ is taken as meaning a^uddha.

A^uddha maya may be balled Suddha as it is a product of maya

;

but suddha mama is also a^uddha as compared with intelligence.
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If, instead of interpreting asat as a^uddha, we interpret it as

asatya, we would be lapsing into Vedanta. If we mean by it ‘ non-

eternal,’ this would also be unsatisfactory as maya, mala etc.,

would then be non-eternal. As for 6iva, if He were not an object

of cognition, then He would be non-real like the horns of a hare

which are eternally non-existent.

In the presence of the Lord Who shows the way to release,

the suddha and a^uddha prapancas remain as bare existents
;

to

the souls, they are the means and objects of enjoyment. They are

not the objects in respect of which ;Siva performs the five functions.

Even if they are, it is not for the released souls. They are so for

the unreleased souls.

If, instead fo such a view, it be held that the universe does

not exist in the presence of iSiva and that it is not known to ]^iva

by any means whatever, ^iva must be said to have agency in

respect of the five functions without having the conditions for them.

If iSiva has nothing to know or act upon. He cannot be said to

be omniscient or omnipotent ; His condition would be like that of

an inert object. iSiva would be a void and all the sayings of the

Scriptures would be pointless.

Demonstrative knowledge is limited in time because it is subject

to origin and decay ; it is limited in space also. It is manifold as

relating to world, enjoyment, body and instruments. It is associated

with mala. It is superseded by real knowledge. For these reasons,

it is asat ; objects known through such a knowledge are all asat

—

they cannot be sat.

This is a reply to the Naiyayika who says that not all things

known are asat. He is told that they are asat by thus explaining

the nature of the knowledge relating to them.

Sivagra yogin says that this is in reply to the Mimamsaka’s
contention that the universe is sat. The Siddhantin (he says)

proves that the universe is asat. The universe is subject to origin

and decay. The soul’s intelligence knows the universe by pervad-

ing it. Body, organs, world and enjoyment change for the same
soul and are the cause of the soul’s delusive knowledge. When
by the grace of Siva, real knowledge dawns upon the soul, all these

turn out to be asat and different from the soul. Things discrimi-

nated by the soul as different from itself are all asat.

Life, whether it is as king of the earth or as king of the celes-

tial regions or as anyone of the 8,400,000 species of living beings
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and everything that is seen, is like a conjuror’s trick (a conjuror

so blinds' the eye of the person as to make what is really not there

appear to be there), like a dream (which comes to an end without

a proper consummation) and the mirage (which is occasioned by

the sun’s rays and disappears with their disappearance). Life comes

to an end like these. Hence the world is asat.

Though it' is called asat, the world is really sat. The Sankhya

says that as for Satkaryavada, there cannot come to be what is non-

existent, it cannot be said that what is known is non-existent. The
Siddhantin shows with the aid of examples how what is known can

be asat.

Giving his view of the matter ^ivagra yogin says that things

which exist for a time and cease to be thereafter are asat and points

out that the words of the text ‘ also asat ’, indicate partial accept-

ance as ‘ sat.’ So, it must be said to be sadasat. Is this not a defect

of anaikantika? No, it is not a mere appearance as obtains in the

silver-nacre illusion : nor is it eternal like the souls or ;§iva. It

is existent upto prajaya. In the sight of the world it is existent,

in the sight of the Scriptures it is non-existent. So, there is no
defect in calling it sadasat. How is it known that there is dissolu-

tion of the world? In susupti, the souls do not have the functions

of the senses and the internal organs. At death, body, organs, etc.,

are destroyed. As at death the body is |destroyed for the soul occu-

pying and identifying itself with that body, at the death of BrahmS,
the world he identifies himself with viz., Brahmaiidaloka is des-

troyed. The worlds constituted of the tattvas above these are also

destroyed at the death of the deities presiding therein. Thus there

is all round dissolution.

Jnanaprakas'ar says that the Vedantins do not realise that what

appears as false is not really false. They therefore call the worla

asat. But the ^aiva Siddhantins say that what is sat in its own
nature is real and that the world which is not real in its own
nature is asatya.

What is known is subject to change and destruction. What is

not known is not subject to these; so, why not recognise what is

not known? Such a thing is really of no use. Neither can we
reach that, nor can that come to us. It can give rise to no func-

tion. It would be like a garland of sky-flowers or a rope of tor-

toise-hair.
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Why not say then that Brahman is neither existent nor non-

existent nor both nor different from these but indeterminable?

The Siddhantin presents two alternatives to the person who pro-

poses this view. Is Brahman non-existent? If so, the defects apply-

ing to what cannot be known would apply equally well to this.

If to escape this, it be said that It is existent, this very admission

would go to prove that Brahman is existent and not indetermina-

ble. It may perhaps be said that if Brahman exists. It ought to

be known. Whatever is an object of demonstrative knowledge

is liable to destruction. Brahman (Siva) is an intelligence trans-

cending demonstrative knowledge.

Jnanapraka^ar saya that a section of the Vedantins says that

Brahman is indeterminable (anirvacanlya). The Siddhantin says

that there cannot be such an entity—an entity that lacks useful-

ness. Siva is intuited by the soul’s Intelligence-energy as informed

by Siva-Sakti. Siva is of the nature of intelligence. The world

with its cause including the most fundamental is inert.

An object that is known becomes inert and liable to destruc-

tion. So, sat is what cannot be known (for what cannot be known
is free from appearance, destruction etc.) This view is unaccept-

able to the Siddhantin. Sat must be known by the soul who is the

knower. Or else, of what avail can it be to assume a sat that can-

not be known? Siva exists whith the soul who is the knower. He is

known by ‘means of Grace. Siva who is thus known exists as that

intelligence itself, as different from it and as one with it.®“

Offering his comments, Sivagra yogin says that the soul which
is the knower intuits Siva by uniting with Parasakti, as non-dif-

ferent from itself. Intuition (or cognition) implies the existence of
the known and knowledge (anriLS). Are these not different ?

No ; the soul that attains to a state of trance (nirmalananda Para-

^iva samadhi) knows, on returning to the normal state, how the

bliss of Siva is experienced. Knowledge arises later and not
when the experience is had. This is like a man waking up from
deep sleep saying that he slept will. This is the case in jlvan-

mukti. In the state of supreme release, there is Siva only (i.e., as

paramount reality). Hence there is no room for the kind of doubts

62. Maraijnana De^ikar: Souls are supported by Siva-^akti and they

attain the highest happiness i.e., self-consciousness. This commentator is said

to be a disciple of Maraijaana Sambandar who preached anmanandavada.

H-16
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suggested earlier at all. It is for this reason that it is negatively

stated in the twelfth sutra that souls exist as l§iva Himself, ^iva

Who is the object of knowledge is of the nature of intelligence. He
is, in fact, different from the soul. Because of His Grace, He has

the soul (which is an intelligence) for His form ; He exists non-

different from it and is knowable by experience.

Jnanaprakasar says that if ^iva be like the sky-flower (if He
cannot be known), the enjoyment or release that the souls get

through such a being would be like the produce of a field that has

been ploughed with hare’s horns. The object of intuition is patent

in revelation (the Agamas) interpreted through laksaria; it is non-

manifest through the path of mantras used by modes of manas,

buddhi and ahankara
;

it is without a substrate like the flame seen

in the grass that is on fire. The soul which uses instruments ap-

propriate to enjoyment and release, intuits l§iva by means of its

Intelligence-energy which is informed by ^iva-3akti. The soul

belongs to the same class as ;^iva. There is similarity between

the two because the soul shares in the generic nature of l§iva. In

intuiting ^iva, the soul is protected by i^iva-l^akti from the residual

impressioiis of pa^a affecting it. 6iva-^akti is that which indicates

^iva to the soul.

If, for contemplation the aid of instruments is sought for, it

would be the sakala state ; if it is without instruments, kevala

would set in
;

if it be without either, it would result in the indeter-

minable and be a waste
;

if it be on the view ‘ I contemplate an
object tnat is beyond contemplation on the presumption that I

have attained it,’ no useful purpose would be served by such a
contemplation. All these four kinds of contemplation are like

play-acting. The proper contemplation would be intuiting ^iva with
the help of Grace existing non-different from it.

The view of the Patanjalas is refuted here.

The Lord is not different from the soul
; He lives in its intelli-

gence; He informs the soul. He removes conceit which makes one
feel egoistic and possessive. The distinctions of cogniser, cognised
and cognition cannot be made in knowing Siva. The Lord cannot
be cognised by the soul’s intelligence (as an object of domonstra-
tive knowledge).

Sivagra yogin raises the question why it should be said that
Siva can be cognised by ^ivajSana only, when the soul is itself an
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intelligence. He answers the question saying that the soul is per-

vaded by Sivajnana which is pervasive. Whatever the soul thinks

is really due to iSiva existing within it and causing it to think so.

Because there is no object other than 6iva, the soul cannot think

“I”, “mine” etc. Because l^iva is inseparably united to the soul,

the soul’s intelligence cannot intuit Him without iSivajnana.

Jnanaprakasar says that when the soul and ^iva are distin-

guished, (without separating them), it is found that the soul is

characterised by similarity to ^iva, belongs to His class and is really

infinite in its thought and action. Finitude and limited scope of

activity which constitute pa^utva are really illusory (mithya). The
Lord does not appear limited to the cogniser but is impartite. He
is not encompassed by the demonstrative knowledge of the soul.

He pervades it and extends beyond it. If He informed the soul

directly by His Energy, the stage of bondage would be superseded,

the soul’s finite intelligence would be made infinite, release and

intuition of iSiva granted forthwith. But the soul is not ready for

these yet. So, without hiding Himself wholly in the soul which is

united to instruments like kala. He manifests partially the mental

mode of cit-^akti and informs it. He removes the limitations attach-

ing to demonstrative knowledge (which results from buddhi and
ahaakara) making it dependent on ^iva-^akti. He makes cit-^akti

susceptible to His (own) onset. The Lord cannot be intuited by pa^u
Jnana illuminated by pa^ajnana (pasa, pa^u and Patijnana are

each twofold as manifesting and manifested respectively). The
Lord can be seen only thus : Patijnana characterised by iSivas'akti

subdues pasajnana arising from kala, buddhi, etc. This Patijnana

(manifesting type) manifests Patijnana (manifested type) which
illumines the Patijnana characterised by the soul’s Cit-s'akti. The
soul’s manifesting Patijnana illumines the manifested Patijnana
by which iSiva is intuited. This is the supreme Siddhanta. That
Cit-^aKti might cognise objects of sense-pleasure like garland,

sandal paste and women, one tjtpe of instruments is required,

(tattvas like kala and their derivatives). For the cognition of ^iva

Who does not belong to this category, another type of instruments

is necessary, i.e. ;^ivasakti and .mental mode illumined by ^iva-

^akti. Though these instruments are said to be adventitious, they
are natural to the soul.

^iva cannot be cognised by ^ivas'akti. If He can be so cognised
(as an external object to iSakti), He would become external to iSakti.

The fruit of knowledge goes to 3iva instead of to the cogniser.
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The soul’s Cit-^akti which is illumined by ^iva ^akti, is like the

eye lit by sun-light, ^iva-^akti and other objects are cogmsed by

the soul whose intelligence is thus informed by 6akti. This is the

supreme Siddhanta,

Some say that 6iva and the soul are (entitatively) one. But

as there is some one cognising [in this fashion, we find the soul

and iSiva are different. There are some others who say that

the soul and ^iva are different. To cognise them as different, we

must be able to see another intelligence within the soul’s intelli-

gence. As this is not the case, this view is also untenable. Even

when iSiva is cognised, it is found that the soul exists as one with

Siva, just as shadow exists always as one with water. To intuit

this state of .union, the soul must have the help of Grace. Th«

soul would then see itself as non-different from the Lord.®*

Saiva Siddhanta speaks of Pati, pa^u and pa^a as eternal. In

the foregoing discussions, we noticed the terms sat and asat used

of Pati and pa^a respectively. How can pa^a be said to be asat?

What is the meaning of this term? The commentators differ in

their interpretation of this term. They are confronted with th«

problem of interpreting asat in such a way as not to compromise

or deny the eternality of pa^a. 6ivagra yogin interprets it as

‘ anitya,’ a procedure which is discountenanced by Jnanapraka^ar.

Jfianaprakasar suggests that ‘ asat ’ means asuddha. iSivajnana

yogin says that interpretation of asat as sadasat, asuddha etc. are

all the result of confusion.®* He says that there can be no asat

different from sat (in regard to the entities accepted by it) in ^aiva

Siddhanta which accepts Satkaryavada. The Universe is said to

be asat because it does not persist in its manifested state as an

effect but lapses into the causal state when it becomes latent. Hence

by asat only the Universe in its manifested state is meant.

63. Maraijnana Deiikar : The statement, “ there is only one ” (to wit

Brahman) implies the existence of more than one...Because the soul is pervaded

by the Lord and exists in union with Him, it can be figuratively called the

Lord.

64. cf. the following :
" In the Saiva Siddhanta which espouses, Satkar-

yavida, asat is not the opposite of sat. Though pa^u and pa^a are called asat

with reference to their general nature, they are not asat judged by their

special nature. They are sat.”—Sivajnina Bodha Vacanalangara Dipam. See
Mapadiyam also on asat.
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Similarly in regard to karma also, the justification is that it

exists in a subtle form in the causal state and in a gross form when
it is manifested. Likewise aiiava whose efficiency is in evidence in

the state of the soul’s bondage, subsides and exists like a void, in

the state of release even as darkness is subdu^ by light. The
soul also (as will be seen in the Chapter on Souls) which is really

sat, is obscured by mala and its capacities rendered ineffctive.

Thus it appears to be non-existent. Though it subsequently gets

free from mala and continues to exist, it does exist for a time like

asat. It is only Siva who exists ever the same and therefore can

be called ‘ sat ’ and ‘ cit ’ in the full sense of these terms. Thus the

Siddhantin uses the term ‘asat’ to characterise whatever under-

goes change and does not persist ever the same, with its capa-

cities unsubdued. Compared with Siva not merely pa^a, but even

the soul (padiu) has to be called asat, taking care to remember the

connotation given to this term by the Siddhantin.

Developing this position the Siddhantin says whatever becomes

an object of demonstrative knowledge is asat. In their manifested

state, the objects of the universe appear for a while and disappear

into their cause, viz., maya. So, as compared with maya which

does not become an object of perception, the manifested universe

is asat. The Siddhantin illustrates this by reference to the writ-

ing on water, dreams and mirage. While we write, the letters do
appear in water, though they disappear even as we write; dream
experiences are known to cause actual physiological effects.®® In

the case of the mirage, the mirage is there though water is not.

Error consists in mistaking it for water—in not recognising it as

an effect of the sun’s rays on sand.

So, whatever becomes an object of domonstative knowledge is

asat. Sat is beyond such knowledge.

But are there not declarations which refer to 5iva as an object

as “He” (’ ^suQssT^nQsaTujrTiu’ ‘ ^ojosflsvi^tLj r£isir no ’) T

Though Siva is so indicated in a general way. He cannot be
demonstratively known in one’s experience. He can be known

65. The treatment here follows the M&padiyam closely. Cf.

“ a_ss>criL/saijr(r sSjsih^ nSlsar^sotfr/rsuCSas/r/r a-sasrirCoSii ” Tiruvacagam.

“ .^iliLifrsusii/ra«0(gr5ib ausasrfimQpih ^^imessTi^
QaiLurresr Lfs^sustrsiSIsuSa; aOGir«siS6ii«OTt_(r ”

“ er^Aasn-T^ih Qtwifiujrr^ih
Si^ir^aaCSeustm L—iT ”, Sambandar.
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only as informed by Patijnana which is not demonstrative in cha-

racter at all.

We shall attempt an estimate of the proofs given by the

Siddhantin to establish the existence of God. In the main, they

are the cosmological proof and argument from morality. Before

we assess their worth, it is important to find out first the Siddhan-

tin’s view about reasoning, ^ivjnana yogin says that reasoning

is necessary, in addition to verbal testimony, to re-inforce the

truths to pupils of dull understanding who are likely to be con-

fused by the doctrines of other schools. Besides one does not

realise the truth in one’s own experience automatically as soon

as it is taught; one has to go through the four stages of hearing,

reflecting, attaining clarity and entering the state of trance. Again,

there are apparent contradictions in Agamic declarations. One
should know the relative strength of these declarations and to

determine this, reasoning is necessary. Thus reasoning plays an

important part in acquiring a knowledge of the verities. There

can be no dogmatism on the part of the teacher and blind accep-

tance on the part of the pupil.*®

What is heard and thought over is tested in one’s own e.xperi-

ence. Till it is done, one’s knowledge is merely theoretical. 6iva-

jnana yogin gives a significant example. The knowledge of a

young girl regarding love, gathered from a study of books on love

is merely theoretical. She will understand it adequately only when
she has actual experience.®’' Even so is one's knowledge of God
gained from a study of sacred books. Here vve have insistence on

66. Mipsdiyam. p. 303. In this connection we may refer to the account

which teiis us how Meykaniar was initiated. He heard the Siddhanta from

Paranjoti Munivar. He sat in the presence of Poflappillaiyar in the local

temple, reflected on what he heard and attained clarity. The author of the

Parirhasa says that though pupils who are fit for initiation do not doubt the

truth of the teaching imparted to them, they are directed by the:r preceptor

to reflect on it and they do so in order to realise it in personal experience.

As the Katba upanisad has it, drs'y.te tu agryaya buddhya HI, 12...

67. MapaJiyam, p. 356. Cf. the following; ‘What is revealed by scrip-

ture has to be mediated in thought before it could get t.ransformed into one’s
own experience. Sruti is what is helped ; yukti or tarka is what helps. As
an aid to revelation, reason is of inestimable value

; and it should be regarded
as subsidiary to siuti and anubhuti ’.

Dr. T. M. P. Mahade-, an. The Place of Reason and Revelation in the

Philosophy of an early Advaitin.
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the need for personal experience. ‘Faith’ as Dean Inge says

‘begins as an experiment and ends as an experience.’

Reasoning (anumana) is defined by the author of the 3aiva

Siddhanta Paribhaja as the reflection which follows the hearing

of the Siddhanta ^astras. This may appear to limit the scope of

reasoning needlessly. But viewed in its context, it means just this

that reasoning is useful in helping us to understand the truths

set forth in the iSastras. To borrow words used in a similar context

elsewhere “ Reason may establish our certainities, it does not

initiate them.’’®® The author of the Paribhasa goes on to define

pratyaksa as one’s own experience (svanubhava).

As a matter of fact, all the three pramanas are only auxiliaries.

The real pramana is Cit-sakti. The Siddhantin characterises the

knowledge given by three pramanas also as pas'ajnana in so for

as they are limited by the psychic apparatus. Intuition of God
is Patijnana.®® It would be incorrect to argue that because the

Siddhantin uses reasoning to establish the existence of Pati, pa^u

and pa^a, these are no more than inferences for him. God is

something more than an ‘Inevitable Inference.’'^® “The religious

man would scoff, and rightly so, at the philosopher who believed

that because he could demonstrate that Reality as a whole is a

supra-rational harmony or what not, he thereby ‘ knew God.’

The form has a filling. But the filling is not for Philosophy. If

at all, it must be only for direct experience”."®® The deservedly

popular story of Kannappar is ample proof to show that the Sid-

dhantin's God is not the end of a syllogism. That unlettered saint

was wholly ignorant of Logic and yet his experience of God has

evoked the admiration of all savants down the ages, not except-

ing the redoubtable champion of Absolutism—Sankara. ‘ It is not

that ignorance is, for religion, a mark of superiority but that the

knowledge of God is granted as freely to the unlettered as to the

learned, to the Apostles or to a St. Francis as to a Butler or an
Aquinas.’ “ Do you require,” asked Kant at the close of the

68. C. B. Bennett quoted by Elton Trueblood in his Trustworthiness

of Religious experience, pp. 28-9.

69. Mapadiyam, p. 414.

70. In a paper read before the Indian Philosophical Congress in 1945,

it was argued that the Saiva Siddhantin’s faith in God is no more than faith

in an inference. No theist’s faith in God can be adequately described as faith

in an inference.

70a. Scepticism and Construction, p. 310.
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Kritik, “that a knowledge which concerns all men should trans-

cend the common understanding and should be revealed to you

only by philosophers?”''*

A word about the iSastras. Verbal testimony is given im-

portance because the iSastras embody for us the truths discovered

by the sages and saints in their personal experince, truths which

can be tested by us if we undergo the discipline necessary there-

for. Discovery and experience of truths always precede the

systematic formulation thereof. The experience embodied in the

Sastras should not be lost sight of. Experience comes first, ex-

position only afterwards. Samayakuravar (Sambandar, Appar,

Sundarar and Manikkavacagar) precede the Santana kuravar (Mey-

ka^dar, Arulnandi, Maraijnanasambandar and Umapati iSivam).

If we seek a parallel in Vi^istadvaita, we find that the AJvars

precede the Acaryas."'*^ “No man can be argued into the presence

of the living God. Nor could any proof, however convincing,

avail to satisfy the demand of the believer ...Men do not bring

with them to the religious experience a ready made concept of

God as the proper object of worship and {then go on to an

emotional attitude towards Him. They find themselves in presence

of a reality and know it to be God in the response it evokes.

Conceptual expression follows after; it is the product of reflection

not on speculative premises but on the experience of contact”.'**’’

The validity of religious experience will be taken up in the

last Chapter. We shall proceed to examine the value of the cos-

mological proof, with special reference to Western Theism. The
traditional proofs (Ontological, Cosmological and Telelogical

proofs) have been compared to ‘ the strands of a rope which is

more than three times as strong as each one of its strands would
be by itself... arguments for theism tend to be cumulative’.'*®

Hence, even if the cosmological argument is weak or unsatisfac-

tory, it cannot be a serious obstacle to the acceptance of a theistic

conclusion. The cosmological argument has been explained thus

;

Starting from an undeniable deliverance of experience, namely,

that there are such entities as existings things and events,... it is

noted that these existing things and events reveal themselves, even

71. De Burgh - Towards a Religious Philosophy, p. 35.

71a. The Philosophy of Vi^istadvaita, p. 502.

71b. Towards a Religious Philosophy, pp. 15-6.

72. R. B. Henderson, Belief in God, p. 25.
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on the most cursory inspection, to be contingent in character,

—

that is to say as not being there in virtue of any intrinsic necessity

of their own If this be true of all that nature contains, it

must likewise be true of nature in its entirety. In the long run,

therefore, the existence of nature must depend upon a Being

Whose existence is intrinsically or unconditionally necessary,—

a

Being, that is to say, that is not dependent for its existence upon

the prior existence of something else.’’® While it is usual to sum
up the cosmological proof as ‘ Because the contingent is, therefore

the necessary being is,’ it has been suggested that it is rather

‘Because the contingent is not, the necessary Being is’.'^'*

Two difficulties are noticed in the cosmological argument. One
is the legitimacy of the passage from causation in parts of the

Universe to causation in the universe as a whole. Another is the

very notion of cause, with the added difficulty, of a First Cause.

The first is a real logical difficulty, there being no passage from

the particular to the universal. But all Induction suffers from

this disability. In so far as the matter is treated as one of ana-

logy, no certainty can be claimed for the conclusion. As for the

second difficulty, a First Cause is without doubt an awkward
expression. But is not ‘cause’ used in two different senses from

one of which something essential to the meaning of this term as

commonly used has been eliminated? In mathematical physics,

causation is reduced to an equation. Cause has a richer meaning

in regared to the historical evolution of man or nature where for

one thing, the time factor is not considered unessential as in mathe-

matical physics. If the time-factor is taken into consideration and

we resist the habit of looking in one direction only namely back-

ward f r a first cause, and look forward for the final cause also,

then God may be the Cause we seek for—not merely the First

Cause but also the Final Cause’®

73. Dawes Hicks. The philosophical Bases of Theism, pp. 163-4. This

way of phrasing it reveals the close approximation to the Siddlia.atin’s

version of it.

74. Caird quoted by Pringle Pattison in his Idea of God, p. 250.

75. This is how Professor Sorley treats the cosmological argument.

See his Moral Values and the Idea of God, pp. 320-2. Cf. “The cosmological

argument underlies the plain man’s thinking about the world, and ’despite

the destructive logic which lays its axe at the roots of many of the forms

of this argument, it may yet reassert itself in healthy rgrowth and vigour,

with sap and life in its veins ”-T. M. Watt, The Intuition of God, pp 3-4

H-17
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So for as the moral argument as usually presented is con-

cerned, we owe it to Kant who regarded it as giving us a practical

certainty of the existence of God. “ Admitting,” he said “ that the

pure moral law inexorably binds every man as a command (not as

a rule of providence), the righteous man may say, I will that there

be a God. I firmly abide by this, and will not let this faith be

taken from me”.’'® Sorley considers the moral argument as a

special and striking expansion of the cosmological argument. The

cosmological argument first looks for a cause for the bare exis-

tence of the world and man. From God as the First Cause and the

Great Law Giver in relation to the laws of nature and order therein,

we proceed to something beyond the material world to a sphere

of relations and principles of a still more general kind, of ideals

like Truth and Goodness. Where could these ideals be, if they

cannot be embodied in matter or realised by finite minds, but in

God?

The moral argument too is not free from difficulties. If at the

very outset, the objective validity of moral law is questioned or

denied, the argument cannot proceed at all since it is based on it.

But as has been suggested already the value of these arguments

consists in their cumulative strength. The Siddhantin also gives

a moral argument, but the difference between the Hindu approach

with its belief in karma and the Christian view without such a

belief has to be borne in mind. That apart, there is an essential

similarity in this, that both regard God as the Moral Governor of

the Universe.

The Siiidhantin’s claim would be somewhat like A. E. Taylor’s.

Says toe Professor, ” I am not seeking to create faith where it is

simply non-exis*eni—only God Himself can do that but to defend

it, w ,cre It—or at least the will to it—is present, against, the spe-

cious b..d reasoning of its assailants’.’'®® In regard to the traditional

proi fb, R. B. Henderson says humorously,’'’' ‘the worst that can

be sa.d ..bout them is that they are not proofs in the mathematical

seubc dl the three of them are extremely valuable if properly

us;J .nd if not too much is expected of them. Tiiere was once

an e\,: .ao.ation candidate v.'ho was asked by his tutor, after a

geo!..ji.y paper, if he nad proved a certain proposition which had

”6. Quoted by Sorley, ibid, p. 329.

'
3.i. Does God Exist ? preface, pp. v-vi.

Belief in God, p. 24.
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been set in the paper. He replied, “I can’t quite claim to have

proved it, but I made it seem highly probable” They (these

arguments) cannot prove the existence of God, but they can make
His existence seem extremely probable!’

The words demonstration and proof are often loosely used.

When Huxley says “ In matters of intellect do not pretend that con-

clusions are certain which are not demonstrated nor demonstra-

ble,”’® he evidently means by demonstration a process possible only

in pure logic and mathematics. Taylor says, ‘ He must have known
that no one can demonstrate that the battle of Waterloo was ever

fought, but he can hardly have meant to say that the fact that it

was fought is not certain The point I would insist on as all

important is that much which is certain truth, and truth, of the

highest practical moment for the conduct of life, is wholly indemon-

strable, even when we improperly widen the scope of the word
demonstration to include the sort of proof of fact which satisfies

a jury or an historian.”*

We shall notice some points of criticism of the Siddhantin’s

conception of God and briefly attempt a reply. It has been said

that the creatorship of God does not amount to anything consider-

able in the Siddhanta system as along with Him there are two
other eternal entities.®® It is not as if the Siddhantin does not

realise the diflaculty here. If 6iva is pervasive, there is no ground

for aflarming the existence of souls and pa^a as other than Siva. If

they are other than Siva, He cannot be pervasive.’®* Stating the

problem thus, the Siddhantin goes on to meet it by giving an ana-

logy. He says God is like the aka^a which gives the space for the

waters of the sea. Though the sea (i.e., akas'a giving the space

for the waters) and water are pure, salt clings to the water and
not to the sea (akas'a). Similarly, though Siva is pervasive. He
is not affected by the qualities of pas'u and pasa. But it may be

asked whether there can be three eternal entities. This is really

the age-old problem of the One and the Many and the difficulties

in the conception of God as the Infinite. We shall state the Sid-

dhanta in regard to this matter, before we consider the general posi-

tion with reference to Western philosophy. So far as pas'a is concern-

78. Quoted in Does God Exist? p. 131 N.

79. Quoted in Does God Exist? p. 131.

80. Saiva Siddhanta, p. 74.

81. Sutra VII. See also Mapadiyain. pp. 447-8.
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cd, we have seen already how pas'a does not manifest itself before

Pati. Thus though present it cannot prevail before Siva. We shall

briefly consider the position of pas'u (the soul). Though Jnana-
prakas'ar’s commentary is not viewed with favour by the orthodox
Siddhantins, he has rendered a distinct service by his frequent in-

sistence on the nature of spiritual entities. Time and again, he points

out that there can be clash only between corporeal substances, and
souls and iSiva not being such, there is no possibility of clash bet-

ween them at all. Hence, there is no point in the contention that

the existence of one spiritual entity will limit the existence of
another as would be the case in regard to corporeal substances.
It may be said that God’s supremacy is compromised if pa^u is

also eternally existent. So far as souls are concerned, the systems
of Indian Philosophy which recognise the existence of soul, whe-
ther one or many, always speak of it as anadi (beginningless).*®

The basic assumption is that there can be no birth for the soul as,

to admit it would be to accept its death also—a notion which seems
fantastic to the Indian thinkers. Hence the criticism that ^iva is

“not responsible for the genesis of souls’’®® ignores the basic as-

sumption of orthodox systems of Indian philosophy. The souls,

though essentially intelligent, have been beginninglessly bound by
mala. Restoration to their essential nature is possible only by
the grace of iSiva. Thus though souls are similar to iSiva in being

intelligent and eternal, they are not free, and cannot be compared
to the ever-free Lord. Souls constitute no limitation to the Infinity

of the Lord on whom they are dependent.

In regard to pas'a, the important point to remember is that

though the Siddhantin recognises it as independent, its capacity to

function depends on diva’s Will. It is His Sakti in its obscuring

82. cf. the Gita which says

:

na jayate tnryate va kadacin

ayam bhutva bhvita vs na bhuyah

ajo nityah sasvato’yam purano

na hanyate hanyamsne iar’re II 20

and also the following

veda’vinssinam nityarn ya yenamajatnavyayatn II, 21.

83. ^aiva Siddhanta p. 87. In regard to Christian Theology cf. the

foilowinp The doctrine known as Creationism attributes the independent
existence of etch human soul to a definite creative act

;
while the opposite

doctrine called Traducianism. holds that all souls are generated from other
souls in the same way and at the same time as bodies from other bodies’-
J. Ward. The Realm of Ends, p. 205.
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aspect (as Tirodhana) that impels anava to function. When He
wills it, Tirodhana changes into Arul sakti and anava ceases to

function. But for Him, they would not function at all. When He
originally started the process, and how souls, whose essential nature

is intelligence came to be affected—are question which are diffi-

cult to answer.®^ The process has been going on. Because we do

not know is origin—we call it beginningless.®® As an empiricist,

the Siddhantin recognises the existence of facts. His empiricism

is not confined to the material world alone. The religious experi-

ence of saints who are, to borrow the words of Royce, ‘ radical

empiricists’ is enough to assure him that the material Universe and

souls though different from God are nothing without Him.*" The

alternative would be—if protesting all the time that Logic has its

limitations, we still persist in giving priority to the exigencies of

thought over facts of ordinary and mystical experience,—to deny

the reality of the material world and the finite souls because it

is difficult to evolve a scheme guaranteeing the infinity of God

and the independent existence of souls and matter entitatively.

Because maya is said to exist independently and is the mate-

rial cause of the world, it may be thought that God’s infinitude is

compromised, that He becomes only an artificer, not a creator in

the full sense of the term. But the Siddhantin holds that maya

is the Lord’s Parigraha Sakti, that without His command, there

can be no evolution at all. Examining the Christian doctrine of

Creation out of nothing, Pringle Pattison*’ says that it is from what

it denies, rather than what it affirms, that its true meaning is to

be gathered. It was a counter-statement against a dualistic con-

ception, that the world was merely shaped by God out of a pre-

existing material. If, however, creation is taken as an act of the

Lord’s will, as the Siddhantin does,®* there could be no objection

84. ‘ There are some questions which we cannot answer and must leave

alone. We do not know why there is a world ’ - Dean Inge in an article

entitled Theism in Philosophy Vol. XXIII, No. 84.

85. ‘The relation betvteen the soul and mala is aoadi, because we do

not know the reason therefor.’ Saiva Siddhanta Paribhasa. p. 30. cf. also

MapaJivam, pp. 112-3. where the commentator says that re-creation or

re-emergence of the universe is spoken of instead of the

first emergence, because that cannot be known by us.

56. Tu =3i5i!&u, ^sirny apjir nyshSju

57, idea of God, p. 306.

SS. Mapadiyam, p. 137.

Tiruvacagam.
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to the acceptance of mays which does not evolve without His

will. Thus, we could avoid dualism of a type which takes away
from the supremacy of the Lord.

What about karma? If God requires karma as an auxilliary

cause, if He cannot but allow karma to function, is not His inde-

pendence limited? The Siddhantin replies that there can be no

pleasure or pain unless it is through karma, as the Lord is

merciful and compassionate to all souls. He is not partial. He
does not confer favours on some and heap misfortunes on others.

Just as the king’s independence is not limited on the ground that

he rewards or punishes people according to their deeds, the Lord’s

autonomy is not in the least compromised because He governs in

accordence wiih karma.®* Souls, by their deeds, make or mar
their future. In fact, if God did not Himself recognise the ethical

law. He may be still thought to be omnipotent but hardly a just

and merciful being. The position of the Siddhantin is typical of

Hindu thought which has been finely summed up thus :
‘ According

to Hindu conception God is not a judge sitting in a remote

heaven meting out punishments according to a penal code or

waiting to mete out the last day of judgment, but an indwelling

spirit whose law is wrought into our natures. At the same time.

He never abdicates in favour of law. Our Scriptures call Him
Karmadhyaksha—the supervisor of the law of Karma

Above all, we have to remember that the Siddhantin calls

souls as the servants of the Lord and the effects of
ma>a and karma as His possession (s-oti—swu}). Thus He is

absolutely supreme.

In what sense, then, shall we understand the Infinity of God?
Sorley examines the term infinite as it is used in Mathematics and
refuses to apply it to God in the same sense for two reasons.
One is that in Mathematics, there are conceptions of a least

infinite and great infinites. These cannot express the divine essence.

Secondly, the infinite in Mathematics has reference to a class con-
sisting of parts. This is inapplicable to God. Though we speak
of God as omnipresent and everlasting, what we mean is that
there is no part of space beyond His power and that His power
reaches throughout all time. ‘ It is illegitimate to extend to Him as

89. Mipidiyam, p. 40

90. What is Hinduism ? D. S. Sarma, p. 69.
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spirit the characteristics which belong to space and time, any
more than those which belong to matter’.®*

Dawes Hicks says®® that Infinity is a slippery notion and is

susceptible of various meanings and states his view of God’s

Infinity thus ; “God may be ‘infinite’ not because. He is the

world, nor because the world is part of Him ; but because in

and through Him, the world has meaning and significance ; because

His knowledge of it is complete, and His solicitude for it perfect.

To me, at all events, it seems simply a misuse of language to

call an individual finite or limited merely because there are other

individuals distinct from himself. If there were no other individuals,

then his being would, indeed, be impoverished and his sphere of

influence confined.’’

Thus we find that it is possible to understand infinity of God

in such a way as to recognise ihe existence of souls and matter as

entitatively different from Him but as subject to His control.

Another criticism is that God cannot be absolute because His

nature is such as to make Him dependent on the world and souls.

He requires these to give expression to His creatorship etc., and

so the world is as necessary to God as He is necessary to the

world.®® This is to overlook two important consideration. In the

first place, creatorship, etc., constitute lae definition per acci-

dens of the Lord, His nature defined per essence is sat and cit.

So, to argue that because He creates the world and engages in

91. Sorley- Moral Values and the Idea of God, pp. 4sO-I.

92. The Philosophical Bases of Theism, p. 263. Henry Jones says

:

‘...here as elsewhere the opposues wh ch seemed to contradict and therefore

supplant each other, really 'upple.ment am fulfil each ocher. Su.-ely the
infiaite that stands mereiy oppoiej to die finite must be another finite. The
true infinite mast be that wh.cn reyeals and realizes itseii in the finite. On
the Oiner hand, the finite in which, and by which, the infinite is thus reve.tled

and re.ilized has its own reality in the infinite, and exists in virtue of it’

A Faith that enquires, p. 179.

9e, cf. this in the light of the foilo-.vicg : ‘'Both philosophy and reiC'-on

be.nr a iip'.e testimony to the almost i.nsuperable ditficul.y of finding room in

tne Universe tor God and man. When speculati.r.i busies itself with the

relation of these two, each in turn tends to swallow up the other. The pen-
duium of human thought swings continually between two extremes of Indivi-

du.UiS.r. (or pluralism) leading to .Uheism and Universabim (or Absoluti-m).
leu.,,ng to Pantheism or Acosmism." Pr.ngle iPattison in Hegelianism -and

fcrsonality quoted by J. Ward, "The Realm of Ends p. 46.
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activities like preservation, that without these activities He is no
God is to ignore the frequent insistence of the Siddhantin that

God is essentially sat and cit. To give a parallel. Dean Inge
says ‘ Christianity teaches quite definitely that though the creation

may be the necessary result of the character of God, it is not
an essential part of His nature’.®* Secondly though He is sat and
cit. He nevertheless engages in the five functions, because of His
Grace, not because of any danger that in the absence of these

functions He would cease to be God. Nor is it a case of inevi-

tability which He Himself cannot control.

Mystics have spoken in a strain which suggests that God is

dependent on the souls as much as these are dependent on Him.
But such utterances are to be understood in the context of love,

the highest category (though even this is inadequate! available to

us to describe the relation between God and souls. A love that

is unilateral is a love without fruition. Pringle Pattison says that

Bosanquet is fond of appealing to the great ‘experiences of life

—

to love, to the religious consciousness, to social union, as carrying

us out of selfish claims into a world of deeper spiritual member-
ship where such claims disappear in the intimate consciousness of

union with our fellows, with the beloved object, or with God.
But he says he would appeal confidently to the same great

experiences to prove the absolute necessity of ‘ otherness ’, if they

are to exist at all. There are two in all these experiences. Sweet

love, he quotes the poet with approval, were slain, could difference

be abolished. Even in the most self-effacing love there is a

double fruition. The most perfect alter ego must remain an alter

if the experience is to exist, if the joy of an intensified life is

to be tasted at all.®® But this must not blind us to the fact

that God minus the world would be still God. Eckhart’s utterance

“I am iis necessary to God as God is necessary to me” has

to be taken along with his other utterance, “Couldst thou annihi-

late thyself for a moment, thou wouldst possess all that God is

in Himself.®® Surely it is implied here that God will not disappear

as soon as the soul annihilates itself but remain as the Real to

give it existence.

The conception of ^akti may be criticised on the ground that

it does not serve the purpose for which it has been introduced viz,,

94. Theism - in Philossophy. Vol. XXIII, No. 84’

95. Idea of God, p.2S9.

96. Quoted by Ward in his Realm of Ends, p, 43
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to make possible the immanence of God while preserving His

transcendence. In the first place, ^akti is not different from ^iva.

It is God in relation to the world. It is like Eckhart’s distinc-

tion between Godhead and God, not two separate beings. It

may be said that transcendence and immanence are contrary

concepts that cannot be both true at once. But this contradiction

exists only for discursive reason. The other aspect also has been

pointed out. Immanence as opposed to identification implies

transcendence.®'' The experience of the saints indicates that God
is both transcendent and immanent. The Russian philosopher

S. L. Frank says that it is an ‘ immanent experience of a trans-

cendental reality’.®® Theism differs from pantheism and deism by

insisting that God is the immanent and transcendent ground of

the world, while they stress respectively the immanent and transcen-

dent aspects exclusively. To say that when l^akti is withdrawn from

the world and souls, i^iva becomes purely transcendent is to forget

that withdrawing etc., mean nothing spatial. The Lord’s resolve is

responsible for various functions.

From the statement that except as grace, ^iva does not exist-

it may be argued that the world and souls that call forth the grace

of God are indispensable to Him and that therefore He is not the

Absolute. The Siddhantin defines God as sat and cit. No doubt,

he .insists that God and Grace are non-different. But this docs

not warrant the conclusion that God is nothing more than Grace.

Nor is there any inevitability that He sohuld grant His Grace to

souls or cease to exist. If He does show His Grace to all— it is

not because of any external compulsion but because of His bound-
less benevolence!

97. Dean Inge-Thei>m, in Philosophy Vol. XXTII, No. 84. Cf. the follow-
ing : “Immanence and Transcendence are not sharply contrasted. It is the
Transcendent who is immanent and it is the Immanent who transcends ’ - W.
Temple, Nature, Man and God, p. 298. Again, “ The more we study the
activity of God immanent, the more wc become aware of God transcendent ’ -

Ibid. p. 270.

98. God with us, p. 61.
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CHAPTER IV

PA^A— BONDS

Of the three verities, recognised by the Siddhantin, paia is the

comnion name for maya, karma and a^ava. All these bind the

soul and hence they are called pala. Here, maya, which is the

primordial cause of the Universe is first taken up for detailed

consideration.

Maya :

'

The Universe that is produced as an effect is threefold, as

Buddha prapanca, ^uddha^uddha prapanca and a^uddha prapanca.

Hence, there are diflferences among their respective causes. Of
them, that which, without association with mala (i.e. a^iava) and

karma, pervades and stands above them as the first cause of Bud-

dha prapanca is Buddha mSya (bindu). That which stands below

bindu and is associated with mala and karma is ai^uddha maya

(^uddha^uddha maya). It is the cause of ^uddha^uddha prapanca.

That which appears as the gross evolute of this a^uddha maya is

prakfti maya. From Buddha maya the four forms of speech

(vaikharl, etc., in the order of destruction), are manifested ;
from

a^uddha maya, the five causal tattvas (raga, etc., again in the order

of destruction) are manifested. From prakfti maya, the twenty-four

tattvas for enjoyment (from guija tattva, in the order of creation)

are manifested. Thus, bindu, mohini and mahat which are mate-

rial (jada rupa), perform their respective activities in the presence

of the Lord’s Conative Energy.

^ivajnana yogin says that to indicate that diva’s presence is

necessary for the activity of Ananta and iSrlka^tha, the author says

that the three Universes evolve only in His presence.

Sivagra yogin explains this with an example. Even as out of

cotton threads, silk sarees and gunny bags cannot be produced,

out of mays (mohini) mi^radhva (BuddhaBuddha) alone can be

produced. He says that bindu, mohini and mahat produce the

material for the body, instruments and world of vijnanakalas, pra-

1 .
' Ms ’ stands for involution and ‘ ys ’ for evolution. Mays is so called

because things come forth from it and go back into it - Mspsdiyam, pp. 149-

50.
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layikalas and sakalas respectively. Because they are enlightened

by diva’s Grace, not a^uddha maya but bindu (Buddha ma>a) alone

can be the cause of the body, etc., of the vijnanakalas. Though

bindu is Buddha (maya), because it is inert and material, like clay

to potter, it is only parigraha ^akti (Assumptive Energy) and not

the Inherent Energy of the Lord.

As against the Siddhantin

the Sivadvaitin says that Is'vara is the material cause

Vamadvaitin ... Cit-^akti

Pas'upata ... maya (alone)

Naiyayikas and \

Vai^ejikas J ... primal atom

Sankhya and 1

Pancaratra J ... prakfti

Jaina ... atom

Bauddha . . . five skandhas

Lokayata ... four elements

Evolutes of iuddha maya :

The Siddhantin states the characteristics of the evolutes of

s'uddha maya, in the reverse order, from their external manifesta-

tion back to their genesis. First, in this order, comes vaikharl. It

is of such a nature that it can be heard by him who utters it and
by him who hears it and it has the capacity to express what is

thought. It has two characterisitics ; (i) It helps to create determinate

knowledge in the speaker and hearer (ii) It functions in the following

way : the letters that, as impelled by udana get differentiated at

the madhyama sthSna are at this stage, forced out by pra^a which
is directed by ahankara.

Madhyama is different from pas'yantl and vaikhari and is in

between the two. It helps to form determinate knowledge in the

mind of him who utters it and is not heard except internally (sub-

vocally) because it is a soft sound, residing in the throat. Prapa
vayu does not act on it. It is acted upon only by udana. It is

not scattered by striking against teeth, lips, tongue and palate. It

exists in a subtle form internally where the letters are differentiated

into subtle forms.

Pa^yantl, like the contents of the peahen’s egg which do not
show the five colours that are to be manifested later, possesses in

a very subtle form, the several letters manifested and distinguished
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in the madhyama sthsna, and resides in thought. Secondly, it

makes indeterminate knowledge possible.

Sukfma has two characteristics
; (i) it exists as sound in the

karaija s'arira and (ii) it makes knowledge possible. While

pa^yanti, madhyama and vaikhari which evolve from it are destroyed,

it persists as s'uddha maya. He who is able to see it as it is,

as a result of merit gained from his penances will derive the great

enjoyment of the Buddha maya world (this is partial release) and

come to have unceasing wisdom, independence and eternality. He
is freed from the weariness and changes brought about by the

cycle of births and deaths.

^ivagra yogin says that it is difficult for souls to see thems
selves as different from this suksma. When, by the grace of the

preceptor, the soul sees itself as different from suk§ma, it live-

through enjoyment etc., and the destruction of mala takes place.

As soon as the mala which covers the soul like a sheath and
occasions partial development, is removed, the soul is freed from
births and deaths and the delusion and changes caused by these.

This marks the disappearence of the undesirable. The Siddhantins
do not say that the complete removal of sorrow alone is salvation,

as the Naiyayikas say. On the other hand, they say that because
they recognise independence and the desire to have experience of
wisdom and bliss, there are for them absolute ominiscience,

experience (by the self) of supreme bliss, independence and eternality.

The four forms of speech, so far dealt with, reside in the

five ^ivatattvas (^iva, 6akti, Sadakhya, Mahe^vara and Buddha
vidya in dependence on the five kalas, (nivrtti, pratistha, vidya,
s'anti and ^antyatita). They evolve without undergoing substantial
changes of their nature, unlike the products of a^uddha maya.
The ^abdabrahmavadins call these four modes of speech Brah-
man. The Saiva Siddhantins say that they are not Brahman but
the -Assumptive Energy of Brahman (parigraha ^akti) which energy
is of the form of Buddha maya.

In regard to effectuation, the Bauddhas and Jainas hold the
doctrine of aggregation (Samudayavada) e.g., they account for the
production of oil by referring to the aggregation of certain seeds.
The Naiyayikas hold the doctrine of creation (Arambhavada)

—

e.g., the cloth is created out of threads. The Mayavadins espouse
the doctrine of illusory transfiguration (vivartavaia e.g., the
mirage causes the appearance of water. None of these theories
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is acceptable to the , Siddhantin. He recognises only two types of

evolution—one where there is a substantial change of cause

(parinama) and the other where there is no such substantial change

(vrtti). The evolution of the four modes of speech is of the latter

type. The modes of speech are not Brahman, but only maha-

maya. The example given to illustrate vrtti (subtle transformation)

is the cloth spreading itself into a tent. As Jnanapraka^ar says

there is no inherent difference here. General transformation (pari-

9ama) is of two kinds—partial and full. Partial transformation

takes place as when worms are produced from ghee. When milk

is transformed into curds, we have an instance of full transfor-

mation.

^ivagra yogin explains pari^ama as the assumption by a thing

of a form different from its previous one. In general transforma-

tion, the cause is subsumtially changed
;

in transfiguration, the

effect does not exist at all. So, both theories are inapplicable here.

Even as when the wind blows, some one part of the sea is subjected

to change, so also Siva causes the evolution of a part of His

Parigraha Sakti and thus brings about the tattvas etc.

Suddha maya is the first cause of not only these four modes
of speech but also of the words, letters, worlds, mantras, tattvas,

bodies, object of enjoyment, organs and everything required for

the partially released souls like the Mantre^varas, Mantramahe^varas

and Atjusada^ivas.^

The four modes of speech are also necessary for determinate

knowledge and hence they are required not only for partially

released souls like Sadas'iva, but also for the vijnanakalas, praja-

yakalas and sakalas. Without these modes of speech, there can

be no knowledge. They differ in their manifestation according to

the condition of the people for whom they are manifested i.e.,

they are gross, grosser, and grossest, according as they are for

the vijnanakalas, prajayakalas and sakalas repectively. The know-
ledge thus obtained is knowledge of the objects of the world. The
modes of speech thus necessary for determinate knowledge cons-

titute the supreme bondage. When the self discriminates itself as

2. ^ivigra yogin says that though partially [released souls are: associated

with kalas etc., they are not controlled by them like the sakalas.

JSSnapraka^ar gives the following details: words 81- letters 51 -words

224 -and mantras 12.
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different from these and attains to a knowledge that is greater

than that which these modes of speech give, it there and then

attains complete release.®

From suksma may a arise the gross kalas, the grosser mQla

prakrti and the yet grosser gu^a tattvas. The products resulting

from these grosser things are grosser still. The universe that is

produced consists of parts like the earth, water fire, air, akai^a,

male, female, hermaphrodite etc. It increases, decreases and is

transformed. The Naiyayikas recognise difference between cause

and effect which have the charcteristics aforesaid. Their position

is untenable. Because of being distinguished into two as cause

and effect, there is difference. Because cause and effect are inse-

parable, there is difference cum identity. Because of being iden-

tical in substance, there is non-difference. In manifesting the

effects which are different, different and non-different, and non-

different from their first cause, (maya), through Ananta and ^ri

kaijtha, 3iva Who is the efiicient cause, exists as non-different

from the first cause by reason of pervading it, exists as different

from it because of difference in substance and exists immanently

by directing it.

To refute the Mayavadins who derive the world from the

indefinable, the author says ‘ from the incorporeal the corporeal

arises.’ In referring to parts and whole, the Siddhantin has in

view the doctrine of aggregation according to which the parts

constitute the whole (which is nothing without them). To refute

Arambha vada which argues that from the corporeal earth etc.,

the incorporeal smell etc., arises, he says from the corporeal (gross

evolutes), the corporeal arises. By saying that the universe

expands (in the form of air, water etc.) and contracts (these

products lapse into their causal state), the Siddhantin refutes the

theory which explains a thing as fundamentally different, every-

time it expands or contracts.

From maya which is incorporeal (and therefore not subject

to changes) how can we derive the universe which is corporeal

and changing? This question is put by the Mayavadin. But

3, Nirambavajagiar says that souls do not have knowledge except

through bindu But when they gain ^ivajaana, even the knowledge gained

through bindu and Scriptures is superseded and they ^t full release forthwith
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the SiddhSntin answers this question by referring to an identical

procedure of the Mayavadin. The Mayavadin says that the in-

corporeal and unchanging aka^a gives rise to the changing and

corporeal elements like air, earth etc. Besides, many clouds, many
changes in these clouds, many sounds, lightnings, thunder etc.,

arise in the aka^a. By forgetting these and raising the objection

against the Siddhantin, the Mayavadin cuts the ground from under

his own feet; whereas to the Siddhantin, who is committed to

Satkaryavada, there is no difficulty.

Having stated the Siddhantin’s position, we have to observe

that he seems to overlook the Mayavadin’s view that ^ruti is not

purportful in respect of the teaching of creation. Whether such

a view is tenable and whether it does not deny the problem alto-

gether is another matter. Failure to note the Mayavadin’s view

as it is stated by him is regrettable.

What are the characteristics of aBuddha maya which is the

first cause of the universe ? It is eternal as it has no beginning

;

incorporeal, as it is invisible ;
one, as it is indestructible ; it is

the seed of the universe, as cause thereof ; inert, as it is non-

inteligent
;

pervasive as it endows souls everywhere with bodies,

organs and worlds ;
the Assumptive Energy of the Lord, since it

is pervaded by the Lord; and an impurity as it spreads itself

into the universe, enjoyment, body and organs for the sake of

the souls. It is delusive as causing delusive cognition.

The Madhyamikas speak of the void. To refute them, the

Siddhantin says that maya is the seed of the universe. The

Ksa^iikavadins say that everything arises in a succession, each

thing depending on its predecessor and giving place to its succes-

sor. To refute them, mays is said to be eternal. The Lokayatas

say that elements (they recognise only four) cause the universe.

To refute them, maya is said to be incorporeal. The Vais'esikas

and others say that primal atoms are the cause of the universe.

Atoms are not pervasive. To refute them the Siddhantin says

that maya is all-pervasive. The Sankhyas say that prakrti which
is of the form of the three gu^tas is the cause of the universe.

To refute this, mays is said to be one. The followers of BhSskara
say that Brahman is the cause of the universe. In reply to them,
mays is said to be an Assumptive Energy of the Lord. The
^ivadvatins say that Cit-^akti is the cause of the universe. The
SiddhSntin says that mSys is inert. The MaySvadins say that

mSyS which is the cause of the universe is anirvacaniya. They
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are told that maya is a mala. One sect of the ^aivas holds that

maya deludes wholly, like anava. In reply, it is said that causing

delusion is also (thereby implying some other function to be

primary) the characteristic of maya.

From mSys of the aforesaid nature, arise ksla, niyati, kala,

etc., in the order of mention. Kala is distinguished, by command
of the Lord, into past, present and future. Kala sets the time-

limits for the effected universe, excluding itselL The universe is

subject to the states of origination, sustentation and destruction.

Kala causes the universe to function in accordance with karma,

^ivagra yogin says that impelled by the threefold Eenrgy of the

Lord, janaoi, arani and rodhayitri, kala causes the creation, sus-

tentation and destruction of the world.

The Kalavadin says that time is one, pervasive and the cause

of effects which are eternal like a perpetually flowing stream. How
could beginning and end be aflSrmed of time if it is eternal? Since

there is cognition of beginning and end, time is many and non-

eternal. The Kalavadin may reply that cognition of beginning and

end are occasioned by delimiting adjuncts, like the movement of

the sun and, otherwise, difference is not true of time.

The Siddhantin replies that if the activities of time can take

place only with such adjuncts, time itself cannot be existent. If

time is one, positive and negative affirmations like, “At such and

such a time, such and such a thing is possible” or “is not

possible,” cannot be made. Besides, the movement of the sun is

a delimiting adjunct only for days and hours—not for lava (eight

seconds, and trti (second). Hence differences of time are not its

de-limiting adjuncts. It is patent that they are its nature.

It may be said that there is no presept at all in time as, in

regard to substances like pots we have activities of past and future

but none of the present. The Siddhantin replies that in the mak-

ing of the pot, the state when it is clay is the past, the state when

it is made to contain water is the future, and when it exists on

the wheel of the potter as he shapes it out, we have the present.

Time is thus threefold. What is inert and many cannot be eternal.

No substance that is non-eternal can have pervasiveness. Time is

many and non-eternal.

If time is the cause of beginning, etc. has this beginning of
time a time ? If it has, then there is an infinite regress. If it has
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no time, time itself cannot arise. To this objection, the Siddhantin

replies thus : Time is the cause of the tattvas and their derivatives,

other than itself. It is not cause of its own origin. The Lord

Who is above time, originates it svithout having any desire of His

own for so doing. If time is born of as'uddha maya, what is the

time for the origination of the products cf suddha maya? In Bud-

dha maya there is s'uddha kala. What is the time for tne interme-

diary dissolution? Time is required only for the activities of Sada-

^iva and others. The Lord, Who transcends time and does n...t

require it (for His activities), performs the five functions.

Time is past for one thing, present for another and future for

a third. It cannot be uniform as past, present and future. It may
therefore be argued that time cannot be said to be threefold objec-

tively. But time and space are conceived differently with reference

to each object. It was already stated tiiat time is dependent for

its distinction on each thing. Hence there is not the defect

alleged.

The objector may say that the sou! is eternal as e.xisting i;i

eternal time. How could the soul be eternal if time be non-
eternal? The soul is not eternal by being in time Widcii is eternal

but being unlimited by lime. Not being measured by time is

eternalit). There is no contradiction m tJie Siddhantin’s view.

i^ivajnana yogin explains the position thus ; If time is said to

be eternal, it will be the fallacy of seif-depeiiJeace
;

if it is said

to be eternal by depending on another time (which is eternaij inat

will require another time for its eternalilj and tlius there will oe

an infinite regress. Some other important points given by him are

the following

:

Kala is Suddha kala and as'uddha kala, the former for ‘Suddha
prapanca and the latter for as’uddha prapafieu. It caunoi oe said

that because the Lord docs not require time for tae maaifestanon
of the Buddha tau\as themselves, time is unnecessary for others

also. For the work of deities like Ananta and others, time is neces-
sary. Only the Lord is above time and brings time itself into

existence." Pringle Pattison refers to an old gibe of tne Epicureans
familiar in Cicero s day , to ask w'hat God did belore He created

the heavens and the eartn, and how He came to choose just that

4. Mapahyatn, pp. 177-8.

H-19
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time to create them, after forbearing to do so for many ages, ‘a

flippancy pro\oked in some measure by the shallow anthropomor-

phism of the doctrine assailed. St. Augustine’s answer was that

time itself was created along with the world of moving things by
which its duration is measured, so that there could be no lapse

of unoccupied time before the creation, there being in eternity

neither before not after.’
®

This view is like the Siddhanta. But Pringle Pattison thinks

that St. Augustine does not meet the real dif&culty in so far as

he still regards Creation as a unique event. He thinks that to

think of Creation as an event that took place once, an act of His

will, not grounded in His nature— is to think of God as an
Absolute in the old bad sense of a being existing by itself with

no essential relations to anything else. He refers, with approval

to ‘ thinkers both Christian and non-Christian ’ who have insisted

that ‘ Creation must be regarded as an eternal act, an act grounded
in the divine nature and therefore, if we are to use the language

of time, coeval with divine existence.’ He quotes with approval

Uirici who says “ Hence just as God does not become Creator of
the world but is from eternity Creator of the world, so the world

too. though not eternal of itself, exists from eternity as the

creation of God.”*

Niyati arises next from maya. It allocates, by command of
the Lord, the experience of the fruits of their deeds to the respec-

ti\e agents. Then kala comes from maya. Kala partially removes
the evil of anava, illumines the Conative Energy of the soul and
impels it to the experience of the fruits of its deeds. From kala

arises vidva which partialy illumines the Cognitive Energy of the
soul and impels it to the e.xperience of the fruits of its deeds.

^ivagra >ogin says that niyati determines karma, prevents
increase of activities liable to arise from the attractiveness of
objects

;
prevents tne evasion of experience of the fruits of de-

ments on the score that they are not to one’s liking and prevents
e.vperience in the wrong order of the karma that matures. It

does all these by command of the Lord, as things are done by
command of the king.

5. Cum tempore non in tempore is Augustine's distinction. The world
was not created m time but together with time. Plato says in the Timaeus,
3S. 'lime then was created with the heavens ’- Idea of God, p. 303.

6. Idea of God, pp. 303-305.
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Cannot the Lord’s Energy itself bring about the proper allo-

cation of karma? Is niyati a figurative assumption? The Sid-

dhantin says that since the Energy of the Lord is free from mala,

it will lead to release if it were to do the function of niyati.

Cannot karma give the fruits to the respective agents ? Since

karma is like the agricultural activities, it cannot make the allo-

cation. But do we not see that though the king is present, the

results of agricultural activities done by one are enjoyed by
another ? Just as the master ordering the sacrifice experiences the

results of it though it is actually done by somebody else (the

priest), he, who orders somebody to do a thing, himself experiences

the results of that deed. Even without one who commands and
one who carries out that command, how is it that we see some
one experience the results of tilling activities done by someone
else? Even this does not happen without relation to some other

(previous) birth. So, apart from the Lord’s Energy, kala and
karma, there must be niyati tattva to regulate the soul’s enjoy-

ment.

Should kala tattva illuminate the soul which is of the form
of intelligence ? Because the cognitive activities of the soul are

obscured beginninglessly by §nava, that anava must be partially

removed by kala. If it is not so removed, there will be no
apprehension of objects ; it will be like the kevala state. It will

be as though there were no souls.

But then, cannot anava be completely removed? It cannot be
completely removed by kala. Just as, when a stone is flung tit

the mossy surface of a tank, that part of it which has been touched

by the stone is cleared of moss, through kala, the Lord causes

the a^ava of souls in the kevala state to be removed partially

(to the extent of their karma), and illuminates the cognitive

activities of the souls.

Should anava be partially removed only through controlling

! ala ? Cannot the Lord remove it through His Energy ? By t.iu

contact of the Lord’s Energy, ignorance will be completely remo-
ved. The soul’s mala has not matured enough for its removal and
the soul remains in pure ignorance so that it is not fit to have
contact with the Lord’s Energy. Just as the master wakes up his

sleeping disciple, not by himself touching him bat by prodding
him with a stick, the Lord, through kala which is his Assumative
Energy, partially dispels ignorance. Since these tattvas (like ka.a)

cover the soul with a subtle body, they are the first bondage.
Vidya-tattva arises from the kala tattva (which is above it,; for
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the sake of enjoyment and causes the cognition of objects by the

soul’s intelligence.

Will not ti'.e intelligence of the soul do for the cognition of
objects? Soul’s intelligence is pure inteihgence.’' Hence, it is

turned towards Siva rather than towards the objects. Unless it is

associated with vidya, soul's inceiligetice will not be turned towards

oojects. The souls come to have the capacity to cognise and func-

tion tiirough kala. Whatever is the instrument for the soul (which
is of tne nature of intelligence) to cognise objects, that is vidya.

Cannot buddai be the means for the cognition of objects? Since

budJai is also apprehended by the souls, it is inert like the pot

or the wad. BudJ.d is an object for ihe soul even as forms are

apprehended through tue eyes. This buddhi itself is grasped by
vid^a,

There is the mattim that o.ie who has to make a journey

requires a horse, a chariot and a charioteer. In this order, the

self sees an object with the eyes, determines with buddhi and
apprehends with vidya. if buddhi is required to determine

objects, then, we can stop with buddhi itself as the means; why
assume something else, besides buddhi ” ? says the objector. The
Siddhantin replies tliat unlike the sense organs such as the eye,

raanas doubts, ahahkara produces egoism and buddhi determines.

LiKe the sun's r.tys for the perception of substances, these (manas,
etc.l are auxiliary to vidya. Kala partially removes anava and
'.niorms cognitive acthicies. Vidya astoc'aies rself with intelligence

and caus-s perception of o'Ojects. l.ms \iJya causes the second
bondage for tae souls.

Rag; ar.-js fr..-r; \;Jta, informs the Affective Energy of the
s cil and cpj \ .ucnt in accordance with karma. Thus
il.e soul Call. Cl t) .’uce a coat consisting of the tattvas,® kala.

/. it v.ill o.- naojc:!, h.-re, that the soai is said to be pure intelligence

v.hich r''rc-.'.!,v torns tawa.cc S va rather than towa'ds objects of the world,
it .1 s to turr. t t.'.e in order to have experience of the world,

io work.nv ^>Jt i.arrr.a and removing anava. The emphasis on the
T.tcUigenee vi the s ui i; i eipoitant in helping us to avoid ‘the popular
nvsccn^^piior, th.a the soul h..j no status of its ov.n or that it is all the
t;rae a c;,e.tLre i s c:i\iror.m-nt. In being sat and cit like Si\a in His
pres. nee, it is on y true to Ils own nature.

J-.;n j me soul whieh has a fiva-fold coat, has five

' C 1 ' n ''le i.'.e hua.m defects of nescience, se'.f-conceit, desire,
.i'-e.s.o:; avc .ur.crence.
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vidya and raga (which inform conation, cognition, and desire res-

pectively) and kala and niyati (which are responsible for deter-

mining the rime limits and the proper allocation of the experience

of the fruits of karma to the respective agents). The soul wearing

such a coat is present partially in desire, cognition and conation.

What is specially referred to as purusa tattva is the soul when

it wears a coat of ignorance, egoism, greed, affection and anger

arising form mula prakrti. The soul is an intelligent entity. Tatt-

vas are inert. Purusa tattva is the soul. The soul turned towards

experince is called the purusa tattva.

^ivagra yogin considers the need for these two tattvas. Should

there be a raga tattva to cause desire for things ? Is not affection,

one of the soul’s three characteristics ? Though in the wakmg state

the soul has these three, there is no enjoyment for a person devoid

of desires ; and a person who does have desires is not attracted

to enjoyment of unclean things. Hence raga tattva arises and

helps the enjoyer. It quickens the activity of the soul which is

turned towards enjoyment by kala and vidya.

An objection may be raised :
“ The soul has .avairagya in its^

buddhi. This avairagya will do for prompting the experience ot

souls. Kala-born raga can be accepted only as a figurative, assump-

tion.” The Siddhantin replies: “The soul’s Cit-Sakti, w'hich is

agitated by vidya and kala, unites with raga that is a disposition

of buddhi and that is different for different objects. This jaga is

special. The raga w'e are talking about is general, different tiom

the raga which is a disposition of buddhi and a bondage for the

soul.”

The objector says that all tilings are of the nature ot the three

gunas. The soul is the seat of the three gunas :
Therefore it is

impelled to act by the objects having particular gunas. There need

be no primal raga. The Siddhantin replies that if the attraction

of things is the cause of raga, there will be none witaout desnes.

The objector retorts that if desire is ever-present in souls th..r-

will be desire even in respect of things already enjoyed and thus

also there will be none without desire. The reply is that raga is

of two kinds—as of the form of residual impression and as causa-

tive. The former exists as that which is releated to the intelli-

gence of the soul. That which is causative is resident in buddhi.

When delusion, etc., w'hich are the dispositions of anava and which

are attached to objects, ripen, non-attachment to objects comes
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about and interest in them is given up. How is this? Even when

there is the eye (sense-organ), it is of no use in the absence of

coloured objeets. When the desire resident in buddhi is removed, app-

rehension of objects of enjoyment does not take place though there

may be the attraction of objects (even as when there is a coloured

object, it cannot be perceived in the absence of the eye). Just as

eye and object are necessary for perception, desire and object are

also, necessary. It is, as it were, a complementary process.

Cannot a person be said to be without desires when desires of

the form of residual impressions are removed? In that case, a

person cannot be in the state of being a seeker after release when

he is not desiring enjoyment or when he has not already attained

release (i.e., the stage between release and aspiring for worldly

enjoyment; he has transcended the one but has not reached the

other). Then is he also to be treated as a person with desire

because he has this desire? Because the" desire in the form of

residual impression leads to desire for release, there is ^aktinipata.

Raga is. removed without any residue being left over by the con-

templation of ^iva ^in the case of Samsiddhas and by purification

and contemplation of 3iva in the case of the Vainayakas. At that

moment, there is a desire for 6iva ;in the person without desires.

This desire removes anava mala which is the cause of delusion,

etc., and brings about the direct intuition of ^iva Who is E.Kistence,

Intelligence and Bliss.

Kala, vidya and raga are inert. How can kala remove anava

partially and cause cognitive and conative activities ? How can

vidya bring about the perception of objects. and raga cause desire

for objects ? The Siddhantin replies that the procedure is not

improper. The e.xclusive non-exclusive secondary significance is

had m view and therefore it is not improper. The Energy of the

Lord assumes the form of the tattvas (resides in all tattvas in

male and female forms) and controls them ; hence these tattvas

were said to perform the functions that are performed by the

Energy, e\en as the palanquin is said to produce the sounds that

are as a matter of fact produced by the palanquin-bearers.

The tattvas like kala have different functions. How can they,

as an aggregate, simultaneously peform their functions? There is

the lamp in the aggregation of oil, wick and fire. So also, it was
determined that purusa tattva arises from the aggregation of kala,

etc., and a\idya. The soul takes on this aggregate as its cloak and
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gets the name of purusa tattva by reason of its conjunction with it.

This name is not given to the VijSanakalas and Pralayakalas. This

purusa tattva enables the soul to experience the enjoyments upto

kalagni rudra world, without having 'desire for each particular

object.

An objection may be raised : Kala and the other tattvas will do

for the production of the purusa tattva. There need be no rela-

tion with avidya in prakrti. But this is to overlook a diflaculty.

If there is no relation with avidya in prakrti, the soul becomes a

pralayakala and a resident of mis'radhva. It cannot experience

enjoyments of prakrti. So relation with avidya is also necessary.

The objector may say that the soul itself is called ‘purusa-

tattva ’ and that there is no independent purusa-tattva. But we

cannot reckon the tattvas as 36, if puru§a-tattva is not recognised

as an entity by itself. There will be no transmigration for the

pervasive soul if there is no purusa-tattva existing as a cloak for

the soul, covering and de-limiting it. Thus purusa-tattva is seen

to be necessary.

After tattvas like kala have arisen from a^uddha maya, mula-

prakfti, in which the gu^ias are in a latent form, arises from kala.

From mulaprakrti, the three guna tattvas, sattva, rajas and tamas

come into existence. Each of these three gunas becomes threefold

and thus we have nine in all.® Tattvas conducive to enjoyment,

like buddhi, arise from the guna tattva. All these tattvas existing

in the form of gu^ias bind the souls. Wherever the soul experi

ences enjoyment, it exists in the form of guna.

iSivagra yogin states and meets the views of other schools in

regard to prakrti. The Pancaratra and the theistic Sankhya argue

thus : The equal state of the gunas is called prakrti. How can

prakrti be said to be the cause of the gurias? The Saiva Siddhantin

does not accept the view that the equal state of the gunas is

prakrti. For, the gunas, being inert and many, are effects and
there must be a cause for them. That cause is prakrti.

9. Jnanaprakasar

:

sattve-sattva

sattva-rajas

sattva-tamas

rajas-sattva

rajas-rajas

rajas-tamas

tamas-sattva

tamas-rajas

tamas-tamas.
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The objectors urge again: The effulgence of knowledge and

of activity are of the nature of sattva and rajas. Prakrti is of the

nature of the effulgence of knowledge and activity. Therefore

prakrti is of the nature of gunas—not different. Since maya, kala

and vidya are also of the nature of the effulgence of knowledge and

activity, they are not different from the gunas. They are of the

very nature of gunas. The Siddhantin replies : The effulgence of

knowledge and activity as the nature of things beginning with

ma}a and ending with prakrti is ako an established fact. By the

maxim— ‘ The attributes of the cause produce the attributes of the

effect,’ the effulgence of knowledge and activity produces a similar

characteristic in kala, the effect of maya, prakrti, the effect of kaia

and in the gunas like sattva, the effects of prakrti-’

The atheistic Sahkhya argues : The origin, sustentation and the

intermediary destruction of the Universe can be said to be caused

by rajas, sattva and tamas respectively. Why should it be said

instead that ^rikantha Parames'vara performs creation, etc., in

prakrti? Whereto, the Siddhantin replies: Since the gu^as are inert

and many, they are effects. To produce the efi’ect from the cause

intellig.-nt agency is required. It may be said that the gunas

have their cause in other guijas. But since these other gunas

are also effects, a cause for them must be sought and thus we
are launched on an infinite regress. W’hatever is inert cannot

function without the control of an intelligence. So Srikantha

Parames'sara is the agent for creating prakrti from kala and the

subtle things like the gunas from prakrti. Even as the products

of mays cannot e.xist without maya, prakrti is indispensable for

its products. The word maya includes all the tattvas in the lower

part of maya from kala upto prthivi. Likewise, with the indispen

sable guna which is the lower part of prakrti, we have the tattvas

from buddhi to prthivi.

With the contact of the Energy of the all-knowing and extra-

ordinarily mighty Srikantlia, satt\a, rajas and tamas arise from
prakrti : these gunas are controlled by Brahma, Visnu and KaJa-

rudra who perform creation, sustentation and destruction res-

pectively.

Of these gunas, sattva is luminous li.ke the crystal, rajas

luminous like the ruby and tamas like the indranila. The activi-

ties, suitable to the karma of each soul, which these three guna.s

cause are as under

:
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Sattva ; Intellectual firmness, mental resoluteness, efficiency,

softness, taking light meal etc., happiness in the face of great

loss, the joint (harmonious) functioning of the three organs

(manas, buddhi and ahankara), without cunning, with cleanliness,

good efforts, patience, capacity to understand and retain, content-

ment with what one gets, desire for release, control over external

and internal organs and mercy towards all beings.

Rajas: Cruelty, worldly desires, egotism in doing things with

the feeling of “I” and “mine”, “I did this” etc. deceiving,

thieving, lack of mercy, desire for enjoyment and pompous ways.

Tamas

:

Total lack of contenment, lack of enthusiasm, mean-

living, tale-bearing, excessive eating of prohibited food, sleeping

too much, arrogance, laziness, hindering other people’s prosperity,

lack of intelligence.

When one gu?ia preponderates over the other two, two other

gu^as rise from the gu^a that preponderates ; So with each primary

gu^a we have two derivatives and thus nine in all. When sattva

predominates, keeping rajas and tamas down, lightness (not being

heavy) and luminosity arise. When rajas predominates, keeping

sattva and tamas down, inertia and movement arise. Wnen tamas

predominates, keeping tattva and rajas down, heaviness and lack

of order arise. Thus six derivative gunas arise and together with

the primary three make up nine in all.*'’

These nine gunas unite with the intellect and help the souls

in the perception of sense-objects just as the lamp helps the eye

to see objects. By relation with the gunas mentioned just now

the soul experiences everything by assuming bodies suitable to its

merits and demerits. The means of enjoyment to the soul, in the

form of buddhi, subtle body and gross body which unite with the

gunas, constitutes the gross body for the soul.

Mulaprakrti which has been determined to be the cause of

the guna tattva is the cause of ignorance also. Ignorance leads to

contrary cognition. Buddhi has its origin in the guna tattva (when

sattva predominates and rajas and tamas subside). When the

merits and de-merits of the soul attach themselves to buddhi in

accordance with karma, buddhi determines them. After that, it

transforms itself into the forms of pleasure, pain and delusion

and remains the object of the soul’s cognitive activities.

10. Cf. with the GiU, Ch. XIV & XVII.

H-20
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^ivagra yogin explains this in detail. The activity of buddhi is

of two kinds—one consisting in the non-discrimination of objects,

and the other in the determination of these. The deeds like erect-

ing a water shed, digging a tank, done by one desiring their fruits

do not fructify immediately but only in a hereafter. The act is

destroyed the moment it is finished. An unseen potency arises

from the act and persists till the act bears fruit. It does not

reside m the soul. If it did, the soul would be inert. The fruits

of agricultural activities done by people are seen neither in the

place where the activities took place nor in the many enjoyers.

Even as the impressions of man’s deeds manifest their fruits in

the world at the time suitable for their fructification, the impression

of that activity resides in buddhi characterised by non-discrimina-

tion and leads to activities which are advantageous at the respective

times. Merit (punya) is dharma. It is the secondary significance

of intelligence etc ; de-merit (papa) is adharma. It is the secondary

significance of ignorance etc. The eight special dispositions are

merit, intelligence, non-attachment and lordliness
;

and de-merit,

ignorance, attachment and lack of lordliness.

By the pre-poncerance of sattva, merit, intelligence, and non-

atiachment come aboui
;
by rajas, the activity of raga viz., lordli-

ness ; by tamas, de-merit, ignorance, attachment and lack of lordli-

ness. Heaven is awarded for merit, graded release for intelligence,

abs rption into prakrti for non-attachment and attainment of one’s

desires for lordliness. The fruit for demerit is birth in the wombs
of cows, birds etc., for ignorance, hell; for attachment, bondage

and for k-.ck of lordliness, frustration of desires. Dharma is of

two kinds—yaraa and niyama. JSana is of five kinds as laukika,

vaiJika, adhyatraika, adimargaka, and mantra (these five become

ten owing to differentiation effected by buddhi. Vairagya is dis-

tinguished into ten kinds (like vairagya resulting from disease),

lordliness is distinguished into eight kinds as anima, mahima,

ganma, laghima, prapti, prakamya, I^itva and va^itva. Adharma
is distinguished into two kinds, ayama and aniyama. Ajnana is

of five kinds. They are tamas, moha, mahamoha, tami^ra and

andhatami^ra. The commentator says that there are sixty four

varieties of ajnana in all. Avairagya is of ten kinds. It is the

countercorrelate of vairagya-guna. It consists of a hundred gugas

like pain etc., and creates desire for condemned ejects without

inviting reproof. Anaisvarya is the counter-correlate of ai^varya. It

consists of eight gu^ias and one hundred and seventy six varieties.
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Ahankara is the cause of egoism like “ Whoever is comparable
to me? None!” It helps buddhi to determine whatever is presented
through sense perception by associating itself with sense-objects

and identifying itself with them as “I” and “mine.” It exists

as non-different from the soul. Because of the differences obtaining
in the guna tattva which is its cause, it is also differentiated into

bhutadi-ahankara, vaikharl-ahankara, and taijasa-ahankara.‘^

Sivagra yogin asks why ahankara tattva should be recognised
when buddhi tattva has already been accepted. Buddhi is the inte-

lligent soul de-limiting objects as being of a particular nature.

Ahankara marks oflf one ego from another. Ahankara’s activity

consists in seizing external objects. Buddhi determines. So ahan-
kara and buddhi cannot be said to be the s?me. Cannot one ahaA-
kara do for all the souls? Why should it be different for each?
The word ‘ ahankara ’ is one. The objects however are not one but

perceptible diffierent. Again, there is the cognition of many
pots as ‘This is a pot’, ‘This is a pot’, but all pots are not one.

Similarly, ahankara being fixed for each, must be different. Or else

two persons must have one cognition. This is not so. Besides,

if ahankara were only one, when one says ‘‘ I am Devadatta ”, ano-

ther who does not have that name must also say ‘f am Devadatta.’

This is not the case. Thus ahankSra is different for each.

In the form of citta, manas considers the objects presented

to it. Then it lets doubt play upon the presentations. The sense-

organs which are related to manas appear from taijasahankara for

purposes of cognition. From vaikari-ahankara, the nve motor-

organs appear.

^ivagra yogin asks why there should be a manas tattva when
we have buddhi and ahankara tattvas already. Resolving and

doubting cannot be done by buddhi and ahankara. Buddhi decides;

ahankara (as resolve to make sure) apperhends. Cognition of the

nature of resolving must be done by ‘the manas. Whatever makes
the object seen with the eye an object .for buddhi that is manas.

Buddhi determines only that which has been grasped by the manas.

11. Jninapraks^ar : Ahankara arises by the preponderance of rajas in

buddhi. It is three-fold as the cluster that is the cause of the sense-organs

associated with manas ; the cluster (that is the cause of the motor-organs,

and the cluster that is the cause of the tanmatras. In this order it is known
as tamasa, rijasa and sittvika.
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Should it determine anything else, a pot seized by manas ma}

be determined as a cloth. Manas is that which is instrumental

in thinking e.g„ an entity to be the denotation of the word ‘cow’

on seeing it to possess dewlap etc., because the combination of

dewlap etc,, with a body has many times led to the recognition

that it is the denotation of the word, ‘ cow.’

Some say that because manas seizes and apprehends objects,

one by one in sequence, it is atomic and that if it is great or

extensive it must cognise all things at the same time. It is not

so. Manas, in dependence on the functioning of subsidiary causes,

apprehends in sequence. How is it that the soul which is of the

nature of intelligence is said to have [cognition in sequence? It

is so, since it is veiled by ignorance and needs accessories. Some

say, manas is atomic
; it apprehends small objects because it can

grasp only so much as it pervades. When the lamp throws an

object into relief only so much is seen as the light of the lamp

pervades. But this is not right. As sun-light throws everything

into relief, manas which is extensive can grasp big objects also.

It is wrong to say that because it grasps minute objects it is there-

fore atomic. Even what is small is apprehended by sun-light which

is pervasive; whereas by lamp light big things cannot be grasped.

M.mas is extensive and different for each soul. Our conclusion

is taa' what is pervasive grasps small as well as big things ;
whereas

wb I .s small or atomic can grasp only small things and not the

big tilings also.'^

So Tie Say that manas, ahahkara and buddhi together determine

the s griificance of objects
;

some others say that manas seizes

(objects) in sequence ; ahankara apprehends and buddhi deter-

m lies. Of these two views, which is acceptabl. ? Manas first

seizes and then doubts. Ahankara (with self-assertion and egotism

determines to obtain knowledge and buddhi decides. So, the

view that the object is determined in sequence is acceptable. It

may be said that since intelligence is continuous everywhere,

buddhi must also be in relation to all objects and not cognise

in sequence. It is not so. Organs like buddhi are inert. Cit-Sakti

is continuous everywhere. Manas, like the crow’s eye is internally

and externally resident. It seizes external objects through the

12. The Pauskara says that if karma has not matured, manas does not

attend to objects even when there is sense-contact. Karma does not ripen

all at the same time. So cognition is in sequence, not simultaneous.
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channel of sense-organs like the eye and causes (inward) con-

sideration. Ahankara apprehends only that which has been seized

by manas ; and buddhi determines only that which has been

apprehended by ahankara-

The five sense-organs like the organ of hearing arise from

taijasahankara. The ear which causes awareness of the sound

produced from akasa is of the nature of aka^a. The objector may
say that the ear is the same as the skin etc., and that the five

sense-organs arise from the five elements and cause awareness of

the five sense-objects. No
; if they so arise from the elements

they become corporeal like pot etc. If a sense-organ is corporeal

either it must be able to see by itself or be seen by another

sense-organ. If it sees by itself there is the defect of self-depen-

dence
; if it is seen by another, there must be some other organ

to see this one and so on endlessly. If it is corporeal, it will

require a separate place for location. When there is obscuration

by another corporeal substance, there will be no apprehension of

the obscured substance. Then the eye must be unable to perceive

an object beyond a crystal. When the eye apprehends a substance

under water, it must become quiescent (i.e. cease to function), as

soon as it reaches the water and thus be incapable of apprehen-

sion. Water is opposed to fire and the e\e is said to be born of

the fire element.

The objector says that if the sense-organ is said to orginate

from ahankara and thus be incorporeal, it must be able to see

objects beyond the wall also. No
;

it is not so. The wall is not a

pure substance. It is a tamasic substance and obstructs the r. ys

of light, unlike crystal which is a pure substance. The objector

is not slow to make use of this distinction for his purpose. He
says that either fire may be subtle enough to alh:-w rays of light

to pass through water or water may be pure enough to allow a

ray of light to pass through. Thus a stage is re.iched when the

Siddhantin and the objector alike ha\e some unanswerable argu-

ments for their respective positions. The Siddhantin goes back

to a statement of the objector and argues that the object perceived

and that which perceives the object need not be of the same

class. The activity in the pot and the class to which it belongs are

objects of visual perception along with the seen pot. Since neither

of these is of the element of fire, the manifester and the manifested

do not belong to the same class. Fire which has got tejas is a

product of the rupa tanmatra which arises from tamasahankara.

It may be said that if the eye perceives activity and class also.
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then there is difficulty with regard to the position that it perceives

form alone exculsively. But the difficulty applies to the objector’s

position also. The eye does not perceive objects other than those

which come into contact with it. It goes without saying that it

cannot perceive objects obscured by a wall. All sense-organs perceive

only those objects which come into contact with them.

The wise ones have said that the ear, skin, eye, tongue and

nose are sense-organs because they cognise things.*® Ear is that

which perceives sound existing with aka^a limited to the extent

of the physical organ of hearing. Skin is the skin of the body.

It exists with the subtle element of air and feels the hot, cold

or lukewarm, hard or soft conditions of the objects which impinge

on it. Eye exists in the physical eye-balls along with the subtle

element of fire and goes out to perceive coloured objects. Tongue

exists along with the subtle element of water and perceives the

six kinds of tastes like sweetness which come into contact with

it. Nose has for its substrate the subtle element of earth and

perceives the good and foul smells wafted to it by air.

The objection may be brought forward that it is not necessary

to have beside the physical organs of hearing etc., five tattvas

different from these but resident in them. The Siddhantin answers

thus : there are blind, dumb and deaf people who have the res-

pective physical organs but are deficient in respect of the function

relating to this. It may be said that the capacity to hear etc. is

bound by the absence of the unsee.n potency to experience hearing

etc. Then on the analogy of tarpana being the same even though

the Tamil and the Andhra use different languages, what the

objector calls the capacity to hear and what we call the tattva of

hearing are different only in name and not in significance. So,

it is well to accept the tattvas in accordance with the Saivagamas

originated by the supremely reliable One.

Does the sense of hearing go out to perceive or does it perceive

the sound which reaches it?

The Naiyayika says : The sound generated from the

13, When it is said that the cot calls, we understand (jahal lakjana)

ihit it is the person on the cot who calls. Likewise, we must understand the
senses in the ear etc., to have been referred to when the ear etc., are
mentioned.
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neighbourhood of the drum travels in ripples and waves. Each
wave gives rise to another and then ceases to be. The last sound
wave comes into contact with the ear ; and the ear perceives it.

On the analogy of the petals of the kadamba propagating them-
selves from the top downwards, the sound from a high place also

propagates itself and the last sound comes into contact with the

ear. This view is not acceptable. If the earlier sound generates

the later ones, there will be no limit to the sounds generated by
the drum. So, as the arrow released from the bow starts with

an original velocity, but as time and space intervene, travels with

a diminishing velocity, the ear perceives the sound which reaches it.

Or else the same sound must be heard everywhere and as having

the same intensity. If the ear does not go out to perceive the

sound, how can it know the place from which the sound comes
and the origin of the sound ? The answer is that sound waves

travel from the place where the -sound originated and reach the

ear. Just as we are able to infer from an arrow’s flight whence

it came (by noticing the direction of its flight), its speed etc.,

we can judge from the intensity etc., of the sound, the place from

where it came etc. Thus from our room we hear sounds that

reach us and infer that it comes from the temple, school etc.,

There is a line of communication, as it were, between the place

where the sound originates and the place where we are. Tiie

objector asks how we can hear the sound if the ear does not go

out. The Siddhancin replies that sound waves travel and reach

us through the window or some other opening. We can hear no
sound coming from the ouiside world if we are in an air-tignt

room. Tue objector retoris that if sound can reach us traveling

along a certain route from cne temple to our room, why not lae

ear go out along t.he same route to perceive the sound ? The Sid-

dhantin answers that from our room we hear only the high notes

and not the low notes also. If the ear were to go out to the source

of the sound, nothing would prevent its hearing the low as well as

the high notes. Now, since only the high notes are heard iu the

room this phenomenon cannot be explained otherwise than by assu-

ming that sound reaches us in waves. It cannot be explained by
assuming that our ear goes out to grasp the sound.

It cannot be said that the eye perceives the object that comes
into contact with it. Pot and other things do not come into con-
tact with the eye If fire and a missile should reach the eye, there

would be pain. The light of the eye perceives coloured objects

which come near it. The other three senses perceive only those

objects which are suitable for being grasped by them. Is not the
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pervasiveness of sight confined to the eye balls alone ? No ; it

cannot be ; since it perceives big objects like mountains, it cannot

be confined to the eye balls alone. Is it then all pervasive, since

the top of the tree and the moon are perceived simultaneously?

No ; this is also untenable because the top of the tree and the

moon are not simultaneously perceived. What appears simultaneous

is not really so. Even as we say that we pierced a hundred lotus

leaves with a needle simultaneously, not noticing the subtle and

minute time interval, we say that we saw the top of the tree and

the moon simultaneously. The sense of sight is neither limited

to the two eye-balls nor does it pervade all objects simultaneously.

Motor organs

:

Motor organs are : (i) the organ of speech,

(ii) feet, (iii) hands, (iv) anus and (v) the generative organs.

As these organs do not apprehend objects but perform certain

functions, these are called conative organs. If the sense of hear-

ing perceives sound, vak abides in aka^a and speaks. If the skin

perceives touch, feet abiding in vayu, walk. If the eye perceives

coloured objects, hands abiding in tejas, do the work of giving

and taking. If tongue perceives taste, anus abiding in water,

defecates. If the nose perceives smell, the generative organ abid-

ing in the earth, causes enj .yment. Sense-organs are helpful to

motor-organs whereas the reverse is not the case. Sense and motor

organs are the indicators of the activities of the soul's cognitive

and conative Energies.

A question arises : vaikhari vak was said to arise from iJuddha

maya. We have referred to a vak here also. Is the present a

figurative assumption ? No
;

this is the place or mode for the

m:-nifestation of vaikhari vak. How is that? When words expres-

sing meaning are written by hand, the meaning is not created by
the h .nd. It is et.rnally there. The activity of writing manifests

the conventional forms of expressing the meaning. The activity

does not express the meaning because of the many differences in

regard to the script, country, language etc. By vak is meant here
the manifestation of meaning. Then is not sound which is one
ot the tanmatras enough ? No

; for, that is non-differentiated sound.
It is a mere noise and does not express meaning. Hence vak (one
of the motor organs) is established as the mode of manifestaaon
of vaikhari. The manifestation of 6abda-tanmatra is not the cause
ot modes of speech (vak) like suksma. The cause is bindu.

Relation between internal and external organs

:

The sensory
and motor organs are the external instruments existing on the
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surface of the body for purposes of cognising things and for acting.

Manas, buddhi etc., are the internal organs. These exist inside

the body and consider the objects presented by the external senses.

How about evolutes like raga ? These are the internal organs

which cause the results of the activities of manas etc. (like desire,

aversion) to cling to the soul’s cognition, conation and affection.

These instruments are different from one another and hence these

three kinds are all required. They bind the soul, ^ivagra yogin

says that to those who enquire into the nature of the self, by a

process of elimination like, ‘This is not myself’, ‘This is not my-

self ’, raga, vidya and kala are instruments more internal than even

manas etc. The soul remains in the maya region, bound by these

tattvas and experiences impermanent enjoyment mistaking it as

permanent.

Tanmatras: After sensory and motor organs, the tanmStras

of sound, touch, form, taste and smell arise from bhutadi ahankara.

The tanmatras cause the senses to function in regard to their

respective objects. Besides these, we have the puryajtaka deha

which is constituted by the five tanmatras, manas, budhi and

ahankara.

In dealing with the origin and function of the elements, we
have to notice a variation between 3ivajnana yogin and Sivigra

yogin. According to the former, the five tanmatras originate the

five elements. These elements exist inseparably from the tan-

matras. They stand as a whole in order to cause the activity of

the sense-organs. These elements have sixty derivatives for their

effects. The derivatives are the parts and the elements the whole,

(like the pot and a paint of wet clay over it, say MaraijSana

De^ikar and Jnanapraka^ar). ^livagra yogin interprets the idea in

such a way as to maintain conformity with a previous statement

{eurrmsvsrfujn-^ gp). From the manifested ^abda

tanmatra, akS^a arises; it has the quality of echo, is of an

unmanifested form and is the locus of the four elements like air.

Sound which is its quality is perceivable by the ear. Air arises by
adding to aka^a the spar^a tanmatra which is of the nature of

unmanifested sound and manifested touch. It has the saka-saka

sound and the special quality of luke-warm touch sensation. It

exists as long as aka^a exists. Touch is perceivable by skin.

Fire arises by adding to air the rupa-tanmatra which is of the

nature of unmanifested sound and touch and manifested form.
It has the taka-taka sound ; it is hot to touch ; it has the quality

H-21
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of colour and the capacity to burn and illuminate. Its quality is

perceivable by the senses.^ Water arises by adding to fire the

rasa-tanmatra which is of the nature of unmanifested sound, touch

and form and manifested taste. It has the ^ala-^ala sound,

sensation of cold and the special quality of sweet taste. Taste is

perceivable by the sense of taste. Earth arises by adding to water

the gandha-tanmatra which is of the nature of unmanifested

sound, touch, form, taste and manifested smell. It has the rada-

rada sound. It has luke-warm sentation, the six tastes like sweet,

etc., and the special quality of smell. It has the capacity to

support things. Smell which is its quality is perceivable by the

nose. Thus arise the five elements. Aka^a has got the quality of

sound alone. The Vaises ikas say that air, water, etc., also have

cnly one quality each. But we actually perceive sound in the

earth. It is said so in the Agamas also. The Vai^e?ika view

contradicts perception and verbal testimony. The probans is open
to the defect of kalatyayapadi§ta (sublation).

Instead of deriving the five elements from the five tanmatras,

why not derive air from aka^a, fire from air, water from fire and
earth from water ? By the maxim that the quality of the cause

must be in the effect also, this must be the case, for air, water,

etc., have the quality of sound, etc. The Veda (also) says that

akas'a arises from the soul and the other elements arise one from
another, starting with aka^a.’® Is not the Siddhantin contradict-

ing the Veda then ? We must infer the quality (replies the Sid-

dhantin) present in the effect to be existent in the cause also. So
the five qualities, smell, etc., should be found in akaia. If they

were so found then there should be no difference between each
and aka^a. If aka^a should arise from the soul, then the soul

would also be inert and changeable like the akSs'a. The secondary
significance of the word atman used previously is atman as defined

by ahankara. .Akas'a, air, etc., arise one after another in sequence,
the Pancikarana-sequence also is responsible for this statement.
This sequence may be stated thus; each element is halved. One
half remaining itself, the other half becomes divided into four

1-. Jnanaprakjb'ar. Elements are threefold as sOksraa, antara and bahya.
Suksma resides in the subtie body and is the support of the sense-organs.
Ant..ra resides in the gross body and performs the function of rearing the body
etc. Bahya is the support of the words and objects of enjoyment and performs
the activiiy of giving place etc.

15. Cf. Taitiiriya Upanijad II, 1,
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parts and 'added to the other four elements. These parts become

pervasive in respect of the other four elements. Thus we have the

mahabhutas.

The Lokayatas and Bauddhas say that there are only four

elements and the fifth, viz., aka^a is non-existent. They may say

that neither perception nor inference can be used to affirm the

existence of aka^a. The Siddhantin says that he can support his

contention with the aid of perception, inference and verbal testi-

mony. As a means for the movement of living things, aka^a is

necessary. Besides, sound is a quality, and there must be a sub-

stance of which it is a quality. The other four elements cannot

be the substance possessing the quality of sound—loudness, etc.

By elimination, we find akasa to be such a substance. It may be

urged that the non-existence of the other four elements constitutes

aka^a. If so, then the non-existence of the pot must be the exis-

tence of the cloth. Aka^a has a quality, viz., sound. It cannot

be non-existent. The Naiyayikas and Vai^esikas say that aka^a is

eternal. They object to affirming origin ,and destruction of Skaia

which is incorporeal. It is only the corporeal that perishes. Aka^a

exists while air, fire, earth and water are subject to the states of

origination, sustentation and destruction; it pervades them. So,

origin, etc., cannot be predicated of akasa. This is the conclusion

of all the tantras, 6aiva, Vaidika, Vaisriava, Sankhya, etc.

The Siddhantin proceeds to state his conception of substance.

If smell, taste, etc., are said to be the qualities and earth, etc.,

substances, then is the quality the cause of the substance? Ihere

is no substance as a substrate for the quality of the inert. The

inert world is constituted of qualities alone. Intelligence alone is

the substance. The Universe is said to be ^antatmaka, ghoratmaka

and mudhatmaka, in describing the grandeur of the relation of

the inert which consists of qualities to intelligence which is the

only substance. Likewise, rajasa. tamasa, and sattva relate to the

souls for the sake .of dharma, adharma (which is the equivalent

of absence of fixed order) and the dawning of wisdom respectively.

The soul is that which experiences delusion by reason of activity,

pain by absence of fiixed order and pleasure by wisdom. Hence

souls alone are substances and the inert comprises only qualities.

If so, how is it that we find the Agamas mention the relation bet-

ween substanee and quality in respect of the inert? In the diverse

modification of maya, the tattva which has arisen earlier is the

substance and what arises therefrom is a quality.
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The products of the five elements which are distinctive are

the members and the soul is the whole. From the distinctive earth,

hard things like bone, flesh, hair, skin, nail, teeth, etc., originate-

From water, watery things like urine, blood, phlegm semen, sweat,

etc., originate. From fire, things that are hot, like the heat in the

heart, heat for cooking rice, heat in the 'eyes, brilliance in the

body, excess of bile, burning sensation, etc., arise. From air origi-

nate prana, apana, udana, vyana, samana, naga, kurma, krikara,

devadatta and dhananjaya. These protect the body according to

the development of ahankara. .Aka^a is the region for the airs

like pra^a which are found in the ida, pingala, susumna veins,

in the heart, in the pores of the face, etc., which are related to

ahankara.

Earlier, Sada^iva and Anante^vara were spoken of as the

agents for the production of the effects from the two material

causes, viz., bindu and mohini. Here the first cause is given as

many. The five elements are said to arise from the five tanmatras,

these from bhutadi-ahankara, the five motor organs from vaikarl

ahafikara, the five sense organs and manas from taijasahanksra,

ahankara, from buddhi; buddhi* and citta from avyakta, avyakta

from kala ; kala, etc. from aduddha maya, purusa tattva in the

aggregation of these five, nada from Buddha maya. Why should

origin of things be thus dealt with? The tree grows from the

seed and puts out many branches, leaves, flowers, etc. But because

.of differences in states we say that the sprout arises from the

seed, tree from the sprout, branches, from the tree, many leaves

and flowers from the branches, fruits from the flowers. So for

everything the first cause is the twofold material—(maya which is

iuddha and asuddha).

Cause exists inseparable from its effects. How do the effects

arise and how do they persist? Aka^a remains immutable and as

the air from it agitates the ocean we find bubbles, ripples and foam.

Even so, as the Lord’s Energy is agitated the twofold material,

bodies, organs, worlds, etc., are brought into existence. When the

air subsides without movement into aka^a, bubbles, ripples, etc.,

also subside. Likewise, when the Lord’s Energy is not directed

towards them, the world consisting of body, organs, etc., subsides

into its cause. Through bubbles, etc., are known by different

names and, differ in form, they are yet water. It is even so with

maya and its products.
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Aka^a has the quality of spread-outness and the function of

being the locus for things to reside. Air has the quality of move-

ment and the function of collecting together the things that are

scattered and scattering the things that are collected. Fire has

the quality of being hot and the function of burning all things.

Water is unceasingly cold and it wets things. Earth is hard (quality

that gives strength) and it supports all things. The activities of

these distinctive elements can be witnessed likewise in the body.

The tanmatras of the form of the subtle body are the internal

elements. Akas'a, air, etc., which are of the form of the gross

body are the internal-external elements
; and elements of the form

of the world are external elements. The elements of the form of

the gross body are external in relation to the tanmatras and
internal in relation to the external elements. Hence, they are

called internal-external elements. It is the nature of the tanmatras

which are the internal elements to induce the sense-organs to

perceive objects. It is the nature of the internal-external elements

to cause the sense-organs to turn towards objects.

The Naiyayikas and the Vai^e§ikas say that air cannot be cor.

poreal because it is unseen. For them, it is incorporeal like akaia.

They object to the predication of any colour for the incorporeal

air. The Siddhantin does not accept this argument.

Air is perceptible

since it has manifest touch, while possessing great size

like a pot.

By this inference we find air to be perceptibly big. It causes

touch sensation and is corporeal like the pot. Objection may be

raised that if it is corporeal it must be visible to our eyes. No,

says the Siddhantin
; because evil spirits are not visible to us, they

are not therefore non-existent. Likewise, air is not incorporeal

because it is invisible. It has manifested touch sensation and

unmanifested form. That form is perceptible to yogi^varas.

The objection may be extended to aka^a that since it is incor-

poreal it cannot be said to have colour. Besides, the Mrgendra,

SaravajnSnottara etc., say that aka^a is like crystal, whereas it is

said here that it is of the colour of smoke. The reply is : Because

of its conjunction with air, aka^a is of smoky colour even as the

crystal is blood-red when in the presence of japakusuma. So there

is no contradiction.
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There are thirty six tattvas in all. Though Buddha tattvas

are also inert, they are said to the intelligent, because they consti-

tute the form of Cit-Sakti. Of the remaining thirty one tattvas,

purusa tattva is called Cid-acit because it assumes the colour of

its environment. The other thirty tattvas are inert.

States of soul as cida-cit explained:

The soul is made out to be cidacit. Has it no status and

nature of its own? Purus a-tattva which is inert exists inseparably

with the soul as its coat. Since it associates with the soul which

is intelligence, it comes to have something of the nature of intelli-

gence. So, the soul that wears a coat which is of this double

nature is itself said to be of that nature. The real nature of the

soul is intelligence. It is an independent intelligent entity. Because

of impurity, purusa tattva clings to it, and the soul is taken to

have the characteristics found in puru§a tattva.

Classification of tattvas :

Five are called Buddha tattvas. These tattvas originate from

Buddha rnaya. We have the seven ^uddha^uddha tattvas like kala

etc. These come from a^uddha mayl. A^uddha maya is called

^uddhasuddha maya because it stands between Buddha maya and

prakrti maya. Twenty four tattvas from purusa tattva down-
wards, are called prakrti maya because of their origin from it.

The Buddha tattvas are the means for impelling the tattvas like

kala to enjoyment. And so, they are called preraka kanda. The
iSuddha^uddha tattvas cause enjoyment to souls and hence they

are called bhojayitr-kanda. The twenty four a^uddha tattvas are

the means for the countless souls experincing enjoyment. These

are called bhogya-kanda.‘*

The entire effected Universe, which is threefold as incorpo-

real, corporeal and corporeal-incorporeal and which evolves from
maya is of the form of tattvas. Thirty six tattvas are each

threefold as gross, subtle and very subtle. The presiding and con-

trolling deities of these tattvas (deities of the class of the souls and

16. The Paiicaratra asks; Will not prak-ci suffice? Are thirty six tattvas
required? Without kali and niyati, enjoyments cannot be experienced. If there
is nothing to experience, the fruits of karma will be left uneaten. If karma
is not worked out by its fruits being eaten, release cannot be attained. So,
the Sivagatnas recognise thirty sbt tattvas.
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of the Lord) get the names of these tattvas. Hence we must

understand eveything in relation to the tattvas. It is clear that

he who knows the thirty .six tattvas can understand everything.

iSivagamas make this matter clear.

6ivagra yogin examines an objection stated as follows : Tattvas

applicable to the soul are only upto sadakhya. But ^lakti and

iSiva tattvas are what are to be attained rather than what are to

be examined. So, why should these two also be examined?

He replies : The thirty six tattvas beginning with nada and ending

with prithvi are meant for the enjoyment of souls. Since the

Lord creates these tattvas as favourable to the maturation of mala

everything is a tattva to be examined. Another objection is that

if by tattva, the eternal is meant, these having a .beginning and

end, cannot be said to be tattvas. With the dissolution of the five

elements, the celestials have destruction. But with reference to

mortals, they are called immortals. Even so, tattvas do not perish

immediately like their derivatives but persist upto the state of

dissolution. Hence they are called tattvas. Jnanapraka^ar says

that the word ‘tattva’ applies to causal as well as effected entities.

The corporeal produced by the incorporeal is the effected : the

incorporeal is the causal entity.

The thirty six tattvas are withdrawn into their causes at the

time of involution. Twenty four tattvas beginning with prithvi

and ending with mulaprakrti are withdrawn by ^nkantha who is

the presiding deity for all kinds of souls. The six tattvas above

mulaprakrti are withdrawn by Ananta, the deity for vidya
;
Buddha

vidya, is'vara and sadakhya are withdrawn ;by Laya ^iva. ^akti

and iSiva tattvas are withdrawn by Buddha ^iva. At the time

of re-creation these tattvas are manifested by their respective agents.

6uddha Siva alone is the eternal without origin and disappea-

rance. Laya Siva, Ananta (Bhoga Siva) and Srikantha Rudra
(Adhikara Siva) are also taken by some to be eternal. This is only

figurative.

The Vaisnavas say that the non-material world (aprakrta loka)

is eternal; the Lord’s form there is eternal, Sayujya is being

united to infinite auspicious qualities (as the Lord has these) and

having all His enjoyments with the exception of Mahalak§ml.

The Saiva-ekade^ins :say that the three tattvas, Buddha vidya,

i^vara and sadakhya and their deities Rudra, Mahe^vara and

Sada^iva are eternal. Sayujya is being perfect with the eight
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qualities. This is not the Siddhanta. ^akti and ^iva tattvas are

taken into Parabindu which is called Buddha may5. Parabindu is

also called ^iva because it is controlled by Him.'’'

Karma

:

It is so-called because its is' produced by the activity of

manas, vak and kaya (thought, word and deed). Souls experience

pleasures and pains which are the fruits of their past deeds. In

experiencing them, they accumulate further karma whose fruits

have to be experienced in succeeding births. Souls go to and

return from heaven and hell again and '.again. :By souls, sakalas

are referred to here.

The Lokayata objects to the statement that good and evil

deeds are the cause of pleasure and pain. He says that pleasure

and pain are natural to human beings. The Siddhantin refuses to

admit that such opposites as pleasure and pain can be natural to

one and the same thing. The nature of anything does not con-

sist in having two opposite characteristics. So, pleasure and pain

have their cause in good and evil deeds. Water comes to have

fragrance if flowers are put in it. If water is heated, it becomes

hot. Neither fragrance nor heat is natural to water. The objec-

tor may say that fragrance and heat are natural to water
; but they

are not. The nature of water is to be at a certain degree of

coolness. That water becomes fragrant or hot is due to the

presence of flower or heat. So also the natural characteristic of

the soul is intelligence. It is the soul which experiences pelasures

and pain. The experience of these comes about for each soul by

virtue of its deeds. The cause of pleasures and pains is sancita

karma. The body cannot be said to experience pleasure and pain,

because it is inert.'®

17. Jnaoaprakj^a'' rules out certain views as not consistent with the

Siddhanta. The Saiikhyas and others say that prakfti, aiuddha mays and
Buddha maya, respectively are eternal. According to the Siddhantin, prakfti and
as'uddha maya are withdrawn into Buddha maya. Some of the Saivas say that

the three tattvas, Suddha vidya, iivara and sadakhya are eternal. This is also

unacceptable.

18. JninaprakSsar says that if merit and de-merit are objects of per-

ception then we need not concern ourselves with their purpose or purposeless-

ness to verify their being the cause of pleasure and pain. If purpose were
to be the test, then it can only be in the case of what is inferred. Either

way, the Loksyata’s positton is unintelligible. From the Lokiyata’s point of
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The Lokayata attempts to explain pleasure and pain as the

results of endeavour or lack of endeavour on the part of people.

He appeals to certain facts of our everyday experience in support

of his contention. Those who strive hard to earn riches succeed

in their attempts and enjoy the advantages of being richer in this

life. Those who do net strive, earn no riches and consequently they

are subject to misery. Why not stop with endeavour or the lack

of it as responsible for our pleasure and pain? On the other hand,

if we assume the cause for pleasure and pain in the merit or other-

wise of previous deeds, that cause must be able to produce certain

wealth for a person who puts forth no elfort to earn it. We hardly

ever find this in life. So it is superfluous to invoke the merit or

otherwise of previous deeds as the cause of pleasure and pain when
these can be accounted for by present endeavour or the lack of it.

The Siddhantin meets the objector on the latter’s own ground.

He appeals to certain facts of experience whereby the objector’s

contention can be met. Those who work hard to accumulate

riches are overcome by depression when their attempts do not

materialise. Even when people work without feeling any depres-

sion, they fail sometimes. Thus, striving leads to misery. Besides

we do find that some who do not exert themselves in the least are

rich. This fact goes against the endeavour theory. We can find

the cause for the paradox of great riches going together with an

absence of endeavour only in karma. That cause is the externally

unobservable sancita karma, ^ivajnana yogin gives as example

people unearthing treasure. Thus he claims the doubts of the

Lokayatas are answered and sancita karma established through its

karya hetu viz., pleasure and pain.*”

Even before one is born, riches and poverty, oneself being con-

sidered as high or low by other people consequent on having or

not having riches and, pleasure and pain—all these are contained in

a subtle form in the embryo. These do not come into existence

just when they are seen. They are in a subtle from in the embryo

view, it is evident that pleasure and pain are not natural to ths soul but
Only adventitious. Body, sense-organs etc., being inert they cannot experience
pleasures and pains which are born in the buddhi tattva and attach them-
selves to the soul.

19. Jnanaprakasar says that exertion in this life is fruitful in some
cases, not fruitful in others and is thus inconstan; in its results. Where
exertion is fruitful we must assume it to be the channel of the

4-22
cause.
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and through effort which is helpful in experiencing them, they

are manifested. The effort that helps to experience the gross mani-

festation of these does not cease there ; it is the cause of further

activities which have their results again. Just as the effort in a

previous life was the cause of these six (birth etc.) experienced

now, the effort of this life has its results in the future ;
it does

not \ield its fruits now. Satkaryavada is adopted here.

Karma is brought about by the activity of one’s body. But

how is the body itself brought into existence ? What is the cause

of the body ? This body is the result of deeds done in a previous

life. Just as the seed and the sprout follow each other, these

(bodies and acts) come in a series and as cause and effect of one

another from time immemorial like a perpetually flowing stream.

Hence there is no saying which is earlier and which is later of

these two.

One may grant that the efforts of one’s previous life produce

wealth etc., and that these are experienced by the efforts put

forth in this life. But stiil one nay ask h w the efforts put forth

to experience the fruits of prarabdha cause the body etc. of the

next birth. If the merit and de-merit of the previous life which

xield their fruit in this life were not other than the efforts of that

individual in that life, it stands to reason that the efforts of this

life must have their fruits in the succeeding birth. The doubt

may arise that where there is no effort now, there is no possibility

of karma to be experienced in a future life. No ;
all experience

is dependent upon efforts. As long as prarabdha has to be experi-

enced, there must be the effort to experience it. So when prarabdha
is experienced, there is effort which serves as a cause of the body
etc., of the next birth.

Fruits etc. grown for human consumption are used not only
for tiiai purpose but also for further production. Likewise, our
efforts put forth with egoistic consciousness have external and
objective consequences by way of yielding f''r our experience the

fruits of our previous deeds
; they have internal and subjective

consequences by ever leading to the performance of good and evil

deeds which constitute agami karma— ‘ ever leading ’ because the
efforts continue ceusclessiy till the attainment of release. The
objector says that if we experience now the fruits of our
past deeds—our time being taken up in this—there is no possi-
bility of further karma. This difficulty is met by saying that in
experiencing the fruits of past deeds, the souls forget that their
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experience is made possible by the Will of the Lord and wrongly

think that their experience is due to themselves
;

wherefore agami

begins.

6ivagra yogin illustrates thus : Jack-fruits, mangoes, dates and*

tamarind are 'used for present consumption and their seeds are

used for future production. The gross impressions of karma done

with our thought, word and deed perish here
;
from them an unseen

potency arises in a subtle form and brings about at their respec-

tive times, bodies etc., as results for experience. From this subtle

karma arise residual subjective impressions, which remain in the

buddhi tattva under the name of ‘ the seed of karma.’ The seed

of meritorious deeds causes merit and the seed of sinful deeds

causes demerit. Karma is of three kinds (i) gross (ii) subtle and

(iii) subtler than the subtle.

What are good and evil deeds ? Good deeds are doing with

one’s thought, word and deed those things that are enjoined by

the scriptures as beneficial to the welfare of souls. Deeds opposed

to the welfare of souls are evil.

Muthiah Filial says that one may set out w'ith the object

of doing good and thus while one’s motive may be laudable, the

actual consequences may not be conducive to the welfare of the

souls or in quite 'the reverse way, one’s motive may be anything

but good but the consequences of one’s action, may turn out to

be good. Or again, the evil doer may not know that his deeds are evil.

Thus the Lord Who alone can understand good and evil deeds

takes them and grants their fruits to the souls.

^ivagra yogin says that a good deed consists in caring

for the welfare of the people, in talking well to them, in physical

exertions for their good, in giving food etc. to them. An evil

deed consists in thinking ill of people, talking ill of them, doing

them harm physically and filching other people’s property. Any one

who, though capable of alleviating the suffering of someone, fails

to do so and is indifferent is to be charged with having done

an evil deed. The Lord considers all this and grams to souls

pleasure and pain according to their deeds.

Why should the Lord Himself take the deeds done by tlie

souls ? It is because of His love that all should gain salvation that

He does so. Though His lo\e is thus the reason, since the cause

is twofold, the effect must also be twofold. So He grants grace

to those who do good deeds : He punishes them that do evil deeds.
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^ivagra yogin says that because the Lord Who dwells in the

hearts of all souls is inseparaby existent in them. He takes their

deeds Himself.

Virtues

:

Conducting oneself in conformity with the ways of the world,

love towards all, being gracious to all, following the injunctions

of the Vedas and [the Agams, hospitality to deserving persons,

mixing freely with all, having good qualities, accumulating merits

(gained by austerities) like controlling the five sense-organs, being

charitable to the proper persons, being obedient to elders, being

reverential to elders, being truthful, faultess renunciation like not

desiring other people’s property or women, refraining from stray-

ing into evil wavs, capacity to discriminate proper form improper

things, worshipping one’s elders—if one has these sixteen virtues

and other simitar ones besides, one’s efforts will produce merits.

These sixteen come under .yama and niyama. These practices are

common to everyone whose conduct is righteous. Hence it has

been mentioned apart from the worship of God. It is specially

noteworthy here that love towards all figures in this list, thus

revealing that Siddhanta ethics is mindful of this important virtue

If one has the virtues mentioned above, is free from defects

like anger, worships the deity one likes to worship by letting one’s

mind contemplate, the mouth utter praises and mantras, the hands

sprinkle flowers on the image and thus lives a virtuous life, Siva

Who is the most ancient of the ancient deities, receives the wor-

ship offered to the other deities by residing in them and grants the

fruits of the worship.

Whatever has been in one of four kinds of wombs, is born and

dies, and belongs to the class of finite souls. What has no birth

or death in the way in which finite souls have these, that is the

Infinite. Thus alone can we distinguish between otherwise indistin-

guishable beings. All other deities are subject to birth, suffer-

ing and death; they have to peform deeds. (Nirambavalagiar says:

Hence they cannot know the conditions of the souls and deliver

them from births and deaths.) But no where do we hear such

20. STGVSVji uiyodllq iB^ULj
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Jaiiiapraki^ar says that the other deities function as directed by Siva.
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things said of ^iva.“® Hence l§iva without becoming subject to

activity appears through the particular deities worshipped and grants

them what they want. Other deities cannot do so.

It may be said that we do not see some one other than the

one we worshipped answer our prayer. Can we say then that when
we worship our parents. Brahmins and others, these appear to us

in heaven and grant the fruits of our deeds? No. We are agreed in

saying that the Lord Who knows our devotion to these, grants us

the fruits of our worship. It is equally reasonable to hold that

whomsoever we worship, it is :§iva Who gives the fruits of our

worship. But we have heard it said that the deity worshipped by each

person appears unto him and grants him boons. Are we to say

then that the other deities also have the capacity to bring about

the fruits of action ? No
;

just as we see the king’s autthority,

vested with the ministers, to be productive of results, the Lord
gives His authority to the other deities and grants the fruits of

the devotion of the votaries of these deities. The other deities

cannot, by themselves, bring about the fruits of people’s action.

If the worship directed to the other deities is also accepted

by Siva Who grants the fruits of one’s action, then does pa^u

punya become Siva punya? The distinction of merits into pa^u

pupya and Siva purjya is from the point of the agent and not from

the point of view of Him Who accepts the worship.

The idea of the foregoing arguments is that when we carry

out the command of the Lord with an egoistic consciousness (as-

suming responsibility for our actions or thinking that we are the

real agents because we will our actions) our deeds become sinful.

What is true merit ?:

We realise that the Lord Himself accepts the worship offered

to all the deities and grants rewards to the devotees. It is evident

then, that the best merit is to worship Him. All the good deeds

we do forgetful of Him are vain deeds. Virtue ;is what is enjoined

by the Lord in the Vedas and the Agamas. The Lord Who has

no likes and dislikes, desires to reward those who practise virtue-

We must therefore worship the Lord. The Siddhaniin is alive to

the limitations of mere morality. In so far as the soul takes itself

to be the agent and performs good or evil deeds, it is caught up in

the nexus of consequences. When it realises that true virtue is

becoming an instrument in God’s hands for the fulfilment of His

purposes, it ceases to be bound by the consquences of its deeds.
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Besides, there is an immeasurable enrichment as a result of plac-

ing oneself under God’s guidance. To accept God’s agency for

one’s own acts is not to escape moral responsibility but to bear

it in the best way possible. The Siddhantin’s ethics is God-centred

and not man-centred.

We notice a gradation here—from adherence to ethical tenets

—

to worship of deities of one’s choice and finally to i^iva—the Highest

Who is the author of all the virtues (i.e., the source of the Good).

Worship of the Highest is bound to be an unfailing source of
inspiration for the best conduct.

The Lord resides in the Sada^iva tattva, manifests Himself

externally in a particular physical form and with a particular garb.

In this form, He accepts our worship and shows grace to the souls.

If we contemplate Him inwardly. He accepts our worship by

dwelling in us. Because we know this, we should worship the

Supreme Being in these places.^*

Good and bad deeds bear fruits according as the deity acce-

pting them is exalted or not. They do not bear fruit either accor-

ding to the status of the agent or the value of the deeds. Even

the bad deeds done by ^people devoted to 6iva become good deeds.

Even the good deeds done by people who do not worship Siva turn

out to be evil. The yaga performed by Daksa who had received

boons from the devas was a good deed ; but because he was not

devoted to Siva, the consequences turned out to be evil.

The young Capdis'a, who killed his father, might be taken to

have done a bad deed ; but because he was devoted to Siva, his

act had good consequences. We must worship Siva alone.

Thus, while the deeds themselves perish. Siva accepts them

and grants pleasures and pains to souls. What are the Vedas and

2!. Maraijnana Des'ikar : ^iva resides in Siva-Iinga and in those

devotees who have iecei\ed Siva diksa and grai.ts grace to those devoted to these.

The Ag.inuis declare that if the the worshippers of linga disregard the devotees

Of 6.va then lif.ga-worship will be unavailing.

Sivagra yogin : Siva exists r.on-ditfe.'-ent from the fixed linga and moving
forms i.ke § vi-worshipper'-’. Contemp'ation of Siva as existing in the heart is

vvorsh p Pee frem tne defects of deficiency, crueltv, reou'sion, pollution and
sufferi-g of the body to which external vv rship can be subject. If con-
templation is not possible, the agent sheu'd undert .ke spiritual enquiry,
tne.nv.bi'c woishipping Siva-lir.ga and Mahelvara (movable form). Jnanapraka-
^ar says daily we must woiship by kriya, yoga and jnana.
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Agamas but the utterances of the Lord? Hell is a prison where

souls who did not give heed to His words are punished. Heaven

is a big city where the souls who act according to His words are

made to live, enjoying great wealth. Thus souls have pleasure

and pain through the Lord.®®

The king punishes and imprisons by his mighty authority those

who do not obey his commands. On the other hand, he grants

riches and invests with authority to work under him those who

obey his mandate. The authority of the ministers, and others is

the authority of the king. The matter stands thus in the case of

the Lord also.

The king punishes wrong doers severely and warns them that

if they persist in their v.ays, they would be punished still more

severely. Those who are wise act according to the Vedic injunc-

tions and escape hell. The punishment in hell is also like the

punishment inflicted by the king. Because the king punishes with

a view to deliver souls from suffering in hell, the king’s authority

is derived from iSiva. It is not his own free authority.

Not acting according to the precepts of the scriptures is sin ;

acting in accordance with the precepts of the scriptures but without

being actuated by love for all beings is virtue. Hence both are

to be treated as diseases. The Lord causes those who disobey the

scriptures to be hurled into hell and removes their sms after they

have been properly punished. By causing them to experience the

joys of heaven. He removes their virtues. Pleasures and pains are

the medicine administered by ^iva, the physician to cure the diseases

and delusion caused by mala.

Here again we notice that the Siddhantin insists on love for

all and calls virtue (in the sense of merit that qualifies one for

enjoying the pleasures of svarga) a disease in so far as it is

22. iSivagra yogin ; Heil is for those whose sin alone matures. Expe-

rience there is of pain, in the yatana farira. Those w'ho have merits and

de-merits are womb-born to experince pleasures and pains here. The celes-

tials have a body which is the quintessence of elements, to enable them to

experience pleasures. Souls have a subtle body as their invariable concomi-

tant up to release. But to experience the results of their deeds in the parti-

cular worlds, they require more concrete embodiment than their subtle body.

This concrete embodiment differs according to the conditions of the particular

worlds in which they are to experience the results of their ;de‘;ds.

Maraijnana Des'ikar says that by Lord reference is made to Sadas'iva

who knows all and is without desires or aversions.
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self-centred and does not radiate love to all beings. It is karma,

based even on such virtue that the Siddhantin calls mala. The

Lord’s will is that we must educate ourselves morally to get beyond

this narrow virtue and practise the virtue of loving all beings.

Morality is His law in the latter sense. Thus there is no contradic--

tion in saying that morality is His law and yet in the limited

sense, it is a mala.

If one lives in accordance with the health regulations given

by the science of medicine, one will not be liable to diseases.

But if one flouts these regulations, the diseases resulting thereby on

account of oneself and the five elements, are cured by proper medi-

cines given by the physician. The diseases that a person gets,

not because he flouted health rules but because the gods have so

willed it are cured by appropriate devices like dana, puja, and

homa. The Lord Who is the author of the Vedas and the Agamas
thus causes the souls to experience the fruits of theit deeds and

delivers them from the bondage of karma. The physician doctors

the body, and iSiva doctors the soul.

The physician cures certain diseases by kindly but firmly mak.
ing incisions with his knife. He cures certain other diseases by

giving sugar and milk mixed together. Likewise, the Lord causes

the souls to experince pleasures and pains and cures them of
karma.

When the gross body is destroyed, many other bodies arise

from the subtle body which is not destroyed along with the gross

body, to experience the fruits of deeds, good and bad. Souls go
to heaven and hell with these bodies by order of the Lord’s

Energy and experience pleasures and pains there. With the faultless

subtle body, they return to the earth and enter some womb to

experience the remains of the fruits of their deeds.^®"

23. 6ivagra yogin says that the body for experience in hell in consti-

tuted by the five tanmatras and manas, buddhi and ahankara (puryajtaka).

For Jexperience in heaven there is the effulgent body constituted by the essence

of the elements. After experiencing pleasures and pains in heaven and hell

respectively (which experiences are made possible by the Lord’s Energy) the

soul enters the womb in the form of the subtle body that is free from tho
defects of the primal atom and the madhyaparamanu. The earthly body is

said to be the evolute of the elements because it is subject to change of
states like youth.

Jnanaprakaiar says that according to the pure Saiva Siddhantin the
gross body assumed for experience in hell is coarse, that for the earth is

middling and the body for heaven is subtle.
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Perhaps there is no interval between the discarding of the

earthly bcdy and the assumption of the yatana body or vice versa?

The soul takes another earthly body immediately after discarding

one, instead of taking yatana ^arira. Or it may take one yatana

tfarira after another without interposing an earthly one in between.

It all depends upon the efficacy of the deeds. Discarding this

earthly body, it may enter the womb so as to take another earthly

body and go on thus continuously. Or, without entering any

womb, it may, because of its sins, remain like a stone and after

some time go to hell to experience great pain there and return to

earth again. Thus there is interval also. We can understand the

stay of the soul in heaven also similarly. iSiva’s Energy finds

the relative strength of deeds. ‘The fructification of the weaker

deed is not yet’ says the Pau§kara (Pa^u pajala 35)

Like the snake which discards one skin and assumes another,

like the birds which come out of the eggs and go to some other

place, like those who discarding their own bodies enter the bodies

of others, like entering dream-consciousnes and forgetting waking

consciousness, the souls without themselves changing leave their

gross body, enter hea\en and with the assumption of another

body come to have a different consciousness.

This is the Siddhantin’s reply to the Krida Brahma Vadin’s

objection that if the soul is re-bom, body, etc., which perish must

be able to come into existence once again; since the latter is not

so, the former is also not so.

Deeds were done by the soul (which is sadasat) in its previous

birth. These deeds give rise to merit or de-merit according as

they were good or bad. Merit and de-merit bring about their

appropriate fruits. Deeds refer to the first cause which is kanmya

mala. Since this binds the souls even as apava and maya do, this

is also reckoned as a mala. We can infer the existence of kanmya

mala from good and evil which are its cause and from pleasure

and pain which are is effect.®*

24. Jnanapraka^ar : Karma is twofold as merit and demerit ; threefold

as causing the b:rth of the body etc. (janaka); as supporting the soul in

the form of the body (taraka) and as causing enjoyment by being in the form

of an object of enjoyment (bhogya) ; again as i) visible ii) invisible and iii)

indeterminate object of enjoyment.

We infer the cause from its effect -from pleasure and pain, we infer

karma.

H-23
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Sivagra yogin says that karma is produced by the urion of

the real finite intel:is;ence and the non-real products ff ma\a. It

be..on'es n erit and cc-merit; during the pn-ltra s'ate it res'dcs

as impressiOiiS in maya and at the tinie of creation is useful for the

producMon of body, etc. Some say that there need be no such

thing as karma. The enjoyment of pleasure and pain comes about

by the grace of God and by the acquired disposition of the

prnkrti-born intellect. While all are equal in respect of being the

enjo\er. some experience the pleasures of heaven and some others

the pains of he'l. Karma roust be the cause of this disparity. Besides,

while the act of tilling is the same for farmers it is previous karma

that is responsible for the disparity in the fruits of the acts of

tilling. Some re: p very much; some others very little. The Lord’s

Grace itself is the cause for making karma bear fruit. He has

no partiality or cruelty and He brings about the souls’ experi-

ence of heaven and hell only in accordance with their ' arma.

If the dispositions of the prakrti-born intellect are said to be the

cause, we must remember that the derivatives of prakrti are the

experienced rather than what causes the experience. It may be

said that karma of the form of the acquired disposition of the

pral rti-born intellect is enjoyed as a disposition and is also what causes

enjoyment as an act. It cannot cause the enjoyment and be the

instrument of the enjoyment. There cannot be in the same object

the act of enj-yment and the act of causing the enjoyment. That
is t!ie contradiction in the se t being active in respect of itself.

It is as impossible as it is for an actor, though ever so clever,

to stand on his own shruldets. Karma is co-present with the

performance of g )od and bad deeds and experience of pleasure

and pain. Sm.ce it is the primal cai se of the activities done by
the operatic n of thought, word and deed, it is known as karana

mala. Though the deed perishes, it continues to exist in a subtle

form ar.d hence is known as the unseen. As it is the cause of

the enjoyment of asuddha mava, it is known as mala. It is also

the cause of the distinction into adhvatmika, adhibhautika and

a Jhidao :ka. .-\dhyatrr.ika is twofold—as pertaining to the body

and the mind. Of these, karma pertaining to the body consists

of diseases IikC fever, etc, and pain inflicted by human beings,

au'mals, devils, cows, birds, thieves and giants. Karma pertaining

to the mird ccnsists of the pain resulting from grief, envy,

shame, jealousy, hatred. Adhibhautika is the pain resulting from
cMd, heat, air, rain, light-ing, thunder, etc. .Adhidaivika is the

pain aceruLig from pregmincy, birth, old age, ignorance, death,

hell, etc.
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Deeds, good and bad, are done
; they per’sh and thus they

have a beginning and an end. Ye', because they foilow each

other continuously from the beginning, like a ceaselessly flowing

stream, they are said to be beginningiess. Karma, along with

anavic qualities like delusion, etc , and maya qualities like body,

organs, etc., binds the souls to births and deaths and causes the

souls to have suitable bodies for experiencing pleasure and pain

which are its results. Karma brings about ali these while reman-
ing subtle and invisible to the souls.

6ivagra yogin says that an end is indicated for karma which

is beginningiess. Since karma has been continuous from time iin-

njemonal, it is beginni igiess like a ceaselessly flowing stream.

Since it is generated by the activity of the mind, word and body,

It has a beginning. It may be said that it is a contradiction to

predicate beginning and beginniiigiessness of the same object. But

karma is beginningiess as an aggregate ; since it comes to a close

as individually begun and done, it has a beginning. It grows by

the dispositions of ai;ava like nioha. Souls occupying the bodies

evolved from maya act with the feeling of “ I and “mine”.
There are differences between the acts and differences between

the results also. In the pr.il.iya state kar ua remains invisible in

maya. During creation, controlled by the Lord's E-urgy, it fa.ac-

tions with a view to producing results for each and every soul.

Metempsychosis :

The moving and stationary souls are re-born in accordance

with their karma without being subject to metempsychosis (i.e.,

With a new body of the same and not duferent kind).''’ But do
the souis which earned merits here enjoy the fru ts thereof in

heaven with a celestial form or with me terrestrial form itse.f ?

If it Is said that celestial pleasure is enj lyed in heaven by
souls in their human forms, thei, heaven ceases to be heaven and
b-oonies earth. If it is admitted that souls assume a celestial form,

then, metempsychosis is recognised. So whe.n, souls return to the

25. Maraiifiana De^ikar anJ N ramba\alngiar say that the Bhitfas hold
this vi-w. The fo-mer states the B'latti vicAf i.'.us ; S 'uls born as men will

be re-born oniy as men .md t ios: birn as bulls -.iil be reiorn only as buils.

What is born as rnin w il n n be reb> n us bill. 6 vagri yog.n sa\s t.iat 'his

is the Tativ ivaJin’s view, that i.unan beings, annals etc, are re-b mn in their

own class and that the>e never cha .ge their cUis even in the state of release
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earth after enjoying celestial pleasures, they are re-bom in their

human form and not as celestial beings.

Caterpillars change into bees; a kind of worm changes into

the hornet. These can be seen by direct perception. Scriptures

of every religion recognise the changes in birth according to

karma. How could the objector affirm change of birth but not

metempsychosis? Thus perception and verbal testimony alike

refute the objector’s view.

The analogy may be objected to on the ground that in the

case of the bee, etc., there is not the assumption of a body of

a different kind but only the transformation of the original body.

Compare the following examples : Ahalya was transformed into a

stone by the curse of Gautama and she lost her human form-

Vi59U, cursed by Bifgu, underwent the ten transformations into

fish, etc. A spider that worshipped ^iva in Tiruvanaikka was

born in its next birth in the solar dynasty and ruled the world.

A rat, by coming into contact with a lamp (and thus making it

burn brighter) in a 3 ,va temple was born subsequently as the

famous emperor, Mahabali. In all these instances, we see the loss

of the original body and the assumption of a new body.

If you say that the change into a different kind of body is

due to boons or curses and deny the change as being due to karma
we have only to remind you that we have already stated that the

Lord is the witness of the deeds done by the souls. The effects of

the deeds are the boons and curses of the Lord.

How can the soul which takes on the colour of its environment

take another form? Since karma is inert, it cannot directly know
the suitable worlds and bodies and attach itself to them. Souls

are conscious entities, no doubt; but since they cannot know by
themselves, they are unable to know the fruits of their deeds and
experience them. So, by elimination, the Lord is seen to cause

mays and karma to function and to direct them to the several

souls. The body that the Lord created is changed by Him in

accordance with karma. There should be no difficulty in

conceiving this.

Whence do the changes of body arise ? The different gross

bodies arise from their cause—the subtle body. It may be said

that if the cause is one its effects cannot be many.*® If a person

26. Joinapraks^ar says that the objector’s difficulty is how there could
be changes in the gross bodies when there is none in the subtle body.
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is efficient, he can make different kinds of ornament from the

same gold. Even so, one subtle body is transformed by Siva into

many different forms. This is not at variance with satkaryavada.

Quoting the law that the qualities of the cause produce the

qualities of the effect, Sivagra yogin says that the changes of

maya (which is the cause) are seen in all the bodies (which are

its effects).

Gross body evolves from the subtle body. But it is not like

the transformation of gold into several ornaments. The subtle body
is not destroyed and the gross manifested as when the seed is

destroyed, the tree take its place. Nor does the gross body arise

from the subtle as the digits of the moon arise from one another.

How else does it arise? Just as when one tree is cut down
another grows from its roots, there is a potency in the subtle,

i.e„ the gross exists in a potential form in the subtle.

The example of gold was to indicate that by the efficiency

of the maker many effects are produced. Here, a different analogy
is givci to show that many things arise from one. So, there is no
contradiction. In the example of the gold, the efficiency of the

agent and different effects produced by him are referred to. In
the example of the tree, neither of these but the production of the

different effects from one a id the same thing are referred to.

Thus, two examples are required.

Trees grow from seeds; likewise, by command of the Lord and
in accordance with karma, gross bodies arise from the subtle which
is their cause. When the tree is destroyed, the seed is destroyed
therewith. Is it even so in the case of the body that when the
gross body is destroyed, the subtle is also destoryed? No; it

is not so. The analogy for the manifestation of the gross from
the subtle is partial only. Of the sixteen digits of the moon, one
persists while jthe fiftee i others arise from it and disappear conti-

nuously. The tree cannot come into existence without the seed.

On the presumption that the gross cannot come into existence

without the subtle, the existence of the subtle is established.

Unless there is a subtle body, the different gross bodies cannot
come into existence and go out of it. The latter is seen to be the
case. So the former Imust be true. Thus presumption is the only
means whereby the existence of the subtle body is established.
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THe five elements may very well be the cause of the gross

body : what necessity is there for a subtle body ? It must be re-

membered that according to satkaryavada, only the subtle can be

the cause of the gross. Subtle body is constituted by the subtle

elements, i.e., tne tanmairas. The five great eiements (i.e., gross)

are the effects of the tanmatras. The eiements constitute the

gross body. When the grOiS body is referred to as the product

of the five elements what is meant is that it is the effect of the

subtle body constituted by the five tanmatras.'''

a

As medicine for the doctor, the gross body, subtle body, pra-

kfti maya, a^uddha may a and Buddha maya are the assumptive

substances for the Lord.

To the question how karma, caused by the body and organs

which are the products of maya can be destroyed, ^ivagra yogiu

replies that it is like the forest fire destroying me forest.

Bodies, organs, etc., that come into existence are all mala.

What is the reason for saying that mala is removed by mala? (or

as Sivagra yogin puts it, ho.v can bodies, etc., the products of

ignorance remove ignorance?). Like the was.herman who washes

the dirty cloth with dirt, like cow-dung and fuller’s earth, the

Lord uses maya as a medicine wherewith to remove the other

impurities.

The doctrine of karma is the Indian answer to the problem

of suffering. No doubt, its scope is wider taan this. It states,

in the opinion of Indian thinkers, a moral law corresponding to

'lie law of causatio.i. Not only Hindmsm but also Baddiiism and

Jainism accept the doclrme of karma. It is no exaggeration to say

tnat this doctrine Ims profoundly infiuenced Indian tliought. But

this doctrine is usually wrongly identified with fatalism and on the

basis of such wrong identincaiion, it is argued that this doctrine

denies freedom to man and deprives him of all initiative. This

argument overlooks some important features of the doc.rine of

karma. Tne law says that as a man sows, so shall he reap. One’s

past determines one’s present. One cannot hope to escape the con-

sequences of one’s past. This leads critics to think that however

27. Jeanapr-vkaia: says th a vvh^n sou'., a'.t.iin rslea-e. thi Universe

ce tses to b ni the.ii. In I'no Ma:ai:sa Pararneiiara (he sejs, it is sad in respect

of the released soul which has attained Sivatva th.,t ^-va is not its control.er,

nor is it the controlled in relation to Siva.
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much one may strive in the present, there can be no success if

the past is against it and that therefore there is no point in

moral endeavour at all. Tne inexorability of karma reduces all

moral endeavour to a mockery. Does the doctrine of karma
warrant such a conclusion?

Karma has three aspects—prarabdha, sancita and aeSmi.

Prarabdha is that part of a m.an’s store of past karma which has

started manifesting its consequences. Jt is inescapable, however

much one tries to escape it. Therefore, it has to be experienced

and thus only destroyed. SaScita is also a part of past karma

but something that can be o>ercome by spiritual practices and des-

troyed entirely by jnana.^® .kgami is karma which is created now
by our present acts. It is open to us, so to act as to make our

future or mar it. Surely, we have no one but ourselves to blame

if we misuse our opportunities and fail to create a glorious future

for ourselves!

It is clear that only prarabdha has an inexorability about it

which ‘neither all our piety not tears’ can undo. But even here,

an understanding of the operaiion of the moral law may help by

reconciling us to what cannot be cured and so mast be endured.

Do we not accept as scientific truth what psychologists call certain

inescapable factors of heredity ? Besides, what is now past was once

present and was largely created by one’s free acts. Sancita may
be overcome, if properly treated. So far as Agami is concerned,

there is all the freedom we could wish for. Th-s, the doctrine

of karma recognises the elemant of freedom and the element of

necessity in our mv;ral life. Morality presupposes freedom, otherwise

there will be no point in judgments of moral conduct as worthy

of praise or blame. But it is equaliy necessary to recognise the

element of necessit' . A man is free to act as he pleases. But

having acted in a particular way, he has thereby made a good

or bad man of himself. Good deeds tend to perpetuate themselves

by creating favourable predisposition for T.ture acts and likewise

bad deeds. We cannot persist in a certam line of Conduct and

28. Cf. the following :

^siiSs'n- UJjm0(hih

OfsiiSsTT s^Ss!ST'r sir uan? yujrjTrrajrr

iStsir^ffsr oSBs’S'! iSi^3^u uvs.<3fSurrii^s}T

QtStfsrsBf uSsi) Asv<nT(^:^ rrSev—
Tlrumandiram,
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piously wish to escape its consequences.®* The whole position is

sumed up very neatly in the oft-quoted words of Professor

Radhakrishnan :
“ The cards in the game of life are given to

us. We do not select them. They are traced to our past karma,

but we can call as we please, lead what suit we will, and as

we play, we gain or lose. And there is freedom.”®**

The charge that social ethics finds no place in the Siddhanta*®

as each individual is concerned only about his own salvation .not

caring for what happens to his ^fellow-men and that there is no

mention of one's duties to one’s fellow-men, has been met** by

pointing out that philosophical works were intended as replies to

rival systems and covered points of difference. One’s duty to one’s

fellow-men, not being a point at issue, there was no need for

specific treatment thereof. We may add that service for the social

and spiritual welfare of other men is quite within the sphere of

one’s obligation to one’s fellow-men. Hita was defined earlier, as

doing what is prescribed by the Vedas and Agamas as good for

the soul’s welfare and ahita as not doing this.®* Surely, the

soul’s welfare, spiritual as well as social is comprised in hita ?

As for not caring for what happens to others spiritually, we need

remind ourselves of only one of several utterances in a similar

strain. ‘ Oh men do come here. You eat fruits if they are given.

An exceedingly sweet fruit is the Lord’s feet !

’ ®® Is this not an

appealing way of inviting humanity to share one’s religious

experience ?

A more sweeping charge is the following :
*• The ^aiva Sid-

dhantin has no true ethics. One finds certain ethical prescriptions

here and there ; however the aim of these is not ethical but the

29. The treatment here follows closely the simple and lucid exposition

of the doctrine of karma given by Professor D. S, Sarma, in his What is

Hinduism'! pp. 65-68. Cf. the following ‘ Every soul is like a farmer to whom
a plot of land is given. The exfert of the land, the nature of iis soil, the

changes of weather to which it is exposed are ail pre-determind. But the

farmai is quite at liberty to till the ground, to manu.''e it and raise suitable

crops or neglect it and allow it to run to waste.’ Ibid, p. 67.

29a. The Hindu View of Life, p. 75.

30. Schemerus, p. 420.

31. Saiva Siddhanta, pp. 216-7.

32. Siddhiyar, II 13. In the text line ‘
e_u5!,T<K@iT)/^

the words are significant Also see p. 171 of this Wrk
for Sivagra yogin’s remarks about good and evil deeds.

33. icssf! g>iT iX.Tsh ^i^iSoiaUibSwTeaj jpi G&usv^/CSasst
assfta^eduTeaifreijw suAjoSiSix
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pfomotion of natural processes.”®* It is not clear as to what pre-

cisely is meant by ‘natural processes*. As for the charge that the

SiddhSnta has no true ethics, we have to invite attention to the

section on karma, where is a fairly long exposition of one’s duties,

of virtue, vice, etc. If these are not connected with true ethics,

it is difScult to understand what else is. The Siddhantin is alive

not only to the demands of morality but also to the need for

relating them the Supreme Reality—God, Who is the moral

governor of the Universe. Eligibilty for spiritual endeavour is

acquired by a preliminary process of arduous discipline, calling

for the strictest adherence to the codes of morality.

Does the doctrine of karma ‘stultify all altruism by making

it impossible for men really to help one another ?” ®** This view is

based on the assumption that every one has to experience the

fruits of his karma, nothing that another person does will affect

one, nor anything one does affect another, for good or ill. This

contention derives its plausibility by taking karma in its aspect

as prarabdha alone, ignoring the other two. If the doctrine of

karma entails, so to speak, a window-less monadic career of the

souls, how do they come to accumulate karma at ail ? Is it not

because one’s acts affect others that they come to affect oneself

and thereby constitute one’s karma?

Swami Vivekananda was once provoked to righteous indig-

nation by a misinterpretation of the doctrine of karma to the effect

that if a person suffered, he deserved it and that it would be

wrong to attempt to relieve the suffering. We saw earlier (p. 171

of this work) that ^ivagra yogin includes among evil deeds, failure

to alleviate the suffering of fellow-men while one is capable of doing

Ljsafl^eir Qurrij^^pso trjQsw mirhiasafl

ifiTecsxf QiDffjrjjnsuiT'^LLQ^ —Appar

Cf. the concern for others’ spiritual welfare expressed in the lines

a>i^svGix —Appar
and the way of salvation suggested

injb^'iQs.fTsfrsuesr evuLjm-

^iLl®<aQ«;rOTsii5Br L^eifsrr /g0srr

QffCTgggiL-UjfrCTiOTsar mfTQplsrr’rih

/ibu)(2)sh

34. Schomerus, p. 430.

—Appar

34a. The Christian Message to the Hindu, p.

the following page.

H-24

80; See footnote 35 on
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it. It is clear that the Siddhantia considers omission to do a

good deed here as serious as commission of a bad deed. Not

merely should one refrain from doing evil to others ; one m.ust

also do good to them and help them by alleviating their suffering.

We know the operation of the moral law only in a general way.

We do not know enough to determine whether one’s suffering is

the result of one’s past or not. So, it is the obvious duty of

one to go to the succour of one’s fellowmen in distress. If one’s

best efforts fail, and nothing more could be done—then and only

then, perhaps one could reconcile oneself to the situation in terms

of the prarabdha of the sufferer. Besides, there is no warrant for

taking all suffering to be evil. The lives of saints and sages afford

ample testimony to their ministry to human welfare and their being

moved to merciful interference on behalf of suffering humanity.

Again, if the doctrine of karma means that it is impossible

for men really to help one another, why do the Scriptures, no

less than the popular ethical works enjoin service to fellow-men

as our highest duty?®*

Apava :

Atjava is eternal and beginningless. It is as connate to the

souls as verdigris is to copper. It is the primal bondage for the

souls. If anava is removed, the souls will be restored to their

essential nature as intelligences. Aijava is one ; but by virtue of

its infinite capacities, it thwarts the cognitive, conative and affective

functions of the souls. 6ivagra yogin gives the following syllogism:

This mala is a substance,

because it has many energies,

like fire.

35. Dr. A. G. Hogg in his The Christian Message to the Hindu, gives

the Christian solution of the problem contrasting it with the Hindu solution

in the following words. ‘ The Hindu declaration is : There is no problem,

for there is no undeserved suffering The truly Christian declaration is:

• There is no problem, for it is right that there should be undeserved suffering’.

Again ‘ Fundamental to the Aur/na-transmigration idea is the moral pre-sup-

position that individually unmerited suffering would be an iniquitous pheno-
menon, ard is, therefore, inconceivable in any Universe that deserves to be
called a moral order. Now mv submiss on is that the fundamental Christian

presuppo it'On is the precise opposite; th^t individually unmerited suffering,

so far frem being a mysterious ethical anomaly, is precisely what cosmic
ustice requires in any Universe into which sin has entered p. 76.
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What is the means of affirming the existence of anava? Is it

perception or inference or verbal testimony?” Since anava is

beyond the ken of the sense organs, it cannot be perception. We

see fire and smoke in the kitchen. When we see a mountain per-

vaded by smoke, we infer the presence of fire. We do not have

similar probans to establish aijava. So anava cannot be esta-

blished by inference. Verbal testimony, when it is opposed to

perception and inference, cannot be accepted. Thus one might

seek to maintain that there is no means of recognising a^ava.

But the SiddhSntin says that aniava can be established by inference

and verbal testimony supported by inference.

The soul is a being with its omniscience obscured by some-

thing,

because it is a being with limited knowledge.

The soul whose omniscience is unobscured by something

cannot be a being with limited knowledge, like ^iva.

We may note here that the inference proceeds upjn a negative

example since a positive one would beg the question,

^ivajasna yogin argues that since the soul is eternal and per-

vasive, its attribute also must be eternal and pervasive.*^ If we

find the soul’s intelligence manifest sometimes and not at other

times, if we find it parviscient, these conditions must be due to an

external factor ; and that factor is a^iava.*'

36. The discussion is found in Sivsgra yogin’s commentary.

37. If the soul be subject to change and destruction, deeds done would

perish and deeds not done would accrue. Such a view will conflict with the

characteristics of karma already dealt with. Besides, the new-born babe is

seen to reach for its mother’s milk knowing that it will satisfy its hunger.

This would not be the case were it not for the impressions of the karma
of a previous life. So the soul is eternal. Now, an eternal thing cannot

have parts and be limited and subject to destruction. So it must be per-

vasive. Since the attributes are not different from substanee, the soui’s intelli-

gence also must be eternal and pervasive, if the soul is eternal and pervasive.

38. Ga>rT^ii)rr) tnSli^QsussrCon)

sodisufTsamajiDiTmi g)}!^s>7Gso—
...iivaneriprakSsam, Vers? 4

This stanza summarises the Siddhsnta view. ‘ If there is nothing to

obstruct their inte'iigence, souls will not be subject to sorrows and briths

;

they will not be finite intelligences : they will be omniscient and omnipotent

;

they will be of Hie nature of intelKgenoes und be like iSiva Hin»s;lf.’
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It may be said that without recognising a^ava, we may take

limited knowledge to be natural to the soul, just as omniscience

is natural to Siva. In that case, how can there be omniscience

for the soul at and after release? If it is said that there is no

omniscience for the soul at release, what is the difference bet-

ween bondage and release ? The view that there is no omniscience

for the soul at all is opposed to verbal testimony. So parvi-

science cannot be natural to the soul.

A more radical view can be taken that ignorance found in

the souls is their special quality. But if ignorance be an attribute

of the souls, inertness would result for the soul’s intelligence.

Inertness cannot be accepted for the soul’s intelligence, for if it

is accepted, there will be no point in speaking of enjoyment and

release for the souls. It may be argued again that defect ex'Sts

in a thing just as its quality exists, as in the blind eye. But mere

existence of a defect in a thing cannot warrant it to be a quality

of that thing. If one person is blind, it does not mean that

blindness is a quality of every one’s eyes. Ignorance is a quality,

not of the soul but of ajjava.

Is ignorance caused by aijava, the opposite of knowledge or

the non-existence of knowledge or a different kind of knowledge

or what obscures knowledge? If ignorance is the opposite of

knowledge, then, if there is ignorance there cannot be knowledge

at all and vice versa. If, like light and darkness, ignorance is

the non-existence of knowledge, what is non-existent cannot do
anything. It will be like the non-existence of a pot. Is this non-

existence (i) prior non-existence or (ii) posterior non-existence or

(iii) eternal non-existence or (iv) mutual non-existence ? If the first,

there should be no knowledge at the beginning but only later.

If the second, there should be knowledge at the beginning but

not later
;

if the third, the soul can never have knowledge and
will be like the pot or the wall. If the fourth, because there

is no appiehension of the counter-correlate, it is defective reason-

ing (thus) : For reciprocal non-existence, there must be apprehension
ot both terms viz., knowledge and ignorance. If there is

knowledge, there can be no ignorance. Thus there can be no
apprehension of the counter-correlate. ^ivajSana yogin urges

further that if non-existence be taken to be posterior or eternal

or mutual, all these varieties of ignorance being ever indestructible,

there would be no release at all. To avoid conflict with scriptural

deetarations which warrant release, non-existence otust be taken
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to be prior non-existence. If so, what is the cause of the prior

non-existence of eternal knowledge? That is the connate impurity

( apava ). If ignorance is a different kind of knowledge (i.e.,

erroneous knowledge;, without defect there cannot be erroneous

knowledge. If it is maintained that there can be erroneous know-
ledge without defect, then, is this fortuitous or natural ? If it

is fortuitous, it cannot affect the eternal intelligence
; if natural,

never can souls have true knowledge. The error consisting in

cognising nacre as silver does not affect the cognition of silver. If

ignorance is what obscures knowledge, apava affirmed by the

Siddhantin is established. Karma cannot be said to obscure all the

souls
;
for, as resident in buddhi in affiddhadhva and remaining in

adhomaya during pralaya, it cannot be in any relation to the

residents of ^uddhadhva. Karma cannot be the cause of obscuration

and the means of enjoyment at once.

Instead of accepting aijava, it may be said the products of maya
can be taken as obscuring the souls. The Siddhantin says that

maya stands apart from the souls, informing their cognitive, cona-

tive and affective activities. A^ava, on the other hand, exists to-

gether with the souls and obscures their threefold activities. The
difference between maya and a^iava is really great and it is wrong

to ascribe the functions of the one to the other. The objector may
argue thus : clouds obscure the radiance of the sun and the

moment they lift, sunlight becomes manifest. Even so, when maya

(its products) leaves the souls, the real nature of the soul becomes

manifest. The Siddhantin cannot accept this view. For, according

to him, it is the products of maya which help the partial mani-

festation of the cognitive, conative and affective activities of the

soul. Without body, organs etc., the souls do not have cognition,

conation and affection. So, while aijava obscures, maya illumines
;

while atjava thwarts, m3ya helps. A^ava and maya differ from

each other in respect of their function as much as light differs

from darkness.

We may notice here the Advaitin s view that avidyl removes

avidyS. The examples usually given are the forest fire burning up

the forest and burning itself out in the process, and the powder

of the clearing nut settling down along with the dust which it

causes to come down, in making dirty water clear. In Saint Rama-
kj^a’s language ;

“ When we run a thorn in our hand, we take

it out by means of another thorn and throw out both So relative

knowledge atone ean FeiiKrve that ratalive igooeaDoe which blintfe tire
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eye of the self. But such knowledge and such ignorance are both

included in avidya
; hence the man who attains to the highest know-

ledge (jnana), the knowledge of the Absolute, does away in the end

with both knowledge and ignorance, being free himself from all

duality.®®

It may be thought that the Advaitin achieves duality of function

with unity of entity ; while the Sidhantin recognises two entities

—

anava and maya. The Siddhantin feels that there is something other

than anava (which obscures), to bring about partial manifestation of

the soul’s intelligence. Maya is a sort of lamp which dispels, however

partially, the darkness caused by a^ava. The Siddhantin has this in

common with the Advaitin that he treats maya also (along with a^)ava

and karma) as pasa and, in the last resort all the three are treated

as one in so far as they bind the soul.

We may notice another similarity. Both the Advaitin and the

Siddhantin view ignorance as positive (bhava rupa). The Advaitin

considers avidyS to be positive because it is not mere absence of

knowledge but the positive assertion of something else as knowledge.

Though he thus recognises avidya to be positive, he never accepts it as

more than phenomenal.

To the objection that avidya is not positive but negative, the

Advaitin replies with the question : If ignorance is wholly nega-

tive, how could it be known to exist? Perception cannot be the

means of knowing it, because the alleged object being wholly nega-

tive, cannot be in contact with the senses or anything for that

matter. If absence of knowledge is taken to be an attribute of

the self, there is the difficulty that an attribute can be perceived

only in a substrate that is in the field of perception
;
and the self

which is self-luminous is not an object of perception. Even were

inference possible, the knowledge that it could give would only be

mediate, while our experience of ignorance is immediate in the

form, “ I did not know nacre
; but now I know ”. Moreover, as

inference is based on perceived concomitance, it is not possible

where perception is excluded. Neither could non-cognition apply

since the knowledge that it can give is again mediate. Besides,

non-cognition avails only where perception or some other means

of cognition is possible. There can be no cognition of non-existence,

39. The Bfdbma SuUas (4l5-:;0, published by the AdvaiU Asrama.
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except where the substrate of non-existence is capable of being

perceived. As a matter of fact, we have experience both of ignorance

and of its removal by knowledge. Hence ignorance is both positive

and indeterminable like nacre silver.*®

How does 3nava function? In the kevala state, the soul’s

cognitive, conative and affective functions are entirely thwarted by

atjava. The soul is, in the kevala state, like the eye opened in intense

darkness. How could aijava obscure the pervasive soul? Because

Sijava also is pervasive, obscuration is possible. How could a^ava

which is inert obscure the soul which is intelligent ? There is

beginningless conjunction between the soul and anava. The capacities

of anava are the obscuring impurities for souls. Non-inert things can

be affected only by inert things. I^vara is no limitation for the soul.

If we say that one finite soul affects another finite soul, we must accept

that in release the soul that affects will be destroyed. For, what-

ever affects the soul, the destruction of that is the release of the soul.

Is the soul’s Intelligence.— Energy, covered by aijava or is it made

non-luminous ? If we say that a^ava causes non-luminosity, there

should be destruction of the luminous when made non-luminous. Since

the Intelligence Energy is pervasive, there can be no obscuration;

because it is eternally luminous, there can be no non-luminosity. As

fire in the presence of a certain gem or because of mantras and herbs,

fails to burn in the usual way, though it blazes forth, the soul’s

Intelligence Energy thwarted by the very proximity of anava will exist,

but fail to call forth cognitive, conative and affective activities. Thus

the obscuration caused by mala is its presence lor proximity) (sanni

dhana vi^eja) to the soul.*’

A difBculty arises. The soul’s Intelligence Energy was said to be

of the form of the seer. It is not so when there is no cognitive or

other activity. Apart from being cogniser and agent, there is no

activity at all. How can anava be said to thwart the tendency to act

or cognise if there is no Intelligence Energy apart from the state of

being cogniser or agent?

These cognitive and conative energies are not the soul’s Intelli-

gence Energy. What is of the nature of the supreme entity, — that is

40. This account of the Advaita follows closely the language of the

introduction to the Bhamati (pp. XXIX, XXX, Bhamati Catussatri T. P, H.)

41. $aiva Siddhanta Paribhaja, p. 59,
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the soul’s Intelligence Energy. Cognition and conation are generated

as inseparable from that Intelligence Energy. These which are the

effects are thwarted by Snava.

Another doubt is raised. If self-intuition is self-abiding, there

should be for unhindered self-abiding intelligence the recollection

of itself as cogniser and cognised in respect of itself. Since this is

not perceived, perhaps a^iava obscures the intuition of the self

itself? No, says the Siddhantin. Though the eye is of the nature

of luminosity, it is able to perceive objects only with the help of
the light of the sun etc. Even so, though the soul is of the nature

of the eternal and pervasive Intelligence Energy, it cannot, in the

perception of sense objects, function without the help of kalas etc.

v/hich are the products of maya and it cannot without the help

given by iSiva's Para^akti attain self-intuition. Intelligence Energy
in the absence of kalas and Siva’s Para^akti is like the eye in the

dark which neither loses its luminosity nor has perception of objects.

In the sakala state apava and its seven products play their

part. The seven are: (1) moha (delusion that prevents avoidance

of things known to be bad through the preceptor and scriptures),

(2) mada (conceit-thinking of oneself as superior to all others),

(3) raga (having desire for unattainable objects), (4) visada (despon-

dency as the result of separation from things once possessed),

(5) 5053 (grieving at separation from members of one’s family or

pining caused by the fear that there may be none to take care of

one’s family after one’s death) (6) vaicitriya (wrongly assuming acts

to be done by oneself or others without realising that they occur

in accordance with karma) and (7) har§a (joy induced by one’s

children and friends and the feeling that one is not waiting in

anything). When souls turn away from experiencing the fruits of their

deeds, it is apava which turns them that way again so that they may
experience and work out their karma.

Relation between the three malas

:

Karma, mSya and apava,
like sprout, bran and husk, ^ hide the real nature of the soul and
delude it. They cause enjoyment (of pleasure and pain), embodi-
ment (with which to experince pleasure and pain) and the state

of being the enjoyer. Together with these three malas, there are

two others which bind the soul. Karma causes enjoyment. Even
as the capacity of the grain to sprout causes the sprout, karma
exists as the first cause and causes pleasure and pain to the
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souls. Msya causes embodiment As the bran helps the sprout

to grow, mSya manifests its products like body and organs so

that souls may be enabled to experience pleasure and pain. A^ava
causes the state of being the enjoyer. Just as the husk is the

instrumental cause of the sprout, Snava maintains the souls so

that they may experience pleasure and pain.

Two other malas are :
(i) the products of mSya which are

the locus for all the pleasures and pains and which make the

cognitive, conative and affective activities of the soul partial and

(ii) Siva’s obscuring Energy, called TirodbSna Sakti, which impels

each of the malas to its respective function and brings about the

ripening of all the three. Though the products of maya can be

subsumed under maya, they are reckoned as a separate mala be-

cause of differences in their binding the soul. Siva^akti which

helps these malas can be subsumed under Para^akti. But because

of difference in function it is figuratively reckoned as a different

mala.

Tirodhana is so-called by great ones because it prevents

intuiting of the self and the ‘.Lord. Why should Siva’s Energy

(which is said to be Pati substance) be referred to here as pa^a?

If we enquire into the nature of this Energy, we shall find that

though as what is inherent in Pati, it is Pati substance, it is

figuratively called pada because it impels mala to function.

The objection may be brought forward that Tirodhana Sakti

is enough to obscure the soul’s intelligence and that aaava is

superfluous. The answer is that only the inert can affect the

intelligent. This inert mala requires to be impelled by Tirodhana

^akti.

9-2S



CHAPTER V

PA^U—SOUL

Existence :

The Siddhantin takes up the views of the other schools of

Indian Philosophy in regard to the soul and by criticising them

leads the way to his own view.

Some maintain that the soul is a void. If the soul be a

void, what is it that says so ? The physical body is taken to be

the soul by some others. This cannot be, for there is something

which, existing in the body, claims things as “I’, and “mine.”

Neither can the sense organs be the soul for, there is not only

cognition but conation and affection also. If the subtle body be

taken to be the soul, we must remember that dream experiences are

sought to be re-interpreted and related to waking life. The vital

air cannot be the soul for there is no experience of pleasure

and pain in sleep though vital air functions in that state. Some
say that Brahman is the soul.* This cannot be true because the

souls have knowledge only as subject to the five states. The

agaregate of everything may be claimed to be the soul. But this

claim also c mnot be established. The soul continues to exist in

the turiya.Itd state vs hen it is devoid of everything (the sense

organs, etc.). So the soul residing in the body is different from

all these.

The Siddhantin proceeds to examine these views in detail.

The purva paksin asks how the Siddhantin can say that souls

exist as different from the body they occupy, when their very

existence is denied by some? The Siddhantin replies that if

there is no counter-correlate like ‘that’ there cannot be ‘that is

not.’

1. The words of the text are * • jiju®ii •. With the exception

of Sivajnana yogin, the oihers say that the^ reference is to the five states of
the soul.

MaraijnJna Hefikar and Nirambavalagiar say that the five states are:

(0 waking state, (ii) drecm state, (iii) sleep, (iv) turiya and (v) turiyitita

and add mat the state natural to the soul is turiyitita when it is free from

all delimiting adjuncts.
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Jnanapraka^ar’s comments are interesting. The Lokayata

denies the existence of souls. The Siddhantin’s reply is that the

subject of a judgment cannot be absolutely non-existent. No
predication can be made of what is totally non-existent. The very

act of denial implies the existence of the subject of the judgment.

The Lokayata may retort .• Does not the Siddnantin deny horns of

a hare on the ground of their total non-existence? Yes, replies

the Siddhantin. Denial here is not of the absolutely non-existent

but of horns as found in cows etc., in relation to hare. Here,

the subject of the judgment is not absolutely non-existent. It is

because we know what horns are that we proceed to deuy them

of a hare.

Sivajnana yogin states an objection: if souls are said to exist,

because denial of their existence really implies their existence, can

we not similarly infer the existence of hare’s horns on the ground

of their denial ? He proceeds to state the reply. Even those wno
deny the existence of a soul do not merely deny. They indicate

the body, sense-organs etc., deny that any of these is the soul and
conclude that there is nothing like a soul. But that which exists

as different from all these and denies their title to be considered

soul, is the soul.

This reminds us of the celebrated argument of Descartes. The
very act of doubting implies the doubter—not merely, as Descartes

said, Cogito ergo Sum-1 think, therefore, I am
;
but as one gathers

from the nature of his argument, dubito ergo sum—I doubt, there-

fore, I exist. One cannot doubt one’s existence and not exist at

all. One exists atleast in the act of doubting.

Can we not say that the physical body itself cognises thus ?

Granting that there is something which cognises, it is not found
elsewhere than in the physical body which is a combination of

elements. Though the elements are inert, we have the emergence
of intelligence from their combination, even as we have red colour

from the combination of areca nuts, betel leaves and lime. It

is the physical body that is referred to as oneself in judgments
like ‘ I am lean ’, ‘ I am fat ‘ I am a man ’ etc. So the soul

is really the physical body.

The Siddhantin does not accept this argument. He points to

the use of language as in ‘ my body ’ where the body is claimed
as Its own by something other than the body. Though in state-
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meats like ‘ 1 am a man ’
‘I am fat ’ etc., the qualities of the

body are figuratively ascribed to the soul, we never come across

statements like ‘I am my body’, ‘I am my hand’ etc. The soul

is what claims things as ‘my leg’, ‘my hand’ etc., existing different

from them, even as it claims objects other than the physical body
as ‘my house’, ‘,my wife’ etc. The Siddhantin urges the Loka} ala

to press forward with his enquiry. Before the Lokayata read works
bearing on his sytem,. he r^took objects external to himself as his

self. After reading his system, he realises that external objects are

not the soul and that his body is the soul. Without stopping
here, let him proceed with his enquiry and he will realise that

even his body is not his soul.

Besides, if the physical body itself can cognise, a corpse which
is not deficient in any member of the body must also be able

to cognise. This is not the case. It may be suggested that with

the stopping of vital air, cognition ceases. This fails to prove

the point because there is no cognition in sleep even though

vital air functions.

It may .be suggested that the five sense-organs constitute the

soul. Tney,‘cognise'‘m the waking state, cease to cognise in the

sleep state and decay when death overtakes the pnysical body.

This view is rejected by the Siddhantin. Even in the waking

state,; the sense-organs function in respect of one thing at a time

and notj of .all things at once. If it is said that it is their nature

to perceive .tilings one by one, we must remember that in addition

to this, each 'Sense-organ perceives only what it is capable of

perceiving—not- the objects of other sense-organs also. There is

something whichjeognises objects through the respective sense-organs.

That something -is; the soul.

A particular sect of the Lokayatas, committed to the view

that the sense-organs are the soul say that the soul also does

not cognise in sleep. To the Siddhantin’s reply that ‘ mala pre-

vents the soul’s cognition ’, they are ready with the rejoinder that

.he sense-organs are subject to the defect of tamas. They say that

each sense-organ ;perceives its respective object and that all the

sense-organs taken together are the soul. Tne Siddhantin replies

that just as five people coming to one place from different places

are sure to differ sometime, all the sense-organs together cannot

perceive the same object. If they perceive each separately, they

cease to be the soul in respect of anyone thing at a given tuae.
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Sivagra yogin states the difficulties of the view that the sense-

organs are the soul thus: The aggregate of the five sense-organs

cannot be the soul because each organ can perceive only its res-

pective object. Besides, there is the contingency of each organ

trying to perceive every object and the fight that would follow

might affect the integrity of the soul. Nor nan each sense-organ

be said to perceive with the help of the rest, for that way each

would cease to be primary and nothing would be achieved. The
Indriyatmaikade^avadin holds that all the five sense-organs are

five different souls ! As the several birds dwelling in a tree eat the

fruits thereof, these sense-organs exist in one body and perceive

objects. But this is unsound. ‘Atman’ means ‘knower’. It must
know all. Since the object of one sense-organ cannot be perceived

by another nor one sense-organ itself perceive another, nor one

sense-organ itself be perceived by another, none of these can be the

soul. It may be asked why, if the soul can cognise everything, it

does not cognise everything at the same time. The reason is that

the soul which is bound by aijava is subject to the five states. Its

capacity thus limited, the soul becomes incapable of cognising every

thing at the same time.

The view that vital air can be taken as the soul is examined

next. Vital air is said to be the soul cognising through the sense-

organs. Without inhaling and exhaling, there cannot be cognition.

Tnere is no cognition in sleep because the instruments required for

ic are not there. The Siddhantin finds this a poor argument. If vital

air is the agent in cognition, its instruments will not be absent while

it continues to persist. So it is the soul which cognises and which

controls the inhaling and exhaling of breath.

If the internal organs like manas and citta be said to be the soul

because they cognise, we must remember that like the sense-organs,

they too cannot cognise each other. The soul is different from these.

It is bound by anavu which is the cause of egoism. It is unable to

cognise things by itself and, so it associates itself with the internal

organs. It controls them and impels them to function within, cogni-

sing what happens there in the dream state. In the waking state, it

unites them with the external organs to cognise what happens without.

Being limited by apava and being united to these organs constitute the

definition per accidens of the soul.

Sivagra yogin splits up the argument that the internal organs

are the soul into two—-one is that each of the iatecaal organs is
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the soul; the other is, that the aggregate is the soul. He proceeds

to examine the contention that each organ is the soul. If each

laternal organ be the soul, then, there may or may not be co-oper-

ation between all the organs in the cognition of an object. Co-oper-

ation will not be obligatory bat accidental. If each perceived a

different object, then there would be no clear cognition of a single

object. Since there is clear cognition of objects these organs must be

subordinate to something else whose instruments they are. That some-

thing is the soul.

The aggregate of the internal organs cannot be the soul on the

analogy of the several constituents of a lamp producing light, for

each has a definite function. But this criticism is unsatisfactory.

In the case of a lamp, the oil, wick etc., have—each its separate

function but all produce light. Tne ahahkara etc., have different

functions and that therefore their aggregate cannot constitute the

soul is not illustrated by the example. For the example, if any-

thing, only serves to confirm the purva-pak§ in's view. The other

commentators instead of splitting up the argument into two parts

like this, present the intelligible view that since these internal

organs do not cognise each other (and do not know that they do their

respective functions) there is a soul different from these.*

Before examining the next view, the Siddhantin proceeds to

show how intimately the internal organs are related to the soul.

Manas, buddhi, ahahkara and citta are the instruments for cognis-

ing an object. They associate themselves so intimately with the

soul that they themselves appear to be the soul. They are to the

soul what the lamp is to the eye. Wnen they are realised to be

instruments and further enquiry is made regarding the nature of

the agent using these instruments, we are on the way to an under-

standing of the self. The intelligence which makes this enquiry is

the soul’s intelligence. Those who seek to know the source of the

soul’s intelligence find diva’s intelligence as existing over and above

the soul’s intelligence. By knowing the soul and the Lord, internal

organs are seen to be mere instruments—not agents.

2. Jnsnapraka^ar states the Siddhsnta thus ; That which is different

from the internal organs and says “1” by means of its self-knowing intelli-

gence and ‘‘my citta”, “my manas” etc., by means of its other-knowing intelli-

gence is the soul,
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The knowledge we have with the aid of manas etc., which are

products of mSya, is pa^a jnana, Pas'u jn§na is knowing the self

to be other than the internal organs. This is preliminary to pati-

jsana where the soul’s intelligence is informed by Siva’s intelli-

gence. Pa^u jnana is not release because the discrimination of the

soul from the internal organs is obtained through kaia, vidya etc,

There is a stage beyond this, viz., patijSana, as we saw just now.

In this stage, the soul has got rid of kalas etc., and a^ava. There

is the onset of the Lord’s Para^akti. The soul’s intelligence, now
made efiBcient by the removal of mala and by the presence of the

Lord’s intellegence, is able to find itself and everything.®

The Siddhantin proceeds to give further details about the

internal organs. Ahahkara, buddhi, manas, citta and particular

cognitive states become instruments of cognition only as

impelled by “ a ”, “ u ”, ” m ”, bindu and nada respectively. The
aggregate of these letters is “Om”. The changes in consciousness

induced by these letters are comparable to the constant ebb and
flow of waves in the sea. Ttiose who know the origin of the four

kinds of speech like suk§ma, supported by the five kalas, like

nivrtti, understand the instruments of cognition to be of the nature

aforesaid.

“ A ”, “ u ”, ” m ”, bindu and nada are controlled by Brahma,
Vi?uu, Hara, Mahe^vara and Sada^iva. The soul can cognise only

if It unites with the five internal organs, the five letters and the

five deities. Otherwise it would remain non-intelligent like inert

things. This is known to those who practise yoga by controllmg

the two powerful vital airs.

^iv5gra yogin explains 'the matter thus : Just as a doll is put
through several movements by being manipulated with a string,

these deities control the internal organs through the letters.

Cannot the internal organs function by themselves ? No
;

they
are inert: they cannot function without an intelligence informing
them. Thus they require an agent. Yogic perception reveals

3. Sivsgra yogin : To the objection that pa^u jnSna cannot be a half-

way house, as it were, between pati jasna and pa^a jnara, the Siddhantin
replies that although mala is removed in the tattvas below Buddha- vidyi and
above mays, its residual imperssions affect both the soul that is known and
Cit-Sakti that knows it. Through the realisation of the self, the way is paved
for pati jnana. According to JSaaapraka^ar. pati jnana consists in relating

the self which is illumined by Siva^akti and which is of the nature of ^ivasakti,

as one with Siva, by making it Siva,
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the activity of the internal organs. Yogic perception reveals the

soul which is of the nature of intelligence. It can be achieved by

controlling the breath^ {inhaling and exhaling) and holding external

objects under control.

Having given a detailed account of the internal organs, the

Siddhantm takes up for examination the view that the soul is the

aggregate of many things. If this view is accepted, there will

arise the difficulty that an aggregate is no one thing in particular

but a number of things. If the soul is sucn an aggregate, it will

cease to be an entity and become a number of things. The soul

knows these things. The knower and known are not one. Hence

the soul is different from the several things that it knows.

ffivagra yogin and Jnanapraka^ar examine this view in greater

detail. The view refuted is as follows; Vijnana skandha (consci-

ousness-aggregate), samskara skandha (the aggregate of innate

impressions), vedana skandha (the affection aggregate) samjfia

skandha (symbol aggregate) and rupa skandha (perception aggre-

gate) are non-different from buddhi which is cognition-series.

Hence the aggregate of the five skandhas can be taken to be the

soul just as collection of trees, shrubs etc., is taken to be forest.

The Siddhantin does not accept this argument. In enquiring

about rupa etc., we find the eye, buddhi which existing apart from

the eye determines objects and the cognition “I know the object”

—

are all different from one another. The soul is different from the

skandhas and is an eternal intelligence. Moreover, there is no such

thing as an aggregate without something to reside in it.

Before we proceed to examine whether the existence of the

soul has been established, we shall state the syllogism given by 6iva-

jSana yogin and state the position of the Sankhya.

This body has a soul which is different from a void etc.,

because it has knowledge.

Whatever does not have a soul, has no knowledge like a pot.

This is a negative inference. The Siddhantin’s attempt is to

4. Jaanapraka^ars explains the process thus : When exhaling (a) and
inhaling (u) are stopped and breath is restrained within, m appears. Then all

bonds are srapped
; and uniting with Siva, the soul remains as intelligence and

has self-conscious perception.
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infer the unseen soul from the seen body even as he infers the

unseen God from the seen world.*

The ^aAkhya proves the existence of soul thus ;
“ Spirit exists

(as distinct from matter), since collocations serve a purpose of

some (being) other than themselves, since this other must be

the reverse of (what is composed of) the three constituents and so

on, since there must be control (of the collocations), since there

must be an enjoyer, and since there is activity for the purpose

of release (from threefold misery)”.®

Bradley states the view that the self is not apparent but quite

real and undertakes an enquiry to find whether it is not ‘ a mere

appearance—something which is given and in a sense most

certainly exists but which is too full of contradiction to be the

genuine fact’.’' He says he is forced to embrace the conclusion

that it is an appearance. Bradley merely mentions the view that

the self is the body before he takes up other views. What is the

ef? Is it the total content of experience? But we have far

too much of content and there seems to be no principle of unity.

Is it the constant average content of experience ? It cannot be,

for it is not possible to strike an average where each mental

content is unique, and is unlike mathematical units or quantities.

Shall we say that what is essential among the contents is the

self? But this does not help, as it is difficult to distinguish what

is essential from what is not essential. Neither can we take the

essential to be what does not change, for that would leave us with

a mere point. Even the suggestion that what one is interested in

constitutes the self is untenable because one’s interests change

from time to time. Our sense of personal identity may help us

to get us out of our difficulty. But in what does one’s personal

identity consist ? If it is physical, have we any right to say that

our body persists just the same, all the time? As for psychical

continuity, clearly there are breaks^^as in sleep, lapses of memory

5. The view that Brahman is the soul was mentioned earlier. It is not

discussed in detail in this context. Sivajnana yogin has examined it in bii

Mdpadiyam, (pp. 298-300). Without instruments, organs etc., the soul is totally

Without knowledge in the kevalavastha
;

in the sakalavastha it knows only

through the instruments. Hence the soul is different from Brahman Who,
without changes in state like these, ever knows all things as they are.

6. The Ssnkhya Ksriki, p. 47.

7. Appearance and Reality, p, 64.

H-26
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etc. In the opposition between self and not-self, one may see a

ray of hope. But there is no clear line of demarcation between

the self and the not-self. Feeling may be said to reveal to us

what the self is. We find however, that feeling as such is neither

self, nor not-self. The reality of feeling itself is far from certain.

If self-consciousness is suggested, we find that consciousness of

the self gives us a diversity without a unity. Besides, self-

consciousness is in the relational form as involving subject and

object, and therefore cannot be real. The will is not the self,

because it does not explain the problems of change, causation etc.

The conception of the self as monad does not help, because

the monad, being a simple substance, cannot by its very nature

admit of changes. But it is said to change. How this happens

in the simple substance is far from clear. Having thus argued

that the self is not real, but an appearance, when Bradley pro-

ceeds to say emphatically that sentient experience is reality and
what is not this is not real,* one wonders where one is to get at

sentient experience if the finite self is ‘condemned as an
appearance’. Bradlej’s phrases, describing the finite self as a
*• wretched fraction ” and “ poor atom ” haunt our memory and
now we find that this “wretched fraction” and “poor atom” is to

be the whole of reality. The stone that the builders rejected has

become the corner-stone! It is rather diflScult to understand how
the self which was considered too flimsy even to bear its own
weight, so to speak, can now be made co-extensive with the whole
of reality, though it may not be called the self in this context.

Bradley himself testifies :
“ My way of contact with Reality is

tirough the felt this Everything beyond, though not less real,

is an expansion of the common essence which we feel burningly

in this one fccus”.® Yet this focus is an appearance!

One feels simi'arly that when the Advaitin interprets the

mal.a.akya, Tat tvam asi in such a way as to deny ultimate

reality to the human soul, the whole point of the declaration

Seems to be obliterated. While one is hesitant to criticise master-

minds which favour a monistic (or if the term is preferred, non-
dudlisiic) interpretation, it is only fair to remember other inter-

pretations favouring a pluralist standpoint. The Siddhantin

certainly treats the mahavakya with great respect. But he will

8. Appearance and Reality, p. 12iS.

». 260.
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understand by it essential similarity (even this within limits and
for a certain purpose) and not substantial identity. Tiiumular

has a number of verses to indicate the meaning of the mahavakya
and as his work is considered as one of the major Siddhanta

classics, these verses may be taken to represent the Siddhantm’s

view.

Plurality of souls j

When the Vedas declare the existence of one soul only, how
can the Siddhantin speak of a plurality of souls ? The Siddhantin

replies that the Vedas declare the Lord of souls to be one, not

that there is only one soul.

Sivagra yogin says that this doubt is raised by the Advaitin,

The Advaitin asks how we can know the existence of a plurality

of souls. Is it by sense—perception or inference? The Siddhan-

tin’s reply is that plurality is established by sense-perception,

inference and verbal testimony. Eaeh individual has the cognition

T exist.’ Besides, souls are many, because births and deaths are

witnessed differently.

It may be objected that origin and death are with regard to

the body and not with regard to the soul. The Siddhantin says

that birth and death are witnessed of the sou! as united to t!.e

linga-^arlra. The gross body of the form of ‘ anna ’ (matter) is a
derivative, being the product of linga-darlra. Non-eternality is

with regard to the gross body. Linga-s'arira accompanies the soul

up to release, enters the womb with the soul and leaves the body
when the soul leaves it. Therefore, origin and destruction are

spoken of the soul taken along with the Imga-darira.

It may be said that the soul which is the dweller in the

linga-^arira has no birth, that the gross body alone has birth.

But then there will be no intelligence for that body. Because

even new-born babes have intelligence along with their body, the

lihga-^arlra has its origin along with intelligence. The cause of
the differences between the souls is this lihga-darira which has

differences of birth and death. Because we accept the origin and
death of the lihga-^arlra which is the inherent cause of the gross

body, sense-organs etc., and which persists up to release, the

origin and death of the soul which is defined by that lihga-darlra

are also acceptable.
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The objector says that the lifiga-larlra does not persist up to

release, that it is non-existent. But the Siddantin replies that the

eternally non-existent, like the sky-lotus cannot come into existence.

The eternally existent is imperishable. Therefore the linga-^arira

is existent and non-existent (sadasat), existent because it persists

up to release, non-existent because it ceases to be after release;

likewise, for the soul as defined by the lihga-^arlra (not in its

own nature). Because there are birth and death for the lifiga-

^arira of each soul, it is not proper to advocate Ekatmavada.^®

The objector suggests that the linga-iiariras which are of the

form of maya are many but the soul one, just as aka^a which

is one is found in many diflferents vessels. The Siddhantin replies

that the example is inappropriate. Aka^a found in the many
vessels is of a single form, while the intelligence inspiring the

many lihga-^arlras is not so. We see at one and the same time,

one person having a desire for food, another for travel, a third

for sleep
;

one is characterised by ignorance, another by wisdom,

a third by non-attachment, fourth by attachment to objects and

so on. It cannot be that one and the same person has opposed

and multifarious activities. Thus it is patent that souls are many.

It is unsound not to accept differences of souls established by

arguments. Besides, Siva is the creator of products like sprout

etc. Because Siva is pervasive and eternally contented, it is evi-

dent that He has not created the Universe consisting of plants etc.,

10. Cf. the following verses of ^ivaneiiprakaiam which set forth the

Siddbanta on these points

:

(r-^SssTU-i Qf.t^d'SstfTiq wdrnSI QsvQrrj

OTsmsssP^uSIfr a-swQt—siru OpbsiisuirQjrjsiTsofisiT

(S^&3T»5fr ©<yuj^/

sujwiSa>j>^ weiTSsf!(§sv(rrjiij

sXifiQaJ S mrrQenreir fi5!ujihugUT spi tb

sTtu ai

CS^^nJsij'G^ tDT^currgy^

(^/njr>i iulriagTrCoS3Tamn-tb Ga>fr5!(n5)(OTOTtiib

lUfraaTiu

iBjbjDf'jb'Ssi Qiussfljti 91—tmuisirnS‘iLf U3rrr£!sv3msv

a^sjn ^sir^esT^^nrsir

S-^SiDSiSTssfisu y,7s3eT(53) §as!rart9.i_®su55ijr(5aj^5u

i»oreT{S33)^fw ©«siiiT«0U) ^0n9S3trujfrLL(ai_QtiJ(i«T«5f?si)

,55iT(rjr5ij0'o(njrr«jr uuj^ss50 mi—rr^ Lfifliurrsir

STSWT rSu.jswgr^^'Tuj urf)(S^L.^^tTQso

STsmsmf^uSfT jg^nSaserujffw @s»;d LfrfiajirQ<mm(Smr
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for His own enjoyment. It may be said that prithiv! etc., have

been created, each for the enjoyment of the other. They are

inert and hence they are the enjoyed rather than the enjoyer.

The Lord is omniscient and He Iwill not create without a purpose.

By thus excluding God and the material world, we establish the

existence of souls that know the bodies that are the locus of

enjoyment.

The Sankhya argues for plurality thus:" “The plurality of
spirits certainly follows from the distributive (nature) of the

incidence of birth and death and of (the endowment of) the

instruments (of cognition and conation), from (bodies) engaging
in action, not all at the same time and also from differences in

(the proportion of) the three constituents’*."

But is the pluralist right ? It is misleading to refer to

Western Pluralism in this connection for, as will be shown in

the last chapter of this work, it differs from the Siddhanta in

some important respects. But still, it will be useful if we notice

briefly the stand taken by one or two prominent Western writers

and the general criticism of pluralism. James Ward says, “The
whole world is made up of individuals each distinguished by its

characteristic behaviour.’’ " Again, “ At the outset, this world im-
mediately confronts us not as one Mind, nor even as the mani-
festaion of one, but as an objective whole in which we discern
many minds in mutual interaction’’." This position differs from
that of Leibniz who also recognises pluarality but not interaction
smong the different entities. Ward quotes with approval Edward
Caird who says, “ It may be truly said that we find ourselves in
others before we find ourselves in ourselves and that the full
consciousness of self comes only through the consciousness of beings
without us who are also selves

Examining the case for pluralism in a Symposium, Dr. Maha-
devan says, ‘ The pluralists bank on immediate experience as pro-

11. Professor Hiriyanna who does not accept plurality of souls says
‘ In themselves, it is hard to see how the purusas can differ from one another
There is not even a semblance of expanation here as in the Nysya-Vai^esika
where each self is stated to be inherently characterised by its own vi^esa.’’’
Ovtlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 280.

12. The SSnkhya Ksrika, p. 5 .

13. The Realm of Ends, p. 51

14. Ibid., p, 5.

15. Op. cit., pp. 127-128.
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viding the one incontrovertible evidence for the existence of a

plurality of selves. What they mean by immediate experience is

perceptual knowledge, i.e., awareness acquired through the sense

organs * Observing that not a child’s but only an adult’s experi-

ence can claim to give plurality, he proceeds to examine this claim.

He says that in pereceptual experience there is a large element

of inference and quotes with approval Blandshard who says,

“Adult perception is a stage Falstafif, so padded and puflfed out

with stuff that has been gathered elsewhere that the original figure

is lost”. The quotation is significant in that it contains the word
‘ lost ’. We readily grant that there is a large element of inference

in perception. But does it mean that there is no difference between

perception and inference or that the perceptual element ceases to

count and, perhaps, ceases to exist? It is without doubt difficult

to distinguish between what is given and what is added thereto

!

Need that involve us in denying that something is given on the

ground that we do not know what exactly is given and refusing to

grant validity to perception? Erroneous perception is a fact of

experience but that does not mean all perception is suspect. The

Siddhantin, as we saw already, recognises error in perception. But

he is no less insistent regarding the validity of perception. “ To say

that a metaphysical theory has perceptual experience for its sup-

port is to say nothing that is materially conclusive”.” But the

Siddhantin claims that inference and verbal testimony also sup-

port his claim. Perceptual experience by itself may not be con-

clusive—but what is violently opposed to such experience can

hardly be said to be any more conclusive ! Again inference and

verbal testimony are used by both the advocates and the critics

of the doctrine of plurality of souls and it is not as if perception

(even which is more often correct than not) alone lends plausibility

to the case of the pluralists. The ‘ logical ’ outcome of denial of

plurality is the denial of bondage and release. To say that there

is no bondage and no release, because there is only only one soul,

w’ ich is ever perfect, does not seem to be so much a solution as

a dissolution or denial of the problem in spite of distinctions

regarding points of view (like vyavaharika and paramarthika.)

18. Symposium on Soul ; One or Many. Proceedinp of the Indian

Philosophical Congress, p. 8.

17. Ibid, p. 8.
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Bradley points out a dialectical diflBculty. ‘ Plurality and sepa-

rateness,* says Bradely, ‘ without a relation of separation seem

really to have no meaning’/* Again ‘without relations these poor

monads would have no process and would serve no purpose. But

relations admitted, again are fatal to the monads’ independence.

The substances clearly become adjectival, ** and mere elements

within an all-comprehending whole. And hence there is left

remaining for their internal contents no solid principle of

stability ’.**

Readers of Bradley’s famous ’work. Appearance and Reality,

are aware of the easy way in which the author disposes of things

once he has alleged unintelligibility in the category of relation. He
says confidently that the reader who followed him, “ will have

seen that our experience, where relational is not true, and he will

have condemned, almost without a hearing, the great mass of

phenomena.’ He says that the problem is to find how the relation

can stand to the things it relates. If the connection is taken as

a solid thing, one has to show (and he says one cannot show) how

the other solids are joined to it. If it is taken as a kind of medium

or unsubstantial atmosphere, it is a connection no longer. Thus

on the one hand relation cannot relate and on the other hand

things will cease to be independent if they admit of relation.

One cannot help feeling that the difficulty arises because by

independence of things complete exclusiveness and isolation seem

to be meant. Either such an independence (which will be difficult

to maintain if there are many souls, because plurality involves the

relation of separation) or no independence or individual existence

at all—these are the alternatives offered for acceptance. Cannot

the many retain their individuality even when they have to come
together ? Expressions like the following “ things, go to pieces,

crumbled away into relations that can find no terms suggest

that the alternative to a rigidity which admits of no relation is a

brittleness that inevitably follows from the very touch of relation.

But is there no third alternative?

18. Apperance and Reality, pp. 117-18.

19. Pringle Pattison remarks that things aje not adjectives of one
another. ‘A shoe is not an attribuie of a foot, and a son is not an attribute

of his father, though in both cases the one fact transcends itself and carries yon
to the other.’ Idea of God, p. 274.

20. Appearance and Reality, pp. 117-8.

21. Ibid, p. 29

22. IbiA, p. 64
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Bradley asserts that the independent reality of the individual

is mere illusion and poses the question, what are separate men
apart from the community ? It is the common mind within him
which gives reality to the human being. But surely one may also ask

what the community is apart from the men who make it. The reply

to Bradley given by Sir Henry Jones is worth quoting :
“ I cannot

admit that the participation of individuals in common elements

lessens either their independence or individuality... if my com-
munity is to live in me, I must interpret its meaning, I must adopt

its traditions and creeds, I must make its ends my personal pur-

poses. And everyone of these activities is personal and in a sense,

private and exclusive. In this reaction the material offered by

the community is recreated by me; and the recreation at once

enriches the communal store and exercises and develops my indi-

vidual powers Again, ‘ The more a man enters the life of others,

the richer his own life. His uniqueness or difference from others

is the greater the more he adopts and enlarges and carries out the

ends of their common giver.’®*

A pluralism which maintains total exclusiveness of each indi-

vidual without any basis for co-operation among themselves or

common allegiance to a supreme authority, is untenable. But the

Siddhanta which argues for a plurality of souls is never tired of

repeating that these souls are dependent on the Lord. It has the

advantage of not denying facts of experience or leaving them in

isolation but presenting them in as coherent a manner as is possi-

ble. Thus it is not a final and unmediated pluralism or a doctrine

of ultimately self subsistent or unrelated reals. The Siddhantin’s

insistence on the supremacy of the Lord provides the corrective

to mere pluralism while his acceptance of a plurality provides the

corrective to monism. After all, what is undesirable is not self-

hood but selfishness. Neither metaphysically nor ethically is the

case for the independent existence of a plurality of souls fraught

with ore difficulties than is the rival case—to put the Siddhantin’s

case at the lowest.

Nature of the Soul:

The Siddhantin examines the views of the followers of other

schools regarding the nature of the soul, before he states his own

23. A Faith that Enquires p. 320.

24. Ibid., p. 323.
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view. The ParioamavSdins say that souls come into existence as

the modification of Brahman, have cognitive, conative and affec-

tive activities and exist in an identity-in-difference relation to Brah-

man, like fire and heat (which exemplify the relation between a

substance and its quality). If Brahman becomes the souls, how
is it that souls do not have knowledge in the absence of acces-

sories like the sense-organs ? If the souls are Brahman, they must

be able to cognise without the aid of accessories. Since souls cog-

nise only with the help of accessories, they are not Brahman.

The Sankhyas say that souls exist as sheer intelligence (not

having intelligence as an attribute). The organs of the body func-

tion in the proximity of the soul and give rise to cognition, cona-

tion and affection. The Siddhantin (who like the Sankhya, recog-

nises a plurality of souls and conceives the soul to be omnipre-

sent) replies that in sleep and death, though there is no lack of

proximity of the soul yet there is no cosciousness. So, the

Sankhya view cannot be accepted.

^iv3gra yogin says that the Sankhya has to accept one of

two alternatives, neither of which is free from defect, (i) The
soul is of the nature of intelligence without having cognition,

conation and affection. But this position is untenable, because

for enjoyment there should be sequence of jnana, iccha and pray-

atna and if there is not this sequence there can be no enjoy-
ment. (ii) Cognition, conation and affection come into existence

by the activity of buddhi, manas and ahankara. When they do
not come into existence, it is because buddhi etc., are inactive.
If this position is accepted, then the original position that these
arise in the body in the presence of the soul is abandoned and
pratijnabhanga results.

The Sankhya might say : we do not mean by proximity mere
pervasiveness. Proximity is a particular quality that is helpful for
fte body co function in the presence of the soul, like iron-filings
in the presence of magnet. The Siddhantin replies that magnet
performs a single function—it attracts iron-filings—it does not repel
them. But how is it that the soul gives rise to different functions
like thinking, forgetting, running etc.?

Again, a magnet attracts but does not repel a needle; the needle
moves towards the magnet—it cannot resist such a movement. If
the relation between puru?a and prakfti is the same as that bet-
ween magnet and needle, then the states of sleep etc., become im-
possible. Puru?a cannot free itself from prakfti and attain release

H-27
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It is the soul which uniting with maoas, thinks about things and

controls manas ; which, occupying the feet and assisted by wind,

causes running etc. Occupying the sense-organs, it apprehends

objects; residing in ahankara, it causes the awareness “I am the

enjoyer ”, “ I am the sufferer ” ; occupying buddhi it produces the

subjective consciousness, “ I know.”

Following 6ivagra yogin, we may briefly state the S5nkhya

view and the objections to it. The soul is a witness. It is an

intelligence. It is neither an enjoyer nor an agent ; nor is it a

modif.cation of prakrti. Non-attachment and indifference are its

characteristics. In iis presence, prakfti evolves into the seven,

mahat etc., and the sixteen evolutes (manas, five sense-organs, five

motor organs and five elements). It is in prakfti that we find the

play of the three gunas and their derivatives ranging from buddhi

to prithivi. It is buddhi that has agency and enjoyment. Because

the s( ul does not know that it is d.flferent from prakfti, it does

not separate itself from prakfti. Thus, it is involved in samsara

and by reason of merit and de-merit goes to the upper and lower

reg'ons respeciively. Release consists in the discrimination of

purusa from prakfti.

The Siddhantin says that the SSnkhya’s chief mistake con-

sists in taking prakfti to be the primal cause. Prakfti is born of

asuddha n a>a. It cannot function without being impelled by an

intelligence. If it is maintained that it does not require an intelli-

gence for functioning, then a pot or a wall must also be able to

function. What is iiot-int^lligent cannot have enjoyment or agency.

If it be urged that an intelligent entity has bondage because of
ignorance, and release, with the acquisition of knowledge, the

Siddhantin replies that what is intelligent cannot be ignorant

without a cause. If ignorance is caused (i.e., if it has a beginning)

in what is intelligent, then the absurd contingency arises that

even after rc.euse. ignorance may be caused again. Should it be
ccnceded that it is beg nningless, then, it is really auava which
the Siddhantin has been maintaining all along to be what obscures

the intelligence of the souls.

Besides, on the Sahkhya view, body (which is the locus of
enjoyment), organs (whkh are the means of enjoyment) and enjoy-

ment (which is of the form of pleasure and pain) cannot be of
any use to the purusa. So, non-agency results for the puru}a.

In the absence of agency, there cannot be enjoyment. The non-
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intelligent parkfti cannot, without being controlled by an intell'_

gence, function as the caus- of the evolutes. Thus, boiii toe ifisins

of enjoyment and the means of release set forth by the Sankhya

turn out to be the fictitious products of a deluded understanding.

The PaurSnikas say that the soul is corporeal. If this were

the case, another corporeal entity must be seen within the body.

It must enter the womb. Besides, whatever is corporeal will be

like the elements—which are subject to changes and destruction.

It may be said that though corporeal, the soul is invisible. But

this is to forget that what is corporeal must be visible. That which

is invisible and free from modifications cannot be corporeal.

The soul may be said to be an entity existing in a subtle form
unlike the elements which are visible and which exist in a gross

form. The Siddhantin says that this subtle thing is the inert

purya§taka body which gives rise to the gross form. Can the soul

be said to be that which exists in a very subtle form in the

purya§taka ? No ; that is the perfect body (utrsa^i-ih^j), consti-

tuted of tattvas beginning with kala and ending with pnthivi. All
these are non-intelligent and non-real. How can the soul which
does not have a similar nature be any of these?

If the soul be said to be incorporeal, what happens to the pura-

hic declaration (which is consistent with verbil testimony) that

Yama violently pulled purusa who is of the size of his own thumb?
The aka^a in the centre of the lotus of each person’s heart is of the

size of that person’s thumb. So, the puruja who is defined by
that is also said to be of the size of his thumb. The statement is

not otherwise true. All corporeal things are brought into exist-

ence by some one and they are all subject to destruction.

The Kaujas say that the soul is corporeal-incorporeal. But
the corporeal cannot become incorporeal (prthivi cannot become
akS^a) any more than the incorporeal can become corporeal (aka^a
cannot become prithivi). The same thing cannot have two opposed
qualities. If, to illustrate their position, they mention the presence
of fire in fuel, the reply is that fire is not seen to the extent fuel is

seen and when fire is seen both fuel and fire are destroyed. Thus
the analogy fails.

Another example is given to illustrate the contention that the
soul is corporeal-incorporeal. The moon is corporeal-incarporeal.
On the new moon day, it has only o le digit and is thus inc orporeal.
As days go by, the digits increase until at last on the full moon
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day, it appears corporeal with sixteen digits. They say that like-

wise, the soul is incorporeal when it enters the womb but that it

grows up into the body and thus becomes visible. The
SiddhSntin replies that on this view, the soul which is intelligent,

eternal and subject to bondage and release would become non-

intelligent, an evolute of the elements and the body itself which is

bondage.

The Patanjalas say that the soul is formless and immutable

like aka^a. This is not correct. The soul occupies the body,

moves it, makes it get up, walk and roll on the floor. How can

the soul, if it is immutable and incorporeal, induce all these

changes ?

SivSgra yogin states the view of the Patanjalas in syllogistic

form and shows its invalidity.

The soul is immutable

because it is formless,

like aka^a.

flcre the probans is subject to the defect of kalStyapadista

because change is perceptible and changes could not be induced

if the .soul were incorporeal. The example also is defective.

Akfida is inert and so immutability is possible
;

but the soul is of

the nature of intelligence and activity and so immutability is not

possible. Therefore the soul is to be considered mutable though

incorporeal.
““

Sivagra yogin thus boldly interprets the verse he is comment-
ing on to mean that the soul is mutable, although mutability may
be considered to be inconsistent with the nature of the soul.

JnSnaprakalar, on the other hand, says that the soul being of the

nature of the resolve of Cit-Sakti, induces changes in the body by
unchanging non-moving change,*® thereby meaning evidently that

that the soul induces changes by mere volition, without itself

changing.

The inert cannot become the intelligent nor the intelligent

become the inert. So, the view of the Vaiiejika that the soul is

inert and that it cognises the objects only when united to manas,

cannot be accepted. Two opposed qualities cannot be found in

25. Nirambavalagiar also »ayi that the soul is mutable.

26. His words ard

:

9!hia,ir)u
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the same substance. For this reason, the view of one sect of

^aivites that it is intelligent-inert (cidacit) is rejected. The Bhattas

say that the soul is an intelligence which does not unite with

instruments. But because the soul cannot cognJse without instru-

ments, this view is also rejected.

The Pancaratras say that the soul exists in the body in the

form of an atom. This is unacceptable because if the soul were
atomic, it could get out of the body through any one of the

many holes in the body. If it were atomic, either it would not
allow itself to be bound or to be made to bear the weight of
the body. As inert, it would be like one of the elements and be
destroyed.

What, then, is the meaning of the Vedic declaratmn that the
soul is atomic? When the soul existing in the heart as de-limited
by the internal organs, perceives objects through the eyes, it ooes
out through a vein which is one hundredth of the tip of a grain
of rice. Because of this limitation it is said to be atomic. It is

not true otherwise. If the Pancaratra maintains that the soul is

atomic, as atomic, it will become liable to destruction and there
will be no difference between this view and the Bauddha view

The followers of the Smrtis say that the soul exists in the
heart assuming the size of the tip of a blade of grass while its
intelligence, like the light of a lamp extends everywnere. This view
of the soul is also materialistic. For, if the soul were corporeal
though it may be ever so small, all the defects urged against cor-
poreal things, would apply equally well to this. Besides'’ a quality
cannot extend beyond the substance of which it is a quality much
less everywhere. Again, the light of a lamp is the subtle form of
the lamp, not its quality. Thus, this cannot be an example. Even
if it were, there are the following difficulties. The flame hurts
only if we touch it, not otherwise; whereas the soul is able to
perceive touch, whatever the part of the body touched. The lamp
is at a particular place, but it illumines all the surrounding objects
The soul does not perceive things through all the sense-organs and
at the same time. Even where it appears so, it is because the
interval between the functioning of one organ and another is too
small to be noticed.

The Jamas say that the soul extends to the size of the body
and cognises objects. If so. then, there must be cognition in the
sleep state, and through all the sense-organs at once. Intelligence
must depend upon the size of the body. If one part of the body
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be injured, the soul also would be injured in part. Destruction

would overtake the soul also when the body is destroyed.

Aik>av5dins say that the soul is all-pervasive like the Lord

and cognises objects. How could we, on this view, account for

the several states of the soul and its journeys to and from the

world? How is it that the sense-organs do not cognise at the

same time ? How does the all-pervasive soul come to be confined

to a body?

It may be argued that though the soul is pervasive and can

cognise objects, the products of maya veil its intelligence and that

therefore, it becomes subject to the 'states of sleep etc. The pro-

ducts of maya are the means whereby the soul cognises objects

;

as such, they cannot obscure the soul’s intelligence. If maya
bound what was till then a pure soul, there would be the contin-

gency of bondage even after release.

^ivagra yogin says that if the soul were an eternally pure

intelligence, it would never be bound. It would be eternally free

and self-luminous. The Lord is of such a nature but not the

souls.

What is the nature of the soul, according to the SiddhSnta ?

The soul is not all-pervasive like the Lord; neither is it (as He
is) the extremely subtle intelligence. It pervades whatever it

occupies. It is the gross intelligence having its cognition, cona-

tion and affection beginninglessly obscured by anava.

According to ^ivajnana yogin, attempt is made in the fore-

going to distinguish the soul which is incorporeal and pervasive

from the Lord. He says that the former is gross intelligence and

the latter subtle intelligence. Maraijnana De^ikar, Sivagra yogin

and Nirambavajagiar suggest that the attempt is to distinguish

the soul from pafa. Sivajnana >ogin says such an interpretation

is inappropriate. Jnanapraka^ar says that the soul is not incor-

poreal or pervasive in the manner of pa^a. He goes beyond this

and says that in release, the soul pervades and is pervaded by

the intelligent incorporeal. The soul has Sivatva, consisting in

eternal and indestructible omniscience and omnipotence. But because

of relation with mala, it is rendered ignorant and non-active :

wherefore it is called pa<u. While Sivajnana yogin emphasises the

difference between the soul and the Lord, 6ivagra yogin stresses

the similarity between the two and Jnanapraka^ar makes the soul

the equal cf the Lord.
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Sivigra yogin says that the Siddhantin refuted so far the

following views—that the soul is corporeal, incorporeal, corpo-

real-incorporeal ; that it is intelligent, non-intelligent, intelli-

gent—non -intelligent ;
that it is parviscient, partly pervasive, that

it is atomic, of middle size (madhya parima^a) : that it is non-

changing, uon-active, non-enjoying pure intelligence. The Siddhanta

is that it is pervasive like ^iva. Whatever is pervasive cannot be

corporeal. If all souls are pervasive like ^iva, they would be

omniscient and all-pervasive. But don’t we see that they are not

so? The reply is that because of a de-limiting adjunct their

omniscience is non-manifest. Aijiava has been beginninglessly

obscuring the eternal cognition and conation of souls, thus

making them pa^u. Omniscience etc., cannot become manifest

until pa^utva is removed by the grace of the Lord. 6ivagra yogin

says that some deny the special nature (asadharana svarupa) of

the soul and assert that it is of the nature of whatever it exists

with. This is anekanta vada and arha mata. Elsewhere, we

found 6ivagra yogin saying that is purusa tattva which reflects

the colour of its environment and which as such is sadasat. The

soul is really an intelligence and not sadasat.

What is the Siddhantin’s view regarding the nature of the

soul? The following statement calls for examination. ‘This view

that the essential part of the soul remains constant, and that only

its outer form is subject to change, causes one to think that the

career of the soul merely consists in changing its outer garb,

which in the kevala avastha is of asat, in the sakala avastha of

sadasat and in the Buddha avastha of sat. This leads to the absurd

conclusion that in the Buddha avastha, Siva is content with a

change of form on the part of the soul. Its essential nature may
be sadasat, but its outer garb should be pure sat. If so, is the

state of the soul in release in any way different from that of a
“ whited sepulchre, which indeed appears beautiful outward, but

is within full of dead men’s bones and of all uncleanness
”

'T'' This

is criticisum of the Siddhanta in very strong language. What is the

justification thererfor? We have a reference to a statement of

Schomerus that the soul’s inmost nature in all the states

is sadasat.“* The statement that the inmost nature of the soul in all

states is sadasat is not only misleading but definitely wrong. We

27. Saiva Siddbsnta, p. 150

28. Schomerus, pp, 204-205,
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may state the Siddhanta as follows, drawing freely from the stan-

dard commentary on the ^ivajnana Bodham for our purpose.

The Siddhantin says that intelligences are of two kinds. One

kind (indeed of this class
;

there is only one intelligence viz., the

Lord) capable of knowing things independently and another kind

(of this class are the numerous finite souls) capable of knowing

only in dependence on that with which it is associated.^® How-
ever, as one entitled to enjoy the whole of the Lord’s bliss as its

own, even as the prince is entitled to the whole of the king's

wealth, the finite soul is taken to belong to the same class as

Siva.®* As capable of being in a relation of non-difference

(advaita) with the objects with which it is associated, the soul is

classified in six ways as bhutatma, antaratma, tattvatma, jivatma,

mantaratma and paramatma. But of these six, the first five are

indicative of the artificial states of the soul, characterised by de-

limiting adjuncts. It is only the sixth that reveals the essential

nature of the soul on account of the soul belonging to the same

class as iSiva.®* ‘Atman’ means pervasive, eternal intelligence and

the Vedas and Agamas declare the soul to be pervasive.®^ The
finite soul is not an attribute of a substance or adjectival but is

itself a substance like the Lord.®® Its identity with intelligence is

beginningless (not achieved or brought into existence at some

particular time).®^ It is because it is an intelligence that Vedas

and Agamas were brought into existence (for its edification,)®*

29. Mapadiyam, pp. 385-6.

30. Ibid., p. 416.

31. Mapsdiyam, pp. 380-1.

32. Ibid., p. 321, cf. also p. 445.

33. Ibid, p. 392.

34. Ibid., p. 413, cf. the following: two verse? of the Tirumandiram

which indicate that the soul’s essential nature is intelligence and its obscuration

is caused by anava.

^n9sij auL} Qsvsir/Dj^iurr^ srsirfbsr

suuf.'osussr Q^tu^Ttjir

suu}.Gsu sir n)(ri)TrrTsb ..9)nSd>CS^

tusv^^rrjij^jssii-u.jiLQ rSsirjD.^

ff UlSVQflh <S<SS)L^lud}JD'oU'T3^

<#S1!0UU:T^UJ SUTOTTlOrr.

Mapidiyam, p. 411.
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The soul is really an intelligence; it is only figuratively that

it is called inert** (as associated with puruja tattva which takes

on the colour of its environment). While the internal organs are

intelligent as compared with what is lower than themselves and
inert as compared with what is higher than themselves, the finite

soul is everywhere (uj/r(SKjr(S>u)) or in all contexts, intelligent.*''

Though it is essentially intelligent, there is difference between

itself and the Lord, because as explained earlier, the former

requires to be informed for its knowledge whereas the latter does

not. We- may perhaps illustrate this by reference to geniuses

and ordinary men. They belong to the same class as human
beings, but so far as their intelligence and grasp of things are

concerned, there is as much difference between them and ordinary

human beings as there is between an ordinary man and an animal.

Likewise, the finite soul’s way of grasping things and the Lord’s

way indicate the difference between them. The former has, so to

speak, to merge in the objects to understand them (^(i^/h^ajjrSi^A)

whereas, the latter Inows all things as they are without such

merging.**

What is the justification for calling the soul sadasat ? The soul

which is sat is obscured by Spava with which it has no affinity;

and because its capacity is rendered ineffective, it exists like

asat. When at release, obscuration is removed, its capacity is

made manifest, and without ever after being obscured again, it

has a right to the enjoyment of diva’s bliss, never changing in

its nature afterwards. Hence, it comes to be called sadasat.®*

Again, the finite soul is not like the Lord who knows everything

at once as it is. Neither is it asat, because it is not like the

Universe which, being inert, cannot know and have experience.

When the soul has a manifester, it has knowledge and, as an intelli-

gence is therefore sat ; when it does not have a manifester, it docs
not have knowledge and is therefore like asat.*'’

This is not anekSntavada, because we are not predicating

opposite qualities simultaneously. Soul’s condition in the state

of bondage indicates its general nature ; and its condition in the

36. Msps^iyam, p. 196.

37. Ibid., p. 311.

38. Mapidiyam, p. 6 and p. 492.

39. MapSdiyam, p 357
40. Ibid., 612, cf. also

Ibid., p. 416.

H-28
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•tate of release shows its special or essential nature.*’ In the atate

of release when it joins ^iva, its essential nature of knowing in a

non-demonstrative way is made mainfest.**

It is the general nature of the soul to reflect its environment, like

a crystal. When the soul realises its general nature to consist in

taking on the characteristics of its environment and discriminates

i:self from the organs etc. with which it is associated, it realises

that it is servant of the Lord, a realisation which in its turn

enables it to free itself from its general nature (and be restored to

its special nature).*®

Is not the soul still in an artificial condition and not true to

itself, if it places itself under the influence of 6iva ? How can it

be said that associating itself with and reflecting the characteris-

tics of asat is an artificial state caused by mala and that associat-

ing itself with and reflecting the characteristics of Siva is the

natural state of the soul? Sivajnana yogin says that only those

who say that ‘knowing as of the nature of the thing associated

with’ {arrnmai^siT euetryiesarw/rujjrSI^,sb) is artificial will consider com-

ing under Siva’s influence also as artificial.**

Has the soul no nature of its own? Should it always reflect

whatever it is associated with ? If it has no special quality but

only takes on the quality of other things, a substance being nothing

other than its qualities, in the absence of its own quality, the soul

will cease to be as a substance also. So, we must say that apart

from taking on the colour of its environment, there is the special

quality of knowing that environment while existing as of the nature

of that environment.*®

It will be now clear that according to the SiddhSntin, the

essential nature of the soul is sat, that though it belongs to the

same class as the Lord as sat, yet it differs from Him by being

a dependent intelligence (and not an independent intelligence

like Him), that though it associates itself with asat and

appears to be asat itself, this is not its natural condition but

an artificial condition,*® brought about by obscuration caused

4t. Ibid., p. 155.

42. Ibid., pp. 444-445.

43. Mjpsdiyam, p. 443-4.

44. Ibid., p. 395-€.

45. Ibid., p. 385.

46. Mips^iyam, 483.
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by mala. How the essentially intelligent soul came to be

obscured is more than we can tell. It is a fact that it is so

obscured. Yet, the Siddhantin feels confident that the obscuration

will be removed and the soul regain its essential nature.

Neither does the soul merely change its outer covering from asat

to sat, remaining as sadasat within, nor is 6iva taken in by the

shiny exterior to bother Himself about “ all uncleanness ” within.

It will be “ absured ” only if the soul is not essentially sat. We
have quoted sufficiently from a standard commentary to show

that the Siddhantin considers the soul to be really sat. We have

also indicated what exactly is meant by calling the soul sadasat.

In what follows, the Siddhantin says that the soul is gross cit

and proceeds to show that of the three entities, Pati, pa^u, and

ps^a, it is pa^u which has to work for release.

Who is it that can discriminate between sat and asat? The

Sivadvaitins say that Siva, who is sat knows pada, which is asat.

Siva is a pervasive intelligence. He knows everything at once,

not each at a time. Hence it cannot be Siva. It may be said that

though Siva is a pervasive intelligence. He dwells in the instru-

ments and organs (which are asat) and cognises things one by one

for the sake of the souls. But this cannot be, because asat cannot

exist before sat, just as darkness cannot exist before light. The

Sivasankrantavadins say that in the presence of the changeless soul

instruments which are asat exist as diva’s instruments and know
Him. We have already said that asat cannot persist before sat.

Besides, asat exists as instruments for some one else to know. It

is not itself intelligent. Thus asat cannot know sat. Since Pati

and pa^a cannot know each other, it must be the third, pa^u

that knows both of them. The Siddhantin makes it clear here

that the soul is essentially an intelligence— a knower.

By saying that asat cannot persist before sat, what is meant
is that it cannot be known by the Lord in the way in which
objects are known (as ‘ This is a pot ’

‘ This is a cloth ’) to our
demonstrative knowledge.*" The Siddhantin does not mean
that it is destroyed. Sivagra yogin states the purvapakja thus : The

,1!’
.tJejikar says that ‘eit’. and ‘aeif are i.-uerchangeablyus^for sat and asat respectively occasionally and that as there is n»

diSi^Qce between them the usage is not wrong.
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^ivSdvaitin recognises the intelligent and the inert only and con-

tends that it is not consistent with reason to affirm the existence

of souls as different from Siva and the Universe. He urges that it

is opposed to verbal testimony. If he is told that perception

shows the existence of many souls, the Sivadvaitin replies that

because of tattva, bhuvana and kaja adhvas as de-limiting adjuncts

Siva appears as many souls. Sivagra yogin raises a few questions

and answers them. How is it that, whereas in the Sivajnana Bodham,

which is the original, Siva and the Universe are said to be cit and

acit, it is stated here that they are sat annd asat? He replies cit is

sat and acit is asat. They are used as synonyms. Are anava,

maya and karma which are acit, asat also ? These are sat only

upto release (what he evidently means is that though these may
continue to exist, they do not matter to the released .person). So,

these are also asat to the vision of one who has attained release

through a knowledge of scriptures. If all souls are 5iva Who is

of the nature of sat and cit, how is it that without knowing that

One, souls are caught in samsara and made to suffer? It may be

said that this ignorance is brought about by mays which is asat.

But asat cannot persist before sat, even as darkness cannot persist

before light. It may be said that in the presence of Siva, mSyS’s

evolutes engender ahanksra and mamakSra, consisting in feelings

like ‘I am the enjoyer’, ‘I am the sufferer.’ The Siddhantin rep-

lies that the evolutes of maya (asat) cannot persist before Siva

(sat). The soul has the evolutes of maya as its instruments for

working. Maya’s evolutes, being inert, cannot do anything by

themselves.

Jnanaprakaiar makes the following observations : If Siva is

Himself the intelligent and inert Universe, He cannot perform

the five different functions in respect of Himself. The Sivadvaitin

and the Vedantin will have to attribute pleasure, pain, suffering

and enjoyment to Siva and Brahman. Because it is said that every-

thing outside Brahman is false, the suffering also would be false

and saying that they are false, would also be false. Though the

inert Universe appears for the sake of others’ enjoyment, pur-

poses etc., it does not appear so for its own sake. It would appear

as a bare existent to Siva. It may be said that the internal organs

(which belong to the inert universe) cognise external obiects and

experience pleasure, pain and delusion appropriate to them,

existing the while in the presence of the intelligent. But this

i> to overlook the fact that these, even if they exist before Siva
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would be inert like a horn or any material object. As the eye

sees, helped by the light of the lamp, the intelligent soul, which

is sadasat and diflFerent from Siva, is helped by asat to experience

things. Asat cannot have experience.

It is the soul that cognises sat and asat which cannot know

each other. But the soul is neither sat nor asat. It does not

manifest itself in and exist as equal to either of these. Nor is it

a void by not manifesting itself. It exists in these just as smell

resides in the flower without completely manifesting or with-

holding itself. The soul has the characteristic of reflecting its

environment and in their presence, it expresses itself in a sub-

dued way. It is not known separately, but is cognised in the

process of knowing the other two.

Maraijnana De^ikar explains the position by saying that the

soul is not like the universe which appears in a specific way nor

like Siva Who does not appear in a specific way. Without having

a beginning or an end, it is intent on its own welfare.

Sivagra yogin (who repudiated the characterisation of soul as

sadasat (or cidacit) says that the soul in bondage and release is

subject to the states of acit and cit. When there is the onset of

Para^akti, the soul is of the nature of unobstructed .Cit-Sakti, like

Siva. In the a^ava kevala, it is like the inert because its intelli-

gence does not shine. Thus it becomes subject to the states of

cit and acit. How can the soul be said to be eternal when, as

being born with a lidga-^arlra constituted by maya, it must die

also? The soul is not bora from maya when the linga-^arira

arises from maya. In the prajaya state, the soul exists in the

middle of the maya regions. With the coming into being of linga-

^arira, its cognition, conation and affection become manifest. The
beginning of the linga-^arira is figuratively taken as marking the

beginning of the soul. Even though smell is a different entity,

the coming into being of a flower is treated as marking the begin-

ning of the smell also. Thus it is with the soul. Hence the soul

is not destructible but eternal.

JfianaprakaSar offers elaborate comments. He says the soul

cognises iSiva and the Universe for its own purposes viz to

attain release and enjoyment. The soul has $:vatva of the nature

of omniscience and omnipotence; and pa^utva of the nature of

ignorance and inactivity. Of these natural and adventitious quali-

ties (Sivatva & pa^utva), it is the natural and adventitious sub-
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strate. Pa^utva and ^ivatva cannot appear together at the same

time just as darkness and light cannot appear together. Then, is

the soul like a sky -flower? No; paiutva disappears after purifi-

cation bearing the mark of ^ivalakti. Then iSivatva becomes

manifest. The objector may say that if Sivatva, not seen in the

soul previously becomes manifest later, satkaryavada would have

to be thrown overboard and asatkaryavada espoused. The

Siddhantin replies that it does not follow, for it is like the smell

of the flower existing in a subtle condition and becoming manifest

later. The following words of the Tirumandiram Ssrr

^ajioTssTib show that iSivatva which is veiled by mala

becomes manifest on the removal of mala. If ^ivatva becomes

manifest by evolving as Sadyojata, would it not be subject to

change, non-eternality and inertness? No, says the Siddhantin.

It is not as though iSivatva was (absolutely) non-existent in the

activity of the soul’s intelligence and later became manifest. It

was non-existent in the sense that it existed in a subtle form.

Now it shines forth. Thus mala has to be invoked to explain

the intermediate submergence of ^ivatva.

Mala’s energy is twofold, as obscuring and as withdrawing

the obscuration, Mala’s obscuration is removed by purificatory

rite. By this rite the inner impurity of the soul is removed and

there is the transformation into sat. There are two stages leading

to release ;
one is the removal of mala and the other is the mani-

festation of iSivatva. When a china-rose is in the proximity of a

crystal, the latter appears red. When this de-limiting adjunct is

removed, the crystal shines in its pristine splendour. On the

restoration to Sivatva, there comes abaut omniscience natural to

^ivatva and its invariable concomitant—omnipotence. Thus there

is nothing newly introduced but only a restoration* of the original

state. Having instruments etc., and being subject to changes are

due to the residual impressions of mala. With the removal of

these impressions, changes cease. With the cessation of changes,

Sivatva becomes manifest. Thus non-eternality (resulting from

being subject to changes) would not apply to Sivatva. Omni-

science ever exists the same. Ignorance, which is the negation

of omnisc.ence and omnipotence, is natural to mala. This eternal

negation of knowledge deludes the soul and causes the soul’s

knowledge to appear previously non-existent. Hence this pre-

vious non-existence of knowledge is adventitious to the soul.

Ignorance is not real in respect of the soul but false ; This false
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entity (i.e,, false so far as its relation to the soul is concerned)

can be removed by the manifestation of jSlna, which is brought

about on the removal of mala and its residual impressions. The

manifestation of knowledge is the removal of ignorance. As a

certain precious stone or mantra or medicine can cure a disease

and make the patient whole, ^ivamantra, characterised by it capacity

to purify, removes mala, and enables the soul to evolve into

sat. There is no non-eternality for mala (dharmi) or mala ^akti

(dharma) though mala has avrtti, nivrtti and svavrtti.

The objector may say that though mala is one, yet its ener-

gies are many, according to the number of souls, and that the

energies being non-intelligent and many, are non-eternal. The

Siddhintin replies that because they are qualities of mala which

is eternal, they cannot be non-eternal. The objector can say that

as plurality enters into the very conception of a substance with

a number of qualities, the substance itself becomes non-eternal.

In short, non-eternality applies to the substance.

The Siddhantin meets this argument by drawing a distinction

and abolishing it later. Though mays and mahsmaya appear as

single existents to us, they appear as energies, many and non-

intelligent to the Lord, and therefore are non-eternal. Since the

energies of maya, unlike mala 6akti which exists in its own nature,

change and are transformed, maya and mahamaya are non-eternal.

The Siddhantin does not accept this
;

even these need not be non-

eternal. The energies are not completely transformed as milk is

turned into curds, but are only partially transformed, as ghee is

partially hardened. The objector could say that then there would

be partial destruction. The Siddhantin denies even this. He says

that the energies which are partially transformed are now in a

mainfest form. These which are now manifest as effects were

formally in a potential condition as causes. Hence both cause and

effect are eternal.

Then why should the energies of mala be said to non-eternal

while affirming that the energies of mala are partly eternal? It

is because there is difference between an entity existing in its

own nature and an entity being transformed, that we make this

distinction. In their own real nature, they are all eternal. In

saying that the smell is resident in the flower, it must be noticed

that the smell is already there and is not something produced all

of a sudden. So also, iSivatva is already existent in the soul

;

but it is made manifest later. Hence it must not be said that the
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soul is like ^iva when it is with Him and like piSa. when it is

with it (paia). JSinapraka^ar makes it clear that the soul’s essen*

tial nature is iSivatva and pa^utva is adventitious. So, in being

like paia, in the state of bondage, it is not natural—not true to

itself.

Of the three eternal verities, though Pati and paiu are similar

to each other in a general way, both being eternal, pervasive and

intelligent, Siva is the extremely subtle intelligence and the soul

only a gross intelligence. So, asat cannot persist before Siva.

But it can persist before pa^u. Souls (sadasat) have existed as

beginninglessly as the Lord. Pa^a has beginnjnglessly been

clinging to the souls, just as, though the sea and water are pure,

salt clings to the water rather than to sea. (By sea is meant,

evidently the aka^a or space wherein the water of the sea is

contained).

MaraiJnSna De^ikar says that pnrity is as beginningless to

Siva as impurity is beginningless to souls. What is the reason

for the difference? There is no reason, just as there is none for

crystal and copper being what they are.

SivSgra yogin says once again that the soul is called

cidacit because in a^ava kevala it is like acit and in the Buddha

state, it is of the nature of cit. Sivagra yogin states in the form

of a dilemma difficulties involved in maintaining on the one

hand that Siva is pervasive, and on the other hand, that pa^u

and pa^a are also real. If Siva is pervasive, there is no ground

for affirming the existence of souls and pa^a as other than Siva.

If they exist and are other than Siva, He cannot be pervasive.

Sivagra yogin replies that the Lord is like the aka^a which gives

the space for the waters of the sea. Though Siva is pervasive,

though in Him pa^u and pa^a exist, the Vedas and Agamas
declare that the qualities of these do not affect Him.^’*

The soul cannot cognise without its intelligence being made
manifest. It knows only as informed. After knowing, it exists

as indestructible. Hence it is called gross cit and sat.*’** Since

it is the Lord who removes its mala and is the manifester of its

intelligence. He is the extremely subtle cit and sat. He does not

not require anyone to manifest His intelligence.

47a. Jaanapraksiar says that the defects of unconscious delusion

(SunTfjiDtb and conscious delusion are found in the soul.

These are removed by being brought into the proximity of Siva.

47b. Slvigrayogin says that the soul is of the nature of obstructed
intelligence.
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Jnanapraka^ar says that the soul is of the nature of sat-cit-

ananda like the Lord. In the sakala state, the Lord hides Himself

in the succession of deities existing in tattvas like kala, controls

these deities and informs the soul according to their capacities.

In the Buddha state, the Lord, by purific ttion. removes mala and

mala's residual impressions, manifests .'^ivatva and informs the

soul. When the soul comes to this state, it gives up its habit

of ever turning to Siva^akti for light, exists as self-luminous, and

without having the nature of enj >yment and without being the

enjoyer, intuits ^iva and all things, always and as they are. It is

eternally real.

Soul in the State of Bondage

Because of pas'utva, the soul is reduced to the kevala state

which abounds in ignorance. fnen it occupies the causal body
given by Ananta from that part of as'uddha maya which He aui-

tates. At this stage, the soul’s cognition, conation and affection

become manifest in a general v/ay and without distinctions. After

this, it occupies the coat constituted by the products of maya, kala

etc. Now, what appeared in a general way and without distinc-

tions, becomes specific and manifests its difference. And lastly, it

occupies the gu^as'arira (constituted by the three gu^as in whicn
exist the internal organs etc. in a latent form) and enters into co n-

merce with the objects brought to it by the subtle and gross

bodies,

iSivagra Yogin adds the following discussion : The cause of
ignorance was stated earlier ; now the cause of parviscience is

given. The cognition, conation and affection of the soul watch
are of the nature of the soul’s cit-sakti are rendered partial by
association with kala, vidya. raga. It is not the soul that is

rendered partial, but its intelligence. The partial nature of the
quality is figuratively ascribed to its substance. The soul is said
to be in a part of maya just as we speak of the akas'a in me pot
when aka^a is inside and outside the pot. How can the soul
which is pervasive and intelligent be said to have partial lumiuo-
sity of intelligence? The tree occupies a certain amount of space.
But fire can be produced only when friction is applied to tnat part
of the tree which is free from moisture. Similarly inteiiigence
becomes manifest to the extent anava is removed. Kaia etc.

which are the first evolutes of as'uddha ma; a constitute tne first

bondage of the soul. This maya, called li.a vibhuti mo. uni is

removed at the onset of the Lord's eneray. With the reraoval of
H-29
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this, the soul becomes like Siva. The internal organs like buddhi

which link themselves with the three gunas and perform enquiry,

determination etc. (suitable to these three gunas) and which

constitute the subtle body are the second bondage of the soul.

The organs of the physical body constitute the third bondage.

These bind the soul. Is this done by obscuring or limiting? Since

the soul is pervasive, it cannot be obscured. Hence it is limita*

tion. How is this done? The soul’s cognition, conation and

affection are pervasive only to the extent to which the tattvas the

soul occupies are pervasive. This is like akas'a being found in a

pot which pot itself is in a room surrounded by aka^a. When
the soul is bound by the tattvas like kala (which are the cause of

partiality and parviscience), it becomes limited by these products

of maya, though it is pervasive ; is informed by another, though

it is omniscient; requires the tattvas like kala for help in knowing

and doing, though it has independent cognitive and conative

energies
;
comes to have births etc. (by association with another),

though it is itself without these ;
becomes heteronomous because

of activity, though it is autonomous; brings about the perception

of objects to the sense organs and itself learns about objects

through these organs, though it is of the nature of non-changing

intelligence
;

on the maturation and removal of mala, it comes

to have a greatness that transcends thought and qualities that are

novel (both these being different from similar wordly possessions)

by reason of nirvana ^iva -pada-samrajya which ^iva confers

upon it.*®^

The soul, after getting the three superior bodies (karana, kan-

cuka and guna sariras) occupies the subtle body, visits all regions,

perforn s karma and experiences the fruits thereof. Then it occu-

pies the gross body, visits all regions, performs karma, e.xperiences

the fruits thereof and thus becomes subject to the five states.

The soul lias no body in Ihe kevala state. It exists along with
ana\a and has the characteristics of anava. In the sakala state, it

'aas five kinds of bodies all arising from mat a, the first cause.

Karana, kancuka, guna, stiksma and sthula s'ariras are called
a anda, vijnana, mano, prana and anna maya ko^as respectively.

In the order mentioned now, each of the kos'as is grosser than the
previous one, so that the last is the grossest of all.

4>a. Jnanaprakasar says that apava is like darkness, the soul like the eye
and mSya ike a lamp.
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In the kevala state, the cognition, conation and affection of

the soul are dormant. When the soul, on association with the

part of maya that is agitated, has its cognition, conation, and

affection manifested in a general way, i: feels a certain delight

(or thrill) as a result of the delusive knowledge obtained and exists

in the nature of this delight. Hence, the name of anandamaya

ko^a. The soul travels to the nether and upper regions cease-

lessly like the (imaginary) circle created by swinging a firebrand

continuously or like the kite. To illustrate this, the Veda symbo-

lises the five sheaths as five birds and as
^
the face etc. of one of

these birds. Knowledge of the five kos'as is helpful in knowing

the nature of the soul.'*®

The Lokayata, Arhata, Ahankaravadin, Bauddha and Vedan-

tin take the anna, prana, mano, vijnana and anandamaya kosas

respectively to be the soul.®“ Of these kos'as each is subtle and

more pervasive than the ones preceding ^it. Annamaya kos'a sup-

ports the other four but it is not their first cause. The soul which

is essentially incorporeal is bound by these kos'as but pervades

them within and without.®*

The first cause of the ko^as is Buddha maya; a^uddha maya is

the cause of the gross body, (which is of the nature of anna and
pratja) and of the subtle body (which is of the nature of manas).

Buddha maya is the cause of the karana s'arira (which is of the

nature of vijnana and ananda). When the soul exists in the gross

body, it exists within
; when it cognises the gross body by associat-

ing with manas and prana, it is within manomaya kos'a and
external to annamaya kosa. When it exists in vijnanamaya kosa,

it is within this but external to manomaya ko^a. It is external

to vijnanamaya ko^a when it cognises that with the aid of l^ivaj-

Sana. When 6iva is manifest in the soul it becomes all pervasive

and is within and external to all these.®®

The soul identifies itself with each of its bodies and causes

them to function. It impels annamaya kosa in the manner of a
charioteer driving a chariot; it impels pranamaya ko^a, like a

49. Sivajnana yogin says that -the Sarvajaanottara, to indicate the ten-

dency of the soul to live in accordance with its enviro.nment, classifies the soul
according to its distinctive environments as bhutatma, antaratma, tattvatma,
jivatma, mantratma and paramatma.

50. Maraijaana Desikar and Jnanaprakasar make this statement.

51. Maraijnana Desikar.

52. Sivagra Yogin.
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person who puts a doll through certain movements : it impels

manomaya kosa like a person who manipulates a leather doll

;

vijSanamaya kosa, like those who enter another body; and ananda
maya kos'a, like an actor playing the role of a brahmin etc.

It may be noticed here that the soul exists as one with the

body it occupies and it impels it more or less intimately as the

analogues suggest. Tnat is, the soul has recourse to more exter-

nal accessories where the body impelled is gross
; and fewer acces-

sories as the bodies become subtler and subtler. It is also evident

that though the s , ul lives in bodies that are limited, it is perva-

sive because it controls them.^^

The soul resides in the live kinds of sheaths, causes them to

function, existing non-difierent from them. Still, just as even

w'hen we say my town,” “ ray wife,” etc., (as though these

were non-different from us), they are really different from us,

things denoted as “my body”, “my sense organ” etc. are different

from us. The objector may say ;
“ It is all very well in the case

of things external to me, like my wife, house etc. But how could

my body which does not exist apart from me, be different from

me?” Nail, hair, etc which we identify with ourselves referring

to them in the possessive case as “ my hair,” “ my nail,” etc. are

removed (without any loss to the self.) Likewise when the time

comes for it, the body also will be removed.®*

When we put on goid ornaments, robes, garlands etc., we
treat them as though they were part of us. When these are taken

off, we realise mat they are different from us.
.
Similarly, we

must try to find out our true self as different from the body,

organs etc.

As Jnanuprakas'ar says we must realise by means of self-

conscious perception, our self as intelligence and our body as

inert.

53. Other commentators emphasise difference of the soul from the body
it occupies.

54. Explaining this further Si^agra Ycgin says: When we remove our
hair or nails which we possess.vely cal! ours, orthodox ceremonial rules require
us to wash our hands, if we touch them. When o.ne’s father or mother dies^

the corpse is referred to as the person deceased but still it is cremated.

Jnampraka^as says that as the five sheaths are what the soul possesses,
they are different from it.
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It is proper to say that the soul is not the body, organs etc.,

but how could the vijnana and anandamaya kosas be denied to

be the soul? It is because these are also perceived to be as diff-

erent from the soul as the other ko^as and because these are

all understood to be possessed by some one. Then, when I say,
“ my soul ”, am I and my soul different? No; this usage is indu-

lged in by those who have not attained to an indubitable realis-

ation of the self. This usage is much like the expression, ‘ Rahu’s

head’, which indicates non-difference.

Jnanaprakasar takes up the matter for discussion. Know-
ledge is twofold, as indeterminate and determinate. Of these

the first is the cognitive activity of Cit-Sakti, existing non-different

from it. Then, there is the psychosis of buddhi, existing non-

different from it. The objector may grant that the latter is

different from the former and from the self, but he may seek to

know how the former (the knowledge of Cit-^akti) be different

from the self. Since we say “my knowledge,” knowledge can-

not be equated with the self. Though Sakti and its activities are

not divisible, elders say that they are distinguishable. How can
the difference be maintained ? The soul is the substance and the

self-knowing intelligence. Cit-6akti is the quality and the other-

knowing intelligence. “My” implies the other-knowing intelli-

gence which is the quality; “soul” implies Ithe self-knowing in-

telligence which is the substance and which possesses the Sakti, So
in saying “My”, the quality is referred to and in saying “soul”,
the substance is indicated. The substance and its quality, the self-

knowing and the other-knowing intelligence, exist in a reversible

relation. Though they are not different externally, internally they
are distinguishable—though not divisible.

Sometimes buddhi is called manas and manas, buddhi ; the
soul is called citta, and citta, the soul ; the Lord is called the
aoul and the soul, the Lord. These are figurative usages. Besides
the expression, “ my soul ”, by a figurative usage, stands for soma-
thmg which has some affinity to it. Thus, this way also the
argument of the objector fails.

Because souls occupy the five sheaths (which are different
rom the souls), the Upanisads name these sheaths also as souls,
ills is hxe calling a lamp post also as a lamp. The soul that

re^ es non-differently in the organs etc. and cognises objects, is
different from the objects so cognised.
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The soul passes through the five states by discarding the five

sheaths one after the other; and when it comes back to the

waking state, it unites with all the five and narrates the experi-

ences gained in the five states. The soul understands what happ;;n-

ed in the other states only when it comes back to the waking

state : it cannot know its experiences while it is in the other four

states. If the sheaths were the soul, the experience of each state

ought to be understood then and there. So, we must realise that the

soul which knows all these states is different from the five sheaths.

In sleep,®® the soul exists like a corpse, being without activity

and enjoyment but having its breathing function alone. The body,

sense-organs and vital air are not the soul ; the soul is different

from these. The objector may deny an eternal soul, united to the

five states and affirm that sleep is the destruction of the soul

and waking is the coming-into-being of another soul. But since on

waking, the soul narrates its dream experiences and says, “ I slept

well ”, experiences pleasures and performs activities, the objector’s

denial is given the lie direct. Then how is the soul’s activity

etc. revived when it has been without these in the atita? The

Lord's Cit-^akti causes the soul to experience pleasures and pains,

suitable to its karma, in the waking state ; in the dream state,

it causes the soul to experience the pleasure of the subtle body

;

and when the karma of neither of these bodies is ripe, it

leads the soul to the sleep state. As favourable to the ripening

of the karma of these two bodies, it causes the soul’s intelligence

to shine forth, which intelligence cognises objects through the

channel of instruments and sense-organs.

If the finite soul were a pure intelligence like the Lord, it

would not depend upon the products of maya for cognition. As
a matter of fact the soul is able to cognise only with the help

of the products of maya, as the king functions only with the

help of his ministers. The soul is beginninglessly bound by
atjava and is incorporeal.

The king goes out for his state-drive accompanied by his

ministers, generals and others. When he returns to his palace,

he leaves them (behind) at their respective places in the palace

and goes alone to his chamber. In like manner, when it does not

55. iSivagra Yogin.
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cognise things, the soul separates itself from the several organs,

causes the vital air to guard life and passes through the five

states. Maraijnana De^ikar and Jnanaprakasar are of the view

that the foregoing indicates the primacy of the soul in spite of

its mala-bound condition and that the instruments are not so

important.

^ivagra Yogin says that the soul reaches the atita state where

it is alone (with puru§a) as the king is alone in has chamber

with his consort. The soul is like the king, manas like the

chariot, airs (like the vital air), like the chariot horses, buddhi

like the minister, ahankara like the charioteer and the sense and

motor organs like the infantry. With these, the soul goes out

through the external organs and on returning descends from the

centre of the fore-head to the throat, thence to the heart and

thence to the navel, discrading the several tattvas at each of

these places.

After the soul withdraws from the cognition of external

objects and before it goes to the sleep state, it remains along

with the thirty five tattvas ; viz., the ten organs (sensory and

motor), the five objects of the five senses (like sound), the five

like speech, ten airs (like the vital air) the four internal organs

and purusa in the fore-head (i.e. between the eye-brows). This

is the waking state. Then the soul descends to the throat and

passes into the dream state. Here it discards the five sense organs

and five motor organs and remains with twenty-five tattvas. In

the sleep state the soul descends to the heart, discards twenty-two

tattvas and remains with three only (the vital air, citta and purusa).

The soul in the tunya state remains in the navel along with the

vital air and purusa alone. And, last of all, in the turiyatita,

the soul goes to the svadhisthana sthana where it remains with

purusa alone.

The state of jagrat etc. are classified in two ways, according as

they consist in the soul withdrawing by descending to the atita

state or in its manifesting by ascending back to the jagrat state.

The first of the two consists in the soul going downwards from

the brow. This is done in order to remove the fatigue resulting

from activity. When fatigue is gone, there is strength to function

again. Thus, this withdrawal really leads to performing deeds and

generating the seed for births. When the soul returns from turi-

yaiita to the working state, it is in a position to experience the

fruits of karma. By this means, karma is worked out and the
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axe applied to the root of births. Yogic states consist in the

soul going up from the heart to the twelfth abode and down
from Brahmarandhra. When the soul goes down, the attraction

of the universe grows less; and the cessation of it is helpful in

cutting off births. When the soul goes up, attraction of the universe

comes about, leading to births.

Yogic states referred to here are pratyahara, dharana, dhyana,

savikalpa samadhi and nirvikalpa samadhi. Sakala kevala, sakala

sakala and sakala suddha are indicated here.

Reference was made to the five states (jagrat etc.). In the
first of these, viz., jagrat, all the five may be seen again. In
the act of cognition, they are present like an under-current. Keen
observation serves to verify this. Even those who, with the daw-
ning of wisdom become eligible for release are subject to these

five states, the difference being that these states belong to the
Buddha condition of the soul (^whereas in the other case it is

either sakala or kevala).

How many tattvas are present in each of the five states? In
the waking state, all the five (suddha vidya, Mahe^vara, SSdakhya,
^akti and ^iva); in the dream state, four leaving out the first t

in sleep, three leaving out the first two : in turiya. 6 ikti and Siva
only

; and in turiyatita, Siva alone. These tattvas impel (wherever
the kalas function) the instruments of cognition. This is sakala
sakala i.e., madhyal avastha.'®

The soul becomes subject to the aforesaid karya.asthas. These
kaaryavasthas have kevala, sakala and ^uddhavasvhas as their

cause. In the kevala state, the soul is characterised by the absence
of consciousness. When it comes into contact with the instruments,
organs etc., given to it by Lord, it passes into the sakala state.

In this state, its cognition, cognition and affection are partially

manifest. In the suddha state, the soul is free from the five

malas; it unites with 6iva and its cognition, conation, and affec-

tion have infinite range.

56. The commentators differ in the number of avasthas they accept and
in identifying them. Jnanaprakaiar, e.g., mentions eight avasthas ; three karana-
vasthas and five kary avasthas, (these five being: (i) kilal avasthas. (ii) melal
avasthas, (iii) madhyal avastha (iv) prerakavasthas and (v) ntrmalivasthas).
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Maraijsana De^ikar says that in the kevala state the soul is

like a diamond dropped into an ink-bottle (the diamond’s lustre

is temporarily lost because ink covers it). In the iuddhavastha,

the soul, having been* freed from impurity (by dik?!) and from
births, is pure as it originally was.

In the kevala state, the soul has no intelligence, no corporeal

form
; it is eternal

;
it has no connection with the eight qualities of

buddhi ; nor with the kalas ; no activity, no mark by which it could

be distinguished, no agency, no independence, no desire for en-

joyment— yet it was pervasive before it became ;bound by mala.

By ‘incorporeal’, ‘eternal’ and ‘pervasive’ the prior nonexistence

of bodies, of changes etc. and of limitation are meant.

In the sakala state, the soul has knowledge resulting from the

four modes of speech, has a corporeal form, becomes subject to

changes of appearance, associates with the bhogya karida (i.e.,

with kalas etc.), has activities, desires, functions in respect

of objects of sense, like sound, experiences pleasures and becomes

limited.

In the Buddha state, there is iruvi^aioppu for the soul (i.e.

the soul looks upon the fruits of good and evil deeds with

detachment)
; it has the onset of grace, the grace of the Ipreceptor

and the means of attaining jnana. It is freed from the three malas

and from the feeling resulting from the experience of sound etc.

It comes to have wisdom that removes the evil effects of pafa.

When the soul is brought to this state, it is in a position to

commingle with the Lord.

Since iruvinaioppu is mentioned here we shall state the views
of the commentators.

Maraijna De^ikar: When good and evil deeds are balanced,
experience becomes impossible for the soul. The soul receives, dikja
from the preceptor and settles down to jnana yoga. As a result

of this jnana yoga, the three malas are cast off, even as light

dispels darkness. Parviscience etc. give place to other qualities

like omniscience etc. even as Siva has these. The soul attains the

feet of the Lord.

Sivagra Yogin : Tirodhana impels the energies of mala.
When merit and de-merit become mature simultaneously, the soul
has to be in heaven and hell at the same time. And when the

H-30
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remaining karma and mala become mature, there is the diffi-

culty that two opposed fruits of equal strength cannot be experi-

enced at the same time. So Tirodhana changes into grace and

resides in the soul. Just then, out of His love, ^iva appears as

the preceptor, purifies the five kalas and subjects the soul to

jnanayoga. As a result of this jnanayoga, the three impurities

which have been beginninglessly clinging to the soul and their

effects viz., parviscience etc. are removed. The soul enters into

a non-dual union with ;§iva (Who is the Lord of the soul) and

experiences ^iva. This is l^uddhavastha. This is twofold owing

to the difference between jivanmukti and paramamukti. The

suddhavastha referred to here is the paramamukti kind. Some

^astras say that there is onset of Grace when the fruit of great

de-merit like killing a brahmin and the fruit of great merit like

performing a^vameda yaga exactly balance each other. How then

can it be said here that with the equality of two opposed deeds,

the maturation of all karma and the ripening of 5?iava, there is

onset of Grace?

Karma is threefold as (i) drsja janma bhogya (ii) adr§ta

janma bhogva and (iii) niyatakala bhogya. The first of these is

that which takes effect in the present birth e.g., the homa done

with the soma-creeper for long life, putrakamesti etc. The second

is that which takes effect at the end of this birth, whether in heaven,

hell or in another birth. Of the third, the chief of merits is alva-

m.eda, the chief of de-merits is killing a brahmin. Are not the rest

niyatakala bhogya? When the merit of a^vameda or de-merit of

killing a brahmin is not ripe, but other merits and de-merits are

ripe the latter begin to take effect. By the dominance of its

mala each karma takes effect in precedence of those that are less

powerful than it. So, these are niyatakala bhogya. The less

powerful deeds begin to fructify after the more powerful ones

ha\e fructified. If two deeds (a merit and a de-merit) are equally

strong, then, if another merit is ripe, it helps the first merit to

exclude the de-merit and manifest its fruit: likewise in the case

of de-merit, if two deeds are equally strong and ripen at the same

time and if other deeds are not ready to manifest their fruits, then

both these cancel each other in the manner in which Sunda and

Upasunda ;slew each other for the love of Tilottama, and other

deeds take effect. If all deeds are ready to bear fruit at the same
time but anava has not ripened yet, all the deeds perish and the

agent becomes a vijnanakevala. When a^ava also ripens, there is

the onset of Grace.
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A^vameda and brahmin-killing are the cause of one going

to heaven and hell respectively. They are mutually opposed, are

of equal strength and the cause of merit and de-merit hereafter.

In this life, de-merit and merit are the causes for bringing into

existence, eunuch and man respectively, and they cancel each

other.

Jnanaprakas'ar ; Iruvinaioppu is the sense of detachment (or

indifference) to the fruits ef merits and de-merits alike. This sense

is brought about by the ripening of mala. With mala cast off,

parviscience and limited activity cease; Sivatva of the nature of

omniscience and omnipotence, become manifest and the soul is

united to its energy which is equal to diva’s energy.®^

57. Nirambavajagiar
; Kevala denotes the sarva satnhara period when

all the souls, freed from mays, mahsmsya and karma are covered by anava.

Sakala refers to the period between creation and destruction when the souls

become subject to births (84 hundred thousand wombs) and deaths according

to their karma. Buddha indicates paramamukti.



CHAPTER VI

MEANS OF RELEASE

Having established the soul as an intelligent entity which

has the capacity to know the Lord (as informed by Him), the

Siddhantin proceeds to show that the soul will not be tempted

to exercise this capacity until it is shown the value of knowing

the Lord, how to know Him etc.

A prince, in ignorance of ihis parentage, joins some gipsies

loses his independence and dignity and allows himself to be

brought up in gipsy ways, unbecoming of a prince. He does not

realise that he is a prince and that his father is a king, until

the king finds him, takes him away from the gipsies and rest-

ores him to his rightful place. Similarly, the soul forgets its

essential nature, gets lost in the whirl of the senses, loses its

intelligence and suffers, on account of not knowing itself and the

Lord. When the soul as a result of certain austerities becomes

fit, 6iva, who is the eternal, free, pure intelligence assumes the

form of a preceptor, teaches it, destroys the efficiency of mala

(so that the soul may get rid of its subjection to the senses)

and restores it to its essential state.

The soul’s subjection to the three impurities is not open to

perception. So, its subjection to the senses is shown, so that

the way may be prepared for showing its subjection to the

impurities.'

Sivagra Yogin says that the objects of sense engross the soul

and steal its intelligence. As a result of this, the soul in deluded

and remains ignorant of itself and the Lord. He interprets the

last line of the verse exactly as it is, ‘ the soul is brought to the

feet of the Lord,’ saying that unless this is taken so, the soul

1. Tiruvilangam says that the Lord’s way of forcibly taking the soul

from the senses is comparable to the practice set forth in Tamil Classics

(c5/«^^8?Jsr.«STrQ5ii/r(i^.*« icessrib). He cites Manikkavacagar’s Tirucirram.

balakkovai and Kanda Purapam (Valh’s Wedding) as illustrating the same.

Maraijnana Desikar poses a question. Can it be said that the soul was

free from paia when it was with Siva and that it subsequently came to be

associated with p5^a? No; like the prince, ignorant from his very birth of

his position and his parents, the soul is beginninglessly ignorant of itself and
Siva and is beginninglessly associated with pala.
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is likely to be taken as equal to 6iva and not as different from

Him. Because the Lord has feet everywhere, the perfect Lord is

the pervader, and the soul, the pervaded. Does not the soul

pervade the Lord even after release? i^iva can never be pervaded

because whatever the soul pervades becomes inert. Hence ^iva is

always the pervader. How, then, can the soul be said to be

all-pervader ? It is because it pervades and cognises the whole
world. iSiva alone is the absolute pervader.

Jnanapraki^ar wonders why those who say iSiva causes souls

to come under His pervasion fail to notice that thereby souls will

become inert. He asks why those who speak of non-dilference

between iSiva and the soul by taking the latter to be the pervaded,

do not realise that what results thereby is still difference, not

non-difference. According to him, non-difference consists in the

unity of belonging to the same class. He takes the Siddhanta
mahavakya as a part of 6iva-diksa. According to him, (the Lord’s)
“ feet ”, must be taken to be Cit-^akti. iSiva makes the soul cog-
nise, first external objects and then itself, existing as outward-
turned and inward-turned ^akti therefor.

Souls are called vijnSnakalas, prajayakalas and sakalas accord-
ing as they have aoava alone or anava and karma or aijava, karma
and maya repectively. On becoming indifferent to the fruits of
karma, sakalas become fit for the onset of Grace which takes
place in four ways-mandatara, manda, tivra, and tivratara). Siva
appears in the form of a preceptor, performs purificatory rites

and removes mala. This is sadhara diksa. The prajayakalas, being
fit for the onset of Grace in two ways, Siva appears to them in
a superhuman form, performs purifactory rites and removes mala.
The vijSanakalas, being fit for the onset of Grace, Siva resides in
their intelligence and informs them. In both these cases, there is

niradhara Siva-diksa.

Maraijnana De^ikar likens the appearance of Siva, when saka-
las become indifferent to the fruits of karma, to the act of a
marksman who shoots at a suspended object that oscillates, only
when It comes to rest. Siva grants svanandanubhuti to the most
fit, giving to others the status of Vidye^varas. Mantresvaras and
Rudras.

Sivagra Yogin asks if there is not reciprocal dependence if it
IS said that the manifestation of Cit-Sakti is dependent on the
ripening and removal of mala and the removal of mala on the
manifestation of Cit-Sakti. He replies that as sunrise and the
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disappearance of darkness are simultaneous without either of them

being earlier or later than the other, the manifestation of intelli-

gence and the removal of mala are simultaneous. Vijnanakalas

reside above adhomaya
;

pralayakalas in the middle regions ot

maya and sakalas in the lower regions of maya. How can the

soul which is pervasive be said to be limited by maya ? So long

as souls have not received the grace of ;§iva, they are limited by

the products of maya. Ripening of mala is the cause of the onset

of energy for all the three classes of souls. The onset of Energy is

four-fold thus : The onset of nivrtti Sakti is mandatara. The discri-

mination of the eternal from the non-eternal takes place, followed

by the giving up of attachment to sense-objects. The onset of

pratistha ^akti is manda. The discrimination and non-attach-

ment that arose earlier are then confirmed. With the onset of

vidya ^akti, ^ivajnana shines forth. This is tivra l^aktinipata.

The onset of ^anti ^akti is tivratara. Serenity results from

indeterminate knowledge. The onset of Energy stimulates the

intuitive vision of the soul. Tirodhana ^akti which impels mala

to make the souls turn towards objects, ceases to do so. Just as

a person who has got back his sight yearns for objects of sight,

the soul hankers after vision of the Lord’s Feet. It is on the

lookout for a preceptor who will give it a vision of the Lord.

As the ripening of mala varies for the various souls, the

purificatory rites performed by the preceptor are also of various

kinds thus

Diksa

Nayana Sparta Vacaka Manasa Sastra Yoga Hautri etc.

(See- (Touch- (Words) (Medita- (Scrip

-

ing) ing) tion) tures)

Sivagra Yogin subdivides the first into three thus:
Oikja by seeing

Sringara Nigraha Anugraha

2. The commentators give a wealth of details. Maraijnana Desikar,

after giving details, refers the reader to Varuna Paddhati. Regarding the eligi-

bility for the sevaral dik^as, he says that purification is of many kinds, accord-

ing to the caste of the person and the extent to which his mala has ripened.

He says hautri is not suitable for people of low castes and mentions other
kinds suitable to them.
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Of these hautri dikja is that which is unique and possesses all

other diksas as its parts, It is twofold as jnana hautri and kriyS

hautri. The first is performing the rites by mentally assembling

the several things. The second is actually getting the things required

and performing the rites.

^ivajnsna Yogin’s classification differs from that of the others

thus

:

iSivajnana Yogin Other commentators
Hautri Hautri

Sabija Nirbija JnSna Kriya

1 I

Sabija Nirbija

iSivagra Yogin gives the following details. Nayana diksa is of

three kinds : (1) Srngara~as in the case of one who has achieved

identity with garuda by yogic powers, treating a person bitten by

make, by looking at him and drawing off the poison and bathing

him in am£ta kals by identification with the moon, to remove

fatigue. Nigrahdvalokana is performed by the preceptor to remove

identification with pa^a by his identification with intelligence.

Anugrahavalokana is performed for the satisfaction of the soul.

Sparda diksa—The preceptor performs certain rites to remove
the pupil’s bondage to make him like 6iva, just as base metals

are transmuted into gold. Vacakadiksd is teaching the five sacred

letters according to the caste of the pupil. Manasa diksa is the

preceptor starting from his recaka air, and through the pupil’s

puraka air, reaching the pupil’s heart ; taking the pupil’s intelli-

gence up to the twelfth abode (dvadasanta), and in his own heart,

mingling it with diva’s intelligence, imagining this union to be
like the mingling of salt with water, and reinstalling the pupil’s

intelligence in the pupil’s body.

S'astro diksa is teaching the nature of Pati, pas'u and pa^a
in conformity with sound tradition and teaching the union of
6iva with souls.

Yoga diksa is teaching the pupil to practise niradhara ^iva
Yoga.

Jnana hautri is mentally entering the pupil’s ibody, finding in
his navel the pit containing iSivagni and purifying the six adhvas
by homa.
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KriyS hautri is twofold as sablja and nirblja.

Nirbija diksa (i.e. without bijaksara) is done to people, whose

mala is ripe but who are unable to perform the religious rites

to be done regularly after purification ; they are enabled to per-

form their daily duties according to their capacity, by purifying

and removing their karma and religious duties. The people referred

to here are children, boys, old people and persons addicted

to all sorts of enjoyment.* But these are not entitled to per-

form naimittika and kamya karma (naimittika karmas are the

rites performed on special occasions like eclipse ; kamya karmas

are those done to gain a specific purpose). Hence their dik§a

is called niradhikara diksa. Of the three varieties of diksa-

samaya, vi^esa and nirvana, the first two are one (because they

are both nirbija and niradhikara). Nirvana diksa is twofold as

asatya and satya; the former gtves release at death, the latter

immediately. Samaya diksa is initiating a person into a particular

religion. Vi^e§a dik§a is making the person so initiated to do

puja etc. Nirvana diksa is completely removing bondage and

helping the soul to reach God.

Those whose mala is ripe and whose life, in addition to

being characterised by knowledge of the Scriptures conforms regu-

larly to ethical codes, are eligible for sabija dik§a. These people

are required to do their religious duties only
;

their karma etc.

are removed. This diksa is called sadhikara because persons

undergoing this are eligible for nitya, naimittika and kamya

karma. Because of differences in this diksa, those undergoing this

are called sadhakas and acaryas. Sabija diksa done without the

removal of the tuft which is of the form of Tirodhana ^akti is

called lokadharmini. This is done for those leading a worldly

life. The tuft of those who have renounced wordly life is removed

when diksa is done to them. This diksa is called ^ivadharmini.

These two* are called bhautika and naisthika diksa also. Samaya,

3. Jnanaprakasar says that childern are susceptible to ihe onset of

Energy but they cannot perform religious rites. They are not widely read

and are under sixteen years of age. Youths, inspite of the onset of Energy,

are not-well read. Old people, though they may have read, are unable to

perform the daily rites. They are above seventy years of age. Women also,

inspite of the onset of Energy, are unable to read well and perform all the

rites. Some others well-read and subjected to the onset of Energy, are unable
to resist the temptation of the pleasures of life.

4. Maraijiiana Deiikar says that they give apara and para mukti res-

pectively. Lokadharmini removes demerit y alone ; Sivadharmini removes merit

also. Sabija is done along with pursuance of religious duties.
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viScsa, nirvS^a and abhiseka are included in the two, nirblja and

ablja.

iSiva comes in the form of the preceptor and performs dlk?a.

Disciples are threefold as uttamis, madhyamas and adhamas.

Either by jnaaa or kriya diksa, l^iva purifies the six adhvas for

the sake of these. Ttius removal of mala is brought about. He

informs their intelligence so that He may shine therein
; He

destroys births. The adhvas are mantra, pada, var^a, bhuvana,

tattva and kala. The first of these is absorbed by the second,

first and second by the third, and so on. Kala is absorbed by

Tirodhana Sakti which is absorbed by ^iva. Wnen Tirodhana

iakti subsides, the soul is freed from mala, births etc., and comes

to have knowledge of Siva.*

Sivagra Yogin speaks of kriya, jSana and sambhava dik§3. By

kriya diK§a, the bondage of karma is removed. JSana dikja is

performed by contemplation done with Cu-Sakti. Sambhava diksa

is done with Cit-Sakti alone. In this way, adhvas are purified.

What is meant by purification of adhvas? Karma (as sancita)

resident in the six adnvas is destroyed," When karma is destroyed,

maya is removed. The obstruction of aijava is also removed. By

grades of diksa, tattvas are removed, one by one and the soul is

restored to its real nature, consisting in pervasiveness and

omniscience. It is not as if by the paths (adnvas;, the soul moves

fiom one locality to another. Merit and de-merit are acquired

(i) by properly pronouncing mantras with the necessary softness,

loudness, etc. or failing to do so, (ii) by splitting words with a

knowledge of grammar or by splitting without sued a knowledge;

(iii) uttering the sounds of letters according as they are long, short

or lengthened according to the context or failing to do so ; (iv) by

worshipping the Lord of the world or abusing Him; (v) by helping

others with one’s sensory, motor and internal organs, enjoying

5. Marajaana Defikar. Warn ignorance leaves the soul, the eight quali'

ties like omniscience are made man fesc so that Sivajasna may be intuited with-

out d:stinctions. Kara is so called because He destroys the bonds

of all souls. It may be noted here that when anava is removed, its seven

qualities are removed and the eight qualities of the Lord are manifested in

the soul.

6. Jaanaprakasar says that uniipe saScita is discarded and ripe sancita

is made prarabdha, so that
,
it may be expenen;:ed and worked out. The

removal of sancita is the purification of the adhvis.

H-31
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great (well-earned) riches or doing harm to others and enjoying

ill-earned riches
; (vi) by worshipping the five ^aktis that reside in

the five kalas or by not worshipping these.

Mantra, p?da and varna are the products of Buddha maya

;

so they are called ^uddl adhva. Tattva is the product of Buddha
and asuddha may9. Hence it is called mi^radhva, Bhuvana is

called Buddha, mi^ra and parkfti adhva because it is the product

of these three mayas. These three adhvas expand into the five,

mantra, pada, varna bhuvana and tattva. Two mantras (sadyojata

and hrdaya), twenty-eight padas (ora namo nama to Mrhadeva),

one letter (ksa), one hundred and eight worlds (from Kalagnirudra

bhuvana upto Virabhadra and Virabhadrakali bhuvana) and one
tattva (prithivi) are absorbed in nivrtti ka'a (the first of these

being absorbed in the second, both in the third and so on). The
deity of nivrtti kala is Brahma. In pratistha kala two mantras

(Vamadeva and ^iras), twenty one pidas (Mihesvara to Arupin),

twenty four letters (I to t), fifty six worlds (\Ti3re^a to Srikaptha)

and twenty three tattvas (from ap to prakrti) are absorbed. Vijpu
presides over pratistha kala.

Nivrtti kala is the name for ^iva 5akti which helps souls

to free themselves from bondage. Pratistha kal5 is ^iva Sakti

which establishes souls thus freed from bondage, in the released

state.’

Two mantras aghora and iikha), twenty padas (Vyapin to

Dhyanakaraya), seven letters (Jna to va), twenty seven worlds

(Vama to Ahgustarudra) and seven tattvas (purusa to maya) are

absorbed in Vidya kala, each of these absorbing what precedes it.

Rudra is the deity of Vidya kala. Two mantras (Tatpurusa and
Kavaca), eleven padas (nitya yogini to Vyomavyobini), three let-

ters (ga, kha and ka), eighteen worlds (Vama to Sadakhya) and
three tattvas (Buddha Vidya, Is'vara and Sadakhya) are absorbed
in ^anti kala. Mahesvara is the presiding deity.

Vidya kaia is ^iva ^akti which helps the soul to get intuitive

experience (anubhava jnana) in addition to inferential and scrip-
tural knowledge. iSanti kala is ^iva Sakti which brings about
calm where the souls who have had intuitive experience have
desires, aversions and resolves.®

7. MapaiJijam, p. 175.

8. Ibid.
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Three mantras (I^ana, Hastra and Mula mantra), one paca

(om), sixteen letters (a to h), fifteen worlds (nivrtti to sant>ati:a

5, indika to anas'rta 10) and two tattvas (^akti and l^iva) are

absorbed in Santyatita kala. We find eleven mantras (Sadyojaia

etc.), eighty one padas (^ivayanama etc.), fifty one letters (ksa

etc.), two hundred and twenty-four w’orlds (ana^rta etc.), thirty six

tattvas (prthivi etc.) and five kalas (nivrtti etc.) in all.

Santyatita kala is Siva Sakti which helps the sou! to get rid

of the desires etc. which were previously kept in a calm state.®

The Lord removes anava mala and agami karma by His

JnSna Sakti ; this is like light removing darkness. In order to

cause anava to ripen, He makes the souls experience karma, done

with their thoughts, words and deeds, which now exists in the six

adhvas. When the souls become fit, the Lord appears as the

preceptor, destroys sancita and purifies the adhvas. To sum up,

a^ava and agami are removed by jnana Sakti ;
sancita and the

products of ma\a which support sancita are removed by kriya

^akti ; and prarabdha is removed by being experienced.

The Siddhantin proceeds to state how, because of association

with pas'a, souls undergo births. Because the five malas (a java,

maya, karma, mSya’s products and TiroJhaia S^kti) reside in the

souls, these in accordance with them and on tne command of the

Lord, pass through countless births, visiting heaven, earth and

hell, like an unsteady kite and fire ring (which in a moment

revolve countless times).

Souls are born from eggs, sweat, seed and wo.mb. We can

classify them as (i) celes.ials. (ii) human beings, (iii) animals,

(iv) birds, (v) those that crawl, (vi) those that live in water and

(vii) plants. From these seven kinds emerge 84,00,000 variations;'®

9. Mapa^iyam, p. 175.

Nirambavalagiar accounts for them thus

;

Egg — 25 bundled thousands

Sweat-born — 10 S» «»

Seed-bom — 19 it it

Placenta-born — 30 it it

84
it

Jt

it

it

Maraijaana De^ikar says that souls begin thsir career as plants and go
through progressive births as insects, birds, animals etc. and finally as

human beings.
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and from these, countless more variations. If a soul is able to

avoid all other births and is born as a human being, it is like a

person crossing the ocean by swimming. Birth as a human being

alone gives the opportunities to put an end to the endless cycle of

births and deaths.

Even if one is born as a human being in a land where there

are similar beings, it is rare to be born in a place where the Vedas

and Agamas are in vogue. If one is so born, it must be as a result

of great merit. Even then, it is rare to be born in a high caste

which will afford facilities to perform penances, etc., and not in

any of the low castes. Even if one is so born in a high caste,

it is rare to follow the perfect faith and not any of the outer

faiths.

Though born in a good family and in a high caste, it is very

rare to be an adherent of the ^aiva religion, avoiding conceit

likely to be engendered by high birth, youth, erudition, wealth

and authority (note this insistence on avoidance of pride of high

birth etc. while indicating their value) and escaping the opposite

of these. Those who, instructed in the great Siddhanta worship

the Lord Who wears the crescent, get rid of their mala and attain

release.

A special birth, (in human form) is required to worship 6iva

Who is bathed with the five things.” He is contemplated by the

mind
;

praises are uttered with words ; He is worshipped by

exercising the body in a certain manner. Such a worship is not

possible in any other birth. The celestials, like Vi§nu, come to

this world, because 6iva cannot be worshipped in this manner else-

where. Those born as human beings, seldom realise the unique-

ness of their birth and the facilities it offers for release. As Sivagra

We are reminded of the following lines of Tiruvlcagam

;

LjsusUrT^ij Lfo^suTiiJ injrtnfr^Siu

u5Usr5l0*tDT^Lj ufTibuiOJU ujDsoiSiJiJ-irJaJS)

aiSUsuTiu ws’sf^^ijT'dju Suuj'Tuj* &eysTi^3iStr!TiLJ

<ai:l'5U(3V7!rTa> msi?

uTd.evrruiSjsuLjLb iS 03^sir.

11. Instead of the usual list of cow-dung etc, another, consisting of milk

and its products, has been suggested in an article in Sentamil Celvi (15, 6),

The writer of the article finds support for his view in the hymns of TeySram

where there are frequent references to
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Yogin reminds us, they donot realise that if release is not sought

for in this life, it will be rare to attain it everafter.

Though birth as a human being is so rare, when it does occur,

we find that its duration is uncertain, like that of a bubble. Death

may occur while still in the womb ; or soon alter b.rth
; there may

be growth for a time, followed by death ; one may grow into a

boy and die
; or die as a youth ; or live up to old age and die.

Thus, if the human body is ever threatened with destruction from

the pre-natal state, it is only those who know its impermanance

that can resist its charms .and try to attain release while they

have the body wherewith to make the trial.

The inteligeiice in the body cognises objects one by one, not

all at once. Even that one is cognised with interruptions, not

continuously. Even this cognition is non-existent in sleep and the

swoon state. Moreover, nenes acquired for the sake of the body
perish soon after acquisition or intermitteady just like an illusion

or a dream. Those who realise the impermanence of intelligence

and wealth can resist their charm.

The ‘ great ones ‘ who use sandal paste, etc., wear sweet smell-

ing garlands and are followed by their retinue, while they are

borne on palanquins, to the accompaniment of the beat of drums,
etc., are like the dead, because filled with their own self-importance

they remain speechless and have parted company with good sense.

Those who realise this, can resist the charms of wealth and high
position in worldly life.

The Siddhantin proceeds to draw a contrast. If ;^iva is wor-
shipped even once. He will give His worshippers such imperish-
able riches that even the celestials will have to bow to them. As
contrasted with this, there js material wealth gained for the sake
of the extremely shortlived physical body, Man spends his intel-
ligence and energy for the sake of this wealth. People who realise
this truth, avoid the humiliation of going after the rich who are
like corpses, in order to earn money. When people follow the
rich (who are carried and who conduct themselves as though they
are dead), they are like the walking dead !

We may note in passing that the Siddhantin has expressed
forcefully the need to make the most of our human birth which
affords us a unique opportunity to work out our salvation. This
is sufficient answer to those who find in the Hindu doctrine of
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countless births no urgency to use present life to advantage but

a tendency to encourage postponement of endeavour to win release,

to a future life.

The Siddhantin says that human beings have to pass through

numerous births before they are born as 6aiva Siddhantins. They

resort to the outer faiths, the inner faiths, the Smrtis, as'rama-

dharmas, penances ; they study the several sciences, Vedas, Pura-

nas, Upanisads, before they become Siddhantins. Even as Sid-

dhantins, they have to pass through the stages of carya, kriya, and

yoga before they attain jnana whereby they reach 6iva. So it is

clear that salvation is worked out by stages, not all at once.

Jnanaprakasar takes a catholic view. He says that though

for supreme release, ^uiva Siddhanta is necessary, the followers of

other fuiths also can achiese this end, because release depends on

the ripening of mala which is an essential condition. Tne temporal

sequence relating to faiths, is not a condition of release.

Release for the followers of other faiths consists in their

attaining the tativas from pnthivi to nada. For the Lokayatas,

heaven is tasting the pleasures of sex-life with a sixteen-year old

girl. For the Mimamsakas, it is enjoying the pleasures of svarga

(he.'-eafter) by performing yagas, etc., in this life. The Sauiran-

tikas say that it is a total destruction of tne five skandhas;

the Jains, that it is the attainment of eignt qualities, like infinite

wisdom; the Vai^esikas, that it is being like a stone; the San-

khyas, that it consists in discrimination; the ^ivasamavadins and

others say that it is graded release as in attaining ^ivarupa (which

is their real forrn).'^ Release, according to the Siddhantin who
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AtmavSdins, ranging from the Lokayata on one side to the Vedan-

tin on the other, are all engaged in the activity of finding out

the self. Knowledge of self is the basis for the knowledge of

6iva, sought by the iSivavadins. The time for the Atmavadins to

attain supreme release consistng in eqality with iSiva and result-

ing from the ripening and removal of mala is measurable, i.e.,

these Atmavadins are within measurable distance of the goal.

Hence, the means employed by them for attaining release are

fruitful, not unavailing.

Faiths and books dealing with release are many and opposed

to one another. Which is the best of these faiths and what is

the work dealing with it? Faiths other than ^aiva Siddhanta are

like the blind people who went to see an elephant. Each feeling a

particular part of the elephant’s body came to the conclusion that

the elephant was like the part he had touched. To one who is

not blind, it will be evident that each of these was right partially

and that the truth of the matter comprises all the details given

by each. Even so, that faith, which without rejecting the findings

of other faiths, embraces them all is the true faith. Vedas and

Agamas brought into existence by the Lord have as parts of

themselves, the findings of other faiths partial though they may
be. Hence, the Vedas and the Agamas are the important scrip-

tures. They are dependent on iSiva.'®

Sivagra Yogin says that the knowledge given by the Vedas

and the Agamas culminates in SivajBana which is perfect knowledge.

Because ^aivam is supported by the Vedas, it is called Vaidika

Saivam. Because it deals with sayujya it is called Uttara Saivam.

Because there is no other faith to object to this, it is called

Siddhanta Saivam.

Books are classifiable under the following heads : (i) original

(opasi) ^sv), (ii) based on an original r^sv). (iii) drawing

13. Maraijnana De^ikar says that the Vedas and Agamas contain
statements of primary and not secondary validity-heuce-they have a distinctive
value.

Jnanapraka^ar says that compared with Siva ^akti which is knowledge,
SivSgama itself is imperfect as depending on words etc. Nirarabavalagiar
says that the true faith is that which declares the twenty seven other faiths

to have been originated by the Lord to meet the demands of souls of various
stages of spiritual development. Saivam, Vedas and Agamas and, Saiva
SiddhSnta are the important among faiths, scriptures and philosophies

respectively.
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from both the original and what depends on the original (’a'.T/iLj

5.7 su) and (iv) books dealing with pri/na facie views. People,

unable to understand the Vedas and Agamas fully, take over only

so much of these as they are able to understand and they develop

them into systems with questions and answers. Since these sys-

tems belong to faiths other than Saivam, they are called purva-

pakja works. Smrti, purana, kalas (technical works) and upagamas

being works written by persons who have understood Vedas and

Agamas are called va\inui (<ni^ .j)7au,—dependent on an original).

Agamas like Garuda. and Daksana and, Vedahgas like Siksa and

Kalpa Sutras being' works written to help persons to understand

Vedas and Agamas are called Carpunul (ariTLf ^sb).

Vedas and Agamas*'* are the 'original of all works and were

brought into existence by Siva. For the reason that from them all

other works are derived, they alone are given prominence. Why
are two originals given out by the Lord instead of one? Because

the Lord loves all, He has given two, one for all the people

(ordinary people) and the other for those who have been blessed

with the onset of Eiergy. Veda is like- a sutra and Agama, like

its bhasya. So, Vedas and Agamas are 'treated as general and

special, as sutra and bhasya. Sivagamas deal with subjects required

as the necessary complement of the karma kanda of the Vedas,

Works dealing with the prima facie vie.vs, other than those of

the Vedas are called purva paksa works
; Agamas, setting forth

the conclusions of the Vedas are the Siddhanta.

The commentators explain this matter at some length. Marai-

jnana Desikar says that even though i^iva’s utterances are one, dif-

ferences as general and special are introduced because of differ-

ences in the eligibility of the aspirants. Hence they are treated as

fully perfect and partially perfect. This is like the difference bet-

ween man and cat, the latter being able to see in the night also,

although the nature of the eye in both the cases is the same. So,

Vedas are me..nt to be studied by Brahmins and others, the follow-

ers of four asramas and followers of Smrtis, like Manu’s. Agamas
are only for those who have had the onset of Energy in one of four

14. Sivagra Yog'n says that Agamas like the Ki.-nika are the original

for other Agamas, because they have been ongin Ued by the Omniscient One.
Siva is the one independent author (nirapek^a)

; others are authors only as
dependent (sapekja) on Siva and influenced in various degrees by desires
aversion etc.. Hence the others are not entitled to credence.
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ways, have received dlk?a, and are fit for learning the truth. Vedas

having many parts, deal with the finite souls, avidya and other

things. In the Vedanta, the nature of the faultless Lord is not

clearly stated. Agamas deal with all the three entities.

6ivagra Yogin says that Vedas are general because they pre-

scribe the worship of all the deities from Surya to Isvara; Aga-

jnas are special in that they prescribe the worship of ^iva only.

Vedas are for those who perform sacrifices and their daily duties,

desiring puriya loka; iSivagamas are meant for those who by the

onset of Energy are led to desire sayujya. Vedas prescribe wor-

ship but do not specify the means of doing it, means ranging from

invoking to installing the deity, from festival to bathing in holy

waters. They do not consider the views of the Carvakas and others

(purva paksa) ; neither do they refute them. ;^ivagamas consider

these and also the faultless hidden meaning of the Vedanta. Thus

there is no fundamental difference between Vedas and Agamas.

Sivagra Yogin says that it is the duty of the preceptor to explain

without contradiction the (seeming) differences between Agamas and
the Vedas.

JnSnaprakS^ar says that Vedas and VedSnta are purva-paksa.

Agamas deal with matters beyond the reach of the Vedas and
topics of the Vedanta*’ that do not conflict but accord with the

Siddhanta.

Siva comes in the form of a preceptor and subjects mature
souls to purification by look, etc. He immerses them in the ocean

of wisdom and enables them to have Sivananda. Even in this

birth, he removes their malas, makes them jivanmuktas, pre-

vents further births and finally helps them to attain His feet. It is

through the Siddhanta that all these can be achieved. Upamanyu
and Agastya have said in their Vayu Samhita and Siva Gita that
Siddhanta is the direct means of release. There are people who

15. By Vedanta, the Upanisads are meant, not any school of Vedanta.
Maraijnana De^ikar says that the jivanmukta is always immersed in the Ocean
that is svanandanubhuti.

^ivagra Yogin: Soul does not pervade 5iva but Siva pervades the soul
Siva protects the soul even after release. He states the ^ivasamavadin’s
view. It IS only up to release that the soul remains dependent on the Lo-d
and IS protected by Him; at release it becomes independent and does
not require to be protected; there is manifestation of Cognitive Energy
but no experience of the bliss of iSiva.

Jnanaprakajar says that the Lord makes the souls owners of Energies
which are equal to His Energy, that is pure and unexcellable

H-32
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do not realise it and consequently with fales notions arrive at

false conclusions. The result is that because of such a sin, they

50 to hell. They suffer from a huge delusion.

^iva alone has omniscience, omnipotence, and infinite grace.

That He has infinite wisdom is evident from the fact that He is

the author of the Vedas and Agamas. He is omnipotent because

He metes out pleasures and pain to those who follow the Vedas

and Agamas and those who do not. Because He destroys good

and evil karma by making souls experience pleasures and pain, we

infer His Grace. The Lord Who has three attributes natural to

Him, is capable of causing a soul to become a jivanmukta in one

birth and making it attain release by purifying it by a look, im-

mersing it in the ocean of wisdom and granting it bliss.’®

The way of attaining the feet of Siva is fourfold : da^a marga,

satputra marga, saha marga and sanmarga, these being known
as carya, kri>a yoga and jSana also. These lead to saloka,

samipa, sarupa, sayujya.” The first three are called graded release

(partial release). Release attained by jnana is sayujya (complete

or perfect release).

Sivagra Yogin says that the best of the four is satya nefi

(sanmarga), as the others occasion rebirth after a long time.

Da^a marga enjoins the following observances ; cleaning the

temple, smearing the floor of the temple with cow-dung, weaving

garlands of different kinds of flowers for adorning the idol of

Siva, uttering the praises of Lord,’® lighting the temple lamps,

maintaining flower gardens and offering one’s services to any

devotee of Siva. Those who do these merit sivaloka (saloka-living

in the same world as Siva).

Putra marga prescribes worship in the following way. Getting

ready flowers, incense, light, water, (for bathing the idol),

16. JSanaprakasar says that some Vedanta Saivites speak of omnisci-

ence, omnipotence and infinite grace as constituting the nature per accidens

of Siva. The pure Saiva Siddhantin aflSrms that these constitute His nature

per essence.

17. JnSnapraka^ar says that each of these has four (ssloka-siloka etc.),

thus there being sixteen in all.

18. Maraijnana De^ikar says that praises of Siva are to be sung both
in Sanskrit and in Tamil in j^ragas suitable to the hour of worship (like

khupala);
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food (for offering), etc., the devotee has to perform the five kinds

of purification.** Then a seat has to be made out of mulamantra

for iSiva to occupy. He is to be contemplated as having occupied

it, externalised (as of the form of light), worshipped with true

devotion and willingly praised. Homa is to be performed daily.

The fruit of such worship is the attainment of samipa (nearness

to iSiva). Worship here relates to the form-formless aspect of

iSiva.

Pursuit of saha marga requires fulfilment of the following

:

The senses are to be turned away from their objects; inhaling

and exhaling must be controlled, vital air must be directed along

susumna when activities of manas cease; the sequence of mantras

for the six adharas like the muladhara must be learnt ; the deities

presiding over these adharas are to be worshipped. Ajapa, exist-

ing in the form of l^iva can be seen in the six adharas. Uniting

with the deities like Vinayaka, one must go up from muladhara

to Brahmarandhra. The lotus in Brahmarandhra must be made
to blossom. The nectar flowing from the lower part of Candra-

maijdala is to be circulated within the body; and contemplation of
light that takes within itself every splendour is to crown all

these. Those who thus perform yoga, having eight parts in order

to destroy karma attain similarity to diva’s form.

Finally, we come to sanmarga. One has to study all the arts,

puranas, karma kanda in the Agamas and the literature of other

faiths before arriving at the conclusion that these are all inferior.

Then one has to study by oneself the jnana iastras which set forth

the nature of Pati, pa^u and pasa defined per accidens and the

nature of Pati defined per essence; hear the truths about these

expounded and reflect on them. One who without distinctions in-

to knower, knowledge and object of knowledge, has knowledge
of unity with the impartite, eternal, pervasive, existent, intelli-

gent and blissful iSiva non-differently attains sayujya which is sup-

reme release.

6ivagra Yogin says that knowledge is to be attained by study-
ing the Vedas and understanding the import of Vedanta. Women,
Sudras and Brahmins merely by birth, not being eligible for Vedic
studies are to read the puranas. Those who have received ^iva

19. Jninaprakasar says that they are related to atman, sthana, dravya,
xnaotra and linga.
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dlksa can study ^astras like the Kamikagama and learn about faiths

like Carvaka. By the preponderance of jnana, souls obtain ex-

perience of i^iva to their lasting benefit. The author of the Siddhi-

yar exhorts us to follow sanmarga so that we may also have

such an experience.

Jnanaprakasar raises an important point. Is there abolition of

the distinctions into knower, knowledge and object of knowledge

in dhyana? He refers to Patanjali who says that samadhi is not

svarupa s'unya but is like svarupa sunya. In dhyana, these three

exist but are not cognised explicitly. ;^ivatva previously obscured

by mala becomes manifest. It constitutes the essential nature of

the soul.

There are five ways of worshipping Siva: (i) karma yaga,

(ii) tapa yaga, (lii) Japa yaga, (iv) dhyana yaga and (v) jnana

yaga. The first four are productive of enjoy.ment. Studying

philosophical works, causing others to study them, causing others

to hear, hearing them oneself and learning their import—these

constitute jnana yaga. This alone leads to supreme release. Those

who know this truth practise jnana yaga.

Of the aspects of jnana yaga mentioned here, learning,

causing another to learn, to hear— these occur even without a

preceptor. Hence real jnana relates to hearing, reflecting, com-

ing to a conclusion and becoming subject to trance. Those

who observe this sequence attain release. Those who, without

observing these, have the adhvas purified for them by diksa and

fulfil only the first three aspects of jnana (learning etc.) experi-

ence pleasures by reason of their accumulated merits and have

graded release. When, however, their merits are exhausted,

th.ey are re-born in good families and with the help of a precep-

tor, attain release by fulfilling the conditions of jnana yaga.

!$ivagra Yogin gives the following details: Hearing the nature

of Pati, pa^u and pas'a expounded by the preceptor, examining

along with one’s fellow-pupils, the definitions given so as to

ascertain if they are free from the defects of non-pervasion, over

pervasion and inconsistency ;
resolving after determining the

nature of the three substances that paSa must be removed, Pati attai-

ed and that the soul must part company with pa^a and attach itself

inseparably to Pati
;
gaining bliss by uniting inseparably with Pati

—

thus tile exercise of jnana is fourfold. Those who have missed.
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this state go to prakrti mandala; having the merit to attain saloka

samipa and sarupa, they experience pure pleasures. Though they

have such experience, their mind is not set on pleasures. They

have trance experience there, owing to the Grace of Siva, and

remain as jivanmuktas up to pralaya, when they attain supreme

release. If they are unable to have trance there, on account of

their enjoyments, they are re-born in a l^aivite family and with

the help of a preceptor, attain sayujya— unity with ^iva non-

differently.

JSanaprakas'ar says that it is not proper to say that some
souls return to this world. Since there is the saying, ‘There is a

preceptor in each and every world ’, there is no return to this

world. Remaining in the worlds they reach, they are looked upon

with favour by Srikaritharudra guru, Sadadiva guru and others

and thus enabled to attain supreme release.

Those who give gifts, perform yagas, bathe in sacred waters,

perform the duties of their station, engage in penances and

expiatory rites, fulfil vows and do karma yoga, go to the celestial

regions, experience pleasures and return to this world. Pa^u pu^ya

thus is not productive of lasting benefit. Those who follow the

carya, kriya, and yoga margas (conformity to these constituting

^iva punya) attain graded release. They remain in this state for

a long time. If, at the time of destruction, the Lord does not

grant them grace, they will have to return to this world, follow

jnana marga and attain supreme release. It is clear therefore

that the fruits of carya, knya and yoga are not graded release

merely but supreme release ultimately.

Some follow the path of devotion instead of the path of

injunctions. The gift they give to ^ivajnanis, though ever so small,

is capable of becoming infinitely big. Thus they are enabled to

attain saloka etc. and experience the pleasures thereof. They
are rescued from the ocean of births and deaths, by the hand of

Grace and freed from their bondage. They are enabled to take

birth in a high family that will help them to perform penance.

They pass through the stages of carya etc. easily and quickly until

they come to jnana marga. Following this, they attain release which

is being united to the Feet of the Lord.

It is said here that souls pass through carya etc. quickly and
o»8ily. To say that they can dispense with these altogether is to

run counter to the 'earlier statement that jnana marga is reached
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through carya, etc. As the fire hidden in fuel becomes manifest

and hides the fuel when friction is applied to it, l^iva’s cognitive

and conative Energies concealed in the soul illuminate the soul’a

cognitive and conative Energies and shine therein, when the soul

fulfils the duty of hearing the scriptures etc.^°

The four Vedas, eighteen puranas and twenty eight Agamaa

declare that jnana alone is the special means of attaining release.

It is difficult to convince those who treat diksi or the five yagas

and similar karmas or bhakti as the means of release. Whatever

is not jnana is ajnana, and by ajSana, not release but bondage results.

Ajnana loses fits efficiency in the presence of light. When ajnana

is removed, bondage is removed— this is the state of release. Thus,

it is jnana that is the unique means of release. Even in jnana,

jnana advocated by the Sankhyas, Mayavadins and others are

pasa and pasu jnana. So, these also bind instead of liberating.

The jnana of Siva’s feet alone is jnana capable of leading to

release.

MaraijSana De^ikar gives references for the declaration that

release can be gained by jnana: in the Rig (the Rudrasukta); in

the Yajur Veda (the Brhadara^iyaka) ; in the Sama (the Chandogya).

In the Atharvafiras, release is said to be gained by the intuitive

realisation of l^vara. The Saiva puranas and Sutasamhita as well

as Suprabheda and Sivadharmottara declare jnana to be the means

of release. How can jnana be said to be the means of release,

when it is denied and karma affirmed instead in Agamas like

Sarvajnanottara and puranas like the Skanda— when these say

that release is through Siva diksa? Everything going by the name

of kriya is instrumental to the dawning of jnana. Agamas like

the Parakhya and Devikalottara say that carya, kriya and yoga

are subsidiary to jnana. The view stated here is the same. The

wise ones say that supreme jnana is attaining the Feet of the Lord,

having omniscience manifested and experiencing svanandanubhuti.

Explaining the Siddhantin’s position, that moksa is through

jnana, not through carya, kriya or yoga, Sivagra Yogin criticises

the Purva Mimamsakas who say that release is through yajnas

20. Sivagra Yogin observes that even without performing carya etc.

Sivasayujya which is the means of getting Sivapraka^a, can be gained by

giving gifts to Sivajnanis. This is evidently to praise the greatness of

^ivajnanis.
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etc., and the Purva ^aivas who say that it is through dikfS

karma, as people of inferior intelligence. In his opinion they are

not likely to get happiness. The karma that they advocate is done

with the products of maya which is ajnana.

The presence of the sun causes the burning glass to emit fire.

When the preceptor appears to impart knowledge, the soul comes

to have knowledge. With the dawn of knowledge, Pati appears

in an indeterminate way
;
pasu appears indeterminately in Pati ; and

pa^a of the form of the world appears indeterminately in pa^u.

The state of the Lord as the atom of atoms and the universe

of universes is made manifest.

When, on the ripening of mala there is onset of Energy, the

knowledge gained by hearing, ripens. The seeker after release

hears either from his preceptor or from an elder fellow-pupil of

his, the order in which he has to practise reflection about what

he learns. Entering into the spirit of the subject he practises

reflection with appropriate reasons and examples. Those who
desire to do this and attain to a state of trance are devoid of

likes and dislikes. They treat a potsherd and a piece of gold

alike. They are like jivanmuktas. Because the Infinite Intelligence

and finite intelligence merge in ^iva in an advaita union,®* in

the manner in which the light of the sun and the light of the

eye mingle, they intuit ^iva alone in a way that is mid-way

between savikalpa and nirvikalpa.

If, by the grace of the preceptor, knowledge and ignorance,

which are both pas'a are removed, knowledge to be gained by

hearing is properly gained by one’s intelligence
;

if it is reflected

upon in the proper way and if there is withdrawal from the

internal organs, then the nature of the Lord will appear different

(from that of the soul), because of difference in substance, at

the time of hearing. It will appear non-dififerent from "the different

things of the universe, at the time of reflection, because it per-

vades all these different things. When clarity is attained, (after

hearing and reflection), the Lord’s nature will be seen to be

neither of these but, because He is the atom of atoms and the

21. Maraijiiana De^ikar calls this union anadyanta samavaya. Jnana-

prak^ar : The knowledge that existed as the very breath of the soul comes
out as the peerless preceptor to save the soul. Jivaiunuktas treat potsherd

and gold as alike coming from prakrti. In their union, not their’s but Siva’s

intelligence functions. The soul intuits nothing whatever of the universe ; its

intuition is wholly of the blissful nature of Siva.
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universe of unverses, (smaller than the smallest and bigger than the

biggest), it will be seen as united to all these while, at the same

time it is unattached to any of these and therefore different from

all.^“

iSivagra Yogin says that ^iva who, in the soul’s state of

bondage is like ghee in milk manifests His nature, like ghee in

curds. Though he appears in the soul. He is not .supported by

it. ^iva is intuited in the soul through Paraiakti, not as diffe-

rent but as non-different from it. In this state, there is no

union with pa^u karanas, neither is it a stage without any know-

ledge as in kevala. Its positive feature is that associated with

6iva karanas, the soul desires iSisananda.

Merit causes the soul to go to heaven to enjoy pleasure
;

de-

merit causes it to go to hell to experience pain. By jnana piija

consisting of deeds like studying philosophical works, reflecting

on them etc. there results clear understanding with whose aid merits

and de-merits (which bring about limitation of the pervasiveness

of the soul) are to be destroyed. When the cause is thus destroyed,

there are no more journeys to heaven or hell. Ceasing to be

under the influence of the instruments, the soul mingles with the

pervasiveness of the Lord. Where the sun rises is a matter of

22. The lines of the text are:

c5/,!T5)aJfrcnin sf rt9s}S^iarr^arT

^05Tf(g3)SOa51ujfr(9^

(^sif)y)ih^(^u<muujrT^sv

iSjffiurr^ <#)<nisijT iSrflih^i (S^rrairj!5>

L5'/7U!g5<y Gu^Qxcvavmii^!T(^uJ^ G^TssrnS^

QmjSu-ifrCSso ^siDcru'SujevsviTUievevsiiiTdl

fffdrQnsirmirh G3T<rfr/r?(5<m«5fl!r'T^T/r(«3)3uJ.

Cf. its striking similarity to the following

;

^jT^evjT^itLjrismin ^ixessT(^ui^i{)j}§l

Q'3^t5'ffUTjsu.Tuj STf^gib t£liir;o^<^SiPfTu

iS’jj^sujO'ojrr^ iSliiTSssTeir

Ofjffiujio'u-irT^suj (SiaTGfrfflrr/rJuj.'rSjr Tirumandiram

It is the first half of the former verse that has been praised by St. Tayu
manavar thus : uT^!n®0;S^^^frcu @iji_(T(rffa!0^_®infras s_®njT<n»i£i

^ufT and by the author of the ^ivabhoga Sara as follows:

ufrdsSifl00 ^fGsoebiU'Tib urrirai^jSu-iff

It is presumed from St. Tayumanavar’s verse elsewhere (under the

Mouna Guru section), that it was Siddhiyar, he was taught at the time of

his initiation. See Muthia Pillai’s commentary, pp. 387-8.
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indifference to such a soul.’*® It attains jivanmukti in the present

life. With the destruction of its body (which is like a vessel that

retains the smell of asafoetida previously stored in it) it becomes
(in the state of supreme release) like unto the Lord in its pervasive

intelligence, even as when dirt is removed, the whiteness of cloth

pervades all the cloth.

To those who have achieved jnana nistha, there is neither

good nor evil. Even if they engage in activity, they do so with-

out caring for its results. They need not perform the ceremoni-
als prescribed by their religion. They need not perform penances.

Conformity to resolves and to the duties of their station in life is not
necessary in their case. It is not necessary that they should
practise contemplation etc. Their citta is not agitated. They need
not put on the insignia of their faith. Seizing or giving up of
sense objects, is alike unnecessary. They need not control their

internal organs. Subordination of rajas and tamas and the exer-

cise of sattva are not necessary. Concentration on any particular

object is not obligatory. Practice of the dharma of their community
can be dispensed with. Coming to have the qualities of children

(who wholly fail to do these), mad people (who do these fitfully)

and people possessed by spirits (who are actuated by something

foreign to themselves), they may even give themselves up to sing-

ing and dancing by reason of their ecstasy.-*

Though ^ivajnanis may, with ease and without the necessary

place, time, seat etc., perform difficult deeds
; though they may

be subject to the changes of walking and standing, sleeping and
waking, eating and fasting, sitting and lying down, purity and
blemish, poverty and riches, pain and pleasure, sexual enjoyment
and anger, desire and aversion and similar opposed activities in-

ducing changes in them, they remain unaffected by the changes and

23. cf. the line of Tiruvacagam

^r^^'UurflQff on£<aQ*rw j*'rsijr

STi^Qst^^BiSVsir (^TtiS,QjTjiDA^s>(B<soi QixihuiiswriU.

Tiruvembavai.

Nirambavalagiar says that the sun will change the direction of its rise if

vice increases in the world. This change will affect the ordinary people, but
not the jivanmuktas.

24. Sivajnana Yogin sajs that there is nothing obligatory the jnanis
have to do or prohibitory that they have to desist from doing, because what-
ever they do is penance (^.fliiii). Yet jnanis are seen to conform to certain
practices so as to set an example to the people of the world.

H-33
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never get away from the Feet of the Lord (because what they do is

really different from them).*®

^ivagra Yogin says that jivanmuktas are like the wind which

whether it blows as the cool, sweet, south wind or as a terrific

gale, never goes away from the sky. Because prarabdha is of

various kinds, it is difiBcult to determine the nature of jivanmuk-

tas. Some of them may appear to be short-tempered some free

from desires, others lustful and so on.®*

Because of the influence of habit, some may not be able to

do away with the distinctions of ‘ external ’ and ‘ internal ’ and att-

ain to a state of trance wherein everything is perceived as the same

(i.e. without distinctions) ; they may not be immersed in the Lord’s

perfection. When such people perceive the world as something

external, they must try to realise at the same time that the Lord

is both internal and external to the world. If this is also impos-

sible, they must control their internal organs and with the help

of their preceptor, direct them on a single object and thus intuit

the Lord. When He is so intuited, pa^u kara^as are to be treated

as ^ivakara^as. They must endeavour to bring about in this

sakala jagrat state, characterised by the functioning of the instru-

25. cf the following:

Quoj'lun iri^

u

am li Otu nr tli— LS'ffssi^Glujevsomh

inniuGunei(fT)ih^i (TiffCSu't gj/yisir nj/ mein tirwsmaiiuatnrr

^

^!iiij2uneir£Bsm!h^ ^icrri^und) ^SstneurrA'^m

Q<fUjCoijnev ^smr ls.it R-csbismu) (T^frssrrb 0 serf

uLj (ipCip.fiiU) eiSlesin (y}(i^^ih oi'h ffiiT^j 'hj aerFujrr

urTivQjnQ a_<!3i LS’<7i7c?iT@to5rii) eu(rf)^iD

TayumSnavar.

26. The follcging verses bear a close resemblance to the ideas expressed

by the Siidhantin.

•^Ticuirr^^sfr euih^iT^ib aeam^^jhQuirib tesur^^/bu^)©
ajiTLC.ai ijuS'c^eo ^esmcsi^nQundr ^*^OabfT(S'ni) ffn-i^svifTtpsuir/r

u7i£i70.T(njia> AJseai l9uuit ueiS!nitf.^^^iTjeis}U> ff^irL-i—TTir

c® ir)0U)T5n05iTS»r^^<)ii53>*uJ7ib

Kaivalya Navanitam.

(BU^sswin^asTsb L9iTiTix0^eL}ih n5.T(S8)iajT@ib

^5507 eSleiru^leiruib ^suiyeiiriAaiiTeereiirrf^w

wi G<^aS^tb QsiueviT Gureinsfluib Q&uS^ih ©.yiusiiir

y,3 5uic qjuLjT gujib i_/@m^a53Ti_ifr ^susar^yi^^/T

QsesTr) ^i s,'i)S<iiT fBirgbrrjC? ^irsu ai rSISesruJirir ^ethrQpsar

q<^Lj' 77 Osua9dr0soexi'Tvu ciSedsTe^Qp^ eiS^iit^iib

Qmsirjf esT aeuih euT^i^nr^ih q ^letnttni irTQj^nesrmiibulTITlTiT

n5<OT^^0^s5rcg)T arTLL^it(^eiirTesr^sveiTQp0^iT.

Kaivalya Navanitam*
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foents, nirmala turiyatita wherein no instruments function. If they

so endeavour, they may have experience of ^iva as their expe-

rience. ‘ ^ivanubhavam suvanubhutikamam ’ (words of the text)

means that diva’s experience becomes one’s own experience.^’

Those
;
who have reached atita even while they are in the

jagra state (because in this jagra, their pas'u karanias are treated

as ^ivakara^as) are equal to those others who, discarding the

instruments have attained trance. It is not possible to estimate

the merits earned by these people in their previous life. Because

even in this life, they have got rid of their attachment to life

and have united with iSiva (by existing non-different from Him),

they are themselves Siva (worthy of being worshipped as S va).

Even if such people rule the world as crowned kings and derive

pleasure from the company of women, they are inwardly free from

all attachment. Hence they are not to be treated like the people

of the world with whom they share the functions of eating etc.

On the other hand, those who have not removed this inner attach-

ment, but have removed external attachments,^® become subject

to births because their karma never decreases. By external ren-

unciation, there is no release.

It is necessary to note here that the word ‘even’ is significant

in the statement. ‘Even if such people rule the world’ e^c. It does

not mean that jivanmuktas do conduct themselves in such a

manner. It only means that even if they were to do so, they will

have no real attachment.^® The construction ‘even if they do so’

realy warrants the meaning that they will not do so.

Maraijnana De^ikar says that even as the fishes do not acquire

the quality of salt even though they live in the sea, jivanmuktas

Tl.^MarajnSna Destkar : Union with 6iva lasts for the space of a wink
or the time tasen to milk a cov or by an arrow to reach its destination.

Wnen trance is successfully achieved, there arises in the soul bliss equal to that

of Siva. He explains ^uvanubhuti thus :

—t^ffsrqsrari—rra
; y,^

—

^ssrih^iDTuSl^ib^SrSiJifluJih srssr

28. cf. the strong language of the Gits

:

KarmendriySni samyamya ya, Sste manasa smaran
Indriyarthan vimudatma milhyacarat sa uc>ate-lll, 6.

29. It is a peculiarity in Tamil language which warrants a negative

interpretation, as when Parimelalagar interprets the Kural couplet “ ld^u
iS^iih @^^a3aiiSTrsuT(^ib ” to mean that there is to be no forgetting.

‘ STSsr^asi «0^^rrsir ‘‘ lapuLS^i ih sTsii(njrr ’
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are without attachment to their bodies even though they are asso-

ciated with them. He cites the case of Saint Sundaramurti who

was free from attachment, though outwardly he seemed to live a

life of sensual pleasures, ^ivagra Yogin emphasises the idea of

service to humanity. Jivanmuktas, though free from bondage,

exist in this world and act for the benefit of humanity. Jnana-

praka^ar expresses this idea by saying that jivanmuktas hinder

hindrances to release.

It is difficult to describe the sexual happiness that two people

experience. Those who actualty experience it know what it is,

but a virgin cannot know it. Only those who have the Lord’s

grace know themselves and the Lord in a way transcending the

use of instruments. Immature people who cannot know in this

way, do not know that happiness either. So, there is no way of

making them understand it. (Like the crystal that loses its clarity

when it is in the vicinity of many colours), the soul that, deluded

by the nature of tattvas from kali to prithivi, does not know its

own nature, cannot know ^iva who is the soul of the soul. Hence,

the position of the ^ivasahkrantavadin who says that wiih the help

of the instruments treated as diva’s instruments, 6iva can be known

is untenable. It may be said that without instruments nothing can

be known by means of grace alone. But so long as the instruments

which are limited, persist, limited perception also remains, births

will not cease— nor apava, the cause of births be removed.

Maraijnana Desikar says that supreme bliss consists in the

soul, after it gets the grace of the Lord, mingling with Siva. Un-

less there is the realisation that assumptions as to the nature of

Siva taught by the preceptor for contemplation are not real, un-

less there is the knowledge that what is non-assumptive, what is

permanent and what transcends turiya is the supreme bliss, the

travail of births and deaths will not cease, nor will aijava be

removed. Sivagra Yogin takes the purvapaksin here to be the

follower of Kanada (who does not know the bliss of release). The

purvapaksin sajs that when dissociated from instruments, the

soul is like a stone. Repudiating this view, Sivagra Yogin pro-

ceeds to state the Siddhanta with an illustration. Though a girl

of sixteen (like a full moon with all its sixteen digits) may be

beautiful and well—read in ‘Kama s'astras ’, she does not know
the delights of sexual relation. Unlike this (unilateral condition),

where we have reciprocal love as between husband and wife, there

is the realisation of the pleasure of sex. Even then, just as a
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dumb person cannot describe his dreams to others, there can be

no description of these pleasures. Similarly, there can be no
experience of bliss except where the soul and Siva unite. That
bliss is known only to the wise ones who have experienced it

;

others cannot appreciate it. Sivagra Yogin stresses the need for

Sivajnana to intuit Siva and the soul. Can not atmajnana serve

this purpose, just as well ? Tiiere is a resolve in saying, ‘ I shall

know by atma jnana ’. So soon as there is a resolve, there is

doubt. Doubt is not non-difference. How else is there intuition

of Siva and the soul ? The sou! realises non-difference from S.va,

through svarupajSana (when Siva’s paras'akti informs the soul

and the soul’s cognitive psychosis absorbs Siva and jiva).®®

Crystal reflects the colour of its surroundings. The soul,

likewise, identifies itself with the senses with which it is asso-

ciated. In either case, there is identification with the respective

general qualities. When the soul learns to discriminate its general

from its specific quality (as when the crystal shines in its own
splendour instead of reflecting other objects) by realising that

the nature of the senses is only its general quality, there is the

attainment of ^iva Who manifests Himself in the soul’s nature.

The soul is never more embodied®* even as a river that breaks
its bank mixes forever with the sea.

The Siddhantin states here clearly that reflecting pa^a is only
the general quality of the soul, that its special quality consists

in remaining in its own nature as intelligence which is similar to

Siva’s intelligence. Maraijnana Des'ikar specifically says that the

beauty of the soul is in remaining pure. In the light of the mid-
day sun, the crystal shows itself as different from its surroundings.
So, also the soul sees itself as different from the senses when it

attains the Feet of the Lord.

30. Jfianaprakasar says that when pasu karanas are moved, there result

intuition of the self, SiVa and the elixir of perfect Soa intuition through ^iva
karanas consisting of the soul’s Cit-^akti illumined by Siva Sakti as the illumi-

nator. This cannot be achieved by the intellect.

31. Maraijnana Desikar quotes Tevaram iSsir iS'msi^LBsv'isv

(which occurs in the verse beginning i^evT^ to

emphasise the soul’s non-return to samsara.

6ivagra Yogin says knowledge perishes in three instants. So it is nonreal.
One can intuit one’s real nature which is of the form of intelligence through
SivajnSna.
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JnSnapraka^ar states the position very clearly. The qualities

per essence of the crystal are whiteness etc. but the crystal exhibits

redness etc. which are the qualities of a China rose that may be
near it — these being its qualities per accidens. The soul has

pa^utva (i.e. being bound by malai and (diva’s) ^ivatva as its

qualities per accidens ; and it shows these as if they were its

qualities per essence. The realisation of their difference comes
about when ;Si\a-Sakti manifests itself in the soul’s Cit-Sakti. It

would be Mayavada to maintain that the qualities of the five senses

are false. These are the soul’s qualities per accidens and are

unlike ^ivatva etc. which are its essential qualities. Pa^utva,

jivatva etc. are the essential qualities of pa^a. The discriminator

of iSivatva must realise that these qualities are adventitious to the

soul but natural to mala etc. It is not proper to speak of occu-

pation, separation and association in connection with incorporeal

substances. There is identity-in-difference relation between 6iva

and the soul. The relation to iSivatva is a relation that obtains

between two entities belonging to the same class. Thus there is

relation between ^iva and the soul. There is no recurrence of

pa^utva and (diva’s) Jivatva as delimiting adjuncts. The saltness

of water is due to adjuncts, while (the soul’s own) ;§ivatva is

not due to adjuncts. The water has to go to the sea or some salty

place to become saltish ; while the soul comes to have Sivatva,

even where it is
;

hence the simile is not on all fours. Jnana

praka^ar thus tries to square up to an extent, the analogy of the

river mingling with the sea with the natural pervasiveness of

the soul. It should be noted in this connection that JSanapraka^ar

treats Siva’s Sivatva also as different from the soul’s Sivatva and

therefore as adventitious to the soul as pa^utva.

If the soul and its instruments are all Siva (there being thus

non-difference between Siva and souls), there need be no attempt

on the part of the soul to leave the sakala state characterised by

association with instruments, and attain the Feet of the Lord.

If it is maintained that not everything is Siva, that will be a

detraction of the Lord's capacity to pervade and control everything.

So, it is like neither of these. Siva is like the soul that occupies

the body. Although soul exists alike in all the five senses, the

other four senses cannot, like the sense of sight, pervade distant

things
; they can pervade only such things as come under them.

Likewise, though Sisa pervades everything He manifests Himself

in the soul but does not do so in the instruments. The soul must
give up the knowledge given by instruments and attain the Feet
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of the Lord. This, when achieved, is like the eye regaining its

light as well as the light of the soul when the defect obscuring

its sight is removed. Thus the Lord appears as the life of the

soul’s intelligence, not as the life of the partial knowledge given

by the senses.®®

The Siddhantin is quite alive to the problem of how diva’s

infinity or pervasiveness can be held consistently with the inde-

pendent existence of other things and shows with an illustration

that pervasiveness means control over things and not exclusive

existence.

iSivagra Yogin states the purvapaksa thus : If iSiva is all-

pervasive, there need be no fresh union with Him. If He is the

inner dweller, how is it He is not intuited ? The Siddhantin replies

that defect in vision is removed by collyrium or by the grace

of God. Then both the light of the eye and the sun become mani-

fest. It need not follow that the inert universe by reason of Siva’s

presence should become intelligent. Only the soul can cognise

;

inert entities cannot. Though an intelligence, the soul, too, cannot

cognise by itself. By the grace of Siva’s jSana ^akti, the soul’s

(cognitive) psychosis functions in respect of objects of sense. This

knowledge will not lead to release. This is like a staff given to

a blind man. It helps the soul through kalas, etc. to perceive

objects of sense.

The Siddhantin proceeds to reply to the qestion whether

the soul will reunite with the senses once it has known the Lord.

Those who desire to unite with 6iva with unceasing love and

attain atita, remain for ever in Buddha v'astha. When a stone is

fiung at the moss-covered surface of a tank, the screen is tempo-

rarily removed but it covers the surface again the next moment.

Similarly, mala, maya and karma leave the soul when it contem-

plates Siva but come back to it when the soul ceases to contem.

plate Him. This is due to residual impressions (of pa^a)

Because of these residual impressions, the souls oscillate between

Siva and instruments.

It has been said that release is attaining Pati and that the

means thereto is jfiana. The Siddhantin proceeds to show how

jSana is to be achieved.

32. Maraijnana De^ikar says that because of equality in respect of good

qualities, there is affirmation of samarasibhava which is like the mingling of

milk with milk. Because this union goes with difference the union is compared

to that obtaining between the light of the eye and the light of the sun.
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The Supreme Lord cannot be intuited by pa^u jsana or paia

jnana. He can be contemplated in one’s intelligence only by Pati

jnana. When He cannot be so contemplated and when the soul

is unable to remain at His feet, the soul must realise that the

universe which is responsible for creating attachments (to objects

of the universe) is of the nature of a mirage. When the soul

sets aside the universe with this reflection, it gains Pati jnana

and is restored to His feet. Even when pa^a is thus removed,

its residual impressions may have their influence on the soul. To
counteract this influence, the soul must take to uttering the five

sacred letters which remove pasa and vouchsafe Pati. If the soul

utters the five sacred letters, ^iva will illumine the soul’s intelli-

gence and give Himself to it.

It must not be forgotten in this connection that the universe

is compared to a mirage only fur the purpose of weaning the

soul from attachment to it. Besides, the Siddhanta is that ^the

universe in its state as effect (consisting of the inert many) is

non-real.

What is pa^a jnSna? It is the knowledge occasioned by the

universe of sounds (manifestations of vaikharl, like the Vedas, 6as-

tras, smrtis, pura^as and ajapa) and the universe of things like

the tattvas from prithivi to nada). This knowledge is limited.

Pa^u jnana is the knowledge of the soul, expressed in the proposi-

tion, “I am Brahman”. The soul, after realising that it pervades

the objects of pa^a jnana, comes to this conclusion, as a result of

the arrogance engendered by such a realisation.®® This is ;§iva-

samavada jnana in as much as the soul (which is adimukta)

is taken as equal to ^i\a (Who is anadimukta). Why should the

soul be not treated as equal to ^iva? The soul is subject to the

embodiment of gross, subtle and perfect bodies. It knows things

only through a study of books. It perceives objects through the

several sense-organs, not all at once but one at a time. Hence
the soul is an adimukta. l§iva who needs none to inform Him
and is eternally free from associatmn with sense-organs is anadi-

mukta.

33. S.vagra Yogin says that when pa^a jnsna is removed there is an
endeavour to eliminate everv thing that is not the self and to find out the

self. It is not realised that intuition of the self takes place only through
Patijnana. Since the intuition of the self cannot be removed, there arises a
feeling, ‘ This is myself ; since there is nothing above this self, I am Brahman.’
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Is the study of philosophical works useless, then? No; the

study is of help in the manifestation of Patijnana.®*

Granting that the knowledge, ‘ I am Brahman ’ does not lead

to release, cannot the absence of instruments constitute release ?

If this be the case, then because souls are without instruments

when they occupy spawn, eggs, wombs and trees, they must also

be said to have attained release. Thus the Pasanavadin’s position

is untenable. Release may be said to be the withdrawal of the

intelligence from the self instead of allowing it to function through

the sense-organs. This is like the shadow of a man falling

under his feet at noon. Even this view is defective. For in

death, sleep, swoon, control of birth and unconsiousness induced

by poison, there would be release on this view. This is clearly

not the case. The two views examined here also constitute palu

jnana. The souls must intuit themselves and ;§iva Who destroyed

the three towns (i.e. the three malas) if they want to get rid

of pas'a. Those who do not do this, cannot cast off their bonds*

^iva cannot be attained by means of vak or kaya (these con-

stitute pa^a jnana). The soul wonders whether it is skin or blood

or flesh or nerve or bones or ovum or semen or an aggregate

of the sense-organs and thus fails to realise its own nature in a

perfect way. This constitutes paiu jnana. PatijhSna is that which

is self-luminous and reveals both itself and others. Patijnana re-

moves the soul’s doubt regarding its nature. It is by Patijnana

that ^iva can be intuited.

The eye which illumines other objects does not know itself or

the internal organs. The external instruments like buddhi and
vidya tattva twhich is the internal instrument) illumine other

objects but do not know themselves or the soul which informs

them. The soul which knows other objects knows neither itself

nor the Lord Who informs it. Siva without any help, knows both

Himself and the souls as they are. Sivajnana is both self and

34. Patijnana is explained by Maraijnana Desikar as the vision of tho-re
who have received the divine light.

35. cf the following lines

:

^uukstT Qiy(G5iysDL_

Qput-j!fih sresruiTAjir fyi TJKirn-

(LpULfrTUHTSV^I (yjibicsuafTifiUJU)

^ULfl^W STlU^SSilD UjrTIX0eilT(S^.

It must be noted here that Siva is said to destroy the effecis of the
three malas.

H-34
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other-luminous. It requires no instuments and is itself the illumi-

nator. If this Siva-jnana is taken as illuminator and ^iva is wor-
shipped, pa^a will be removed. Even were pa^a to reassert itself,

it will suffice to practise contemplation of 6iva and be united to

the knowledge of His Feet.

JnanaprakSs'ar explains thus ; It is Patijnana that reveals the

three entities—Pati, pas'u and pa^a. diva’s ^akti is the natural

eye of ;^iva and the artificial eye of the soul. This l^iva^akti illu-

mines the natural eye of the soul and reveals the nature of ^iva

and also His nature as the life of the soul, ffiva is in a relation

of inherence with His ^akti which is the manifestor of the soul’s

Cit-^akti. Hence iSiva^akti is the eye of the soul in a figurative

sense. The soul’s Cit-^akti must be made to shine like ^ivasakti

and must be supported by it.

How is Pati-jnana to be gained? Merging oneself in a symbol

indicated by the preceptor, one treats the objects of enjoyment

in the eight worlds (i.e. words from Kalagni to Ana^fta) abounding

in asta siddhi which is eight times greater than the asta siddhi

of the paisaca pada, as vomited food and despises them because

these have been already experienced. When the shape of the wall

is observed, the figure drawn on it is not observed. So also when
the three kinds of universe that fall under the six adhvas are

covered up in their cause, viz., maya, they are to be treated as

gross non-reality. If such a vision of things persists He Who has

nothing above or below Him, Who has no quality whereby He
could be determined. Who cannot be felt by anyone, Who has

no attachments and Who is of the nature of intelligence will

manifest Himself in the intelligence of the soul. When the Lord

so appears to the soul, great love is felt for Siva (just as a poor

man will love with all his heart, wealth unexpectedly given to

him). At this stage, ^iva also helps the souls without desiring

anything for Himself. 6i\a causes svanandanubhuti to arise in the

soul’s Cit-^akti. _

^ivagra Yogin gives details. If non-attachment to the world

arises, Siva Himself will grant grace. The soul stations itself in

^ivapada and despises the wealth, etc. of Brahma and others

because they are the evolutes of upper and lower maya. The eight

psychic powers relating to the padas from Pasupada to Brahma-

pada. relating to the eight tattvas (prithivi, ap, tejas, vayu, aka^a,

manas, ahankara and buddhi) are also spurned, ^liva creates an

unquenchable desire in souls to experience Him (^ivaraga) and
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through this desire manifests iSivananda which excels the pleasures

of all the worlds from the earth to satyaloka, excels all the plea-

sures from those of men to those of Brahma. Then He unites

non-differently with the soul.

Jnanapraka^ar is very careful not to render the words of the

Text Qsijnyiih Qurnij as utterly false, as thereby, the eternality of

maya would be compromised. He consistently expresses the view

that the world appears as false. Other commentators are less

alive to this danger. To repeat what we said earlier, the state-

ment that the world is false must be viewed in its context and
in the light of the purpose for which it is made.

The soul erroneously cognises itself either as its body or,

when its body is removed, as l^iva. But it must realise that it is

not pa^a which comprises body etc. which are objects of demon-

strative knowledge. It must know that it is not Pati Who trans-

cends demonstrative knowledge. Knowing itself as different from

both Pati and pa^a, it casts off the latter. Although as an entity

<he soul is different from Pati, there must be contemplation of

^iva as the soul (just as the magician identifies himself with the

garuda in contemplation) in such a manner as to sink difference

and merge the one in the other, even as the light of the eye and

the light of the sun merge. This can be achieved by reason of

the soul’s nature to identify itself with the Lord and the latter to

unite with the soul. In contemplative identification of the

magician with garuda, the latter appears non-differently in the

former and removes poison caused by snake bite. Even so, Siva

appears non-differently in the soul, removes the soul’s impurities

and makes the soul pure. It is this contemplation which the anci-

ent Vedanta means when it advocates contemplation expressible

as ‘That I became’ iniT(Q)'2e<fTsiT).

In the foregoing, the Siddhantin treats both, the view that the

soul is the body (materialism) and the view that there is only one
soul— the Infinite (absolutism)— as wrong.

It is the soul’s nature to depend upon something else— if it

does not depend upon pasa, it needs must depend upon Pati.

When the soul realises that it is different from Pati, it does not fall

back to its old state of claiming an independent existence but

subsides in the great intelligence, and depends upon it. Just as

the efficiency of tne mantras as well as the magician are required

for garuda bhavena, for advaita aimed at in ;§ivohambhavana.
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the condescension of the Lord to unite with the soul and
the desire of the latter to merge itself in the former avoiding

inclination to assert its independent nature, are both necessary. By
implication (in the sense that unless thev persist there can be
neither the dependence of the soul on Siva nor the union of

iSiva with the soul) we have in the advaita state the existence

of the cognitive activities of both 6iva and the soul, with-

out either or both of them cesing to exist.*® There are

some who are unable to understand the true advaita state

wherein ^iva and the soul exist inseparably. Some of them
explain “That I become” by saying that one thing is lost and
becomes another. Some others advocate Kevaladvaita — that

“I and “It” have exclusive — non-exclusive implication. That
is, when we say that the same person who was a bachelor in

Madura is a recluse in Benares, we exclude the different places of

abode and the different stations of life in which we find the same
man but affirm his identity. Even so, excluding the de-limiting

adjuncts of the finite self and of Hvara, Brahman is affirmed to

be the sole real. There are yet others who say that Pati denoted

by ‘ It ’ is varied, all such variations refer only to the One whichj

gets differentiated into the finite selves and the universe. Thesa

are variations of Pati, like different qualities of one substance.

Each quality can be spoken of as a subject of a figure of speech

These people accept soul and pa^a as different from God. They
interpret advaita to refer to the existence of only one God.
They are called Vi^istadvaitins.” All these people accept the

Vedantic declaration. “ That I become ” and advaita as ex-

36. Sivajnana Yogin quotes the following lines in which the poet has

expressed his wonder at the uniqueness of this relation :

s.-sbTjt/At 0sULDicr5!57rQL_fiir

0.g)J^t-'r5ijjj37s!y!!Tih ^csrutnirS'ujsOTuTn) asi-^stn

Ulaktidai Ndyandr.

37. cf. the following: “Since Ramanuja identifies the relation here
involved (i.e. that between soul and God) with that between the body and
the soul, his conception of the Absolute may be described as that of an
organic unity in which as in a living organism, one element predominates
over and controls the rest. The subordinate elements are termed visesanas
and the predominant one visesvas. Because the vis'e^anas cannot by hypo-
thesis exist by themselves separately, the comnlete whole (visista) in which
they are included is 'described as a unity. Hence the name Vis'istadvaita.

(VTis’.antara bhava eva aikyam) Hiriyanna. Outlines of India Philosophy,
p. 299.

The same writer says of Ramanuja that “his teaching is more like

what iv described as Brahm.a-parinama vada than Brahman-vivarta-vada.” ibid

p, 3S3.
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plaining the relation between the two. To show that ‘ advaita
’

is not to be understood in any of the senses in which these

people understand it, ^ivajnana Yogin says, that it must be

understood as it is set forth by the Siddhantin. To those who
study Vedanta and Siddhanta properly it will be evident that there

are three entities, Pati, pasu and pas'a. The first two, though

separated by pa^a can unite when pasa is removed and when

pasu whose nature is to reflect its environment takes Pati as its

environment. The relation with pa^a can be sundered but not

that with Pati. By garuda. in the example, not the bird, but the

mantra svarupa that is the presiding deity of garuda is meant.®^

The soul is dependent on the Lord and the Lord unites with

the soul. So as to maintain this relation in ^ivohambhavana, the

soul must realise, in uttering the five sacred letters, its nature as

iSiva’s possession and diva’s nature as its possessor. His sacred

form also must be known to be constituted by the sacred letters.

Anganyasa and karanyasa must be performed with the five letters.

Heart, navel and forehead are to be imagined as the places of wor-

ship, homa and contemplation. In the heart, ^iva is to be wor-

shipped with the five letters. In the navel, homa is to be perfor-

med with the five letters. Occupying the centre of the eye-brows,

diva’s form is to be contemplated, and depending upon His Grace,

the sacred letters are to be mentally uttered. Those who can thus

practise ^ivohambhavana, utter the sacred letters and perform

puja, etc. mentioned above will be able to intuit Pati in their souls.

Pati cannot be known by pa^a and pa^u jnana by which only pasa

and pa^u can be known. Pati appears to the soul in the same way
in which Rahu and Ketu (which are invisible while the seven

other grahas are ordinarily visible) appear during eclipses in the

sun or the moon.°®

38. Nirambavalagiar says that the Siddhantin shows how tattvam asi

can be explained in such a way as to recognise two entities. Sivagra Yogin
says that the Vedic declaration ‘ soham ’ is not to be taken to mean the
existence of one thing only. By the experience of inseparability, the statement

“That I am ’ is made. It is only dullards (he says) .who treat Siva and soul as

equal while these are different.

Jnanaprakas'ar draws attention to the need for the practice of Vedanta
Sohambhavaoa based on Siddhanta Sohambhavana in addition to treating the
world as false.

39. Maraijnana -De^ikar; quotes jthe following couplet

agrsjnvBL-Sffnfi sp^urreu Q^u[Tsomh

^ Tiruvafutpayart,

Dna natana signifies mala and tirodha. Jnana natana signifies Siva and
His Grace. In between there is the soul. In the pafcaksara (which refers to
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How is ^iva to be worshipped in the lotus of the heart? The
lotus is the seat on which the image is to be installed. The bulb

is prithivi and it is in the navel. The other twenty three tattvas,

ap etc. start from the navel and constitute the tube which is about

eight inches high. The vidya tattvas (products of a^uddha mSya)
and suddha vidya constitute eight petals. These eight petals have

the eight letters of pranava. We have sixty four pollen from

I^vara and Sadakhya tattvas which have sixty four variations,

^akti tattva is the seed of the lotus and is of the form of the

fifty one letters. On this lotus, "l^iva as the possessor of Sakti

is installed. It is ^iva who grants release. Hence He should be

worshipped.

When ^iva is said to be of the form of the five letters, as

One Who must be worshipped in the soul and as the possessor

of ^akti, the Siddhantin refers to the gross, subtle and extremely

subtle forms of the Lord. He Who is greater then the universe

and is beyond the reach of the instruments assumes the smallest

of forms and resides in the souls so that they may work out their

salvation. Worship in which there is not awareness of this fact

is useless.''"

When a mirror is polished with a certain powder, dust cover-

ing its surface will be removed and its brilliance made manifest.

E\ en so, when the soul performs antaryaga puja, ^iva will be mani-

fested in the soul to an ever-increasing extent. Sandal paste,

flowers, incense, camphor, bathing the image, food for offering and

other articles for worship are to be mentally assembled for this

worship. Arcana, homa and dhyana are to be performed by jnana.

When 6iva manifests Himself in response to this worship, the

soul’s anava will be removed and the soul will be made pure.

Hence this antaryaga must be treated as a means of release.

MaraijSana De^ikar treats this antaryaga puja as jnana yoga

which brings about supreme release and interprets the various arti-

cles used therein thus : Sandal indicates non-attachment to enjoy-

ment. The eight flowers are non-violence, control of external

Sadasiva who is sakalaniskala) the soul comes in the middle. Because ^iva

removes the soul's pasa and grants it grace, the soul becomes His posses-

sion. Sivagra Yogin explains how the soul is taken to be the servant of Siva

from the fact that it utters the five sacred letters. The meaning of panciksara

is this ; Salutations to Siva. He Who is saluted is the master and he who
salutes is the serv'ant.

40. Sivagra Yogin gives a few details and refers the reader to the Kriya
Dipika for more details.
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organs, control of internal organs, compassion, wisdom, truth-

speaking, penances and freedom from mental impurities. For

offering incense, manas is the vessel, vital air is the fire and garva

is the incense. Because the intellect illumines everything, wisdom

is light. Bathing the image signifies integrity. Pratyahara which

is nectar is the food-offering, i.e. making the mind reside in the

heart after withdrawing it from the external organs. When ^iva

is ceaselessly contemplated. He' (Who exists non-differently with

the soul) manifests Himself.'*

If, in additon to mental worship, one wishes to worship l^iva

externally as manifested in a particular form, one must collect the

necessary articles without troubling oneself or others for this pur-

pose. Flowers that have fallen off from trees, water from a lake

or a tank and food voluntarily offered, constitute the articles for

the worship of iSiva. Those who thus worship ^iva must be free

from such thoughts as institute difference between external and
internal manifestation of :§iva (difference which most worldly people

observe), and such as make one eligible for merits and demerits.

The real devotees do not make distinctions but perceive Him in

everything and act, inspired by His Grace. External worship is a

part of the worship of ^iva.'®

41. Jnanaprakas'ar explains that removal of mala precedes manifestation
of Siratva. Antaryaga is preceded by ;self-purification and is at the root of
salamba ^iva yoga. Starting on this path, one is led through niralamba s'iva

yoga to complete liberation from pa^a. Hence salamba sivayoga is to be
adopted, (then relinquished) then niralamba sivayoga (wherefrom results final

release) is to be taken up.

42. ^ivagra Yogin. Though the soul has been ignorant of Siva for

countless ages, when taught by the preceptor, it knows itself as His servant.

External worship is of ksanikalinga or banalinga given by the preceptor.

Worship may have defects of superfluity or deficiency in respect of articles of
worship, contemplation etc. The devotee must have the feeling that everything
is Godgiven and that he has no agency.

Jnanaprakasar : External worship is necessitated when continuity of
trance is disturbed and when one is mentally worried. (This commentator
thus stresses the psychological ^need for something concrete to help con-
centration, when it is not possible without external accessories. It becomes
evident that external worship is not idolatry but is a preparation for and instru-

mental to, something higher viz. mental worship. Consistent with his ^ivasa-

mavada, he says that the notion of the Lord as (Ruler) refers to

worship. In samadhi resulting from niralamba sivadhyana, the soul is auto-

nomous and equal to ^iva. Description of the soul as servant will not apply
to this state).
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Siva is everywhere—He is without the distinctions of interna

and external. But His presence is ditferently perceived by differ-

ent people. To the worldly ones. He is totally non-manifest like

fire in fuel. To those of mandatara malaparipaka. He is partially

manifest, remaining hidden but existing as one with them like

ghee in milk.^® To those of mandamala paripaka. He is manifest

if they carefully observe Him and is with them, like juice in fruit.

To those of tivra malaparipaka, He appears clearly manifest though

He exists as inseparably one with them like oil in sesame. It is

certain that if He is worshipped everywhere either mentally or

externally, He will grant His Grace. Even so, worship in the soul

through knowledge of diva’s Feet (mental worship) is necessary

for those who would have the residual impressions of mala
removed. If ^iva is thus worshipped. He will manifest Himself,

completely remove the residual impressions of mala and grant the

soul all the wealth of His great bliss, making the bliss the soul’s

own, making the soul like Himself, just as fire makes iron appear

red.

The eight qualities of the Lord are: (1) independence, (2)

flawlessness, (3) natural intelligence, (4) omniscience, (5) freedom
from mala, (6) boundless benevolence, (7) omnipotence and (8)

bliss. The soul on account of its advaita relation with the Lord,

has these eight qualities, in the place of anava's seven quali-

ties.**

Maraijnana Des'ikar says that diva’s pervasiveness is not
limited by His manifesting Himself in those that worship Him.
When we say that the soul comes to have these qualities, what
we mean is that the soul ceasing to subsist as a result of pa^a-

transformations, subsists in its own real form.

Sivagra Yogin observes that ‘ advaita ’ is established here with

many examples. 6iva removes parviscience and heteromony of

the soul and causes omniscience and omnipotence (which are His

qualities) to shine, thereby making the soul engage in activities.

Thus ^iva leads the soul through the state of jivan mukti to that

43. St. Appar ^a^mssruirs&jsuQ Gmoj^Surrsv

ujsjnjsiu wtriLsssfiA Qan ^'UjfTeir.

44. Qualities : 2 & 3 are sometimes includid in 4 and 5 and thus some
times the qualities are referred to as six. All the eight, however, can be
brought under sat, cit and snanda.
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of paramamukti wherein He establishes satya, jnSna etc. (which

are His qualities) completely in the soul.

Jnanaprakasar maintains that the analogies (fire-fuel etc.) are

not total but partial only. If they are treated as complete, all the

relations referred to therein must be predicated of 6iva. The result

will be to make Him mutable and inert. Moreover, such a view

will lead to Ekatmavada. These relations (samyoga) must not be

used in respect of ^iva. The analogy of fire and iron is also not

complete. It apphes only in respect of similarity consisting in the

manifestation of Sivatva. If taken as complete, it will lead to

^ivave^a and Kapala faiths. That would not be Siddhanta, as that

would give us only definition per accidents and not per essence of
the soul. On the removal of mala, ^iva causes the ^ivatva of
souls to shine forth.

We shall mention some salient points before we close this

chapter, Diksa plays a prominent part, as something positive is

considered necessary to remove anava which for the Siddhantin is

also positive. But the emphasis all the time is on jnana,*® a

feature comm.n to the best Hindu thought. Carya, kriya etc. are

considered preparatory stages, leading to but not constituting final

release. Even in carya etc. we find insistence on the development

of moral qualities and spiritual fervour.

Whether it is the act of gathering flowers or the art of yogic

union (which is called Siva yoga to distinguish it from hatha yoga)

the prevailing feeling is one of devotion to the Supreme. As
exemplars of the four paths, the four samayacaryas are mentioned,

though it may not be permissible to think that what Appar, Sam-
bandhar and Sundarar attained was not final release but the prelimi-

nary grades. Their worldly life was an example to others of the

three paths but not their spiritual life which stood for the highest

as could be glimpsed from their hymns. Tevaram and Tiruvaca-

gam, (like the Prabandam of the Alvars) constitute, if we may
say so, the Tamil upanisads. They have indicated the paths which,

aspirants according to their capacity, eligibility etc. are to follow.

45. Appar sings

—

Also (sjn’safasrr

(Sjfrfior^^/Tsu Q^rTQpemrg^SsuT mirearCSsosir

^.TSBT^^/rsu Q^rT(i^siJiTiTS>G}T

(Quasi^^iTiu &_eirSasr mir ^iihOy,nrj^si](Sasr.

H-35



Chapter vii

PERTAINING TO RELEASE

Though Siva resides in the soul as one with it in the state of

bondage. He is not seen apart from the soul but unites with and

follows the soul’s ways. Even so, when the soul unites with Siva

and exists as one with Him, it must exist as non-different from

Him (i.e, in such a way that it cannot be seen apart from Siva)

and follow the ways of His grace. If it can achieve this union

with Siva, then there will be no egoism. Siva will take upon Him
self all the good and evil done by the soul that unites with Him.

Because the soul is in the service of Siva, it is free from hetero-

nomy consisting in being influenced by the sense-organs. Siva

takes the good and evil done to the soul as done to Himself,

in order that the soul may be freed from births. Because the

soul serves God by being with Him, the good as well as the evil

it does, becomes service of God. Again, the good and evil done by

this soul are auxiliary causes leading to an increase of merit and

demerit acquired by others through doing good and evil to this

soul. As accumulation and experience of karma, no longer bind

the souls sancita, maya anava cease to affect the soul.

By presumptive implication we understand that this man’s

good and bad actions are auxiliary to the increase of merit and
de-merit of others who have done him good and evil. Those who
have missed the drift of this argument say that the good and evil

done by the soul are transferred to those who do -it good and
evil. On this view, what happens to others ’ own good and evil

karma? So, this is not correct. Moreover the law that each should

experience the fruits of his deeds will fail. Such a view will

conflict with statements which praise the good acts of a iSivajnani,

that even a mustard grain of such acts will be equivalent to a
mountain. To make it clear that it is only in the sight of the
worldly people that the soul’s deeds appear as good or evil, the
author of the Siddhiyar says, “all the good and evil he has
done in the world"'.

Sivagra Yogin gives an entirely different interpretation. As
could be seen from his Sivaneriprakadam, he says that of the many
ways to release, the most important are jnana, prapatti and bhakti
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(bhakti is twofold, as inward and outward). He takes up pra-

patti for consideration here. He says prapatti is giving up agency

for deeds and acting under the influence of ;§iva. In the manner
of a kitten depending upon a cat, he who surrenders himself to

!§iva, acts feeling that not he, but :§iva, .is responsible for his

actions. Even if the soul that has surrendered itself commits
heinous crimes, knowing them to be such, ^iva treats them as

having been done on His command. It is true that karma acquired

is not exhausted except hy being experienced. Paddy cultivated

by one oftentimes is not used by that one but by some one
else. Even so, the good and evil done by the soul that has

surrendered itself to iSiva, affect those who do it good and evil.

Jnanaprakasar observes that merit and de-merit arising in

buddhi as the result of good and evil done by the samadhiman
are fruitless like seeds sown on barren soil. Merit and de-merit

of others earned by doing good and bad deeds in respect of the

samadhiman were figuratively said to come to those who do him
good or evil. To say instead that they attach to others will be

suicidal for the Siddhantin who will be furnishing a helpful example
to the Sankranatvadin who holds that l^ivas'akti attaches to the

released soul.

There will be reflection characterised by ^iva (as in Soham-
bhavana) and carried out with the awareness that 6iva comes
first and that the soul will live as equal to Him and as under

the influence of ^iva according to the Sivavacana.

Samadhi samatavastha jivatma paramatmano.

When the soul achieves ^ivasamadhi prescribed by l^iva, it

remains as ^iva. It is not proper to say that on accout of
das'anustana practised by the soul, it ceases to act of its own
accord and its individuality is destroyed. Even in samadhi, the
individual persists in the background, though as free from the

psychoses of ahankara and de-limiting adjuncts
;
paia is removed

and 6ivatva manifested. Even what is forbidden, when done by
such a soul, becomes what is prescribed as it happened in the
case of Ca^de^vara.

When egoism (like “I did this”, “Others did this” and
This is mine ’ ahankara and mamakara) engendered by mala is

removed by jnana consisting in treating the soul as one with ;^iva

and when the soul places itself under the control of ^iva, the Lord
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manifests His real form and appears directly before the soul.

Merit and de-merit will cease to affect the soul, and becoming
service of the Lord, they will serve as auxiliary causes to incre-

ase the merit and de-merit of those who do good and evil to the

soul. On the other hand, to the soul that feels itself responsible

for its action, there will be no manifestation of Siva. It will be
made to experience the fruits of its karma and accumulate aga-
mi even in experiencing these fruits. Unless there is separation

from finitude caused by being united to the instruments of mSya,
egoism will not be removed.

Some say ; It is enough to have a vision in which the soul is

itself the cogniser, cognition and the object of knowledge. Why
should the soul remain as one with Siva in addition to this? The
Siddhantin’s reply is that release can be attained only by remain-
ing one with Siva and thus removing egoism.

Jnanaprakasar says : Sivabhoga is the result of Siva yoga
Ignorance consists in feeling oneself to be ;the agent of good deeds
done to another or as victim of another person’s evil deeds. The
fire that destroys this ignorance is indirect general knowledge
of Pati, pa^u and pa^a. This knowledge is obtained through
^astras. It is the root of Sivajnana. Siva who presents Himself
to the soul and stands before it has resolved to be intuited by the
Sivayogin : the latter comes into the presence of that resolve.

Servants of the state control the activity of criminals making
them heteronomous, by virtue of the king’s authority. If the people
know this and themselves recognise the authority of the king and
follow his mandate, they could make the servants of the state
also follow in their foot steps because both of of them will be carry-
ing out the king’s commands and thus be autonomous. Even so,
the sense organs instead of obeying the soul make it heteronom-
ous and bring it under their control. When the soul realises that
the sense-organs do so because they obey the order of iSiva, it

unites itself to His Feet and places itself in His service. By this
means, the soul obtains the grace of Siva and is able to control
the sense-organs and make them obedient to itself. If, on account
of habit, the sense-organs try to re-assert their control, the soul
must immediately remind itself that since it, as well as the sense-
organs, have no independence, every action is inspired by Siva. If
it adheres to its duty of serving Him steadfastly, karma (which
conquers the soul through the soul’s own action) will cease to
affect it and be destroyed. The soul that thus serves Siva will
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never again be dominated by its sense-organs and rendered

heteronomous.

Maraijnana De^ikar explains the matter by saying that the

sense-organs, which bring the soul under their control, being

inert are actuated by ^iva. The sorrow they cause can be removed

by grace.

iSivagra Yogin speaks of prapatti again, diva’s ajna^akti

controls the internal organs etc. These are the possession of

^iva; the soul is iSiva’s servant. Sometimes the desire for seme-

objects will be engendered by prabala prarabdha. Prarabd'na

is three-fold as (i) tivra, (ii) manda and (iii) supta. He wio
follows Siva dharma is not subject to supta. The Sivajnani is free

from inandd. No body is free from tivra. Tivra prarabdha is

referred to as prabala prarabdha.

Because Siva actuates the soul, all the good and evil that

the soul does are Siva’s action. It is Siva who actuates otiicr

people so that all the good and evil that they do are, again, His

action. Those that realise this are aware of nothing but His

grace, and completely lose themselves in his Grace. ‘ Such peo-

ple will not be affected by ignorance or karma. Siva makes

people who seek Him as their refuge, pure like Himself and

protects them. A snake that is under the spelt of mantra and does

not take food will yet try to bite whatever comes near it. Even

so agami karma of a soul that realises its utter dependence on

Siva will not affect that soul but will act as au.xiliary to the

merit and de-merit of those who do good or evil to that sojl.

Siva directs the soul’s agami in this way, causes others who Jo

good or evil to it to experience the fruits of their deeds. Even this

is due to His grace. He wants these people also to experience

and get rid of their karma. Siva does not become mutable because

of these activities.

Maraijnana De^ikar observes that Siva’s nature is to help

souls without expecting any return. Since -He is free from desire

and aversion. He has the good of all in view. He causes those

that consider themselves responsible for their actions to experience

the fruits of their action in exact proportion i.e. without increase

1. Jnanapraka^ar explains it so as to conform to Sivasamavada. By
the withdrawing activity of Cit-Sakti helped by Siva^akti, sense-organs must

be turned away from objects of sense. The word ^srrrrdS must be rendered

thus-becoming efficient as omniscient and omnipotent. It is wrong to render

it as ‘ becoming a servant ’.
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or decrease, and spares those that take Him to be responsible for

their actions from experiencing the fruits thereof. Jivan muktas

exist in the latter way.

iSivagra Yogin obser\’es that the experience of tivra prarabdha

may engender desire and aversion as a result of which the soul may
do good, and evil deeds. Even so, no agami will attach to it.

^iva uses the prarabdha of the soul that exists non-different from

Him to cause experience to those that do such a soul good or evil

and thus remove their karma (in addition to sparing the soul

experience of the fruits of karma). The soul that realises that

‘ diva’s kriya l^akti actuates it, is spared the task of extinguishing

karma whether by enjoyment or by praya^citta.^

Those who do not have pure iSivajnana cannot escape births

even though they may visit sacred places and bathe in holy waters,

though they may dwell in forests eating roots, fruits etc. perform

yoga occupying a cave in some mountain, live without water etc.

on account of the efficiency of their yoga and be deathless for

a long time. But those who have i^ivajnana will attain release-

and be ever united to iSiva’s Feet, even if they are given to sexual

pleasures.

Fire hurts. But those who are able to control fire, escape

being scorched, though they may be right in the midst of it. Those

who possess the antidote to poisons are not afraid of death by

poisoning. Jnanis are able to control sense-organs etc. which give

rise to desire or aversion by their functioning. So whatever they

do through these organs they will remain free from desire and

aversion which are the seed for future. Even prarabdha does not

affect them. Just as, though a burnt cloth may appear to have

some shape, in reality it has none, prarabdha will lose its effici-

ency. Only the residual impressions of prarabdha affect the soul

a little. But even they cannot cause agami to attach to the souL
This is like the smell left in the vessel in which asafoetida was
stored. This smell cannot serve the purpose of adding flavour

to curries. Likewise, the potter’s wheel in motion serves to shape

the pot. But the moment this purpose is achieved, the revolutions

of the wheel, even if they continue for sometime, slackening to a

stop are incapable of shaping another pot. Impressions of mala

2. Nirambavalagiar quotes the following verse from Appar :

‘ (yDOTTSOTih ^iq.(Bujsir ^aJiLj.r4s>tDiL?;S3)su ’ in which
the significant words arc ^s3T&3ruJtsni_m^Tfr s^SssT^'ruu^siiCDQj

fiSsviujtusunr ^sarai_(S3)sii_gj^iTs5T

—
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persist till the body is destroyed. When the body goes, they also

cease.®

^ivagra Yogin asks how one can be a iSivajnani, if in order

that he may experience prlrabdha, he has to be united to the

products of maya and anava and replies that the efficiency (sakti)

of pas'a is destroyed while residual impressions continue. These

bring about association with the senses. When prarabdha ceases,

the body and the residual impressions of mala are destroyed.

It is of the nature of the eye to see objects only if something

shows it to the eye. The soul not only shows objects to the eye

but goes out with the light of the eye to perceive objects. So also

the Lord not only enables the soul to cognise objects but also uni-

tes non-differently with the soul’s intelligence and along with the

soul, Himself cognises objects. If the soul (which becomes pure

and free from the three malas at the dissolution of the body) rea-

lises that ^iva helps it by existing non-different from it, it will

unceasingly desire to unite with His feet. When the soul’s thought

and desire cling to His Feet, on account of the state of non-differ-

ence, freedom from mala which usually follows the dissolution of

the body results even while the body persists. The soul will give

up all activities, cast off its bonds, have its intelligence .and desire

united to those of ^iva, be united to His lotus like Feet and have

the experience of iSiva as its own experience.

MaraijSana Deiikar says that on the destruction of the body,

the soul is freed from malas and becomes pure like refined gold.

Regarding the nature of the souls that reach God’s Feet, he says

that they are immersed in the bliss of their Energy, which bliss

is inseparably and ever present in them. Some say ‘ Sivanubhava
’

instead of saying ‘ svanubhava ’. This is not correct—since in the

Sivajnana Bodham which is the original and in the other Agamas
and puranas, the expression ‘ svanubhutiman ’ is used. MaraijSana

De^ikar says his preceptor has dealt with this elaborately in his

Paramopadeia.

3. Maraijnana De^ikar says that vasana does not cause births. It is like

a burnt seed. This commentator says that the eflSciency of the energies of mala
are destroyed. He observes that what is meant is not complete destruction.

They would continue to exist but they would cease to affect the souls. He
quotes the following verse of -his preceptor.

“ s..S>Qx.TsrfJLU,TQ^irsrfIa(^ ii5(0Gfra_^!u a^S/rrrsrfl^yjsorSstjr

usi(g)SXJ0^jr} u3tui 3^ sus6!ujL—!Bi(g)iD ujicdlsusir

a^sfrLj.-Ptu

S'Biuaasarsaf nij ibitCSujiu i£}Ssv3^T8sviLiih.”
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Jnanapraka^ar says that the body that is made to persist by

prarabdha dies. When it dies, mala as the capacity that binds-

dies. The remnant of mala, left over after diksa, is removed

without being annihilated. When in release mala’s obscuration is

removed, the soul needs no help to know things. Although the

soul’s Cit-;§akti is by its own nature capable of knowing indepen-

denly (note the ^ivasamavadin’s insistence on the soul’s indepen-

dence) * yet in the state of bondage, it knows things only if some-

thing else shows them to it. That which is made perfect needs

help no more. By hearing the Sivagamas and reflecting upon them

the soul has mediate knowledge regarding the three categories and

the distinction between l^ivatva and pa^utva. The mediate know-

ledge of Siva as the seer and doer of all is stated in the pro-

position, ‘ That is Siva ’ (which knowledge is gained through the

j^gamas in an indirect way just as the hunger and thirst of another

person are only indirectly known to one). In the jivanmukta state,

triere is immediate realisation of Siva, stated in the proposition,

‘This is Siva. This is like a person realising his own hunger

and thirst. The soul first realises itself as knowledge, then as

kiiower. It may be noted that the Advaitin and the Siddhantin

differ in this that to the former knowledge without distinction into

knower etc. is the final realisation whereas the latter says that the

soul exists as the knower.

Those who have with the help of parajnana, intuited Siva

will be always seeing Him. They will not look at things which

may make the impressions of prarabdha affect them. The jnana

by which such things are known is various as perceptive, inferential

a id scriptural, gained through instruments. They are different

forms of demonstrative knowledge. Scriptural knowledge (as

heard) is bindu-jnana originating from the four modes of speech

and occasioning doubts etc. As reflected upon and clearly under-

st. od (after doubts are cleared) it is bheda and bhavana jnana

(bheda, because it involves the distinctions into seer, sight and

object of sight) and not anubhuti jnana. Thus, only iSivajnana

which transcends all these has the excellence of being knowledge

free from reference to things (i.e. to things other than 6iva). So,

jivanmuktas who have this knowledge always perceive the

4. The usual Siddhanta is expressed by Sivagra Yogin who says that

alike for the soul’s perception of the inert world and the manifestation of His
nature to the soul, Siva has to inform the soul. There is.no reference to the
independent capacity of the soul.
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Supreme One and never the objects that subject them to the resi-

dual impressions of prarabdha.

Jnanapraka^ar does not accept this interpretation that souls

do not see objects in the state of release. He says that because

of ignorance such wrong interpretation is given. A low state of

samadhi is wrongly identified with supreme release characterised by

the fruition of Siva-intuition in which all things are latent.®

Like a ceaselessly flowing stream, body beginninglessly accom-

panies the soul, appearing and disappearing according to the karma

of the soul. As it is improper to say that such a body is destroyed

(at release), release must be understood as getting an eternal,

pure, auspicious and divine body by the grace of God. This is the

view of the Rupasamavadin.' If the body were to remain, maya

5. Maraijnana Des'ikar says that jivan muktas are engrossed in the object

of knowledge. They do not occupy themselves with the objects of the world,

just as one who has tasted nectar will not desire to taste poison. He quotes

the following

:

a_(>i)@(iiT(rrr ^ir^SrQifrrnffSfr siSI^^^QuJrrdl

uAsti—^ dsin)nij0giJST>t0aiimjTai

a_«uG'<si5U/TSuj/rsOT^ (o'ji(^pG(nj(Sifl0 QwrruiSis&^eir (Smrsir^rreir

^svii aiSsv&ff<eayfi/h(B asnssrsurrSsaruJtjSluJiTS^.

Cf. its similarity to the following

:

ya ni^a sarvabhutanam

tasyam jigartim samyami
yasyam jagrati bhutani

Sa nisa pa^yato mune—The Gita II, 69.

^ivagra Yogin observes that in determinate cognition, there are the

triple factors—the experiencer, the experience and the experienced. Knowledge
of objects is determinate. Jivanmuktas give up this knowledge and through
iivajnana, they have indeterminate knowledge seeing everything as Siva.

Nirambavajagiar observes that jivanmuktas intuit Siva in their dreams as well

as in their waking state till they finish experiencing prarabdha accumultated

unknowingly and by residual impressions.

6. Sivagra Yogin takes the parva-pakjin as the Bhairavatantravadin who
says that after completing carya and kr.ya, yoga is practised. Siva out of His

grace, grants an eternal form to the soul which thereafter inhabits Sivaloka

as a siddha. Body, organs etc. are given to the soul so that it may experi-

ence pleasures etc. When anava becomes ripe for removal, the body also is

cast oflf-

Muthiah Pillai remarks that Sivasamavadins can be distinguished into

Rapalivasamavadins and Aiupa^lvasamavadins. The former hold that the soul

is similar to Siva by coming to possess a body similar to His. The latter say

that souls become like Him by having the eight qualities and fivefold functioQS

of Siva.

H-36
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(w'lich is the cause of the body), karma (which is the cause of

pleasure and pain experieneed by the sjul) and a^ava '(which

brings karmi and soul togecher) will also remain. Such a condi-

tion will ba produetive of evil. In referring to this as release, it

must be understood that it is only a grade of release. Moreover the

body which originates from the puryastaka, consisting of manas

etc. has a beginning and must not be treated as begin ningless. It

is a remedy for removing the beginningless association with mala.

So when mala is removed the body also will disappear.

When true knowledge which is difficult to obtain dawns upon

the soul, Sna will shine forth. When 6iva shines forth, the soul

becomes a jivanmukta. As the clearing nut precipitates the dust

in water, as great radiance keeps off darkness and as antidote

keeps poison in check, jivanmukta’s state involves not the des-

truction of sahaja mala (anava which is connate to the souls) but

its energy. Anava persists in the form of residual impression till

the body is destroyed. When the body is destroyed, at^ava

ceases to cause births and leaves the soul.''

The clearing nut analogy shows that if, for some reason, a^java

^akti, which is dead in the soul that has gained parajnana, raises

its head, it will be kept down (by parajnana). The light analogy

shows that as in the presence of light, darkness appears impossi-

ble and remote, so is anava in the presence of Siva’s light. As

poison held in check by antidote awaits the weakening of the latter

to assert itself, mala awaits the weakening of the jivanmukta state

to show its influence.

Sivagra Yogin says that the energies of mala are destroyed,

not the malas their selves. As light enables those who are near

it to have a clear view of things, though those farther away are

deaied this, the jivanmukta is free from the bondage of agava on

account of having experience of Siva. The jivanmukta is able to

keep hin.Silf unmfluenced by objects though he mixes with them.

Thus l.e is free fr m the bondage of max a. Just as a man who
gets bitten by a snake will not be affected by poison after he takes

the antidote, if one contemplates Siva, one will not accumulate

7. N’.rambavnlagiar observes that poison, darkness and dirt are not
destroxed by antidote, light and clearing nut—only their energies are destroyed^

So also anava is not destroyed

—

nor is its eternality in any way impaired. s

energies wh.ch obscure the soul, are destroyed.
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merit and de-merit, even if one were to give oneself up to enjcj-

ment Thus karma also ceases to bind the soul.

JSanapraka^ar expresses the view that at the dissolution of

the body, mala will be of such a nature as to attach itself to or

detach itself from the soul {avftti nivrtti svabhava). It will not

be destroyed.

A^iava is beginningless and eternal. If a^ava be destructible,

the soul also will be destructible. Thus the eternality of the soul

will be compromised. So, argues the Pasanatada 6.dva and sa\s

that even in release, the connate impurity of the soul will not be

removed. According to him, the soul being associated with

mala, will be ignorant like a stone. The Siddhantin does not

accept this view. He sa} s that just as when a mercury pill is

brought into contact with copper, the verdigris of the latter is

removed and copper shines different from verdigris, contact

with true knowledge results in the separation of the soul from

a^ava and the continuance of the former independently of the

latter. The Bhedavadins say that the removal of mala (with the

advent of true knowledge) is itself release ; no union with diva’s

Feet is necessary for release. The Siddhantin replies that sun

light alone will not dispel darkness. Until the light of the eye

blends with sun light, darkness will not be removed. Even so,

acquisition of true knowledge must be accompanied by association

with Siva’s Feet. Without association with His Feet, there can

be no release.

Jnanapraka^ar calls the purvapaksin Malampommultivadin
(weviLGuiTih who says that mala will be removed when
there is association with the resolve of Siva's kri\a ^akti which is

manifested in diksa performed for release. Jnanaprakas'ar says

that there are two kinds of dis§a, one for the removal of mala
and the other for manifestation of Sivatva. Even after the first

dlk§a, mala’s residual impressions remain, although mala has
been removed and there is absorption into mahamaya. To remove
these residual impressions, the second kind of diksa is pei formed.
One may ask whether the second kind is not non-diffcrent from
the first because both aim at removal, and how the second kind
of dlk§a could manifest Sivatva. The reply is that there is no
manifestation of something which was not there. Just as the \ery
removal of the China -rose from the vicinity of the crystal serves
to manifest the clear radiance of the latter, the complete rerao.al
of mala-impressions and all — is the manifestation of Sivatva.
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We have seen the shoot, bran and husk (these three being
natural to rice) of a grain of rice pass away while the grain itself

remains. But from this grain, no other grain can be produced (as

another grain can be produced from a grain having husk etc.) So
it is clear that bran, husk etc. do not continue to exist in a grain

of polished rice. Even so, maya, karma and anava which are

beginninglessly connate to the soul leave it in the state of release.

Though they leave the soul, their eternality is not jeopardised

because they continue to exist in the bound souls. Some may say

that verdigris is concealed in copper that has been brought into

contact with mercury pill. To show through anupalabdhi hetu

that this is not possible other analogies are used.®

At release no less than in the state cf bondage, the soul dep-

ends upon Siva to have its cognitive activities manifested and to

seize objects. To manifest these activities of the soul, Siva unites

with it
;
just as ‘ a ’ pervades other letters. To direct the cognitive

activities towards objects, He controls the soul and going wherever

the soul goes, merges in the objects also. So the souls that have

cast off apava, cannot ever remain apart from Siva. Siva’s activity

in uniting with the soul and manifesting its cognitive activities is

the help of seeing. Uniting with the object while controlling the

soul is called the help of showing. The soul’s activity to funct-

ion in respect of anything is dependent on Siva pervading that

thing and uniting with the soul. This can be understood by

observing the eye tc perceive only when its light fuses with lamp

light.

The soul cannot ever drift away from Siva as it can drift away

from anava.

Offering his comments, Jnanaprakas'ar observes that only

bound souls do not have autonomy. It is wrong to think that

released souls also lack autonomy. Those who make this mistake

do not know ‘ Suddhadvaita Saiva Siddhanta ’ which says that

the released soul has pervasiveness that equals Siva’s pervasive-

ness and that the released soul belongs to the class of Siva. This

8. Maraijnana Desikar says that the soul assumes its own independent

nature.

Sivsgra Yogin observes that it is wrong to deny separteness of two
entities existing in beg-nringless conjunction. That it is wrong is illustrated by

the grain, busk analogy. The soul that is freed from pasa is pervasive ; the

teleased soul does not become a pasu as before.
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is what is meant by saying that the soul exists without drifting

away from Siva and that it merges in Him. Some think that this

statement is meant to correct those who hold that it is possible

to remain apart from Siva. With this in mind, they take up the

Vi^istadvaita position and say that the soul remains non-di£ferently

united to Siva. Because there is equal pervasiveness for a^adi-

mukta Siva and the soul, no body will say that they remain apart

(in the manner suggested). Even though they remain non-separate,

it must be remembered that there is no touch contact between

incorporeal entities. The Sivagama says that the Lord pervades

everything but He is not attached to any of them. This is the

Siddhantin’s Sivadvaita Sivasamya, declared by Siva Himself. This

is different from the samya set forth by the Sivasamavadin. Hence
those who rail against the Siddhanta do not realise that they are

indulging in abuse of Siva. It is only Siva that can perform

expiation for them (says Jfianaprakasar).

If the Lord mixes with everything and helps (souls) by

abiding in everything, then, every one must be able to see Him.

How is it that this is not so? Even as the sun also is dark to

the blind, the Lord’s presence is not noticed by those who do not

have the spiritual eye given ® to them by the Lord’s grace. The
sun causes only the mature lotuses to blossom. In the same way,

this eye is given only to those who are ripe enough to receive

grace. Only those who, by virtue of their fitness, come to possess

this eye, can see the Lord as the light of their intelligence and

feel His help in existing non-different from them.

Maraijnana De^ikar remarks that the Lord is not partial

in revealing Himself to some and concealing Himself from others

(who are not fit to see Him). By the contact of 6ivasakti, the

souls are made pure and are enabled to have vision of God. By
saying that the soul is given the ‘spiritual eye’ it is not meant
that it is given something which it did not have before. The
obstruction to its cognitive activities is removed by Sivajnana and
i^ivatva is manifested.

iSivagra Yogin explains the matter thus. Because ^iva is of
the form of intelligence. He can be seen only by the eye of

9. cf. the Gita

na tu mam sakyase dra;tu

maaenaiva svacaksuja
divyam dadami te cakjuh. 11, g.
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intelligence which will be given by His grace to the soul if it is

fit to receive it. After giving this eye to the soul. He manifests

Himself as non-diflferent from the soul’s intelligence and with great

brilliance.*®

livara avikaravadin says: It need not be said that 6iva grants

the spiritual eye to the soul and then reveals Himself. Like the

shade given by a tree, the Lord remains immutable. As a way-

farer goes to the tree for its shade, the soul gets the spiritual eye

and goes to ^iva when it becomes fit. This view is unacceptable

for the reason that on this analogy, ^iva like the tree, does not

have autonomy while the soul, like the way-farer has it. The

Parinamavadin says that the soul is destroyed and that it becomes

one with iSiva’s feet. If the soul is destroyed, how can it be said

to unite with His feet ? If it really unites, it is not destroyed

;

and if it is destroyed, there is nothing to be released. If annihi-

lation is release, that will be giving up the eternality of the soul.

The Aikyavadin says that the soul unites with i^iva as water unites

with water. This is not tenable because l§iva and soul are not

equal like two drops of water.

Maraijnana De^:kar says that in sayujya, the soul exists as

l^ivas servant and not independently of Him. ^ivagra Yogin

examines some other views about release. Commenting on the

analogy of the small tank bursting it banks and uniting with

the water of the big tank, he says that the soul and Siva are not

of the same nature. If they are, they will constitute one entity.

Thus instead of three entities, (Pati, pa^u and pas'a), there wilt

be only two (Pati and pa^a). What was previously meant by

the analogy of water mixing with water was the sweet water of

the river mixing with the salt water of the sea. Wnat happens,

then to the Agamic declaration that the soul unites with God
just as water mixes with water, milk with milk, ghee with ghee?

The first analogy has been explained already. At the time of

homa, if milk and ghee run short, goat's milk and ghee are

raiAcd with them. Goat’s milk and ghee become eligible for pur-

poses of homa, the moment they are mixed with cow’s milk and

ghee. Even so, when the soul casts off its pa^a and unites with

^iva, it comes to be of the nature of Pati Wuo is all—pervasive

and omniscient.

10. Jnsnapraka^ar savs that Siva is impjrceptible to those who hive not
performed Sivayoga. To those who have attained Siva^sksatkara, He is per-
ceptible.
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So long as verdigris remains in copper, the latter does not

become gold (so say the Sivasamavadins). But it is not right to

say that after verdigris is removed, copper becomes gold, ^tva

must not be compared with gold which cannot, by its contact,

convert a piece of copper into gold— He must be compared with

the mercury pill which has the power to transmute copper into

gold. But this mercury pill also cannot be gold. Though Siva

purifies the soul and brings it to His feet, it is eligible only for

experience of Siva, not for the fivefold activity of the supreme

Lord.

MaraijSSna De^ikar says that purified souls do not have any

function but that of being absorbed in svanubhuti. Can the soul

never function? Those who have attained imperfect release are

invested with Siva’s authority to be agents under Him. What is

wrong in saying that those who have attained supreme release

engage in activities of creation etc.? That would lead to Anekel-

varavada. Moreover, there is only one Suddhamaya. Therefore

they cannot engage in these activities.” Sivagra Yogin says that

released souls are mere experiencers of Siva-bliss—they are not

creative agents. When they are said to perform creation etc.

what is meant is that they are controlled by Siva. In the state of
supreme release, soul and Siva are not separated and seen as

different. Thus there is no occasion for enquiring whether the

released souls engage or not in these activities.

Jnanapraka^ar’s view is that released souls also engage in

activities. But though their resolve is not independent of Siva’s

resolve and does not manifest different fruits, their resolve arises

not out of grace, like S.va’s but because they cannot but so

resolve. The released soul is not itself the Sivabhoga but only the

experiencer of Sivabhoga.

Soul and Siva are both intelligences. So it is not proper to
say that the soul is entitled only to experience of Siva. Why not
say soul and Siva become one? The Siddoantin does not accept
this view. Siva is the intelligence that grants trace. The soul it

the intelligence that receives this grace. Siva is the intelligence

11. Maraijnsoa De^ikar quotes his preceptor.

Su(r*0Gio(r Q^iiSis^sifiiLsauu Qw^eir
tSmi^stsTiT

Q^iuturrir ^SnrijuirT
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that stops the re-birth of souls and grants them enjoyment and
release; the soul is the intelligence that is subject to these. Siva

is the intelligence that knows by itself
; the soul is the intelligence

that knows only as informed. Thus, even if they merge, they will

be non-different without becoming one. As light, the light of the

eye and the light of the sun are the same. But whereas the former

requires a manifestor, the latter is itself the manifestor. As
intelligence, both the soul and Siva are the same. But inwardly

there is difference between them, so that even when they unite,

they unite non-differently without becoming one. Though the soul

and buddhi are both called intelligence, the latter does not

become the former. But as buddhi is called inert compared with

the soul, the soul (though intelligent as compared with all other

tattvas) can be called inert as compared with Siva, Nira mbavaja-

giar remarks that description of the soul as inert is only for

the occasion when it is compared with Siva. It is not tenable

otherwise.

JSinapraka^ar emphasises absence of clash between intelligent

entities. He says they are identical without clashing. If the

union of soul and Siva has a beginning, it will be non-eternal

;

if it does not have a beginning tnere can be no marks of difference

between them. We do find some marks of difference (as shown

above). Sayujya does not mean soul and Stva becoming one

substance. Soul is similar to Siva (and this is its essential nature

in the state of release).

The tree-wayfarer analogy was criticised. To show that Siva

does not become mutable by His activity, it is said that as the

magnet draws iron towards itself, Siva draws souls to Himself.

The Parinamavadin says that the destruction of the soul is

release because then it becomes one with God. Here it is said

that just as fire destroys the rust in the iron and makes the iron

like itself, Siva destroys the soul's mala and makes the soul like

unto Himself. The Aikyavadin said that the soul and Siva unite

like one drop of water and another. The Siddnantin says that

as the salt put into water gives its taste to water and makes it

salty, Siva uniting with the soul impresses His eight qualities on
it and causes it to be like Himself. The Sivasamavadin says that

like water coming into contact with salt becoming salty, the soul

uniting with Siva becomes like Siva (is able to perform the five

functions). The Siddhantin says that just as the mercury pill

transmutes copper into gold but hides within itself the nature
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of gold, Siva gives the eight qualities to the soul but keeps these

eight qualities under His control and within His pervasion so that

their nature is not independently revealed. Thus though souls

come to have the eight qualities like Him, it is He Who performs

the five-fold activity. ;When the juice of sugar cane, honey, milk,

fruit, nectar, sugar-candy, sugar etc. are mixed together it is diffi-

cult to determine the taste of each separately from the mixture.

Similarly, when Siva unites with the soul. He, being of the nature

of bliss, cannot be determined. He transcends intelligence. Thus

there is nothing wrong in saying that the soul is eligible only

for experience of Siva."

Sivajfiana Yogin explains that the iron rust analogy is meant

to illustrate, not the destruction of the soul but its association

with mala.

Sivagra Yogin gives the following* details

:

1. Magnet-iron analogy illustrates Siva bringing the soul

under His control.

2. Fire-iron analogy illustrates Siva purifying the soul by

giving intuition of Himself to the soul.

3. Faggot-fire analogy illustrates Siva destorying mala and

making it like Himself.

4. Salt-water analogy illustrates Siva giving His nature to

the soul.

5. Mercury pill analogy illustrates Siva causing the soul to

enjoy His bliss non— diffierently.

6. The expression ‘ uniting ’ (Swsifl^^ emphasises union with

Siva.

7. ^rrGsuTsvevrrih Gsh^uuit^ emphasises the soul uniting

with Siva in such a way as to transcend distinctions

into knower etc. and remaining blissful.

These seven kinds of jivanmukti are illustrated by (1) Sugar-

cane, (2) Fruit, (3) Milk, (4) Honey, (5) Sugar-candy, (6) Sugar

and (7) Nectar. Their characteristics are as follows :

1. Sugar-cane— more of fibrous matter, and less of juice-even

so, more of jiva-bhava and less of Siva-bhava. There is experi-

ence of sense objects for a longer time then experience of Siva.

12. Making the soul immutable signifies nirmala jsgrat ; making the soul

like Himself in form is nirmala svapna ; making it like Himself in respect of
qualities is nirmala sujupti

; subduing it is nirmala turiya ; and causing it to

be of the form of bliss is nirmala turiystita.

H-37
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2. Fruit-more stone and rind then juice— but less hard than

sugar-cane-so also more jivabhava and less 5iva-bhava.

3. Milk— three parts water and one part milk— but no hard-

ness at all.

4. Honey— sweet and sour juice.

5. Sugar-candy— sweetness pervades the form (i.e. the whole

of it is sweet) but it is hard.

6. Sugar— sweet— not being hard melts quickly.

7. Nectar-pure sweetness— likewise the release it illustrates-

Even as nectar tnd sweetness are not differentiated, ^iva pervades

the soul completely.

These can be known by experience— not by description, says

^ivagra Yogin.

Jnanapraka^ar is alive to the possibility of criticism that the

Siddhaniin takes his analogies from others without giving his own.

He s:;ys that the analogies apply only partially. Siva causes souls

to cast off their mala and cease to be heteronomous. He makes

them similar to Himself. Jnanapraka^ar criticises those who say

that the soul has no sivatva of its own and that by uniting with

S.va, it comes to have artificial Sivatva.

The three malas prevent the union of the soul with Siva’s

lotus— like feet. Even when a soul is completely freed from them,

it has to dread them because, like darkness awaiting the destruc-

tion of light, they await the destruction of the soul’s wisdom so

that they may bind it again. It has to attain trance so as to resist

their onslaught. It must consort with the devotees of Siva. To

s'ahiiise this experience, it must treat the devotees and the temples

as Siva Himself. Worshipping them as S.va, it sings and dances

in ecstasy. Comparing iiself w'ith those who have not attained

this state, it feels conscious of being inferior to none. Because

t has ; ttainei His feet, it feels its superiority to all. Realising

the greatness of those who have attained His feet, it treats itself

as their servant. These are the characteristics of a jivan mukta.

^ivagra Yogin says that devotees are judged worthy of wor-

ship not on accou it of their birth or qualities but because they

wear the sacred ashes and rudrakja w hich sjmbolise ^iva. JSana-

prakas'ar says carva is necessary when trance is disturbed.

A f ers n’s love for a girl can be judged by the love that

person has for her relatives. Likewise one’s love for Siva’s
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devotees is a sign of one’s love for Siva. So those who profess

love for Siva when they do not love His devotees, really pretend

to love Siva. Because Siva exists in all souls, those who love Him
will really love all souls. Those that have no love for Siva and

His devotees do not seek for themselves lasting happiness. Contact

with those who are connected with the object of one’s love feeds

one’s love. Hence that contact gives pleasure to one. The jivan

mukta who has unvarying experience of Siva and is at His feet,

must consort with those who will feed this ’experience. He must

do their work as his own without feeling egoistic and with great

pleasure. Those who are in love hate to move with those who
are not in love, fearing that contact with them will kill their

love. Even so, contact with those who spoil one’s experience of

^iva will lead to births and deaths for one. Hence their company
must be given up. The jivan muktas must use pleasant words

realising their lowliness and the greatness of diva’s devotees. With

the aid of iSivajnana they must live non-differently in an adva ta

state and because of the happiness they possess, they must worship,

clap their hands and dance in sheer ecstasy.

^ivajasna Yogin observes that these injunctions suggst the

means for the removal of mala even as milk, taken for its taste,

helps to remove excess of bile.

JHanapraka^ar says that the view of oneself as servant may
erupt into the state of contemplation. The carya one must do

then is contemplation of Siva, not the C’C'ernal carya of collecting

flowers etc.

It is difficult for people to know Siva. So as to enable them to

achieve this, the Lord gives His form with sacred ashes etc. to His

devotees. He exists as the light of the souls’ intelligences and

mixes with them because of His grace (i.e. out of love for them).

Thus those who play His part (by putting on His form) are Siva,

Because they practise identity with Siva, they are clearly seen to

be Siva. Sometimes He is contemplated in the form of a certain

mark in the heart and attained by souls. Thus also they (who

do this) are Siva. At the time of union, both the mark (which

symbolised Siva) and the souls cease to claim existence. Thus

also they are Siva. Hence in order to give up contact with

those who are attached to pS^a, worship these souls (as though

they are Siva Himself).

Jfianapraka^ar insists again that to the pract ce of contempla-

tion of identity with Siva, conicmplatioa as Siva’s servant is
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opposed. If the latter erupts into the former, it can still be made

fruitful. By sSkara iSivasamadhi where Siva is contemplated as

a flame, as the basic sound, as having parts, as not .having these,

as both having and not having parts etc., the soul comes to belong

to a class like Siva’s
;
in nirakara Sivasamadhi, it becomes a Siva

and is like Siva.

The followers of carya path do not distinguish between a

symbol and that which it symbolises. Hence they worship Siva-

linga etc. installed in temples, as Siva Himself. To them, Siva

grants release without revealing Himself to them. The followers

of the kriya path conceive the formless Siva to have the form of

Sivalinga constituted by mantras like Is'ana and worship Him in

this form. To them. He appears (at times of worship and in the

form in which they worship Him), just as fire appears when fric-

tion is applied to faggot. The yogins consider Siva who resides

in manas to reside in this form (Sivalinga) also and worship Him
in this form. To them Siva appears at the time of worship as

milk appears when cow is milked. The jnanis do not limit Siva’s

presence to any one thing or place;; they worship Him in love.

Just as milk, not seen in any part of the cow’s body other than its

udder, begins to flow at the thought of its calf, Siva manifests

Himself in the form of love and is ever manifest to the jnanis. So

He should be worshipped as the jSanis do.'®

The activities of carya, kriya, yoga and jnana are all service

of Siva. The jnani is eligible for all the four : the yogin for

three excluding jnana ; the kriyavan for kriya and caryi ;
the

caryavan for carya only. So, only the jnanaguru who can be the

preceptor for the followers of all four paths is the chief preceptor.

The stationary and moving objects referred to earlier are not

different from the preceptor. Hence the preceptor must be

worshipped.

Just as one eligible for intimate functions is eligible for exter-

nal functions but not vice-versa, the jnani is eligible for all the

four but it is not so with the others. The preceptor also must be

worshipped as Siva because the stationary and moving objects are

not different from the preceptor.

13. Maraijaana Desikar says t.iat the temple is the gross lihga and Siva

]ihga is the occupant of the body. By S.va, Sadasiva is meant. Siva’s body

is threefold as vyaktalihga, vyaktavyaktalinga and avyaktalihga.
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^ivagra Yogin observes that the preceptor is none other than

6iva Himself. Hence He is the One who can teach about the

three categories and the four paths. The yoga indicated here is

not hathayoga but Siva yoga. The spiritual preceptor alone has

Sivajnana and is free from pa^a and pa^u jnana. The jnani has

no varijairama. Jnanapraka^ar says that carya, kriya and yoga
are salamba Sivayoga and that jnana is niralamba Sivayoga.

To do as required by sciences relating to mantras, medicine

yoga, mercury pill and other sciences, to have a knowledge of

works like the Vedas and Agamas, of the past, present and future

and of the attainment of the eight supernatural powers, the help

of the preceptor is not necessary. But the knowledge of Siva can

never come about without the preceptor. As through his help

everything can be achieved, he must be worshipped as the Lord.'*

The varieties of Siva-svarupa Siva, tajastha Siva, those who
have parajSana, stationary forms like the Sivalinga and the forms

in which Siva manifested Himself for the sake of the sixty-three

saints and other devotees of Siva—all these are the preceptor.

Hence the preceptor must be worshipped. He will make one be-

come like Siva by spar^a, bhavana aad cakju diksa. These dlk^as

can be illustrated by the hen brooding over and hatching eggs

(spar^a), the tortoise thinking of its egg and bringing forth its

little ones (bhavana) and the fish creating its little ones by mere
look (nayana or cak$u).

Sivagra Yogin says that by spar^a, mSnasa and cak§u dik?as

maya, karma and apava respectively are removed and the soul is

made Siva Himself. Sivatsdatmiya is meant here.

The Siddhiyar ends on a note of the supreme importance of

the preceptor for one’s spiritual life. Except in the case of those

very few who are born religious geniuses it is difficult to say how
invaluable is a preceptor to the generality of mankind. We have

seen that a preceptor does not force things down the indifferent

throats of his pupils but instructs them according to their capacity

14. Sivagra Yogin says that Siva-s*yujya can be had only by the grace

of the preceptor and never by any other means. JSsnaprakaiar says that by
the teaching of niralamba ^ivayoga guru, one will attain Sivatva and also a
knowledge of Siddbsnta mabSvskya which relates to the object of nirSlamba

Sivayoga.
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and makes them examine the truth of the teaching for themselves.

The distinguishing feature of the Siddhanta is that in all cases it

is ^iva who is the preceptor, appearing in a form to those who
require such a manifestation and informing others who are on a

higher level by existing as their Inner Light.

What happens to mala at the time of release? One answer

is that while it leaves those who have attained release, it exists in

others who are still in bondage.’® This does not mean that some
souls are ever bound. The whole tread of the Siddhanta is that

all souls will attain release however long it may take them. There

is nowhere any mention of eternal damnation. If all souls attain

release, will not mala come to be destroyed? The Siddhantin

explains that expressions like “destroyed” are to be undeistood,

not in the sense of the utter annihilation but as meaning the sub-

siding (or keeping down) of the energies of mala. The real signi-

ficance of Kanda Puranam consists in its being an epic of the soul,

a popular presentation of i^aiva Siddhanta. We have already

observed that ValU stands for the human soul, sought after, wooed
and won by the Lord. Surapadma stands for aijava, which
being eternal, cannot be destroyed. Hence to show that it exists

but is powerless to assert itself, it is represented as the vahana
of the Lord. In the Bodham, the expressive analogy of clouds

obscuring the sun is given to illustrate artava obscuring the soul.

Even as when the clouds drift away the sun shines forth, when
anuva is removed, the soul regains its essential nature, ^ivajnana

Yogin e.xplains that the analogy reinforces the Siddhanta that

mala is not destroyed but that its energy is rendered ineffective by
being kept down.’®

In a well-known verse, the Siddhanta is stated thus : In the

state of release the three eternal entities are present, the Lord
granting enjoyment to the soul, the soul experiencing this enjoy-
ment and mala making the enjoyment possible.’^ Tiruvilangam

15. fBTOTSuJ^li) rurTGhQuT^lh

Tiruarutpayan

16. • w-vii

uiL-rhj£S. ^tpu(5)^«ijTi£iT5i^63',73uj
Ljjiilssar

’ Mapaiiyam p. 501

17.

7(5^460 ^^«»^aSiajrr<a2^^su ifisuib
^swiqi—Gsur »esm($Q&rGiT ^uur

Ujtmai Vtlakkam
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explains the position regarding mala by saying that even in sup-

reme release, it is mala which prompts ;the awareness, '“I expe-

rience.” It does not revive pa^u or pa^a jnana but enables the

soul to have the bliss of supreme knowledge. Muthia Pillai

explains that by mala making experience of bliss possible, what

is meant is really the absence of mala. Because mala is absent

there is experience of bliss
;
mala is not capable of causing plea-

sures even as darkness cannot produce, its opposite—viz, light.*®

Schomerus say^ that ‘ the soul is a slave from eternity to

eternity; (a slave either to mala or to the Lord) and is never a

free personality. It is difficult to feel even pity for such a

creature.” It is difficult to understand what exactly is meant by

such criticism. Is it not a fact of experience that one either goes

the way of the senses or the way of the spirit? Is there a third

alternative? Of the two, surely going the way of the spirit is

preferable! Of spirits, shall we not follow the Supreme Spirit?

If following the Supreme Spirit is bondage, all that we can say

is, may the soul never be freed from such bondage

!

The Siddhantin has no false sense of independence. Nor does

he recognise false authority. Compare the expression Qurroj

gisvsuiT^sufr “Ours wills are ours, to make them Thine” is

his motto. In fact, Meykaijdar says explicity that it will be un-

forgivable if the soul were to forget what it owes to the Lord
Who made such a poor thing as itself like unto Himself. Pre-

viously It had the excuse of ignorance and now, after spiritual

illumination it can have no excuse for forgetting what .it owes to

Him. Its strength consists in adoring Him.®”

In the state of release the soul' lacks nothing of what is its

supreme good, viz., experiencing the bliss of ^iva. All other things

are as nothing compared with the enjoyment of this bliss.“‘ “ All

18. He quotes the following couplet from the Tirukkurai

SI®®L;U^T£_li 9*Lll_/r;7®g.y ff.TITSVJIU m fhl(S

5T(5iju^7a_u3 AisbsofT wsmtp

where lesmip Q^(S'.uu^s_ih means u3iS3>y3g;5ar533m9«(3)Lju^7e_(i).

19. Der Caiva Siddhanta, p. 428.

20. Qffiu^rrSmu
LS)OT&sTU)/n^^so iSssi^tuso^)—(LpdrssTsu'SiJsr

^nCo!SBr^,T(CT)<# Q^iug^irh

_See MapSdiyam, p. 517.

21.

Mspsijiyam, pp. 389-90.
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things betray thee, who betrayest Me *' says the Hound of Hea-

ven. The soul running away from the Lord seeks shelter in one

worldly hope after another. Anon, all these failing it, as they are

bound to, (“ all things fly thee, for thou fliest Me ! ”), the soul

is overtaken by the Hotind which says

:

How little worthy of any love thou art!

Whom wilt thou find to love ignoble thee.

Save Me, save only Me?
All which I took from thee I did but take

Not for thy harms

But just that thou might’st seek it in My arms.**

22, Francis Thompson, The Hoond of Heaven,



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

Some general considerations are called for, before we con-

clude our survey of Saiva Siddhanta. We may take up first the

validity of religious experience which we took for granted in our

discussions. Some deny totally the validity of religious experience.

We shall examine some of the reasons given by them.

The most usual criticism of religious experience is that it is

subjective and that it has no objective validity. But as Elton True-

blood remarks^ it is a non sequitur to make the recognition of

subjective factors tantamount to a denial of objective factors. He
quotes G. K. Herbert who says ;

‘ There are precisely the same

reasons for doubting the existence of the pillar-box that I can see

down the street as for doubting the existence of God. In both cases

vast assumptions have to be made ...and in both cases the

doubt is simply a doubt whether our own natural faculties are

instruments that tell the truth, whether our own apparent experi-

ences may be trusted as real and actual.’ Galloway shows that

even in the world of science, the so-called ‘ facts ’ pre-suppose a

process of ideal construction. They are never the mere “ given.” “

The fear of the subjective ” was introduced into Philosophy by

Kant and ever since his day, anything that can be shown to be

in the least subjective, has become suspect.

Granting the occurrence of religious experience, some critics

argue that in interpreting', it there are such irreconcilable con-

tradictions that the value of such experience is reduced to nothing.

They may remark in triumph that in the sciences, there are no

such contradictions at all. As against the ordered progress in the

sciences, there is nothing but contradication and confusion in reli-

gion. Such critics conveniently forget that all is not progress in

science. There have been revolutionary changes in the sphere

of the so-called ‘ exact science.’ Maeterlinck observes that science

has been aptly termed ‘ the charnel house of hypotheses.’ ® Besides,

1. The Trustworthiness of Religious Experience, p. 26

2. The Philosophy of Religion, p. 192

3. The Magic of the Stars, pp. 42-43

H-38
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what do differences in the interpretaiion of religious experience

prove? We may just as well argue that, because a mountain seen

from the north looks very different from the same mountain seen

from the south either that there are two mountains or that the

mountain changes or even that the mountain does not exist/ Exa-

mining specific objections under the following titles— lack of uni-

versality, lack of sensory quality, lack of describable content and

religious wish (ful) thinking, Elton Trueblood. comes to the con-

clusion that they are groundless, observing, ‘ As scientist checks

scientist, so saint checks saint. The objective character of Augus-

tine’s experience is verified by its fundamental repetition in the

life cf Pascal.’ ® He goes so far as to say that while the science of

a thousand years ago seems ludicrous and even that of a century

ago seems quaint, men who report religious experience can speak

to one another across chasms of time without difficulty.® In an
anthology of religious verses, it is sometimes difficult to say whe-

ther a particular piece is by a Hindu or a Muslim or a Christian.

No doubt many features in experiences recorded by the followers

of various religions are unique but the presence of unique fac-

tors does not entail the absence of common factors. What St.

Paul calls ‘the fruits of the spirit’ are in the opinion of many
competent students of religious experience, remarkably similar

in all lands.

Some critics consider religious-mindedness as a sign of a dis-

eased mind. (Freud goes to the extent of treating this not merely

as a disease but also as an illusion, in his Future of an Illusion).

To call a religious genius a paranoiac is to be offensive without

being truthful. Quite apart from religious-mindedness not being

a disease, it is considered a certain cure for diseases otherwise

incurable. C. J. Jung, as competent a psychologist as any other,

says that the trouble with a majority of patients treated by him

coming to him from all parts of the world was that ‘ they fell ill

because they had lost that which the living religions of every age

have given to their followers, and none of them has been really

healed who did not regain his religious outlook’ remarking at

the same time that this has nothing to do with a particular creed

or membership cf a church.’ Religion, then, in:the words of L. P.

4. R. B. Henderson—Belief in God, p. 29

5. The Trustworthiness of Religious Experience.

6. Ibid., p. 44

7. C. J. Jung quoted by F. B. Castle is bis The Undivided Mind, pp.
13-14
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Jack, is rather that which defends us than that which we have

to defend.*

Some make a few half-hearted or ill-conceived or ill-directed

attempts to find God and not succeeding, roundly deny the success

of others. We trust the result obtained by a trained experimenter

as likely to be correct rather than that of a novice in the field of

science. The same should hold in regard to religion. Sages and

saints down the ages have given us results, agreeing in their essen-

tials. Need we reject them because some indifferent beginners

have failed to confirm them ?
*

We may proceed to meet another kind of criticism — if not of

religious experience, of religion. But our difficulty is in under-

standing how there can be Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark.

To treat God as an appearance is to emp y religious consciousness

of significant content. One is over awed by the eminence of

absolutist thinkers, to offer any criticism of their views. Bat

one must confess one’s inablity to understand their views. In

words that are familiar to every student of Philosophy, Bradley

says, “ We can see at once that there is nothing more real

than what comes in religion. To compare facts such as these with

what is given to us in outward existence, would be to trifle with

the subject. The man who demands a reality more solid than that

of the religious consciousness, seeks he does not know what.” Yet

one is startled to find that sentences that immediately follow tell

a different story ! What are we to make of a sentence like the

following :
“ And man and God as two realities, individual and

ultimate, ‘ standing ’ one cannot tell where, and with a rel ition

‘between’ them-this conjunction, we have seen is self-contradictory

and is therefore appearance.’*" The most memorable and puzzling

of Bradley’s sentences is this, “ Hence, short of the Absolute,

God cannot rest, and having reached that goal, he is lost and

religion with him.”** Anything one may say in criticism of such

a master-mind as Bradley may seem cheap, but surely it is the

limit to talk of God being ‘‘lost’"! No theist would deny that

God is more than what He reveals Himself to man. It is one

thing to accept this and an entirely different thing to treat God

8. Religious Perplexities, p. 43

9. Sec Belief in God, R. B. Henderson, pp. 62-€3

10. Appearance and Reality, p. 398

11. Ibid., pp. 395-96
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as an appearance. We venture to think that the following obser-

vation states the position accurately. “ In God religion and moves

and its being. Without Him religion dissolves into illusion and

without the idea of God, no philosophy of religion or theology

can be articulated.”

Dialectical difficulties come in the way of recognising God
and soul as numerically distinct. Hence, the reality of both is

denied, in favour of an Absolute, which in the attempt to be

shown as the true Infinite becomes rather the Indefinite. As for

the difficulties, we are reminded of L. P. Jack’s classification of

religious perplexities into two kinds
:

perplexities which overcome

religion and perplexities which are overcome by religion.'® The
man of religion is “ perplexed-yet not unto despair ”. The mystics

have no difficulty of the type (regarding relation, etc.) mentioned

by Bradley. Tayumanavar is clear in his utterance of the eter-

nahty of both God and soul but he recognises at the same time

that the soul is the servant of the Lord.’* The mystics maintain

that the crown of their experience is the “Unitive” life. But

this does not warrant the conclusion that there is absorption.

We have had occasion to observe already that the logical

conclusion of denying reality to souls, granting them only pheno-

menal or relative reality (it is difficult to understand what value

this concession has) is to deny bondage and release. If the One

alone is, there is no bondage, neither is there release. No doubt,

the view that recognises these is not without difficulties. Why or

how did the souls get bound? Is pas'a an eternal necessity to

the Lord? These are questions the answers to which may not

prove acceptable to all. But using the very test of coherence

and harmony advocated by the Absolutists, we feel that a plura-

lism which is God-centred is perferable to a Monism that denies

God and souls alike. The view is rather strongly expressed by

Evelyn Underhill who speaks of the ‘ soul—destroying conclusions

of pure monism, inevitable if its logical implications are pressed

home.” ’®

12. T. M. Watt. The Intuition of God, p. 49

13. Religious Perplexities, p. 71

14. ‘srsir^^ m ^ssT^mfrsir e_5ir«5r£^«j)ic ^disDQsurr ?’

—TayumSnavar

15. In an Introduction to An Anthology of the Love of God from the
writiiigs of Evelyn Underhill, Bishop Lutnsden Barkway says (pages 22-28) that
as a philosopher she rejected Monism as an e.xplanation of Reality and quotes
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She quotes Kabir who sings, “Brahma and the creature are

“ ever distinct, yet ever united.” She says in her preface to an edition

of Kabir’s songs, “ The soul’s union with Him is a love union,

a mutual inhabitation ; that essentially dualistic relation which all

mystical religion expresses, not a self-mergence which leaves no
place for personality. This eternal distinction, the mysterious

union-in-separateness of God and the soul is a necessary doctrine

of all sane mysticism ;
for no scheme which fails to find a place

for it can represent more than a fragment of that soul’s intercourse

with the spiritual world.'* She goes on to say that this affirma-

tion was one of the distinguishing features of the Vai^^avite

religion. Her remarks are applicable to the iSaivite religion also.

Pascal’s protest is famous ; The God of Christians is not a God
Who is simply the author of mathematical truths or the order of

elements, that is the view of Heathens and Epicureans
; but

the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob. The
God of Christians is a God of love and of comfort, a God who
fills the soul and heart of those whom He possesses.'’' The hymns
of the ^aivite and Vai§pavite saints are no less insistent on this

character of the Lord. While the Hindu saints record the

intimacy of their relationship with God, they do not fail

from a letter she wrote to the Spectator the following words that her aim in

writing the book Man and the Supernatural “was to set out a philosophy of
religion able to give content to all the characteristic experiences and activities

of man’s spiritual life : its outward and inward, its historical and metaphysical
aspects. Such a philosophy must be based on the fundamental distinction
between Creator and creature. Monistic mysticism simply does not give con-
tent to these observed facts of the spiritual life. It means a view of reality

which is indistinguishable from pantheism: an immanentism so extreme that
both prayer and worship become meaningless. An even more serious defect is

that such a ‘mysticism’ leaves no place for love.”

16. One Hundred Poems of Kabir. Ed. by E, Underhill and Rabindranath
Tagore. The matter is taken from the Preface.

17. God and Philosophy by E. Gilson, pp. 91-2. Cf. the following verse
of Sundarar with a striking similarity of sentiment.

mjsjjjLS^msvsv (^Tsur^ihuih^isir ns.TsiSlOTjjaastDjruJiOT

sBTSarrugLtTsii,TOTH til

Sijbpo ^0 sir m asststtribqsusutitiT

GTsir TjisuTaGTr

(gijbjDtt Q^ujuSlOTj/tb (^fsirQwssr QaTstrstnasasajarfS!

!€lm @i55(r*y)sii

QuTTynJtrsir msBtrfiaatnsumjasTr inso^tii SuTtustnas^ip

^0uiq«Brai*u05ii rr Issr.
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to record His transcendent character, simultaneously. The pairs
of opposites that vainly compete with each other to describe
this transcendent— immanent character remind us of the remarks
of Nicholas of Cusa. “ I have learned ”, he says, “ that the place
wherein thou art found unveiled is girt round with the coincidence
ot contradictories.’”® We come across numerous such verses in
Tevaram and Tiruvacagam and in the Prabandham, in the verses of
Nammalvar, especially.

We shall proceed to make a few observations about iSaivism

in general and 6aiva Siddhanta in particular. We have observed
already in the introductory chapter that iSaivism dates back
to a very remote past. Sir John Marshall says, “Among the

many revelations that Mohenjo-daro and Harappa have had in

store for us, none is perhaps more remarkable than this discovery

that Saivism has a history going back to the Chalcolithic Ase o
perhaps even further still, and that it thus takes its place as the

most ancient living faith in the world.” While in some quarters

this conclusion is considered “ not proved ”, it is still an indication

of the antiquity of 6aivism.

L. D. Barnett says that in some of the early references, the

conception of 6iva is full of horror and that the Hindu applies

neither the aesthetic nor the ethical criteria of ordinary life to his

gods. However, the same writer admits that in the south, iSiva has

been worshipped since immemorial times with extra-ordinary

affection. 6iva is a national god dwelling in the hearts of the

people.”® In this connection we may refer to Macnicol’s remark
about the strange and repellent symbols that are employed to re-

present the deity (.he goes on to say that in spite of such symbolism
there is in s'aivite hymns a genuine theistic experience, as genuine

as it is intense).”* So far as aesthetic standards are concerned, we
have numerous references in Tevaram, describing the Lord as a
Beautiful Person =5ty)a.®jr. He is represented as wearing a garland

of skulls, etc. But what is the meaning of it all? We have
Tevaram hymns entitled Vinavurai which pose certain questions as

to why the Lord wears skull, garlands, etc. This is evidently to

make us think of the symbolic significance of His ornaments,

18. Quoted by Evelyn Underhill in her Abba, p. 49

19. Mohenjo-daro, India—1, vii

20. The Heart of India, pp. 75-6

21. Indian Theism, pp. 125-26
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etc. We are similarly to consider the significance of certain acts

also of Siva (cf. in Tiruvacakam). That all these have a
symbolic significance is indicated in the familiar vers of Tiru-

mandiram which says that the unwise ones say Siva destroyed the

three towns whereas what He destroyed was the product of the

three malas. While on this point we may mention the symbolical

significance of Hindu art as found in temples, etc. The Hindu mind
tries to represent metaphysical conceptions which, on the surface,

are likely to appear crude.

Saiva Siddhanta, it may be stressed once again is based on, and

is a systematic formulation of, the experiences of Saivite saints.

To take one of the commentators, ^ivagra Yogin, we find that

he says definitely that what he sets forth is the outcome of his

preceptor’s grace as well as his own experience.^'^

It is misleading to describe 5aiva Siddhanta as a ‘pluralism’

for, as this term is used in Western Philosophy, it may stand for

a radical Pluralism in which God is merely primus inter pares.^*

We have seen that while the Siddhanta accepts pa^u and pSila

as eternal, God is not just a co-ordinate reality, but the Lord

of these— the Master of souls, the ground of its being and the

goal of its prayer; and the Owner of the world, etc. Again
Theism is taken in some quarters to represent the immanent
character alone of God and in some other quarters to stand

for the transcendent character alone. But no true theism can

ignore either of these aspects. If, however, a term which can

stress both aspects is thought necessary. Supertheism may be

suggested to indicate transcendence and immanence together.

Similarly it is misleading to characterise the Siddhanta as
‘ realism ’. No doubt it recognises pa^a (which includes matter)

as an independent principle. But the Siddhantin’s definition of

substance as the aggregate of its qualities reveals an idealist

tendency.

It will be seen, thus, that though it is usual to characterise the

Siddhanta as a ‘ realistic, pluralistic theism ’ it is more than this

description would suggest. True to its claims to be the consumma-

22. “ 0©<?7«33i(r05fr Gwihurji)

U)gijuaj/i^rr^u).Tau>^(S^ sv(r^Qurr(i^(^u)..."

—Stivanesiprakdiam

23. See Pringle Pattison. The Idea of God, p. 316
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tion of all systems, it combines, not merely juxtaposes, elements

of truth found in all other systems. Its affinity with Advaita has
been indicated in an article®* by the late Professor S. S. Surya-

narayana Sastri. Its affinity with Viiiijtadvaita is no less

pronounced.

So far as the distinctive contribution of ^aiva Siddhanta to

Hindu thought is concerned, we may mention the Siddhantin’s

happy use of the term ‘ Advaita.’ Advaita we saw, means for him,

not mere non-difference as it does for the Kevaladvaitin but a
‘ union-in-separateness ’. Again only where the reality of the souls

is conceded, there is point in moral and spiritual endeavour.

While studying the different commentaries, we found Jnanapra-

ka^ar going farther then the orthodox Siddhantin in claiming for

the released souls equality with the Lord in respect of the five

functions also on the ground that no longer having selfish desires,

their resolves also issue in the same results as the Lord’s resolve.

This is a bold attempt to accord to the souls the highest status

consistent v;ith the supremacy of the Lord. He has rendered a

distinct service by showing that spiritual entities can be many
since they do not clash like corporeal entities by co-presence.

“ Saiva Siddhanta is not a living religion but only a natural

philosophy which gives a metaphysical setting to religious cate-

gories ” is the conclusion drawn by Schomerus at the end of his

work.®* But is this conclusion correct ? Whether it is only a

natural philosophy, how much of genuine metaphysics it has, etc.

are questions the answers to which will be obvious to any one
who takes the trouble to study this unique system of thought. We
shall take up just one point here for consideration. Is it fair to

say that ^aiva Siddhanta is not a living religion ? The answer to

it is found in the hymns of the Saiva saints whose experiences

are recorded for our edification. We shall mention some features

which are too often overlooked or are not as wide!} known as

they deserve to be.

First of all, do the saints who are the examples of the

Siddhanta condemn the human body outright as is often alleged ?

It will be seen that they condemn births etc. only in so far as

24. The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. n

25. Der Caiva Siddhinta, p. 430
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these delude us. But they point out that human birth affords a

unique opportunity for release. The words of Tirumular deserve

to be widely known ;
“ If the body perishes, the soul also comes

to grief; there will be no enlightenment either. Hence knowing

how to take care of my body, I tend it thereby tending my soul ”.“®

Appar sings of the human body as the temple of the Lord.^^ The

saints who usually dread the cycle of births as responsible for our

separation from the Lord, welcome it if thereby they would be

vouch-safed vision of the Lord ;
Karaikkal Ammaiyar, a woman-

saint prays, “ Grant me freedom from births ; but if I am to be

born, grant that I should ever think of You.” The same note is

struck by Appar who sings, “Even were I to be born a worm,

grant that Your Feet will be ever lodged in me We may note

in passing that Vais^avite saints also welcome birth even as a

fish etc. if thereby they could be in the presence of their Lord.

Appar’s song that human births is to be welcomed if thereby one

is privileged to see the sweet-smiling Lord is well-known.**

Do the saints work for release desiring thereby perpetuation

of their selves and fear to lose themselves in the Lord ? We
have shown already that selfhood centred in God is welcomed

and this is very different from selfishness. We may quote the

saints now. Gau^apada says in his MandQkya Karika*®*, that even

yogis see fear in that which is without fear (i.e. in the state of non-

difference; abhaya necessarily implies for the Advaitin, abbeda).

Quite apart from the desirability of doing away with difference so

as to be without fear, do those who work for release really fear

release if it takes away their selfhood and long for perpetuation

of their selves ? What the saints want is not happiness in heaven

or freedom from misery on earth but opportunities for worship

and adoration. Giving a general description of the iSaiva saints,

the author of Periapuranam says that treating gold and potsherd

as alike useless, they worshipped the Lord in the fullness of the

love that welled forth in them and were of a resoluteness which

£6. “ E-L-ihijju suGrriT^^m a^uSif ”

e_i_U)L®aj3r (yjsirssriii gl(iji*Q«sdr^0fB(53jar

E_i_ihLS/OTy*05rrCBsrr e_^Qi_/fi05fr aso'srGt—sor ’’

uS^<SVfT^^ d6(^U3OTru) tnniriii irrx

28. ‘ a^safl^^ ^(r^ajQfiih ’—note the line
iDiTtSIsv^Q^.

28a. GaudapSda Kdrika, III, 39

H-39
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did not care even for release.®* Another saint sings ;
“ Even if

the Lord does not take away my troubles and does not show me
mercy, even if He does not indicate the path I am to pursue, I

shall never cease loving Him”.*®

The saints exemplify not only such a lofty strain of self-less

love and devotion, but reveal for the benefit of frail mortals, the

possibility of a relation that admits of petitions to the Lord for

help in difficulties. Appar says that ignorant ones may not realise

that the Lord is merciful if He does not help His devotees who
are in distress There is a note of urgency in the appeal of

Sundarar, ” If you put off showing mercy to us, from day to day,

what shall we do if death over takes us ? Does cotton pierce the

container in which it is stored?” Again, in distress, he sings,

“You do not realise our sorrows. What is the good of doing any-

thing in the hereafter, to those who worship You here ? Remi-
niscent of the Lord’s prayer (m the Bible) Lead us not into

temptation but deliver us from evil ’) is his verse ;
“ He forgives

me my sins and prevents me from further sinning.”** What can

be more touching than Magiikkavacagar’s description of the Lord’s

love as excelling even the love of the mother for her infant, the

mother who is ever mindful of the baby’s needs and satisfies them

by kind forethought?** Is the soul condemned to the cycle of

births, unredeemed by a Saviour? Is karma everything? No;
even were fuel heaped skyhigh, a flame can reduce it to ashes.

29 Jdufla: (Bwiusir jt5l

sn(Jii (Beusisrr L-'J s)Sfls&siTe£<snrhj!t,'(^j

—Periyapurajiam

stSliLXsir (9)'^^ S airaji£0£hi-?i_

SfflusjjTvicu.Tii (Bsussaii—nn e^sssnSl^y 9 S—so(S-%

—Cidambara Ceyyuf Kovai

30. @i_iT9>S3TrujiT{3iTOTi/ib sTia^^fTiKajCSr^iih

UL- 0iii o'lTj jj!Ljcirjf luaCo.Tgytb—

(rr(rfT_"Tj« (Sa> isv^sii srir ujatjlib GTiincr (gjiTiijg

sil LJ ^ litl

—lltk Tirurmiai

31. sTS57(3uT5iS'a>sfra_(Rnu'^Q6F,5rfiuT/T ^i^iufrir

';2. miSsrrQtusir^stain mSsrSvaif

_^i;^^aSiL-L-:r ip iSi‘^8ssr9 Q^iuiuS^sir ^s/t^CSaafr Q^rrsSir

U^9u3L-ULjL.Uf.SV £^(SwfT usstsfliiS9(2>'^

^Hinuuj^ujiT 67s^suT/r**ii);iniO Q^iusuQ^sir.

33. uls3J&3r sTOTiilsDi^sinajLi Qur^uutrSsar, LSsay^Qujev.nh^aSiyu

usjsfuun 8sst,

34. UT«5fia53TfB,^LL(pli) 9!TeOUUlflrb^
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Even so is the utterance of the Lord’s Name to destroy one’s

sins.*®

Such is the record of evidence given by the i^aiva saints. Can

it be a guide for the present and the future? Can it help us

both as individuals and as members of society to lead a good and

godly life?

This is in a way a question that concerns all religions. How
can religion help us in practical life? The answer depends upon
what religion means to us. If religion stands for something handed

down to us by our ancestors as a sort of bequest to which we
attach a sentimental value as we would to any precious heirloom,

then it is not going to help us much. If religion becomes an
intellectual affair, the establishment of one conclusion as against

another, it will not be deep-rooted and will, as likely as not, give

place even to an opposite conclusion. Such a religion may dazzle

the intellect but it will not touch the core of one’s being. If,

again, religion consists in emotional outpourings, it will lack stabi-

lity like a house built on sand. It must be grounded in the will,**

purified and strengthened by Divine Grace. Of course, this is

not to ignore the part played by the intellect and the emotions.

The intellect seeks to provide rational explanation, and the emo-
tions will have their legitimate satisfaction. Religion involves the

whole personality and calls into play each of its vital functions.

Such a religion is of inestimable value to man.

As an individual beset with problems and difficulties which

seem to be as insoluble as the problem of squaring a circle, the

religious man has an access of power, a clearness of vision and a

tranquillity of emotions which are the envy and admiration of his

less fortunate fellow-beings who have no religion. Even in trying

circumstances the religious man does not quail. His head is

“bloody but unbowed”— not because he is the captain of his soul

but because God is the captain of his soul.

As for society here again, genuine religion has a good deal

to offer. The poet may be reduced to despair at the sight of ‘ nature

3o. sSsatsT sumi m eiSjD'£<eir Geusiiaii^ev

a_(!3ijT«!3fliu Li^svssyeu QujiTSgf mi iflebSevuJiTib

Ljstmesafluj si-evdlsaflsv uuSsirjs
(Bsssrcaufi jn niyiuu 'hinff'^isuniuQexj.

36. A study of Screwtaps Letters by C. S. Lewis will make this point
clear.
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red in tooth and claw ’ or ‘ man’s inhumanity to man The humani-

tarian’s faith in human beings whose lot he is out to improve may

not survive successive returns of ingratitude or lack of public

recognition. He may even swing to the other extreme, and, em-

bittered by ingratitude, may become a misanthrope. But the man
who says, “ Not my will but Thy will be done ” will go through

life, making it one long course of selfless service for the glory

of God and the happiness of his fellow-men. He who is blessed

with such faith in God fears nothing, and has nothing to fear.®’’

Neither global nor even cosmic catastrophe can unnerve him.®*

Fortified with Faith, he goes on doing his duty, though the heavens

might fall. The heavens will not fall— such is his Faith!

37. tS/i^^Sii^iiJiTQ.jinrsir^LS'iwSeo ^^^aiijT)Sii^L£!(xSsc.

38. tc ,T £Uat_ 5U^i^ idjs'Sjdq^sv^us

aS^TmruTav ^03ri_(r
^sosTUTSu fB££i*®<*7sjr^ « ,ob;(5i_'rti ^t^uud^sflu LfsSluj^

%'nh7urTiij QTiji}_.Vih ai—si/il *i_(rTS!jr atpmS&oarSuL/.



APPENDIX

There is a reference on page 185 of this work to the righteous

indignation felt by Swami Vivekananda when the doctrine of

karma was misinterpreted. Here are the full details as given in

the complete works of Swami Vivekananda, Volume VI, pp, 404-

406. (1921 Edition).

‘ An enthusiastic preacher belonging to the Society for the

protection of cows came for an interview with Swamiji.

Swamiji— What is the object of your Society?

Preacher— We protect the mother-cows of our country from

the hands of the butcher. Cow-infirmaries have been founded in

some places where the diseased or decrepit mother-cows or those

bought from the butchers are provided for.

Swamiji—A terrible famine has now broken out in Central

India. The Indian Government has published a death-roll of nine

lakhs of starved people. Has your Society done anything to render

help in this time of famine?

Preacher—We do not help during famine or other distresses.

This Society has been established only for the protection of

mother-cows.

Swamiji— During a famine when lakhs of people, your own
brothers and sisters, have fallen into the jaws of death, you have
not thought it your duty, though having the means, to help them
in that terrible calamity with food ?

Preacher— No. This famine broke out as a result of men’s
karma, their sins. It is a case of ‘ like karma, like fruit.’

Hearing the words of the peacher, sparks of fire, as it were
scintillated out of Swamiji’s large eyes

; his face became flushed.
But he suppressed his feeling and said, “ Those associations which
do not feel sympathy for men, and even seeing their own brothers
dying from starvation do not give them a handful of rice to save
their lives, while giving away piles of food to save birds and
beasts, I have not the least sympathy for them, and I do not
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believe that Society derives any good from them. If you make
a plea of karma by saying that men die through their karma,

then it becomes a settled fact that it is useless to try or struggle

for anything in this world; and your work for the protection of

animals is no exception. With regard to your cause also it can

be said that mother-cows through their own karma fell into the

hands of the butchers and die, and we need not do anything in

the matter.”*

1. I am thankful to Swami Svihjnanda of the Ramakrishna Math.
Mylapote and Dr. Bhaskaran Nambudripad, for kindly locating this quotation.
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